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ABSTRACT 

In extrusion-based bioprinting, a bioink with appropriate rheological properties is 
used to achieve 3D-printed constructs. A bioink is a printable hydrogel precursor 
that has properties similar to those of hydrogels, including biocompatibility, 
biofunctionality, and biodegradability. In particular, natural polymers such as 
polypeptides and polysaccharides are widely used and are suitable for hydrogel and 
bioink research. On the other hand, natural polymers without chemical modification 
lack the mechanical strength and stability to maintain 3D constructs. In bioink 
development, natural polymers are often functionalized with methacrylate anhydride 
to enable photopolymerization via free-radical polymerization. Photocrosslinking 
approachhas been the most used in bioink development due to its tunability, 
accessibility and cost-effectiveness. This provides the freedom to optimize the 
physical and chemical properties of the precursor by varying the degree of 
modification, polymer concentration, photoinitiator concentration and crosslinking 
time.  

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first comprehensive study, which offered 
simple tools to improve printability in respect of the connection between polymer 
properties, chemical modifications, rheological behaviors, and 3D biofabrication. 
The most suitable bioink properties should harness shear-thinning, yield stress, and 
recovery behaviors. Although some bioinks may exhibit these properties, they are 
still unable to achieve the desired printing outcomes. The two-step crosslinking 
strategy is the main focus of this thesis, as it comprises physical crosslinking as the 
pre-crosslinking step and photocrosslinking as the post-crosslinking step. The initial 
crosslinking was employed to modulate the rheological properties of the hydrogel 
precursors for 3D printing. The secondary crosslinking provided stability to the 3D 
constructed via covalent crosslinking from photocrosslinking. A wide range of 
photocrosslinkable precursors were investigated and screened as biomaterial inks, 
including GelMA, ColMA, HAMA, AlgMA, GGMA, GelMAGA, HAGA and 
GGMAGA. In addition to the methacrylate group, gallic acid was used to improve 
the multifunctionality and flexibility such as stimuli-responsiveness and tissue 
adhesion. Different polymer sources and chemical functionalization require different 
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pre-crosslinking techniques such as temperature, ionic crosslinking (CaCl2), 
catechol-metal complex (FeCl3), pH modulation and controlled photocrosslinking 
(low UV intensity).  

These pre-crosslinked precursor formulations were formed through different 
chemistries to obtain printable precursors based on physical or covalent crosslinking. 
The optimization of the pre-crosslinking parameters (temperature, precursor 
concentration and amount of pre-crosslinker agents) influenced the printability of 
the hydrogel precursor in extrusion-based 3D bioprinting. For photocrosslinking, 
the properties of printed hydrogel, including gelation kinetics, crosslinking degree, 
mechanical strength, average mesh size and swelling behaviors, could be modulated 
by the degree of methacrylation, photoinitiator, UV light intensity and exposure 
time. The printability of the biomaterial inks was assessed by pre-screening via visual 
analysis, flow behavior, and structural integrity of 3D printed constructs. Printable 
precursors were defined as those that could form long, smooth, and coherent fibers 
and stack on top of each fiber. The printable precursors exhibited non-Newtonian 
fluid, sufficient yield stress, and recovery behaviors to retain their shape fidelity after 
the force was applied. During printing, rational printing parameters are the most 
important factors in achieving 3D constructs, such as printing temperature, nozzle 
size/type, pressure, speed, curing time, and the selection of CAD models. The results 
showed that the use of pre-crosslinkers (GGMA-CaCl2 and GelMAGA-FeCl3) 
offered the highest printing resolution, followed by thermal crosslinking, pH 
modulation and controlled photocrosslinking. For 3D printed constructs, GelMA60 
at 16 °C, GGMA-CaCl2, GelMAGA-FeCl3 and HAGA20-HAMA15 inks were 
successfully printed in cylinders with high structural integrity and stability in the 
swelling studies. In summary, a two-step crosslinking technique in the hydrogel 
precursor not only enhanced the printability but also significantly improved the 
mechanical strength and stability of the final printed structure. This doable 
crosslinking strategy demonstrates the potential for producing robust and durable 
constructs through 3D printing technology in the field of hydrogel-based scaffolds. 
The proposed characterization in this study could be used as the key to screen the 
printable precursors in bioink development in the future. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

3D bioprinting is an emerging technology in tissue engineering because of its 
suitability for the fabrication of complex 3D biological constructs1. The main 
advantage of 3D bioprinting over conventional scaffolds is to fuse cells and materials 
into a complex structure with micrometer resolution, which provides cell-friendly 
conditions and mimics the human body environment2. Extrusion-based bioprinting 
requires the use of bioinks, which are primarily composed of soft hydrogels, hydrogel 
precursors or water-soluble polymers3,4.  

So far, hydrogels have been popular options as bioinks in extrusion-based 3D 
bioprinters due to their several advantages, including biocompatibility, high 
hydrophilicity, cell-friendly properties that promote cell growth, mimicking ECM,  
and tunability of mechanical properties5. The hydrogels for extrusion-based 
bioprinting should possess biocompatible, biodegradable, present appropriate 
mechanical properties relevant to the tissue type, and have good printability and 
shear-thinning properties to facilitate the printing process6. The development of 
bioinks requires specific fluid properties such as shear viscosity, shear-thinning, layer 
stackability, and cell encapsulation7. During bioink preparation for an extrusion-
based 3D bioprinter, the pre-hydrogel solution, or “precursor” is mildly crosslinked 
to transform into a “weak hydrogel”8,9. A weak hydrogel is a soft extrudable hydrogel 
that exhibits shear-thinning behavior (a decrease in viscosity as the shear rate 
increases), as this property enables printability during the printing process10. This 
weak hydrogel is considered a bioink, as it can be extruded smoothly from the nozzle, 
followed by regaining its initial viscosity after being deposited on the printing bed11. 
This property is called recovery behavior or thixotropy, as it provides shape fidelity 
and stackability after printing12. Depending on the polymer backbone properties and 
polymer functional groups, the precursor can be crosslinked via physical, chemical, 
enzymatic, or combined methods13. The printed weak hydrogel is later transformed 
and stabilized into a “true hydrogel” via irreversible covalent crosslinking9. The most 
popular crosslinking technique for 3D bioprinting is photocrosslinking14. 
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Photocrosslinking is well known as a rapid crosslinking method, providing a precise, 
stable scaffold construct for 3D bioprinting applications15. Lately, reviews from 
various literature sources have concentrated on developing new formulations of 
bioinks for biomedical purposes. Here in this thesis, I focus on the improvement of 
printability and shape fidelity in the layer-by-layer process of photocrosslinkable 
bioinks by applying pre-crosslinking techniques, such as temperature change, ionic 
cross-linking, metal-ligand interaction, pH change, and controlled 
photocrosslinking. In addition, researchers do not often assess the printability of the 
newly developed bioinks because of the tedious process of rheological analysis and 
evaluation of the printability window. There exist only a few studies reporting an 
insight evaluation of methacrylated polysaccharide and polypeptide-based 
bioinks8,10,16. However, the bioink properties, such as printability and rheological 
behaviors, can be systematically assessed with various parameters to improve the 
printing performance17. These bioinks based on polypeptides/polysaccharides will 
open the possibility for reliable and scalable 3D bioprinting of tissue engineering 
scaffold structures. 
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2 REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

2.1 3D bioprinting technology 

2.1.1 Light-based 3D bioprinting 

Light-based 3D bioprinting techniques such as stereolithography (SLA), digital light 
processing (DLP), volumetric bioprinting and continuous liquid interface 
production (CLIP) have been used to fabricate complex biological 3D scaffolds18. 
These techniques provide high tunability of optical, chemical, and mechanical 
properties of the scaffolds19. In general, light-based 3D printers can be categorized 
according to the light source used for the polymerization20. The most used approach 
for photopolymerization is utilizing ultraviolet (UV) light or visible light21. The main 
advantage of light-based 3D bioprinting over other manufacturing techniques, such 
as polymer molding is its ability to generate high-resolution 3D biofabrication from 
the micro (µm) to macroscale (mm)22. In addition, it offers patient-specific 3D 
scaffolds, as they can be fabricated using a computer-aided design (CAD) model 
from imaging data such as computed tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance 
imaging (MRI)23,24. However, photopolymerization in 3D bioprinting may cause cell 
damage during fabrication25. Recently, researchers have been trying to compromise 
UV light intensity and exposure time to achieve high cell survivability as well as 
maintain the high resolution of 3D constructs26. Another alternative method is to 
replace UV light with visible light to yield higher cell compatibility and a wider range 
of applications27. Typically, an extrusion-based 3D bioprinter integrated with a UV-
curing module is used in 3D bioprinting applications28. 

2.1.2 Extrusion-based 3D bioprinting 

Extrusion-based bioprinting has been widely used in tissue engineering and 
biofabrication due to its simplicity, tunability, and cost effectiveness29. These 
mechanisms involve the extrusion of a viscous polymer with or without cells, as they 
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produce a continuous filament from a nozzle controlled by pneumatic, piston-
driven, or screw-driven systems30. The main advantage of this approach is that it can 
print viscous bioinks with high cell densities into 3D constructs14. After printing, the 
printed construct is crosslinked layer-by-layer either via physical or chemical 
crosslinking12. In general, extrusion-based 3D bioprinters contain temperature-
controlled and UV-curing modules, which are often employed to adjust printing 
parameters during fabrication. Temperature control is applied to adjust the viscosity 
of bioink with temperature-sensitive properties31. UV-curing modules are attached 
to the robotic arm of the printer, providing the additional crosslinking method for 
photocrosslinkable bioinks to ensure shape fidelity and structural stability during and 
after printing32. For photocrosslinkable bioinks in extrusion-based 3D bioprinting, 
the photocuring process may be applied before (pre-crosslinking), after (post-
crosslinking), or during (in-situ-crosslinking) extrusion, as shown in Figure 133. The 
main disadvantages of extrusion-based 3D bioprinting are the limited resolution and 
printing speed due to the size of the nozzles (the smallest diameter is 100 µm)34. 
Extrusion-based 3D bioprinting requires bioinks with optimal rheological 
properties, crosslinking abilities, and biocompatibility. Several researchers have 
utilized high-concentration bioinks as the primary strategy to achieve high 
printability in extrusion-based methods, which can limit cell mobility within the 
polymer network and might lead to adverse effects on cell viability35. 

 

 

Figure 1.  Schematic diagram of three crosslinking techniques for extrusion-based bioprinting: pre-
crosslink, post-crosslink, and in-situ-crosslink. Reprinted with permission from ref 33. 
Copyright Wiley 2017. 
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2.2 Precursor, bioink and biomaterial ink 

Over the past decade, several researchers have focused on developing novel bioinks, 
but the terminology of precursor, bioink, and biomaterial ink has still remained 
unclear. The precursor or hydrogel precursor is a monomer/polymer solution or the 
initial stage of hydrogel formation before the sol-gel transition. The precursor will 
transform into a hydrogel in the presence of a crosslinking agent. Groll et al. have 
clearly defined the terms bioink and biomaterial ink (Figure 2). According to their 
definitions, cells are the main components of a bioink. On the other hand, polymer 
solutions or hydrogel precursors that contain biologically active molecules without 
living cells are typically referred to as biomaterial inks rather than bioinks36. The 
development of bioinks, which encapsulate the cells during the printing process, is 
essential for the development of functional organs or tissue structures. Recently, 
numerous studies have reported the modelling of human diseases and conducting 
drug development research with the help of 3D bioprinting, which can reduce the 
need for animal tests, research costs, and the duration of experiments37. The choice 
of bioink varies depending on the application (e.g., soft/hard tissue, biosensors) and 
the type of 3D bioprinter available (inkjet, extrusion, laser-assisted, etc.)38. So far, 
hydrogels have been used as bioink materials in the bioprinting of 3D tissue and 
organ constructs39. 

 

 

Figure 2.  The difference between a bioink (left side), where the cells are the main component in the 
hydrogel precursor and a biomaterial ink (right side), where an individual biomaterial is 
printed without cells, and the cells are introduced in the ready biomaterial scaffold. Reprinted 
with permission from ref 36. Copyright 2019 IOPscience. 
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2.2.1 Hydrogel in 3D bioprinting 

Hydrogels have been the most used materials in 3D bioprinting applications because 
of their biocompatibility, high hydrophilicity, cell-friendly characteristics and 
tunability of mechanical properties40. Usually, the  hydrogels are loaded with cells 
and then bioprinted into 3D constructs39. Hydrogels are defined as three-
dimensional hydrophilic polymer networks capable of absorbing and retaining a 
significant amount of water or solution in their structure41–43. Hydrogels have unique 
properties because they can mimic the extracellular matrix (ECM) and are thus 
widely used as scaffolds for tissue engineering applications and as drug carriers in 
drug delivery44. Hydrogels can be derived from both natural and synthetic polymers. 
Polysaccharide- and polypeptide-derived hydrogels especially are of great interest in 
biomedical applications45. In bioprinting applications, a wide variety of polymers, 
including natural, synthetic, and semi-synthetic materials, have been used46. Various 
hydrogels derived from polypeptides and polysaccharides, such as gelatin (Gel), 
collagen (Col), alginate (Alg) and hyaluronic acid (HA), have been synthesized47–50. 
The main advantages of natural hydrogels are low cellular cytotoxicity, the presence 
of essential properties for cell-matrix interactions (for example, adhesion domains), 
biodegradability, lack of toxicity, high hydrophilicity, and the possibility to be tailored 
into injectable gels51. However, the disadvantages of natural hydrogels limit their 
utilization, as they have quite weak mechanical properties, and their quality is not 
easily controlled due to the batch-to-batch variation52,53. Most natural biomaterials 
are in the form of polypeptides and polysaccharides54. However, the current 
challenges of using polypeptides and polysaccharides include the use of hazardous 
solvents or reagents during hydrogel synthesis and the insufficient mechanical 
strength, limited ductility and recoverability attributed to most of the conventional 
polysaccharide gels55. As native polymers without any chemical modification, 
polypeptides and polysaccharides lack the crosslinking groups needed for hydrogel 
formation, limiting the range of fabrication methods or applications56. Chemical 
modification of the polymer backbone is a feasible method to improve the properties 
of these natural hydrogels, such as gelation time, stability, and tunability of their 
mechanical properties1,57. Modified natural polymers are also called semi-synthetic 
polymer. Hydrogels and bioinks share similarities in their properties and 
requirements for tissue engineering and biofabrication. They should mimic the 
mechanical and biological properties of targeted tissues. On the other hand, 
hydrogels in 3D bioprinting should not only maintain cell viability but also must be 
printable and have a fast gelation time to achieve 3D constructs58. As shown in 
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Figure 3, collagen, alginate, and gelatin are the most popular choices for bioink 
development. 
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2.2.2 Polypeptide-based hydrogels 

Polypeptide-based hydrogels are intrinsically biocompatible and biologically diverse 
and thus have been widely used and studied for several decades for various tissue 
engineering targets60,61. Polypeptides have a variety of functional groups specific to 
each amino acid, which provide more flexibility to modify and tune the properties 
of the resulting hydrogels41. However, polypeptide-based bioinks still have several 
limitations, such as poor mechanical properties, low stability, difficulties in 
purification and reproducible production62. The range of tunability of polypeptide-
based bioinks is relatively narrow due to the need for a minimum protein 
concentration in the bioink to ensure effective gelation.  Furthermore, at the higher 
end, the tunability is limited by the maximum solubility of the polypeptide in the 
aqueous solvent63. 

Gelatin has been extensively used as a main bioink in combination with other natural 
or synthetic bioinks due to its tunability of mechanical and biological properties64. 
Gelatin has thermosensitive properties, which means it can form into a hydrogel at 
low temperatures (<20 °C), but it can easily transform into a liquid when the 
temperature increases65. Due to this property, gelatin is one of the first choices for 
bioink development, enabling printability and stability at a controlled temperature66. 
Gelatin is able to be chemically modified because of the number of side chains (free 
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amine groups in the gelatin backbone) that allow for chemical crosslinking and 
modification67. Gelatin is often modified with methacrylate groups (GelMA), which 
have been used for a wide range of tissue engineering applications, including bone, 
cartilage, skin, and vascular networks68. Gelatin and GelMA are widely used natural 
bioinks because they share thermosensitive properties and the ability to change their 
viscosity as a function of temperature26. In practical approaches, a high 
concentration of GelMA (>5%) has been used extensively; however, this might 
result in lower cell viability. Janmalek et al. and Yin et al. used a low concentration 
(<5%) of GelMA and controlled temperature to produce stable soft 3D printed 
constructs. They employed a two-step thermo-/photocrosslinking strategy to 
improve shape fidelity while maintaining cell viability26,69. Due to the thermosensitive 
properties of GelMA, it exhibited self-healing at concentrations of 3% and 4% w/v, 
shear-thinning properties and faster gelation time at low temperature compared to 
room or physiological temperature70. Bartnikowsk et al. used GelMA and GGMA 
blends to obtain better elastic response (physical and chemical crosslinking)71. 
Moreover, Ouyang et al. utilized 5% w/v of gelatin as the main bioink to combine 
with low printability bioinks, such as HAMA and AlgMA, to create a complementary 
network, resulting in the improvement of printability and shape fidelity of 3D 
printed constructs72. Xu et al. also found that dual crosslinking with Ca2+ and light 
enabled the successful printing of low-concentration GelMA (< 1% w/v) and 
nanocellulose (CNFs), and this technique also provides tremendous mechanical 
strength up to 5 kPa73. 

Collagens are natural-derived proteins obtained from most mammals, occupying 
approximately 30% of the entire mammalian protein mass. Collagen facilitates cell 
adhesive properties, offering cell attachment and growth74. It is among the most 
popular bioinks in the market and biomedical research75. However, it exhibits several 
disadvantages, as it has low viscosity at low temperatures and forms a fibrous 
structure when the temperature increases or at neutral pH65. Several studies have 
also explored various approaches to enhance the printability of collagen-based 
bioinks by modifying them with active functional groups, controlling the gelation 
kinetics, and shear-thinning behavior of collagen-based bioinks76. For instance, Kim 
et al. used various concentrations of tannic acid as pre-crosslinker agents to improve 
the rheological properties and printability of 3D printed villi structures77. Despite 
the enhancement efforts, utilizing non-modified collagen is not recommended to be 
used as a standalone bioink due to its mechanical instability and slow gelation rate at 
physiological temperature. These factors may disrupt its ability to maintain shape 
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fidelity after extrusion. Collagen is often blended with other bioinks to improve its 
printability, shape fidelity, and biological properties. Mazzocchi et al. proposed that 
the combination of methacrylated collagen I and thiolated hyaluronic acid (HA) can 
be utilized to form a hydrogel with feasible characteristics for extrusion-based 
bioprinting. For example, Mörö et al. added collagen type I as a shear-thinning 
enhancer, and it also increased cytocompatibility78. A similar report found that 
collagen-chitosan blends showed shear-thinning behavior and did not exhibit 
cytotoxicity on NIH-3T3 fibroblasts. In addition, Yang et al. reported that adding 
collagen type I to an alginate-based bioink gained better overall mechanical strength, 
which helped preserve chondrocyte phenotypes and reduced unpredicted 
differentiation during the printing of cartilage scaffolds79. Collagen is often mixed 
with Pluronic® to provide promising results in extrusion-based 3D bioprinting80. 
Collagen type I can be modified with methacrylate groups to enable 
photocrosslinking due to free amines in the collagen backbone, which share 
similarities to gelatin76. This photocrosslinkable bioink was denoted as ColMA. 
Another study showed that ColMA and sodium alginate blends provided successful 
3D bioprinting of the human cornea, and these findings might demonstrate 
promising results for corneal tissue engineering applications5. In contrast, plain 
collagen can be photocrosslinked without a methacrylate group. Bell et al. revealed 
that without even further modification, collagen type I from bovine skin could be 
printed into 3D microstructures via multiphoton crosslinking81. 

2.2.3 Polysaccharide-based hydrogels 

Polysaccharide-based precursors, including chitosan, hyaluronic acid, and alginate, 
are extensively selected for hydrogel preparation. These materials offer the ability to 
mimic ECM and possess adjustable viscoelastic properties and excellent 
permeability, which can promote improved cell adhesion, spreading, and 
proliferation.82,83. They have several functional groups (hydroxyl, acetal, and amine 
functional groups), which can be chemically modified to improve the existing 
mechanical or biological properties84,85. Furthermore, they are easily formed into 
hydrogels, mixed with other polymers, or modified into photocrosslinkable 
precursors86. 

Alginate is the most used natural-derived polysaccharide biomaterial in various 
industries, including food, pharmaceutical and bioprinting, because of its 
biocompatibility, tunability of crosslinking techniques, affordability, and ease of 
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use3,87. Alginate is produced from marine brown algae, containing block copolymers, 
and the exact sequence and ratio of guluronate and mannuronate residues, 
depending on the source88. Alginate hydrogels have good mechanical properties that 
can mimic the ECM of tissues. Alginate bioink has the main advantage of forming 
hydrogels via ionic crosslinking in calcium chloride (CaCl2) or calcium sulfate 
(CaSO₄) solutions due to the interaction between divalent calcium ions and negative 
charge of carboxylic acid groups between alginate polymer chains. This ionic 
interaction between alginate and divalent cations enables versatility and expands the 
variety of combinations of alginate-based bioinks. An alternative way to improve the 
printability of alginate bioink in extrusion-based 3D bioprinters is to utilize a 
crosslinker bath containing divalent cations. Alginate-based bioink is extruded 
directly into the bath, resulting in successful 3D bioprinting with high resolution; 
however, excessive use of high concentrations of cations may reduce cell viability 
because of the osmotic shock89. However, alginate alone has low bioactivity, which 
means it lacks material-cell interaction and cannot support cell proliferation. 
Therefore, alginate is often chemically modified or blended with other bioactive 
materials to overcome these drawbacks. For instance, nanocellulose has been 
employed with alginate to improve the ink's printability and the printed construct's 
mechanical strength. Müller et al. added nanocellulose to alginate sulfate to improve 
the bioink’s rheological profile and bioactivity. In addition, Lee et al. showed that 
adding methacrylated dECM to an alginate-based bioink can improve bioactivity. 
Yang et al. also added collagen to alginate bioinks, resulting in improved mechanical 
strength, cell adhesion and cell proliferation in cartilage tissue engineering. 
Gonzalez-Fernandez et al. evaluated the various combinations of alginate-based 
bioinks (CaCl2, CaSO4, gelatin, and nanocellulose) for 3D bioprinting anatomical 
bone grafts90. 

Hyaluronic acid (HA) is a linear non-sulfated glycosaminoglycan found in the ECM 
of mammalian connective tissues, including cartilages and the central nervous system 
(CNS). HA contains repeating disaccharide units of D-glucuronic acid and N-acetyl-
D-glucosamine moieties linked by alternating β-1,4 and β-1,3 glycosidic linkages39. 
There are three main functional groups that provide chemical activity of HA, which 
are a glucuronic carboxylic acid group, hydroxyl group and N-acetyl group91. HA is 
also popular among biomaterial choices in tissue engineering because it has excellent 
biocompatibility for cell growth and proliferation, and it can form transparent and 
flexible hydrogel after the HA backbone is chemically modified92. Additionally, HA 
hydrogel has a high water-retaining capacity and porosity (maintaining a hydrated 
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environment and easy-to-transport nutrients or waste products), resulting in an ideal 
choice for promoting wound healing93. In bioprinting, HA is often modified with 
methacrylate (HAMA), which can be polymerized via photocrosslinking94. However, 
Low molecular weight HA-based bioink cannot be used as an independent bioink 
because of its poor printability, mechanical properties, poor cell adhesion, and slow 
gelation time. Adding a viscosity enhancer, such as a high-molecular-weight polymer 
or highly printable bioink, into HA can enhance its properties. For example, 
Salzlechner et al. reported that high molecular weight (1 MDa) HA was added to the 
hydrogel to increase its viscosity and rheological properties for injecting in 
maxillofacial applications95. Several studies have blended GelMA with HA-based 
bioinks to improve shape fidelity and printability during printing via two-step 
crosslinking with temperature and photocrosslinking. The two-step crosslinking of 
HA and GelMA not only improved printability during printing but also provided an 
elastic and compact hydrogel structure. Moreover, the researchers have used HAMA 
and GelMA blends to gain better bioactivity of the microenvironment for the 
endothelial cells, as the blends facilitate the reproduction of epithelial cells, and they 
also support vascularization72,96. To improve the cell adhesion of HA, Hou et al. 
developed a HA hydrogel modified with laminin, in which laminin assisted cell 
adhesion and improved the mechanical properties as this combination demonstrated 
improved wound healing and mechanical properties97.  

Gellan gum is a linear, anionic polysaccharide containing a repeating pattern of one 
L-rhamnose, one D-glucuronic acid, and two D-glucose subunits. Gellan gum has 
been widely used in food industries and has been approved by the FDA as a food 
additive98. It has many advantageous properties such as biocompatibility, 
biodegradability, non-toxicity, and good mechanical properties with high efficiency 
of gelation kinetics99. Recently, it has been an interesting option in the field of tissue 
engineering and bioprinting as well and has been used in cartilage, skeletal tissue, and 
brain-like 3D printed scaffolds100. In bioprinting, gellan gum-based bioink has many 
advantages over other bioinks due to the low costs, simplicity, good shear-thinning 
behavior, and fast gelation at physiological temperature101,102. However, gellan gum 
bioink alone cannot provide sufficient printability and shape fidelity for extrusion-
based 3D bioprinting11. In addition, the structure of the gellan gum hydrogel has 
intrinsic brittleness, which might limit its mechanical properties, leading to poor 
stability during the implantion103. Consequently, several researchers have developed 
gellan gum-based bioinks by mixing gellan gum with other components or modifying 
the gellan gum backbone104. Mouser et al. blended GG and GelMA bioinks for 
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cartilage bioprinting105. Moreover, Hu et al. reported that a gellan gum-PEGDA 
bioink blend creates good mechanical and rheological properties and high cell 
viability100. Moreover, Chen et al. found that the mixed combination of gellan gum, 
sodium alginate, and a thixotropic magnesium phosphate-based gel has been shown 
to increase bioactivity, as a hybrid bioink was formed with favorable characteristics, 
including strong gelation, mechanical stability, rheological properties, and excellent 
printing performance, leading to enhanced cell proliferation and increased cell 
survival. In the utilization of gellan gum as a solo bioink, functionalization of the 
GG backbone, such as GGMA or incorporation with viscosity enhancers, such as 
starch, have been explored to improve the processability and flexibility of 
applications106–110. For instance, GG precursor was mixed with starch and fabricated 
by extrusion printing111. Another interesting GG bioink example is the GG 
modification with a surfactant to improve rintability112. In addition, GG/PEGDA 
and GGMA/chitosan have exhibited double network crosslinking by combining 
non-covalent and covalent crosslinking, which resulted in a strong and stretchable 
interpenetrating polymer network structure101,106. 

2.3 Crosslinking methods for hydrogel precursors 

The crosslinking mechanism of the hydrogel precursor in extrusion-based 3D 
bioprinting plays an essential role in achieving a high sol-gel transition degree to 
maintain the structural integrity of the printed construct. Optimization of 
crosslinking methods in pre- and post-printing steps is crucial for the bioink 
development process. There are two types of crosslinking between polymer chains: 
physical and chemical crosslinking, as shown in Figure 4. The choice of crosslinking 
method influences the gelation kinetics, mechanical properties and biofunctionality 
of the resulting hydrogels. Physical or noncovalent crosslinking in hydrogels relies 
on weak interaction forces, including thermal and ionic crosslinking, self-assembly 
and electrostatic interaction113. On the contrary, chemical crosslinking is based on 
covalent bond formation, which is more stable than the bonds formed via physical 
crosslinking. Among the chemical crosslinking methods in bioprinting, 
photopolymerization has been used in bioink development due to its unique 
characteristics15,114. 
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Figure 4.  Different crosslinking mechanisms of hydrogels: (A) Thermal crosslinking or thermo 
condensation; (B) self-assembly; (C) ionic interaction; (D) electrostatic interaction; (E) 
hydrogen bonding; (F) chemical crosslinking.113,115 

2.3.1 Noncovalent crosslinking 

Thermal crosslinking or thermo condensation involves heating or cooling of the 
precursor to increase/decrease the viscosity or initiate hydrogel formation116. 
Thermal crosslinking is the simplest method for thermosensitive polymers, such as 
gelatin, collagen and poloxamers. The main disadvantage of this method is the long 
gelation time and the inability to control the degree of crosslinking117. Moreover, 
either excessive heat or cold may lead to irreversible cell damage26. So far, several 
studies have used gelatin-based bioink blends (with alginate or HA) to enhance the 
printability of bioinks in extrusion-based bioprinting72. Gelatin-based bioink 
undergoes a sol-gel transition from high to low temperatures, which might vary 
according to the functional group, degree of modification, and molecular weight of 
gelatin118. The thermal crosslinking of gelatin is highly reversible (thermally reversible 
properties) and can be exploited in 3D bioprinting119. At high temperatures, gelatin 
loses its triple-helix formation, behaving as a more Newtonian fluid; however, gelatin 
becomes more viscous and forms a gel again at a low temperature120. In extrusion-
based 3D bioprinters, the printing machine and platform have temperature-
controlled features that precisely control the temperature inside the cartridge and on 
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Figure 4.  Different crosslinking mechanisms of hydrogels: (A) Thermal crosslinking or thermo 
condensation; (B) self-assembly; (C) ionic interaction; (D) electrostatic interaction; (E) 
hydrogen bonding; (F) chemical crosslinking.113,115 

2.3.1 Noncovalent crosslinking 
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properties) and can be exploited in 3D bioprinting119. At high temperatures, gelatin 
loses its triple-helix formation, behaving as a more Newtonian fluid; however, gelatin 
becomes more viscous and forms a gel again at a low temperature120. In extrusion-
based 3D bioprinters, the printing machine and platform have temperature-
controlled features that precisely control the temperature inside the cartridge and on 
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the substrate during printing. In general, GelMA bioinks have been used at high 
concentrations (<15% w/v) and high temperatures (< 25 °C) to increase 
printability121. However, a high polymer concentration creates a high crosslinking 
density, inhibiting cell growth and nutrient or waste transportation122. Liu et al. 
reported that a low concentration of GelMA (3–5% w/v) can be used in extrusion-
based 3D bioprinting by cooling GelMA bioink to 4 °C for 20 mins and printing at 
21 °C70. On the other hand, it might lead to cold injury because the cells are exposed 
to two different temperatures (4 and 21 °C). Zhao et al. used gelatin-alginate bioink 
containing cancer cells. They used low temperature during printing and subsequently 
crosslinked the gel with CaCl2123. Poloxamer or P407 has been an interesting option 
in bioink composition due to its thermoresponsive properties. Hence, it has been 
used widely as a sacrificial material during printing, as it turns into an aqueous 
solution at low temperatures124. Poloxamer also undergoes sol-gel transition, but it 
exhibits thermal gelation from low to high temperature. On the other hand, P407 
turns into a solid as the temperature rises due to hydrophobic interactions between 
the P407 copolymer chains125. At high temperatures (Figure 5), the P407 copolymer 
chains become aggregated into a micellar structure by dehydration of the 
hydrophobic polypropylene oxide (PPO) repeating units as it begins to gelate, and 
P407 molecules form an array of thermodynamically stable self-assembled 
structures126. Moreover, the thermal reversibility of bioink not only provides 
improvement of printability in 3D bioprinting but also has potential in drug release 
applications, making this bioink combination an attractive option for various 
administrations117. 
 

 

Figure 5.  The schematic illustrated P407 gelation when the temperature rises. Reprinted with 
permission from ref 127. Copyright 2019 Wiley. 

Ionic interaction is one of key strategies for pre- and post-crosslinking of bioinks in 
3D bioprinting16. This method utilizes the addition of multivalent cations to a 
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precursor to form a hydrogel. The free carboxylic groups of the polymer chain, such 
as alginate’s linked β-d-mannuronic acid (M) and α-l-guluronic acid (G), are able to 
bind with multivalent cations, such as Ca2+ (G-G and M-G blocks), Sr2+ (G-G block) 
and Ba2+ (G-G and M-M blocks)128,129. Consequently, the polymer chain is ionically 
crosslinked and forms a hydrogel. This process is described as the “egg-box” model 
(Figure 6), in which divalent ions are entrapped within cavities formed by the 
cooperative coupling of contiguous G or M units130. However, there are several 
drawbacks to using ionic crosslinking, such as poor mechanical properties and 
stability, and ions might be accidentally released after crosslinking, which can induce 
an adverse effect on cells or allergic reactions after implantation116.  The number of 
blocks in the polymer chain and the concentration of polymer solution determine 
the degree of crosslinking and the mechanical strength of the polymer131. Ionic 
crosslinking is an attractive choice in 3D bioprinting, as the bioink can be formed 
into a hydrogel at room and physiological temperatures and pH132. As mentioned 
earlier, polymer chains with free carboxylic groups, such as alginate, can be 
crosslinked with several multivalent cations, including calcium, barium, zinc, ferric, 
and strontium. Calcium ion has been frequently used in tissue engineering and 3D 
bioprinting due to the increased stability of the constructs133. In several studies, 
alginate-based polymers have been used as bioinks with ionic crosslinking, such as 
calcium chloride (CaCl2), calcium sulphate (CaSO4) and calcium carbonate (CaCO3), 
to form more complex 3D printed constructs. Among all available crosslinkers, 
CaCl2 is widely used in 3D bioprinting due to its high solubility in water or media 
and ability to form hydrogels faster than other crosslinkers133. However, a fast 
gelation time might lead to nonhomogeneous crosslinking, as gelation occurs only 
on the surface, leaving unreacted polymer inside the gel, resulting in poor stability 
after printing134. Therefore, several approaches have been proposed to tackle this 
weakness. For example, alginate bioink can be printed through direct extrusion into 
a calcium bath12. Each printed filament is immediately crosslinked in a crosslinker 
bath to stabilize the structure in a layer-by-layer fashion. A low concentration of 
CaCl2 can also be used as a pre-crosslinker to modulate the viscosity of alginate-
based bioinks, resulting in improved printability10. Besides alginate-based bioinks, 
other polysaccharides, such as gellan gum, can also be crosslinked by the addition of 
multivalent ions107. Similar to alginate, polymer concentrations and the type of 
divalent cations influence the mechanical properties of gellan gum135. However, 
gellan gum-based bioinks have not been widely explored in 3D bioprinting 
applications. Coutinho et al. used dual crosslinking of methacrylate gellan gum using 
physical (temperature and cations) and chemical crosslinking (photocrosslinking) to 
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improve mechanical properties without affecting biocompatibility107. 
Khademhosseini et al. also found that GGMA provided better compressive stress 
than pure gellan gum. Jongprasitkul et al. utilized a strategy similar to alginate-Ca2+, 
in which CaCl2 solution was used as a pre-crosslinker to increase the viscosity and 
printability of GGMA. After that, pre-crosslinked GGMA was then chemically 
crosslinked through photocrosslinking to stabilize the 3D-printed structures11. A 
high concentration of ionic crosslinkers may lead to permanent cell damage during 
ink preparation or after printing. Even though ionic crosslinking is safer than harsh 
thermal or chemical exposure, it is still not an ideal environment for cells, as it can 
reduce their viability. Several studies have found that excessive use of CaCl2 
crosslinker, for example, more than 500 mM, can harm the cells in the 3D bioprinted 
structures, as a high concentration of calcium damages the cell membrane leading to 
a disturbed state of cell electrolytes89. 

 

 

Figure 6.  Egg-box model representing the interactions between alginate G-blocks and calcium ions. 
Reprinted with permission from ref 136. Copyright 2019 MDPI. 

In the wide selection of non-covalent crosslinking in hydrogels, hydrogen bonds 
have attracted interest in tissue engineering and 3D bioprinting applications. 
Hydrogen bonds are non-covalent interactions between the hydrogen atoms 
attached to electronegative atoms, such as oxygen and nitrogen, forming 
intermolecular bonds between the vicinity of electronegative atoms137. In general, 
hydrogen bonding is weaker than covalent or ionic interactions. Due to their 
reversible bonding interactions and low toxicity, hydrogen bonds have been 
extensively used in dynamic hydrogels with shear-thinning or self-healing properties 
and stimuli-responsive or smart hydrogels13. Various strategies have been explored 
to develop highly efficient hydrogen-bond crosslinking systems. Recently, phenolic 
moieties, including gallol or catechol groups, have been used in hydrogels. In Figure 
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7, Shin et al. reported hyaluronic-based hydrogel using gallol conjugation and oligo-
epigallocatechin gallate (OEGCG). The main driving forces for hydrogel formation 
are multiple gallol-to-gallol and gallol-to-HA hydrogen bonding interactions138. This 
gallol-functionalized hydrogel was reversible and could recover from a high shear 
strain. In addition, this hydrogel exhibited shear-thinning properties and could be 
used as an injectable hydrogel139. For bioinks, hydrogen bonding or hydrophobic 
interactions are often environmentally dependent; therefore, temperature or pH 
changes will mainly influence the rheological behavior of the ink, such as the 
viscosity of precursors and the viscoelasticity of hydrogels. The gelatin-chitosan 
blend has been utilized for the 3D bioprinting of the skin constructs.  Gelatin 
contains a carboxylate group that exhibits a negative charge when the pH of the 
medium is above 4.7. In contrast, chitosan carries positively charged ammonium 
ions, which can interact with the carboxylate groups of gelatins, resulting in the 
formation of network structure140. Silk-based bioinks have also been employed in 
3D bioprinting and can undergo physical crosslinking through pH- or sonication-
induced formation of β-sheet crystallization141. However, additional crosslinking is 
still required to improve the overall stability of the printed constructs of β-sheet 
mediated crosslinking and other types of non-covalent crosslinking methods142.  

 

 

Figure 7.  Schematic illustration for preparing gallol-rich, shear-thinning hydrogels of HA-Ga/OEGCG. 
Reprinted with permission from ref 138. Copyright 2017 American Chemical Society. 

Catechol-metal coordination bonds have offered wide versatility to dynamic 
polymeric networks, especially in self-healing hydrogels, as the coordination 
interactions between organic ligands and metallic ions generate reversible crosslinks 
in hydrogels13,143. In addition, catechol-metal coordination bonds or metal 
complexes have been widely used in hydrogel preparation due to the tunability of 
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mechanical strength. Catechol-functionalized polymers are often mixed with metal 
ions such as V3+, Fe3+ and Al3+ to obtain self-healing hydrogels144. Among all 
combinations of catechol-metal bonds, catechol-Fe3+ complexes have been an 
interesting choice as reversible crosslinks to produce dynamic polymeric networks 
(Figure 8)145. In bioprinting, only a few reports have explored metal-ligand 
complexes to obtain printable hydrogels146. Cathechol metal ligands provide strong 
interactions with metal ions, which can be utilized as pre-crosslinkers for bioinks. 
Wodarczyk-Biegun et al. used metal ions (V3+, Fe3+, Al3+) to crosslink with catechol-
functionalized polymers. The results of the study indicated that these combinations 
exhibited a pH-tunable crosslinking degree, rapid formation of a network structure 
and self-healing properties. As a result, the extruded filaments of these ink 
formulations were smooth with high shape fidelity17. In addition, Shin et al. reported 
that gallol-containing compounds, such as gallic acid, have been used in injectable 
hydrogels through a combination of hydrogen bonding and metal coordination 
interactions138. In addition, Han et al. applied the addition of Fe3+ ions to catechol-
modified HA, which can form a dual network via chelation, resulting in enhanced 
cohesiveness and shock-absorbing properties147. 

 

 

Figure 8.  Coordination of ferric iron by catechol at different pH values, resulting from ligand-to-metal 
charge transfer. Reprinted with permission from ref 148. Copyright 2020 Springer Nature. 

2.3.2 Photocrosslinking 

Bioinks with photocrosslinkable properties have gained significant attention in 3D 
bioprinting because light provides spatiotemporal control over the reaction behavior 
of the material, which can be used for controlling the accurate fabrication of 3D 
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structures. Furthermore, light-based crosslinking is typically very efficient and results 
in minimal byproducts, which in turn enables the fabrication of cell-containing 
constructs. The basic components in photopolymerization are polymer precursors, 
photoinitiators, photoreactive groups, and light energy149. Typically, there are two 
types of photocrosslinkable bioinks used in 3D bioprinting: methacrylated (free 
radical polymerization) and non-methacrylated groups (bio-orthogonal click reaction 
and redox crosslinking)25. The most common way to engineer photocurable bioinks 
is to modify them with methacryloyl groups via the esterification of methacrylic 
anhydride. Polymerization of methacrylate-based materials involves free radical or 
chain polymerization. The photocrosslinkable bioink contains a photoinitiator, 
which initiates photopolymerization via radical or cationic mechanisms when 
exposed to light and reacts with monomers or oligomers to create polymer chain 
reactions and growth. The photocrosslinking reaction proceeds through three stages: 
initiation, propagation, and termination (Figure 9)149. In the initiation step, free 
radicals are generated via homolytic cleavage of the photoinitiator. In the 
propagation, the rapid addition of unreacted monomers or polymers to the radical 
intermediate results in the formation of radical-terminated polymers. In the 
termination step, the chain-growth reaction on the polymer is terminated via radical 
coupling, chain transfer agents or disproportionation reaction.  

The selected photoinitiator should efficiently generate free radicals with low toxicity, 
and the choice should be made according to the absorption wavelength used in the 
fabrication technique (one- and multi-photon polymerization)149. For example, 
Irgacure 2959, LAP, VA-086 and Eosin Y require wavelengths of 257, 375, 385, and 
514 nm, respectively150. For bioprinting, UV or visible light-sensitive photoinitiators 
are frequently used. Recently, methacrylated polymers with a high degree of MA 
modification, such as hyaluronic acid and gelatin, have been used for light-based 3D 
bioprinting, such as stereolithography (SLA) and digital light processing (DLP)151. 
Previously published research by O’Connell et al. reported the fabrication of 
hydrogels using methacrylated polymers with a tuned molecular weight of the 
polymer, modification degree, polymer concentration, and even combinations with 
other materials to better suit the applications1. Figure 10 illustrates the synthesis of 
GelMA and the fabrication of photocrosslinked GelMA hydrogel152. However, the 
printing of photocrosslinkable bioinks with an extrusion-based 3D bioprinter still 
remains a challenge due to their low viscosity, poor printability, and poor printing 
accuracy. In this regard, direct extrusion printing is often combined with in situ 
photocrosslinking to improve printability during printing, or the bioink is exposed 
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to light immediately after printing (post-crosslinking). Ouyang et al. introduced in-
situ photocrosslinking to enhance the printability of nonviscous bioinks33. Even 
though photocrosslinking with UV light (320−365 nm) has been widely used in 3D 
bioprinting, photocrosslinking with UV light may permanently damage cells in the 
printed constructs and can be harmful to users as well. In this case, visible light or 
blue light (<400 nm) crosslinking has been introduced as an alternative because 
wavelengths in the visible range are not harmful to cells. In addition, the crosslinking 
parameters, including light intensity, exposure time, photoinitiators and polymer 
concentrations, should be optimized because they may influence cellular behaviors, 
such as cell proliferation, cell viability and cytotoxicity116. The low crosslinking 
density of bioinks provides a more suitable environment for incorporating 
biomolecules due to their higher swelling ratio and larger pore size. However, bioinks 
with low crosslinking density suffer from poor processability, which leads to printing 
difficulties and ultimately results in the poor structural integrity of the final 3D 
printed structure153. Thus, printability and biological functionality must be 
compromised by choosing the proper printing parameters, polymer concentration, 
and degree of functionalization of polymers. 
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Figure 10.  Fabrication of photocrosslinked GelMA hydrogel. Reprinted with permission from ref152. 
Copyright 2016 PLOS. 

2.4 Modulating unprintable precursor to biomaterial ink 

A bioink is a printable hydrogel precursor that contains cells. In general, the viscosity 
of the precursor can guarantee successful 3D printing, as the viscosity provides shape 
fidelity and stackability for each printed layer154. Low to moderate viscosity is 
recommended during extrusion because a high shear force disturbs the smoothness 
of the printed filament and may negatively impact cell viability. On the other hand, 
higher viscosity provides better structural stability, which is able to maintain shape 
fidelity longer after printing155. For instance, Duan et al. have shown that with a 
viscosity of HAMA and GelMA blends of more than 104 Pa·s, the deposition of the 
printed precursor was difficult, even though the shape fidelity was improved. In 
contrast, if the viscosity of the blend was lower than 100 Pa·s, the precursor could 
be extruded easily, but the printed layer failed to maintain its own weight, resulting 
in construction collapse in post-printing156. Typically, natural-derived hydrogel 
precursors lack processability and have inadequate viscosity and shape fidelity. 
Hence, proper modulations are required, such as increasing the polymer 
concentration, crosslinking density, and functionalization54,157. As a result, hydrogels 
gain more stiffness but become less permeable, which may limit cell migration and 
impair biofunctionality122. To achieve higher hydrogel permeability, soft hydrogels 
and low crosslinking densities are preferred; however, they exhibit insufficient 
mechanical properties to maintain the shape158. To solve this issue, several 
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researchers have introduced various strategies to create shear-thinning precursors 
with proper viscosity and shape fidelity during printing while maintaining high 
bioactivity during and after printing. So far, there are five strategies to convert 
unprintable precursors to printable precursors (bioinks) for extrusion-based printing, 
which are two-step crosslinking, blending of bioinks, in situ photocrosslinking, 
extrusion in crosslinker bath and extrusion in supporting bath (FRESH). 

2.4.1 Two-step crosslinking 

Two-step crosslinking refers to the combination of more than one crosslinking 
method to the precursor to improve its processability with extrusion-based 3D 
bioprinting. This approach often utilizes physical and chemical crosslinking of the 
precursor before and after printing or vice versa (Figure 11). The initial step is to 
utilize mild crosslinking agents to form reversible hydrogels, such as thermal 
crosslinking, ionic interactions, and hydrogen bonding, which is called pre-
crosslinking 10,13,116,159–163. The pre-crosslinked precursor with improved rheological 
properties is considered ink for 3D printing10. The second step is to stabilize the ink 
further after it is printed on the platform by applying irreversible covalent 
crosslinking. This approach offers a major advantage over other methods. In general, 
using a high concentration of polymer provides optimum printability, but it has an 
adverse effect on cell viability, proliferation, and migration. However, with this 
approach, low-concentration bioinks can be printed. The simplest method is to apply 
a lowered temperature with thermo-sensitive bioinks, such as pure gelatin, pure 
collagen, GelMA and ColMA, which results in higher viscosity bioinks, followed by 
photocrosslinking to stabilize the printed structures. This thermal crosslinking can 
regulate the viscosity throughout the printing process via a temperature regulator in 
the printer, as it provides reversible thermo-crosslinking to improve the 
processability of the hydrogel precursors. However, lowering the temperature of the 
bioink further increases its viscosity, leading to higher shear stress that may 
potentially cause cell injuries. Moreover, the low temperatures produced can injure 
the cells and cause irreversible cell damage. Cooling the GelMA surges the viscosity, 
which results in irregular filaments, discontinuity of extrusion or frequent 
clogging26,69. Another technique is to incorporate multivalent cations in 
polysaccharide-based precursors, which have free carboxylic groups in polymer 
chains such as alginate and gellan gum. An alginate or gellan gum-based precursor is 
pre-crosslinked by mixing with a low concentration of ionic crosslinker during the 
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ink preparation. Next, the ink is fully crosslinked after the ink is extruded on the 
substrate by exposure to the ions in the post-printing phase. For photocrosslinkable 
alginate (AlgMA) and gellan gum (GGMA), the ink is pre-crosslinked in the presence 
of ions, and instead of using ions to fully crosslink the ink, photocrosslinking is 
applied to the printed structure2,11,164. 

 

 

Figure 11.  The selection of crosslinking methods for a two-step crosslinking strategy: (1) The precursor 
is mildly crosslinked to obtain the optimum rheological behavior for printing. (2) The second 
step is also called the curing step, as the printed construct is crosslinked more intensively 
to obtain greater structural integrity and with an improved mechanical property. Reprinted 
with permission from ref 165. Copyright 2021 Wiley. 

2.4.2 Blending of bioinks 

Single component bioink has a main limitation, as it is difficult to optimize the 
printability to support high shape fidelity while maintaining the biological function 
supporting high cell viability and proliferation, resulting in a narrow biofabrication 
window122,166.  The difficulty of biofabrication window adjustment can be acceptable, 
but it might create a compromise between printability and bioactivity for extrusion-
based 3D bioprinting58. In this case, bioink blends or multicomponent bioinks are a 
combination of two or more biomaterials, which is the most used and easiest way to 
overcome the limitations of single-component bioinks, such as printability and 
biological performance. Moreover, they can provide a wider biofabrication 
window58. The bioink blend contains various polymers; each polymer has different 
properties, such as shear-thinning behavior and high cellular activity155. For example, 
a bioink blend is comprised of polymers A and B. The rheological properties of 
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polymer A can be easily adjusted during the preparation, printing or after printing, 
whereas polymer B, with bioactive properties, improves cell-material interactions. As 
a result, the printed structure of the polymer A and B blend provides better and 
longer-term mechanical properties and stability and biofunctionality. In addition, the 
functionalization of two or more polymers can create an interpenetrating network, 
which can significantly enhance the mechanical properties of the printed construct 
as well167. Recently, several combinations of bioink blends have been developed, 
which are categorized into multi-material, interpenetrating networks, 
nanocomposites and supramolecular bioinks (Figure 12)52,155. Multimaterial bioinks 
are composed of two or more bioinks that are covalently crosslinked with each other 
after printing58. A prominent example is GelMA and HAMA bioink blends, as 
GelMA improves printability via thermal gelation and HAMA enhances cell 
adhesion. After the GelMA component is physically crosslinked via low temperature, 
GelMA-HAMA bioink blends are covalently crosslinked through photocrosslinking 
in the final 3D printed structure168. Interpenetrating networks are among the most 
used approaches for blending bioinks. Similar to multi-material bioink, two or more 
bioinks are simply mixed together, but each bioink is independently crosslinked 
without covalently crosslinked to one another169. An interpenetrating network can 
maintain the advantages of each polymer because those two are only entangled 
physically without chemical interactions. An example is to use alginate-based bioink; 
the alginate components are crosslinked through ionic interactions, while the other 
parts, such as any photocrosslinkable bioinks, are chemically crosslinked through 
photocrosslinking170. The two bioink components have two independent gelation 
mechanisms but are combined into one final printed construct. Furthermore, multi-
material and interpenetrating network bioinks can be printed using coaxial extrusion 
from separate printing cartridges as well32. The two types of bioinks can be printed 
simultaneously. The pre-crosslinked bioink is extruded as an outer shell to ensure 
shape fidelity, while the more biofunctional bioink is extruded as the core of the 
fiber. This process enables a simple single-step 3D bioprinting of tissue constructs 
with high printability and cell viability171. Nanocomposite bioink contains 
nanoparticles incorporated into the formulations, which can improve overall 
stiffness and biocompatibility172. Lastly, supramolecular bioinks are hydrogel systems 
based on non-covalent reversible bonds. The reversible properties of non-covalent 
bonding in hydrogels offer high shear-thinning and self-healing properties, which 
are essential for direct extrusion printing. Highly et al. developed a guest-host system 
by modifying HA with different groups, specifically adamantane and cyclodextrin, 
that improved printability with high resolution173. 
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Figure 12.  The illustration of four kinds of networks in bioink blends: (A) Homogeneous networks, (B) 
Interpenetrating networks, (C) Nanocomposite networks, and (D) Supramolecular networks. 
Reprinted with permission from ref 174. Copyright 2021 Frontiers. 

2.4.3 In situ photocrosslinking 

An in-situ crosslinking or in-situ photocrosslinking is a unique bioprinting approach, 
which can turn non-viscous precursor into smooth, uniform extruded filament via 
photocrosslinking through a photopermeable capillary (Figure 13)25. The method 
has various advantages over pre- or post-photocrosslinking: viscosity modulation is 
not required, this method can be applied to any photocrosslinkable precursors, it 
does not inhibit cell viability due to the low extrusion force and low intensity of light 
energy, and it can be used to print more complex structure with high resolution. 
Moreover, in situ photocrosslinking allows an extrusion printing of nonviscous 
bioinks without adding a viscosity enhancer or post-curing step. However, the 
precursor must have rapid gelation kinetics to be able to form a weak gel during 
deposition. Ouyang et al. and Galarraga et al. introduced the concept of an in-situ 
crosslinking technique for bioprinting nonviscous bioink. They investigate various 
aspects of this technique, including the assessment of photorheology parameters 
during curing, light attenuation across the capillary, and design specifications such as 
capillary width and length, bioink flow rate, and light intensity33,175. 

 

Figure 13.  The schematic of in situ photocrosslinking for 3D bioprinting. Reprinted with permission from 
ref 175. Copyright 2019 Springer Nature. 
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2.4.4 Extrusion in crosslinker bath 

This approach involves extruding a bioink directly into a bath containing a 
crosslinking agent or coagulation bath such as metal ions, enabling rapid gelation, as 
it can support shape fidelity after printing176. In this printing technique (Figure 14), 
it is crucial to optimize the concentration of metal ions for rapid gelation of the 
bioinks while biocompatibility remains intact116. According to these studies, alginate-
based bioinks have been mostly utilized in this approach, as alginate ink is extruded 
in a calcium chloride solution177. The concentration of calcium chloride bath is 
approximately 100 mM or less to maintain the shape fidelity and cell viability during 
the processing178. However, there are several disadvantages that might limit the use 
of this method179. For example, frequent nozzle clogging has been observed during 
printing due to the rapid gelation between the bioink and crosslinker. Another 
obvious example is the low proper adhesion between the printed layer, which might 
lead to instability of the printed construct and structural failure180. Moreover, the 
bioink must have rapid gelation kinetics, enabling it to form into hydrogel after being 
exposed to a crosslinker. Lastly, removing residual crosslinker from the complex 
structures can be difficult, causing a possible reduction in biocompatibility176. 
Moreover, washing the residual crosslinker might deform the printed structure179. 

 

 

Figure 14.  Schematic representation of direct extrusion 3D printing of alginate bioinks in a crosslinker 
bath. Reprinted with permission from ref177. Copyright 2020 Royal Society of Chemistry. 
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2.4.5 Extrusion in supporting bath 

Direct printing in a supporting bath was first proposed by Hinton et al. The approach 
is called the freeform reversible embedding of suspended hydrogels (FRESH) 
method181. With this printing technique, low-viscosity bioinks can be printed, as the 
support bath assists in maintaining shape fidelity during the printing process. The 
support bath contains gelatin slurry, which acts as Bingham plastic (a solid at low 
shear stress but flows as a viscous fluid at high shear stress). This plastic-like 
rheological behavior provides mild resistance against the nozzle as it moves through 
the bath while supporting the extruded precursor in place182. The FRESH method 
supports a broad range of bioinks and cells for advanced biofabrication because it 
provides successful complex constructs that were previously impossible to 
achieve182. In 2019, parts of the human heart were 3D printed from collagen 
precursor using the FRESH method (Figure 15)183. 

 

 

Figure 15.  The FRESH printing method is performed by directly printing a liquid precursor in a 
supporting bath (made from gelatin microparticles). Reprinted with permission from ref 181. 
Copyright 2015 Science Advances. 

2.5 Biomaterial ink properties and their characterizations 

2.5.1 Flow behavior of precursor 

Hydrogel precursors usually exhibit Newtonian fluid behavior, as the viscosity (η) 
remains constant, even at a higher shear rate (γ) or shear stress (τ)8. In other words, 
the viscosity of these fluids does not change when the force is applied. This liquid-
like behavior of the precursor is often found at low concentrations and low polymer 
molecular weight184. These precursors are often used in preparing bulk hydrogels 
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with a mold or by pipetting because, with these techniques, the viscosity does not 
affect the end result54. However, most precursors used in direct extrusion printing 
behave as non-Newtonian fluids, which means that the viscosity is highly affected 
by the shear rate and shear stress185. Non-Newtonian behavior is caused by the 
disorientation of polymer chains due to the applied external force, such as flow. This 
is the main property of a printable precursor, aka bioink52. In extrusion-based 3D 
bioprinting, the flow behavior of bioink greatly impacts processability. At rest, a 
bioink is present in a viscoelastic state, after which it undergoes a change in viscosity 
at a higher shear rate while being extruded through the nozzle as a fiber, and 
ultimately reaches a new resting state. However, using high-viscosity bioinks may 
lead to high shear stress during extrusion, which can kill the cells in the bioink166. 
The series of rheological characterizations of bioinks, including shear-thinning, yield 
stress, and thixotropy, is important to ensure the successful printing of 3D 
constructs (Figure 16). 

 

Figure 16.  The series of flow behavior of bioinks: Shear-thinning, yield stress and recovery behaviors. 

Shear-thinning is a time-independent non-Newtonian fluid behavior, where the 
external force, such as shear rate and shear stress, highly affect the viscosity186. This 
property is important for polymers used in the extrusion process, including 3D 
printing185. For a bioink in extrusion-based 3D bioprinting, shear-thinning is an 
important property because it provides high printability and shape fidelity for the ink 
while maintaining high cell viability due to the low extrusion force during the printing 
process52. Shear-thinning properties are commonly found in polymers with high 
concentrations and high molecular weight187. For instance, in polymer solutions with 
very high concentrations, the critical shear rate may not be apparent. The transition 
of decreasing viscosity as a function of shear rate may occur gradually rather than 
instantly. As shown in Figure 17, increasing concentration also causes a faster 
decrease in viscosity as the shear rate increases. The molecular weight (Mw) of the 
polymer, as well as Mw distribution, can also influence the shear-thinning behavior. 
In polymers with a broad Mw, the critical shear rate and shear-thinning behavior are 
also not clearly seen compared to polymers with a narrow Mw distribution188. A low-
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viscosity bioink is often a partially crosslinked precursor, as the polymer chain of 
bioink is rearranged in the direction of the flow. The simple flow model to determine 
the shear-thinning behavior of bioink is the Power law model (Figure 18), where 
shear stress (τ) is related to the shear rate (γ) by the flow behavior index (n) and 
consistency index (K), which is the zero viscosity at the lowest shear rate (0.01 s-1)189. 
The Power law model, also referred to as the Ostwald de Waele relationship, is 
utilized to fit non-Newtonian data in the range shear rates where the Newtonian 
plateau is not present in this slope region190. In this model, if the n value is equal to 
1, the ink behaves like a Newtonian fluid, whereas if the n value is lower than 1, the 
ink is progressively more non-Newtonian10. The Power law model is useful and easy 
to use for bioink development, in which the shear rate value can mimic the printing 
pressure under real printing conditions. For instance, Paxton et al. demonstrated that 
a shear-thinning bioink was formed into a smooth filament and was able to stack 
layer-by-layer into a 3D construct. Furthermore, the Power law model was applied 
to confirm the shear-thinning behavior of this bioink10. 

 

Figure 17.  Effects of the polymer concentration on (A) chain interactions and (B) viscosity-shear rate 
curves. (C) Effect of molecular weight distribution on shear-thinning behavior. Reprinted with 
permission from ref 188. Copyright 2021 AIP. 

 

Figure 18.  Qualitative representation of flow curve for shear-thinning polymer solution. Reprinted with 
permission from ref189. Copyright 2020 The Royal Society. 
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with a mold or by pipetting because, with these techniques, the viscosity does not 
affect the end result54. However, most precursors used in direct extrusion printing 
behave as non-Newtonian fluids, which means that the viscosity is highly affected 
by the shear rate and shear stress185. Non-Newtonian behavior is caused by the 
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Figure 16.  The series of flow behavior of bioinks: Shear-thinning, yield stress and recovery behaviors. 
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viscosity bioink is often a partially crosslinked precursor, as the polymer chain of 
bioink is rearranged in the direction of the flow. The simple flow model to determine 
the shear-thinning behavior of bioink is the Power law model (Figure 18), where 
shear stress (τ) is related to the shear rate (γ) by the flow behavior index (n) and 
consistency index (K), which is the zero viscosity at the lowest shear rate (0.01 s-1)189. 
The Power law model, also referred to as the Ostwald de Waele relationship, is 
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In general, shear-thinning bioinks also exhibit another unique behavior called yield 
stress, which significantly impacts the flow behavior. The yield stress is the minimum 
shear stress required to initiate the flow. The shear-thinning bioink behaves like a 
solid at rest; if shear stress is applied and reaches the yield stress point, the viscosity 
of the bioink starts to decrease, assuming good printability10. The ink exhibiting yield 
stress will remain solid-like and maintain the shape after extrusion due to the 
resistance of deformation191. The benefit of the material with a yield stress is shown 
in Figure 19, in which a precursor solution without yield stress cannot hold its shape 
after placement, compared to a hydrogel precursor solution with a yield stress8. In 
bioprinting, the ink can protect the cells from high shear force during extrusion by 
exhibiting plug flow in the center of the flow profile; thus, shearing is confined to a 
narrow region along the walls192. However, high yield stress can cause difficulty in 
handling and a high printing pressure is required to extrude the ink from the nozzle, 
which can damage the cells193.  Malda et al. reported that the yield stress could be 
beneficial for a bioink, as it could stabilize the 3D structure and prevent 
sedimentation of the cells. In addition, Malda et al. discussed the relevance of high 
viscosity and yield stress in injecting and printing and concluded that the yield stress 
had more impact on processability, as it could prevent deformation, while high 
viscosity only delays the deformation of the bioink122. Townsend et al. reported that 
yield stress values above 100 Pa are recommended for 3D bioprinting to achieve a 
high print fidelity8. Although bioinks with less than 100 Pa could be printable, the 
100 Pa is the setpoint to support layer stacking. Another flow model for printability 
evaluation is the Herschel–Bulkley model. It is often used to determine the yield 
stress values. The Herschel–Bulkley model is similar to the Power Law model with 
an additional term (τ0) for the yield stress8. The Herschel–Bulkley model was first 
introduced by Winslow Herschel and Ronald Bulkley in 1926 and provided a simple 
and general model to explain the behavior of a non-Newtonian fluid. It can also 
predict the behavior of non-Newtonian fluids exhibiting shear-thinning and yield 
stress8,10. 
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Figure 19.  Illustration of the importance of materials with a yield stress, as it allows the placement of 
the material on the defect site. (Left) Precursor materials without yield stress lack shape 
fidelity, compared to (Right) precursor materials exhibiting desirable paste and putty 
behavior. Reprinted with permission from ref 8. Copyright 2019 Elsevier. 

Shear-thinning behavior and yield stress are essential to ensure printability and shape 
fidelity in extrusion-based 3D bioprinting. However, the bioink’s ability to return to 
its original viscosity after extrusion is also vital in achieving high-resolution 
bioprinting13. Thixotropy or recovery behavior is a time-dependent shear-thinning 
behavior, which causes the ink to exhibit low viscosity during printing and recover 
its original viscosity after printing194. The recovery time after extrusion through the 
nozzle must be fast to ensure good shape fidelity. A material with a slow recovery 
rate may encounter difficulties during the placement, as the material would not 
adequately retain its position within the defect site. In terms of injectable hydrogels, 
a short recovery time after injection is necessary for gel manipulation or shaping. 
Townsend et al. reported that the viscosity should recover more than 85% of the 
original viscosity within a few seconds after extrusion8. In a study by Abouzeid et al., 
the initial and final viscosities of various nanocellulose-alginate blends were 
measured after the shear rate of 1000 s−1 for 100 s was applied, and the results 
demonstrated that the best shape fidelity was in the blends that also had the highest 
viscosity recovery percent195. Paxton et al. mitigated a slow bioink recovery using 
chemical crosslinking agents to crosslink the printed construct between layers10. 
Although a bioink exhibits a short recovery time, it must also have the ability to resist 
external force, such as the weight of the stacked layers, which might lead to structural 
deformation and poor shape fidelity8. 
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Figure 19.  Illustration of the importance of materials with a yield stress, as it allows the placement of 
the material on the defect site. (Left) Precursor materials without yield stress lack shape 
fidelity, compared to (Right) precursor materials exhibiting desirable paste and putty 
behavior. Reprinted with permission from ref 8. Copyright 2019 Elsevier. 
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fidelity in extrusion-based 3D bioprinting. However, the bioink’s ability to return to 
its original viscosity after extrusion is also vital in achieving high-resolution 
bioprinting13. Thixotropy or recovery behavior is a time-dependent shear-thinning 
behavior, which causes the ink to exhibit low viscosity during printing and recover 
its original viscosity after printing194. The recovery time after extrusion through the 
nozzle must be fast to ensure good shape fidelity. A material with a slow recovery 
rate may encounter difficulties during the placement, as the material would not 
adequately retain its position within the defect site. In terms of injectable hydrogels, 
a short recovery time after injection is necessary for gel manipulation or shaping. 
Townsend et al. reported that the viscosity should recover more than 85% of the 
original viscosity within a few seconds after extrusion8. In a study by Abouzeid et al., 
the initial and final viscosities of various nanocellulose-alginate blends were 
measured after the shear rate of 1000 s−1 for 100 s was applied, and the results 
demonstrated that the best shape fidelity was in the blends that also had the highest 
viscosity recovery percent195. Paxton et al. mitigated a slow bioink recovery using 
chemical crosslinking agents to crosslink the printed construct between layers10. 
Although a bioink exhibits a short recovery time, it must also have the ability to resist 
external force, such as the weight of the stacked layers, which might lead to structural 
deformation and poor shape fidelity8. 
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2.5.2 Viscoelastic properties of hydrogel 

Hydrogels are viscoelastic, which means that they exhibit both viscous and elastic 
behaviors. The storage modulus (G') represents the stored energy within a material 
when subjected to a force, indicating its elastic behavior. On the other hand, the loss 
modulus (G'') measures the energy dissipated by the material when a force is applied, 
reflecting its viscous behavior. The loss tangent, denoted as tan δ, is the ratio of the 
loss modulus (G'') to the storage modulus (G') and provides insights into the balance 
between these two behaviors in the material.196. The tan δ value represents the 
relationship between the viscous and elastic behaviors of the material. When the tan 
δ value is lower than 1, the material behaves more elastic, when the tan delta value 
is more than 1, the material behaves more viscous. The tan δ value is often used to 
observe the point of sol-gel transition or gelation kinetics of the hydrogel and the 
point at which the hydrogel starts to deform under shear force. Typically, these 
values are determined within the linear viscoelastic region (LVR) via an amplitude 
sweep in oscillatory measurements, in which the frequency is constant and the strain 
is increased13,196. In bioprinting, the concentration and functionalization degree of 
the bioink influence the rheological parameters of the printed hydrogel structure, 
including shape fidelity, structural integrity, stability, viscoelasticity, and gelation 
kinetics117,122.  

Several studies have explained the relationship between viscoelasticity and structural 
integrity. Diamantides et al. conducted a study by comparing the rheological 
properties to the shape fidelity of their collagen-based bioinks, including G' pre-and 
post-photocrosslinking, crosslinking rate, and exposure time. They found that within 
the range of testing conditions, the G' value was the best indication of structural 
integrity197. In addition, O’Connell et al. measured G’ and gelation time by varying 
the UV intensities and polymer concentrations to estimate the crosslinking rate of 
GelMA1,198. Gao et al. showed a direct relationship between tan δ and the structural 
integrity of printed structures by comparing the height of a 5-layer tubular structure 
printed from different ink formulations (gelatin-alginate)16.  
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3 AIMS 

 
The overall aim of my thesis is to develop photocrosslinkable hydrogel precursors 
with excellent shear-thinning profiles by utilizing various noncovalent chemical 
interactions for pre-crosslinking. The hypothesis is that each pre-crosslinking 
technique will improve the printability of natural polymer-based biomaterial inks for 
extrusion-based 3D bioprinting. The investigated pre-crosslinking techniques 
comprise thermal crosslinking, ionic interactions, metal coordination and hydrogen 
bonding. The post-crosslinking with UV light will provide the final shape fidelity and 
stability to the printed structure. I also hypothesize that the interpenetrating network 
(IPN) in hydrogels via a dual-crosslinking approach (noncovalent and covalent 
crosslinking) will significantly enhance the viscoelasticity, structural integrity and 
stability of 3D printed constructs. The steps for biomaterial ink printability 
assessment are addressed in this thesis through an evaluation process illustrated in 
Figure 20. In addition, the study also compares the mechanical properties of 
hydrogels formed via a single crosslinking mechanism and dual crosslinking. 

In order to accomplish the overall goal, the following steps are defined as follows: 

1. The photocrosslinkable precursors: GelMA, ColMA, HAMA, AlgMA, and 
GGMA are synthesized through methacrylation chemistry (Publications I–
IV). The grafting of gallic acid on GelMA and HA (Publications III & IV) 
is achieved to enhance the tunability of GelMAGA and HAGA precursors. 

2. The precursor formulations are optimized by tuning the polymer 
concentration and degree of functionalization. The optimized precursors are 
later pre-crosslinked by using various noncovalent chemistry interactions, 
including thermal crosslinking (Publication I), ionic interactions 
(Publication II), metal coordination (Publication III), and hydrogen 
bonding (Publication IV) to turn unprintable precursors into biomaterial 
inks.  
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3. A method for screening the precursor printability is developed in this thesis. 
The precursors are pre-screened to obtain the best biomaterial ink 
candidates through stepwise characterizations: fiber formation, stackability 
and rheological profiles (Publications I–IV). The series of rheological 
characterizations for precursors are based on flow behavior determination: 
viscosity, shear-thinning, yield stress and recovery behavior. The 
photocrosslinking parameters, including UV light intensity and exposure 
time (Publication I), are optimized to ensure the structural integrity of the 
hydrogel constructs. 

4. The printing parameters are optimized to achieve the 3D printed constructs. 
The study focuses on the quantitative measurement of the printability of 
biomaterial inks from the printed grid structures (Publications II–IV). 

5. The physical attributes of dual-crosslinked hydrogel constructs are 
characterized: viscoelastic properties, structural integrity and swelling 
behavior (Publications II–IV). 
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4 MATERIALS AND METHODS 

4.1 Materials 

Hyaluronic acid (100 kDa in molecular weight) was purchased from Lifecore 
Biomedical, USA. Bovine dermal collagen type I solution (PureCol, 3.0 mg/mL in 
0.01 M HCl) was purchased from Advanced BioMatrix, USA. Sodium alginate, 
gelatin type A (300 bloom strength, porcine skin), low acyl gellan gum (Gelzan), 
methacrylic anhydride, gallic acid (3,4,5-trihydroxybenzoic acid), 1-ethyl-3- (3-
dimethylaminopropyl)-carbodiimide hydrochloride (EDC), 1- hydroxybenzotriazole 
hydrate (HOBt), calcium chloride (CaCl2), iron(III) chloride (FeCl3) and cell culture 
media (Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s medium, DMEM), trinitrobenzene sulfonic 
acid (TNBS), deuterium oxide (D2O) and 2-hydroxy-4′-(2- hydroxyethoxy)-2-
methylpropiophenone (Irgacure 2959) were purchased from Merck KGaA, 
Darmstadt, Germany. Dialysis membranes with a molecular weight cutoff (MWCO) 
of 3.5 and 14 kDa were purchased from Spectra/Por, Repligen Corp., USA. DI water 
(deionized water, Miele Aqua Purificator G 7795, Siemens) and u.p. water (ultra-
pure, Sartorius Arium Mini, 0.055 μS/cm) were used in the synthesis and dialysis. 
Dulbecco’s phosphate-buffered saline (DPBS) was prepared in the laboratory. All 
solvents were of analytical quality. Nivea Crème (Beiersdorf Global AG, Germany) 
was used as a control printing material.  
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Figure 20.  The flow chart demonstrates the process of biomaterial ink evaluation through the definitions 
of precursor, weak hydrogel, true hydrogel, and biomaterial ink. (precursor → weak 
hydrogel → biomaterial ink → true hydrogel). Precursor = polymer solution or pre-hydrogel 
solution without crosslinking. Weak hydrogel = weakly crosslinked hydrogel (extrudable). 
Biomaterial ink = printable precursor (weak hydrogel) or precursor candidate for 3D 
bioprinting that has been screened for printability through stepwise evaluation steps: 
precursor preparation, pre-crosslinking, pre-screening for printability (filament formation and 
stackability), rheological analysis (degree of shear-thinning, yield stress and recovery 
behavior), 3D printing (multilayer printing) and post-crosslinking (stabilization). True 
hydrogel = crosslinked hydrogels with mechanically stable to maintain the structural integrity 
after printing 

4.2 Synthesis of precursors 

4.2.1 Methacrylation of precursors 

HA, Alg and GG were functionalized with methacrylate anhydride through hydroxyl 
groups to obtain HAMA, AlgMA and GGMA, respectively (Figure 21 & 22, Table 
1). The detailed descriptions are shown in Publications I, II & IV. The methacrylic 
anhydride was added dropwise into the system in an amount corresponding to the 
desired modification for each material. Afterwards, the reaction mixture was dialyzed 
with a 3.5 kDa molecular-weight-cutoff (MWCO) membrane against deionized 
water for 72 h (2 × 2 L, 12 h) at RT. Thereafter, the solution was lyophilized to 
obtain a white and fluffy final product. The degree of methacrylation was quantified 
using 1H-NMR. 
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The gelatin and collagen were modified through a methacryloyl reaction involving 
free amine and hydroxyl groups (Figure 21, Table 1). The detailed descriptions are 
shown in Publications I & III. The methacrylic anhydride was added dropwise into 
the system in an amount corresponding to the desired modification for each material. 
After that, the reaction mixture was dialyzed with a 14 kDa MWCO membrane 
against deionized water for 72 h (2 × 2 L, 12 h) at 37 °C. Thereafter, the solution 
was lyophilized, and the GelMA and ColMA product was obtained. The degree of 
modification of gelatin and collagen after methacrylation was determined using 
TNBS assay. 

4.2.2 Gallic acid-functionalized precursors 

GelMA was grafted with gallic acid (GA) using a previously reported method 
(Publication III) (Figure 23, Table 1). The synthesis of methacryloyl gelatin-GA 
involved a carbodiimide coupling reaction using EDC. The excess GA and EDC 
were removed through dialysis using a 3.5 kDa MWCO in 1 M NaCl solution at pH 
5.3, carried out at 4 °C for 3 d. This was followed by dialysis against deionized water 
for 24 h. The resulting solution was then freeze-dried. The degree of GA 
functionalization was characterized using UV spectra. 

HA and GGMA were functionalized with gallic acid hydrazide via EDC coupling 
reaction (HAGA and GGMAGA). The details of synthesis (HAGA and GA 
hydrazide) and characterizations are shown in Publication IV. For the 10% and 
20% GA modification, EDC was added, corresponding to the desired degree of 
modification. The reaction mixture was then dialyzed against a dilute HCl solution 
(pH = 3.5) containing 100 mM sodium chloride (NaCl) (6 × 2 L, 48 h) and 
subsequently dialyzed against deionized water (4 × 2 L, 24 h). The resulting solution 
was freeze-dried to obtain a white solid fluffy material. The conjugation of gallic acid 
and the degree of gallic acid modification in hyaluronic acid was confirmed by the 
presence of characteristic aromatic peaks at 6.98 and 6.93 ppm in the 1H nuclear 
magnetic resonance (NMR) spectrum. 
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with a 3.5 kDa molecular-weight-cutoff (MWCO) membrane against deionized 
water for 72 h (2 × 2 L, 12 h) at RT. Thereafter, the solution was lyophilized to 
obtain a white and fluffy final product. The degree of methacrylation was quantified 
using 1H-NMR. 
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The gelatin and collagen were modified through a methacryloyl reaction involving 
free amine and hydroxyl groups (Figure 21, Table 1). The detailed descriptions are 
shown in Publications I & III. The methacrylic anhydride was added dropwise into 
the system in an amount corresponding to the desired modification for each material. 
After that, the reaction mixture was dialyzed with a 14 kDa MWCO membrane 
against deionized water for 72 h (2 × 2 L, 12 h) at 37 °C. Thereafter, the solution 
was lyophilized, and the GelMA and ColMA product was obtained. The degree of 
modification of gelatin and collagen after methacrylation was determined using 
TNBS assay. 

4.2.2 Gallic acid-functionalized precursors 

GelMA was grafted with gallic acid (GA) using a previously reported method 
(Publication III) (Figure 23, Table 1). The synthesis of methacryloyl gelatin-GA 
involved a carbodiimide coupling reaction using EDC. The excess GA and EDC 
were removed through dialysis using a 3.5 kDa MWCO in 1 M NaCl solution at pH 
5.3, carried out at 4 °C for 3 d. This was followed by dialysis against deionized water 
for 24 h. The resulting solution was then freeze-dried. The degree of GA 
functionalization was characterized using UV spectra. 

HA and GGMA were functionalized with gallic acid hydrazide via EDC coupling 
reaction (HAGA and GGMAGA). The details of synthesis (HAGA and GA 
hydrazide) and characterizations are shown in Publication IV. For the 10% and 
20% GA modification, EDC was added, corresponding to the desired degree of 
modification. The reaction mixture was then dialyzed against a dilute HCl solution 
(pH = 3.5) containing 100 mM sodium chloride (NaCl) (6 × 2 L, 48 h) and 
subsequently dialyzed against deionized water (4 × 2 L, 24 h). The resulting solution 
was freeze-dried to obtain a white solid fluffy material. The conjugation of gallic acid 
and the degree of gallic acid modification in hyaluronic acid was confirmed by the 
presence of characteristic aromatic peaks at 6.98 and 6.93 ppm in the 1H nuclear 
magnetic resonance (NMR) spectrum. 
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Figure 21.  Methacrylation of polysaccharides/polypeptides and formation of photocrosslinked 
hydrogels. 

 

Figure 22.  Synthesis of hyaluronic acid methacrylate (HAMA). 

 

Figure 23.  The synthesis of GelMAGA biomaterial inks. 

 

Figure 24.  Synthesis of gallic acid conjugated hyaluronic acid (HAGA). 
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Table 1.  The percentage  of methacrylate anhydride (MA%) and gallic acid (GA%) functionalization 
is indicated by the number in the name. Polymer concentration is expressed in weight by 
volume (%). 

Precursor code Polymer MA 
[%] 

GA 
[%] 

Polymer 
concentration 

[%w/v] 
# 

HAMA15 Hyaluronic acid 15 0 5 IV 
HAMA30 Hyaluronic acid 30 0 5 I 
HAMA60 Hyaluronic acid 60 0 5 I 
HAGA10 Hyaluronic acid 0 10 5 IV 
HAGA20 Hyaluronic acid 0 20 5 IV 
AlgMA30 Alginate 30 0 5 I 
AlgMA60 Alginate 60 0 5 I 

1% GGMA15 Gellan gum 15 0 1 II 
2% GGMA15 Gellan gum 15 0 2 II 
3% GGMA15 Gellan gum 15 0 3 II 
GGMA15GA Gellan gum 15 15 2 - 

GelMA30 Gelatin 30 0 5 I 
GelMA60 Gelatin 60 0 5 I, III 

GelMA30GA Gelatin 30 15 5 III 
GelMA60GA Gelatin 60 15 5 III 

ColMA30 Collagen 30 0 5 I 
ColMA60 Collagen 60 0 5 I 

4.2.3 Characterization of functionalized precursors 

For HAMA, HAGA, AlgMA, GGMA and GGMA-GA, The NMR spectra were 
recorded using a Varian Mercury 300 MHz spectrometer. The sample concentrations 
were prepared at 0.8% w/v, using D2O as a solvent. For GelMA, GelMAGA and 
ColMA, the modification degree was characterized by TNBS assay. 
Spectrophotometric analysis was recorded using UV spectroscopy (UV-3600 Plus, 
Shimadzu Corp., Japan) at a wavelength of 350–500 nm. The modification degree 
was calculated by estimating the number of free amines before and after 
methacrylation. The number of free amine groups in gelatin and collagen was 
determined by using a calibration curve of the glycine standard. 
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recorded using a Varian Mercury 300 MHz spectrometer. The sample concentrations 
were prepared at 0.8% w/v, using D2O as a solvent. For GelMA, GelMAGA and 
ColMA, the modification degree was characterized by TNBS assay. 
Spectrophotometric analysis was recorded using UV spectroscopy (UV-3600 Plus, 
Shimadzu Corp., Japan) at a wavelength of 350–500 nm. The modification degree 
was calculated by estimating the number of free amines before and after 
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determined by using a calibration curve of the glycine standard. 
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4.3 Pre-processing 

4.3.1 Preparation of precursors 

All precursors used in the study are listed in Table 1. The precursors HAMA30, 
HAMA60, AlgMA30, AlgMA60, GelMA30, GelMA60, ColMA30 and ColMA60 for 
Publication I were prepared at a concentration of 5% w/v in DPBS at 37 °C. The 
pH of the precursors was adjusted to 7.5 to gain proper viscosity. 
In Publication II, GGMA with different concentrations (1, 2 and 3% w/v) was 
investigated at RT. The pH of the precursors was adjusted to 7.5 to gain proper 
viscosity, and they were dissolved at 37 °C. 
For Publication III, GelMA30GA and GelMA60GA precursors were prepared at 
a concentration of 5% w/v in DPBS at 37 °C. The pH of precursors was adjusted 
to 7.5 to gain proper viscosity. 
For Publication IV, the precursor formulations were prepared at 37 °C by mixing 
HAMA (5% w/v) and HAGA (5% w/v) in a ratio of 1:1 and the pH was adjusted 
into the range of basic, neutral and acidic. 
GGMA and GGMA-GA were prepared at a concentration of 3% w/v at 37 °C. The 
pH of precursors was adjusted to 7.5 to gain proper viscosity. 
In all Publications I–IV, the photoinitiator, Irgacure 2959, was used at the same 
concentration (0.5% w/v) in all precursor formulations.  

4.3.2 Gelation time of photocrosslinkable precursors 

The gelation kinetics of the precursors was measured via a rotational rheometer 
(Discovery HR-2, TA Instruments Inc., USA) at RT as a function of time (for 500 
s, the UV lamp was activated at 100 s) while strain and frequency were kept constant 
at 1% and 1 Hz, respectively. UV lamp (BlueWave 50 UV curing spot lamp, 
DYMAX Corp., USA) was used for photorheology. 

4.3.3 Pre-crosslinking approaches (precursors to biomaterial inks)  

In Publication I, the temperature of GelMA30 and GelMA60 precursors was 
lowered to 16 °C to observe the change in viscosity (Table 2). The viscosity of the 
precursors was observed as a function of the temperature (4–37 °C). 
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In Publication II, GGMA precursors with different formulations were prepared by 
incorporating different concentrations of CaCl2 (0, 22.5, 45, and 90 mM) for ionic 
pre-crosslinking (as shown in Table 2). The pH of all GGMA precursors was 
adjusted to 7.5 to achieve the desired viscosity. The tested formulations included 
GGMA_4°C (GGMA at 4 °C), GGMA_22.5mM (GGMA with 22.5 mM CaCl2), 
GGMA_45mM (GGMA with 45 mM CaCl2), and GGMA_90mM (GGMA with 90 mM 
CaCl2). 

In Publication III (Table 2), the precursor formulations were investigated: GelMA, 
GelMAGA, and GelMAGA with a pre-crosslinker (FeCl3). Gelatin methacryloyl 
with 30% and 60% degree modifications were denoted as GelMA30 and GelMA60, 
respectively. GelMA30 and GelMA60 functionalized with gallic acid, were referred 
to as GelMA30GA and GelMA60GA. Additionally, GelMA30GA and 
GelMA60GA with FeCl3 were named GelMA30GA-xFe and GelMA60GA-xFe, 
where "x" represented the concentration of FeCl3 (2.5 corresponding to 15 mM and 
5 corresponding to 30 mM). 

In Publication IV, the pH of all HAMA-HAGA precursor formulations was slowly 
adjusted using NaOH (0.5 M) and varied into acidic (pH = 4, 5), neutral (pH = 7), 
and basic (pH = 8, 9) pH values (Table 2). 

The GGMA and GGMA-GA precursors (Table 2) were pre-crosslinked with UV 
light at an intensity of 10 mW/cm2 for 30 s at 37 °C, and then the precursor was 
loaded into the cartridge. The pH of the precursors was set at 7.5 to gain the proper 
viscosity. 
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In Publication II, GGMA precursors with different formulations were prepared by 
incorporating different concentrations of CaCl2 (0, 22.5, 45, and 90 mM) for ionic 
pre-crosslinking (as shown in Table 2). The pH of all GGMA precursors was 
adjusted to 7.5 to achieve the desired viscosity. The tested formulations included 
GGMA_4°C (GGMA at 4 °C), GGMA_22.5mM (GGMA with 22.5 mM CaCl2), 
GGMA_45mM (GGMA with 45 mM CaCl2), and GGMA_90mM (GGMA with 90 mM 
CaCl2). 

In Publication III (Table 2), the precursor formulations were investigated: GelMA, 
GelMAGA, and GelMAGA with a pre-crosslinker (FeCl3). Gelatin methacryloyl 
with 30% and 60% degree modifications were denoted as GelMA30 and GelMA60, 
respectively. GelMA30 and GelMA60 functionalized with gallic acid, were referred 
to as GelMA30GA and GelMA60GA. Additionally, GelMA30GA and 
GelMA60GA with FeCl3 were named GelMA30GA-xFe and GelMA60GA-xFe, 
where "x" represented the concentration of FeCl3 (2.5 corresponding to 15 mM and 
5 corresponding to 30 mM). 

In Publication IV, the pH of all HAMA-HAGA precursor formulations was slowly 
adjusted using NaOH (0.5 M) and varied into acidic (pH = 4, 5), neutral (pH = 7), 
and basic (pH = 8, 9) pH values (Table 2). 

The GGMA and GGMA-GA precursors (Table 2) were pre-crosslinked with UV 
light at an intensity of 10 mW/cm2 for 30 s at 37 °C, and then the precursor was 
loaded into the cartridge. The pH of the precursors was set at 7.5 to gain the proper 
viscosity. 
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Table 2.  Biomaterial ink compositions with different pre-crosslinkers, including temperature, CaCl2, 
FeCl3, pH level and UV light. The ink code denotes the polymer type, concentration, 
percentage of functionalization, and pre-crosslinking. The bold font indicated the pre-
crosslinker condition. 

Ink code Temp. 
[°C] 

CaCl2 

[mM] 

FeCl3 

[mM] pH level UV light 
[mW/cm2] 

1% GGMA15 
2% GGMA15 
3% GGMA15 

4 
4 
4 

0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 

Neutral 
Neutral 
Neutral 

0 
0 
0 

1% GGMA15-22.5mM 
2% GGMA15-45mM 
3% GGMA15-90mM 

RT 
RT 
RT 

22.5 
45 
90 

0 
0 
0 

Neutral 
Neutral 
Neutral 

0 
0 
0 

GGMA15GA 
HAGA10-HAMA15 
HAGA10-HAMA15 
HAGA10-HAMA15 
HAGA20-HAMA15 
HAGA20-HAMA15 
HAGA20-HAMA15 

RT 
RT 
RT 
RT 
RT 
RT 
RT 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

Neutral 
Acidic 
Neutral 
Basic 
Acidic 
Neutral 
Basic 

10 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

GelMA30 RT 0 0 Neutral 0 
GelMA60 

GelMA60* 
RT 
16 

0 
0 

0 
0 

Neutral 
Neutral 

0 
0 

GelMA30GA 
GelMA60GA 

RT 
RT 

0 
0 

0 
0 

Neutral 
Neutral 

0 
0 

GelMA30GA-2.5Fe 
GelMA30GA-5Fe 

GelMA60GA-2.5Fe 
GelMA60GA-5Fe 

RT/37 °C 
RT/37 °C 
RT/37 °C 
RT/37 °C 

0 
0 
0 
0 

15 
30 
15 
30 

Neutral 
Neutral 
Neutral 
Neutral 

0 
0 
0 
0 

ColMA30 RT 0 0 Neutral 0 
ColMA60 RT 0 0 Neutral 0 

 

4.4 Pre-evaluation of printability 

In this study, the precursor is defined as a hydrogel solution pre-screened for its 
injectability and printability. 

4.4.1 Filament classification 

A series of pre-screening and filament classification tests were performed in 
Publications I–IV. The pre-crosslinked precursor was transferred into a 1 mL 
syringe capped with a printing nozzle. 250 µm of steel nozzles (Optimum General-
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Purpose Stainless-Steel Tips) were used in Publication I. UV-shielded tapered 
nozzles (200 µm, SmoothFlow™) were used in Publications I & II. Steel nozzles 
(410 µm) were used in Publication IV. All nozzles were purchased from Nordson 
EFD, USA. To maintain a consistent temperature, the syringe was positioned 
vertically and secured with a clamp. This setup prevented temperature fluctuations 
during the experiment. The precursor material was then manually extruded by 
applying pressure to the syringe plunger. The filament quality was classified based 
on the ability of the precursor to form a smooth filament after being extruded from 
the nozzle. The filament formation of the precursors was observed using a contact 
angle camera (Theta Lite, CMOS 1/2″ USB 3.0 digital camera with fixed zoom, a 
resolution of 1280 × 1024 pixels, Biolin Scientific, Sweden), and a video was 
recorded. The filament was deposited as a grid structure on the glass surface to 
investigate its layer-stacking performance. The precursor compositions were selected 
for 3D printing based on filament characteristics (undergelated, smooth and 
overgelated filaments). As shown in Figure 25, the undergelated filament, forming a 
droplet, indicates an unprintable precursor, whereas a smooth filament indicates a 
printable precursor and has a high potential as a biomaterial ink candidate. The 
overgelated filament exhibited ununiformed and irregular filament, which is not 
recommended for 3D printing. 

 

Figure 25.  The illustration of three filament conditions observed during the pre-screening test for 3D 
bioprinting. The droplet filament indicates that the extruded filament is too liquid. The smooth 
filament indicated that the extruded filament exhibits smooth and uniform filament. The 
irregular filament indicates overgelation condition of the extruded filament, exhibiting 
ununiformed and fractured filament after being extruded from the nozzle. 
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4.4.2 Flow behavior 

The flow behavior of the precursors in Publications I–IV was measured on a 
rotational rheometer in parallel plate geometry (12 mm plate, 2.5 mm gap size). For 
the temperature-dependent behavior of the precursors in Publications I & II, the 
measurement was conducted in flow mode (temperature sweep, 4–37 °C) with a 
constant shear rate (0.01 s-1). The results were plotted as viscosity as a function of 
the temperature graph. 

In the flow mode, viscosity, yield stress, shear-thinning, and recovery behavior were 
evaluated. The determination of yield stress involved analyzing the shear rate-shear 
stress curve, from which the yield point was identified as the intersection point on 
the Y-axis when the shear rate was nearly zero. This specific point indicated the onset 
of material flow. Shear-thinning behavior was examined by varying the shear rate 
from 0.01 to 800 s-1. Recovery behavior measurements were performed to evaluate 
the material's ability to recover, involving the application of a low shear rate of 
0.01 s-1 for 200 s, followed by a high shear rate of 500 s-1 for 100 s, and finally, a low 
shear rate of 0.01 s-1 for 200 s. 

Power law regression analysis was employed to confirm the shear-thinning 
properties of the materials. This analysis involved fitting a Power law equation to the 
linear region of the viscosity-shear rate plots (Figure 18), calculated using Equation 
1. 

𝜂𝜂 = 𝐾𝐾𝛾𝛾𝑛𝑛−1, (1) 
 
The flow behavior index, denoted as "n", is a parameter that characterizes the shear-
thinning ability of a material. A value of n equal to 1 indicates Newtonian behavior, 
where the viscosity remains constant regardless of the shear rate. If the value of n is 
greater than 0.6, the material exhibits weak shear-thinning behavior. On the other 
hand, if the value of n is less than or equal to 0.2, the material possesses strong shear-
thinning properties, which are highly desirable for excellent printability.  

In Publication IV, the viscosity of the highly pre-crosslinked precursors was 
obtained from the Cox-Merz rule (Equation 2), transformed from the oscillatory 
measurement (frequency sweep, 0.1–500 rad/s, constant strain 1%). 

|𝜂𝜂∗(𝜔𝜔, 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟/𝑠𝑠)| =  |𝜂𝜂 (𝛾𝛾, 𝑠𝑠−1)|,(𝛾𝛾)=(𝜔𝜔) , (2) 
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The Cox-Merz Rule explains the relationship between the shear viscosity (η) and 
complex viscosity (η*) from oscillatory measurement, describing the correspondence 
between the shear viscosity, η, against shear rate, γ, and the complex viscosity (η*) 
from the oscillatory measurement of frequency sweep (angular frequency, ω). 
The yield stress values were obtained from the yield stress-shear rate plot, where the 
shear stress starts to deviate from the origin (Y-axis) and exhibits an increase. The 
calculation of yield stress was based on the Herschel-Bulkley model, which is a 
rheological model specifically employed to describe non-Newtonian fluids. By fitting 
the data to this model, the yield stress value is quantified, providing insight into the 
resistance of the material to flow and its ability to maintain its structural integrity. 
(Equation 3). 

𝜏𝜏 = 𝜏𝜏0  +  𝐾𝐾𝛾𝛾𝑛𝑛, (3) 

where τ represents the shear stress measured on the inks, and τ0 refers to the yield 
stress. The yield point indicates the point at which the ink starts to flow under the 
applied shear stress. It represents the minimum stress required to initiate flow in the 
precursor. 

The gelation or crosslinking time was determined using an in situ polymerization 
method. This involved employing a rotational rheometer and an external UV lamp 
emitting light at a wavelength of 365 nm and UV intensity of 25 mW/cm2. The 
gelation/crosslinking process was monitored in real-time using the rheometer, 
allowing the measurement of the time for the ink to undergo polymerization and 
form a true hydrogel. 

4.5 Processing (3D printing) 

The term “biomaterial ink” or ink was used for the screened precursor(s)/or 
precursor formulation(s) that exhibited high shear-thinning behavior and were 
assumed to be printable with an extrusion-based 3D bioprinter (BRINTER® ONE 
3D bioprinter, Brinter Ltd., Finland). CAD models were drawn with AutoDesk 
Fusion 360 software. 
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The Cox-Merz Rule explains the relationship between the shear viscosity (η) and 
complex viscosity (η*) from oscillatory measurement, describing the correspondence 
between the shear viscosity, η, against shear rate, γ, and the complex viscosity (η*) 
from the oscillatory measurement of frequency sweep (angular frequency, ω). 
The yield stress values were obtained from the yield stress-shear rate plot, where the 
shear stress starts to deviate from the origin (Y-axis) and exhibits an increase. The 
calculation of yield stress was based on the Herschel-Bulkley model, which is a 
rheological model specifically employed to describe non-Newtonian fluids. By fitting 
the data to this model, the yield stress value is quantified, providing insight into the 
resistance of the material to flow and its ability to maintain its structural integrity. 
(Equation 3). 

𝜏𝜏 = 𝜏𝜏0  +  𝐾𝐾𝛾𝛾𝑛𝑛, (3) 

where τ represents the shear stress measured on the inks, and τ0 refers to the yield 
stress. The yield point indicates the point at which the ink starts to flow under the 
applied shear stress. It represents the minimum stress required to initiate flow in the 
precursor. 

The gelation or crosslinking time was determined using an in situ polymerization 
method. This involved employing a rotational rheometer and an external UV lamp 
emitting light at a wavelength of 365 nm and UV intensity of 25 mW/cm2. The 
gelation/crosslinking process was monitored in real-time using the rheometer, 
allowing the measurement of the time for the ink to undergo polymerization and 
form a true hydrogel. 

4.5 Processing (3D printing) 

The term “biomaterial ink” or ink was used for the screened precursor(s)/or 
precursor formulation(s) that exhibited high shear-thinning behavior and were 
assumed to be printable with an extrusion-based 3D bioprinter (BRINTER® ONE 
3D bioprinter, Brinter Ltd., Finland). CAD models were drawn with AutoDesk 
Fusion 360 software. 
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4.5.1 Printability window 

After the ideal printable biomaterial ink composition and printing settings were 
determined, the evaluation of structural integrity was conducted. The shape and 
stackability of the printed filament were key parameters. These parameters ensure 
the success of the printing process and contribute to achieving a high printing 
resolution. The overall quality and reliability of the printed structures can be assessed 
by evaluating the shape and stackability of the printed filament. Pre-screened 
biomaterial ink formulations were loaded into a 10 mL cartridge and transferred to 
an incubator (37 °C) for 30 min to remove any air bubbles. Next, the cartridge 
(Optimum® syringe barrels, Nordson EFD, USA) was installed into a 3D bioprinting 
platform by capping it with a printing nozzle (200 μm for Publications II–III and 
410 μm for Publication IV). The printing was conducted using a pneumatically 
operated Pneuma Tool print head. To determine the printability window, lines were 
printed at various pressures and printing speeds. The printability window was 
achieved by printing lines with different pressures and printing speeds. For example, 
in Publication IV, the extrusion pressure ranged between 2000–3000 mbar, and the 
printing speed was set to 4, 6 or 8 mm/s. The filament widths were recorded and 
analyzed using image processing software (Fiji-ImageJ) to obtain accurate 
measurements. The printability of the filaments was assessed by comparing their 
widths to the size of the nozzle. To achieve an optimal 3D construct, the lag time 
for pre-flow and post-flow was calculated to determine the appropriate delays before 
and after the ink deposition. The flow behavior of the inks exhibited a noticeable 
delay following the application of pressure and during the transition between 
printing layers. This delay resulted in the deformation and collapse of the structure 
after fiber deposition in subsequent layers. 

4.5.2 Pr value 

Biomaterial inks exhibiting optimal rheological characteristics, such as shear-
thinning and recovery behavior, result in the formation of cohesive filaments that 
can be stacked without merging. Despite sufficient printability results being achieved 
in both rheological and quantitative printability assessments, certain precursor 
candidates cannot deliver a successful 3D-printed construct. A quantitative approach 
was utilized to assess the shape of the printed pores, employing Equation 4 for this 
analysis. 
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𝑃𝑃𝑟𝑟 = 𝜋𝜋
4 ∙ 1

𝐶𝐶 = 𝐿𝐿2

16𝐴𝐴 , (4) 

The circularity of the enclosed pore (C) is calculated based on the perimeter (L) and 
pore area (A) using Equation 4. The printability (Pr) of the biomaterial inks is 
determined by examining the geometry of the pores within a grid structure. A Pr 
value of 1 signifies a perfectly square shape. A Computer-Aided Design (CAD) 
model of the square grids measuring 20 × 20 × 0.4 mm3 was created using Autodesk 
Fusion 360 software. This model served as the established standard for the 
evaluation process. The optimized conditioned inks demonstrate the capability to 
generate smooth and uniform filaments of consistent width, effectively stacking to 
form a cohesive 3D structure. This ultimately results in the creation of square pores 
within the fabricated construct, achieving a Pr value of 1, signifying a perfect square 
shape (Figure 26). On the other hand, inadequately conditioned inks manifest as 
either having a liquid-like appearance or producing filaments with irregular shapes. 
This leads to Pr values that are lower than 1 or higher than 1, signifying deviations 
from the desired perfect square shape. Excessive pre-crosslinking leads to a higher 
Pr value. A lower Pr value serves as a clear indicator of insufficient pre-crosslinking. 
To ascertain the Pr value for each ink across different printing parameter 
combinations, optical images of the printed constructs were meticulously analyzed 
using ImageJ software. This analysis involved measuring the circularity of the pores 
(n=5). 

 

Figure 26.  Pore geometry evaluation and calculation of the printability (Pr) value. The ideal outcome is 
characterized by Pr = 1, signifying perfectly square-shaped pores. 
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4.6 Post-processing 

4.6.1 Accuracy and structural integrity 

The structural integrity was then evaluated after achieving the best printable 
biomaterial ink formulation and optimal printing parameters. Nivea Creme 
(Publication I) and Poloxamer (Publication III) were chosen as control printing 
materials because they offer the highest geometric accuracy, which exhibits minimal 
deviation in comparison to the original CAD model. The ink was printed into 
cylinders with varying heights (1, 2.5 and 5 mm), while the outer diameters of 10 mm 
were kept constant. The curing process of each structure was performed in a layer-
by-layer fashion using a built-in UV/Vis LED module in the bioprinter. The curing 
was carried out at a wavelength of 365 nm with an intensity of 25 mW/cm2 for 10 
seconds for each layer. The post-curing step was conducted for 60 seconds after the 
printing process. An overview of the printing process is illustrated in Figure 27. The 
dimensions of the cylinders, including the wall height, outer diameter, and inner 
diameter, were compared to those of the printed control structure to assess the 
printing accuracy. The deviation or accuracy of the printed cylinders was determined 
by comparing these measurements. The wall height was measured from the side 
view, while the outer and inner diameters were measured from a top view. The 
structural integrity of each 3D printed structure was assessed by determining the 
ratio between the dimensions of the biomaterial ink cylinders and the control 
structure. A value of 1 indicated a perfect structure, values less than 1 indicated 
smaller dimensions than the control, and values more than 1 indicated larger 
dimensions than the control. 

 

Figure 27.  An example of the process flow of extrusion-based 3D bioprinting. 
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4.6.2 Viscoelastic properties 

To assess the viscoelastic properties of the biomaterial inks, oscillatory 
measurements were performed within the linear viscoelastic region (LVR). An 
amplitude sweep was conducted, ranging from 0.1% to 100% strain, while 
maintaining a constant frequency of 1 Hz. In addition, a frequency sweep was 
performed, varying a frequency range of 0.1 Hz to 100 Hz, with a constant strain of 
1%. The biomaterial inks were cast into molds with dimensions of 2.5 mm height 
and a diameter of 12 mm. Subsequently, the samples were exposed to 365 nm UV 
light at an intensity of 25 mW/cm2 for 120 s. During the measurements, each sample 
was positioned between the 12 mm geometry and the platform, with a gap size of 
2.5 mm. The storage modulus (G') and loss modulus (G'') were calculated from the 
slopes obtained during the measurements. The ratio of G'' to G', known as tan δ, 
was then determined to evaluate the viscoelastic properties and plotted as a tan δ-
strain curve. 

For microstructural analysis, the average mesh size (ξ) and crosslinking density of 
the hydrogels were determined based on the results obtained from the oscillatory 
measurements. Specifically, the storage moduli (G') of the hydrogels, which were 
obtained using the optimal ink formulation, were used. The calculation of the 
average mesh size (ξ) was performed at a UV exposure time of 120 s, and Equation 
5 was used to estimate the average mesh size at different exposure times. 

(𝜉𝜉) = (𝐺𝐺′𝑁𝑁
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 )

−1 3⁄
, (5) 

where G’ is the storage modulus of the hydrogel, N is the Avogadro constant (6.023 
× 1023 mol−1), R is the molar gas constant (8.314 JK−1mol−1), and T is the 
temperature (298 K). 

The hydrogels' crosslinking density (ne, mol/m3) was determined by calculating the 
storage modulus obtained from the linear region of the frequency sweep test curve. 
The data yields the total count of elastically active junction points within the network 
per unit volume, as described by Equation 6. 

𝑛𝑛e = 𝐺𝐺e

𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 , (6) 
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where Ge is the average value of the storage modulus from the linear region of the 
oscillatory frequency sweep measurements. 

4.6.3 Swelling behavior 

The selected biomaterial ink was utilized to 3D print grid structures with dimensions 
of 10 × 10 × 5 mm3 and cylindrical shapes. Subsequently, an additional 
photocrosslinking technique was employed on the printed structures to enhance 
their stability during incubation. The swelling ratio was calculated as Ws /W0, where 
Ws is the equilibrium weight of swollen hydrogels, and W0 is the weight of hydrogels 
at a zero time point. 

In Publication II, cylinders with a height of 1 mm were 3D printed using GGMA 
ink. For each condition, 2% GGMA_90mM was used. The printed samples were cured 
layer-by-layer using 365 nm UV light at an intensity of 25 mW/cm2. The exposure 
time for each layer was 10 s, followed by a 60-second post-curing step. The initial 
weight of the hydrogels at zero time points was recorded as W0. Subsequently, the 
hydrogels were immersed in either DI water or DMEM until equilibrium was 
reached, and their weights were measured as Ws. The swelling ratio was calculated at 
various time points (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 24, 36, and 48 h) using Ws/W0. 

In Publication III, the printed structures were submerged in DPBS solution 
containing 0.05% w/v of Irgacure 2959. They were then exposed to UV light at an 
intensity of 10 mW/cm2 for 5 min. After post-stabilization, the printed samples were 
transferred to a solution (DI water, DPBS, or DMEM). The hydrogels were 
maintained at 37 ± 0.5 °C in a shaking incubator at 90 rpm for various times (0, 1, 
2, 3, 5, 7 and 15 d). At zero time point, the samples were characterized by a weight 
denoted as W0. At each subsequent time point, the samples were extracted from the 
solution, and any residual solution on the surface was eliminated to acquire the 
weight labeled asWs.  

In Publication IV, the stability of hydrogels under different pH conditions was 
examined, and all hydrogel samples with and without post-crosslinking were 
immersed in PBS solution at different pH values (5, 7.5 and 9). The procedure 
employed was derived from Publication III. 
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5 RESULTS 

5.1 Modification of polypeptide and polysaccharide-based 
precursors 

5.1.1 Methacrylation of HA, Alg, GG, Gel and Col 

In Publications I & II & IV, the degree of modification in HAMA was calculated 
as the ratio of the N-acetyl peak of hyaluronic acid and olefinic protons from the 
methacrylate groups (reference peak at 1.9–2.1 and defined MA peak at 5.7–6.2). 
The degree of methacrylation in AlgMA was calculated using the area under the peak 
for the anomeric protons in the guluronic unit (reference peak at 4.6–5.2 and defined 
MA peak at 5.3–6.5). The degree of methacrylation of GGMA was determined by 
comparing the integrated peaks of specific protons and rhamnose ring. The peak 
was selected from the methyl group on the rhamnose ring of gellan gum (reference 
peak at 1.2−1.3 and defined MA peak at 1.90 and 5.7−6.2). In Publications I & III, 
the UV-vis spectra (TNBS assay) showed the absorption peaks of free amine groups 
in gelatin and collagen at 350–500 nm absorption range. The degree of modification 
(methacryloyl) of GelMA and ColMA was quantified based on the measurement of 
free amine and hydroxyl groups in modified gelatin with respect to unmodified 
gelatin (same as collagen). Table 3 provides an overview of the different precursors 
with a defined degree of functionalization and the reference peak of each precursor. 

5.1.2 Gallic functionalization of GelMA and HA 
In Publication III, gallic acid modification in GelMA was calculated based on the 
measurements of free amines in modified gelatin with respect to unmodified gelatin. 
In Publication IV, the spectra of HAGA showed the presence of distinctive peaks 
of aromatic protons of GA. In addition, the GA conjugation was further confirmed 
by checking the precursor’s color change at the basic conditions (~pH 8). The 
conjugation of gallic acid and the degree of gallic acid modification in hyaluronic acid 
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was confirmed by the presence of characteristic aromatic peaks at 6.9−7 ppm in the 
1H nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectrum (Table3). 

Table 3.  Percentage modification of MA and GA in polysaccharide (1H-NMR) and polypeptide (UV-
vis)-based precursors 

Method Precursor 
code 

MA 
[%] 

GA 
[%] 

Ref. 
peak 

[ppm] 

MA peak 
[ppm] 

GA 
peak 

[ppm] 

Free 
NH2 
[%] 

1H-NMR 

HAMA15 17±2 0 1.9−2.1 5.7−6.2 - - 
HAMA30 32±5 0 1.9−2.1 5.7−6.2 - - 
HAMA60 59±3 0 1.9−2.1 5.7−6.2 - - 
HAGA10 0 10±3 1.9−2.1 - 6.9-7 - 
HAGA20 0 20±2 1.9−2.1 - 6.9-7 - 
AlgMA30 35±8 0 4.6−5.2 5.3−6.5 - - 
AlgMA60 61±6 0 4.6−5.2 5.3−6.5 - - 
GGMA15 15±1 0 1.2−1.3 1.90, 5.7−6.2 - - 

UV-vis 

GelMA30 31±5 0 - - - 69±5 
GelMA60 64±5 0 - - - 36±5 

GelMA30GA 32±4 16±1 - - - 53±4 
GelMA60GA 66±7 15±1 - - - 19±7 

ColMA30 37±3 0 - - - 63±3 
ColMA60 62±8 0 - - - 38±8 

5.2 Pre-evaluation of printability  

5.2.1 Filament classification and pre-crosslinking approaches 

In Publications I–IV, pre-evaluation of printability was performed using visual 
analysis to screen the filament formation and layer stacking capability of precursors 
under the influence of different pre-crosslinking approaches: temperature 
(Publication I), CaCl2 (Publication II), FeCl3 (Publication III), pH modulation 
(Publication IV) and controlled photocrosslinking.  

In Publication I (Figure 28), the GelMA60 precursor was highly affected by the low 
temperature (16 °C) as it was able to form a coherent filament and maintain its shape. 
In addition, ColMA60 formed a coherent filament at RT with a relatively low applied 
pressure. It showed good layer-stacking ability without merging. However, the other 
precursors (GelMA30, ColMA30, HAMA30, HAMA60, AlgMA30 and AlgMA60) 
did not form coherent filaments and did not retain their shape, even at a low 
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temperature. Moreover, the filament formation ability of GelMA60 precursors were 
tested at concentrations of 5 and 10% w/v (Figure 29). The results showed that 
GelMA60 with the higher concentration formed better filaments than the lower 
concentrations. The produced filaments of 10% GelMA60 were longer and retained 
their shape better than those of 5% GelMA60 at 16 °C. The filament produced by 
Nivea crème was used as a control. 

In Publication II (Figure 30), a low temperature was also applied to observe the 
viscosity change; GGMA at 4 °C became more viscous, but it was unable to maintain 
its shape after extruding from a nozzle. As a result, CaCl2 was chosen as a pre-
crosslinker for the GGMA precursor to get coherent and extrudable filaments. The 
concentrations of GGMA (1, 2 and 3% w/v) and CaCl2 (22.5, 45 and 90 mM) were 
varied to obtain a set of formulations for rheology testing and 3D printing. Tested 
concentrations were 1% GGMA_45mM, 1% GGMA_90mM, 2% GGMA_45mM, 2% 
GGMA_90mM, 3% GGMA_45mM and 3% GGMA_90mM. Nivea crème was used as a 
control to compare the filament quality. 

In Publication III, as also shown in Publication I, 5% w/v of GelMA at RT and 
37 °C did not produce smooth and coherent fibers. To obtain high printability and 
stability at RT and 37 °C, the pre-crosslinker FeCl3 was applied to GelMAGA using 
two different concentrations (0.25 and 0.5 %w/v), as shown in Figure 31. The GA 
functionalization and addition of FeCl3 to GelMA30 (GelMA30GA-2.5Fe) and 
GelMA60 (GelMA60-2.5GA) hindered the formation of coherent filaments during 
extrusion at room temperature (RT), resulting in discontinuous fibers. However, 
GelMA30GA-5Fe was able to produce coherent filaments of approximately 5 cm in 
length at both RT and 37 °C. On the other hand, GelMA60-5Fe exhibited 
heterogeneous filaments consisting of a mixture of overgelated filaments and 
droplets. In addition, the concentration of Fe3+ was tuned to 1% w/v in both 
GelMA30GA and GelMA60GA, but the inks became hydrogels in the cartridge, 
which clogged the nozzle. 

In Publication IV, the HAGA-HAMA precursor at pH 3–5 exhibited droplet-like 
filaments, whereas filaments produced at pH 7.5 were smooth and coherent (Figure 
32). A further extent of the pH towards basic conditions (pH <8) required higher 
pressure to extrude the filament out of the nozzle due to overgelation and caused 
frequent nozzle clogging. 
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was confirmed by the presence of characteristic aromatic peaks at 6.9−7 ppm in the 
1H nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectrum (Table3). 

Table 3.  Percentage modification of MA and GA in polysaccharide (1H-NMR) and polypeptide (UV-
vis)-based precursors 

Method Precursor 
code 

MA 
[%] 

GA 
[%] 

Ref. 
peak 

[ppm] 

MA peak 
[ppm] 

GA 
peak 

[ppm] 

Free 
NH2 
[%] 

1H-NMR 
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AlgMA30 35±8 0 4.6−5.2 5.3−6.5 - - 
AlgMA60 61±6 0 4.6−5.2 5.3−6.5 - - 
GGMA15 15±1 0 1.2−1.3 1.90, 5.7−6.2 - - 

UV-vis 
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GelMA30GA 32±4 16±1 - - - 53±4 
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ColMA30 37±3 0 - - - 63±3 
ColMA60 62±8 0 - - - 38±8 

5.2 Pre-evaluation of printability  
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GGMA and GGMA-GA precursors were able to produce long continuous 
filaments, but all filaments were irregular in shape, as shown in Figure 33. 
 

 

Figure 28.  Filament formation of the precursors: GelMA60* (GelMA60 at 16 °C), ColMA60 at RT, 
Others at RT (GelMA60, GelMA30, ColMA30, AlgMA30, AlgMA60, HAMA30, and 
HAMA60), Scale bar = 1 mm. (Publication I) 

 

Figure 29.  Filament formation test: (A) 5% w/v GelMA60 at RT, (B) 5% w/v GelMA60 at 16 °C, (C) 10% 
w/v GelMA60 at RT, and (D) Nivea crème as a control at RT. (200 µm nozzle size) 

 

A                            B                          C                            D
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Figure 30.  Filament formation quality testing in various materials, GGMA at 4 °C and various 
concentrations of GGMA with CaCl2. (200 µm nozzle size) (Publication II) 

 

Figure 31.  Filament formation quality testing of GelMA30GA with FeCl3, GelMA60GA with FeCl3 and 
other formulations without FeCl3. (200 µm nozzle size) (Publication III) 
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Figure 30.  Filament formation quality testing in various materials, GGMA at 4 °C and various 
concentrations of GGMA with CaCl2. (200 µm nozzle size) (Publication II) 

 

Figure 31.  Filament formation quality testing of GelMA30GA with FeCl3, GelMA60GA with FeCl3 and 
other formulations without FeCl3. (200 µm nozzle size) (Publication III) 
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Figure 32.  Filament quality of plain HAMA15, HAGA10-HAMA15 and HAGA20-HAMA15 at pH 3–5, 
7.5–8 and > 8 (410 µm nozzle size), 1 mm scale bar. (Publication IV) 

 

Figure 33.  Filament quality of GGMA (A) and GGMAGA (B) after pre-crosslinked with UV light. 410 µm 
nozzle size, steel type was used. 
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5.2.2 Flow behavior 

The flow behavior of the precursors was measured to deepen the study of precursor 
properties in terms of printability. The measurements were performed using a 
rheological test in flow mode. Rheological testing was conducted using the same 
measurement methods in all publications (I–IV). The flow measurements were 
divided into shear-thinning, yield stress, and recovery behavior. The Power law 
model fit was applied in all publications (I–V) to predict shear-thinning behavior 
from shear-thinning coefficients (K and n values). The linear region was chosen from 
the middle of the slope, and the power trendline was fitted to obtain all shear-
thinning coefficients. All viscosity values, calculated shear-thinning coefficients and 
recovery are listed in Table 4. 

Figure 34 (Publication I) illustrates the relationship between viscosity and 
modification degree of the precursors at different shear rates. GelMA exhibited 
temperature-dependent behavior, resulting in the formation of coherent filaments at 
16 °C. Most of the precursors (AlgMA30, AlgMA60, and HAMA30) displayed 
Newtonian fluid behavior, where viscosity remained constant with increasing shear 
rate. Power law analysis confirmed that the 30% modification degree precursors had 
high shear-thinning coefficients (n) close to 1. AlgMA60 and HAMA60 also showed 
shear-thinning behavior with n coefficients ranging between 0.7 and 0.9. Shear-
thinning precursors such as ColMA60, GelMA30, GelMA60, and GelMA60 at 16 
°C exhibited low n values close to 0.1. The details of the calculation can be found in 
Equation 1 of Publication I. 

In Publication II, the temperature-dependent viscosity of the 3% GGMA 
precursor was evaluated, and it showed shear-thinning behavior with decreasing 
viscosity as a function of the increasing shear rate (n = 0.29). However, filament 
formation showed contradictory results, as the filament of 3% GGMA was formed 
in a short period after extrusion from the nozzle.  1 and 2% GGMA at 4 °C exhibited 
Newtonian fluid behavior (Figures 36A and B). Applying ionic pre-crosslinking 
(CaCl2) in GGMA significantly improved shear-thinning behavior, as presented in 
Figure 37. The concentrations of CaCl2 (22.5 and 45 mM) were insufficient to 
provide shear-thinning behavior in GGMA, resulting in many variations in the 
viscosity curves. Most of the 2 and 3% GGMA with 45 or 90 mM CaCl2 increased 
the viscosity, leading to the enhancement of shear-thinning properties. The GGMA 
formulations were arranged according to n values (from the lowest): 2% 
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Figure 32.  Filament quality of plain HAMA15, HAGA10-HAMA15 and HAGA20-HAMA15 at pH 3–5, 
7.5–8 and > 8 (410 µm nozzle size), 1 mm scale bar. (Publication IV) 

 

Figure 33.  Filament quality of GGMA (A) and GGMAGA (B) after pre-crosslinked with UV light. 410 µm 
nozzle size, steel type was used. 
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high shear-thinning coefficients (n) close to 1. AlgMA60 and HAMA60 also showed 
shear-thinning behavior with n coefficients ranging between 0.7 and 0.9. Shear-
thinning precursors such as ColMA60, GelMA30, GelMA60, and GelMA60 at 16 
°C exhibited low n values close to 0.1. The details of the calculation can be found in 
Equation 1 of Publication I. 

In Publication II, the temperature-dependent viscosity of the 3% GGMA 
precursor was evaluated, and it showed shear-thinning behavior with decreasing 
viscosity as a function of the increasing shear rate (n = 0.29). However, filament 
formation showed contradictory results, as the filament of 3% GGMA was formed 
in a short period after extrusion from the nozzle.  1 and 2% GGMA at 4 °C exhibited 
Newtonian fluid behavior (Figures 36A and B). Applying ionic pre-crosslinking 
(CaCl2) in GGMA significantly improved shear-thinning behavior, as presented in 
Figure 37. The concentrations of CaCl2 (22.5 and 45 mM) were insufficient to 
provide shear-thinning behavior in GGMA, resulting in many variations in the 
viscosity curves. Most of the 2 and 3% GGMA with 45 or 90 mM CaCl2 increased 
the viscosity, leading to the enhancement of shear-thinning properties. The GGMA 
formulations were arranged according to n values (from the lowest): 2% 
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GGMA_90mM, 1% GGMA_90mM, 3% GGMA_90mM, 3% GGMA_45mM, 3% 
GGMA_22.5mM, 2% GGMA_45mM and 2% GGMA_22.5mM. The details of the 
calculation can be found in Equation 1 of Publication II. 
In Publication III, the temperature dependence of the viscosity of GelMA and 
GelMAGA was measured in terms of viscosity as a function of temperature (Figure 
38). GelMAGA with a pre-crosslinker (FeCl3) was able to maintain viscosity levels, 
which steadily decreased after 30 °C. All pre-crosslinked GelMAGA had shear-
thinning behavior, as confirmed by n <1 (Figure 39). However, GelMAGA without 
an additional pre-crosslinker showed poorer viscosity and shear-thinning 
coefficients than pure GelMA. In Table 4, the shear-thinning coefficients of the pre-
crosslinked GelMAGA are arranged from best to poor: GelMA30GA-5Fe, 
GelMA60GA-5Fe, GelMA60GA-2.5Fe and GelMA30GA-2.5Fe. The details of the 
calculation can be found in Equation 1 of Publication III. 

In Publication IV (Figure 40), all HAGA-HAMA formulations at low pH (3-5) 
were liquid (Newtonian fluid), as confirmed by the shear-thinning coefficients of n 
> 0.9. The viscosity of the precursors increased with increasing pH, and they became 
true hydrogels after reaching a pH of 8. In detail, the viscosity curve of HAGA10-
HAMA15 at pH 7.5–8 showed a plateau region at a low shear rate, but the viscosity 
steadily decreased at 10 s-1. HAGA20-HAMA15 at 5–7.5 pH also started behaving 
as a weak non-Newtonian fluid when the shear rate reached 10 s-1. On the other 
hand, HAGA20-HAMA15 at pH 8 showed an improvement in the shear-thinning 
behavior at a shear rate above 1 s-1, giving n < 0.2. The details of the calculation can 
be found in Supporting information of Publication IV. 

GGMA and GGMAGA pre-crosslinked with UV light were high shear-thinning, as 
presented in Figure 41, which was confirmed by shear-thinning coefficients from the 
Power law fit (n=0.35 and 0.19, respectively). 

In all publications (I–IV), the Herschel−Bulkley model was used to determine the 
yield stress from the shear stress-shear rate and viscosity-shear stress plots. In 
Publication I, the viscosity curve was plotted as a function of increasing shear stress. 
Figure 35 shows that both GelMA60 at 16 °C and ColMA60 clearly exhibited yield 
stress, after which the precursor began to flow easily under a certain level of shear 
stress. On the other hand, the other precursors showed flatlines in viscosity, even at 
high levels of shear stress. In Publication II, all pre-crosslinked GGMA precursors 
with CaCl2 exhibited yield stress from the first point of the shear rate (Figure 37). 
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The pre-crosslinked GGMA, denoted as 1-3% GGMA_22.5mM, had low yield 
points and did not exhibit yield stress. Highly shear-thinning pre-crosslinked GGMA 
showed clear yield points after increasing the shear rate. In Publication III, the 
FeCl3 pre-crosslinker improved the clarity of the yield point in all GelMAGA 
precursors and the shear-thinning coefficients of the precursors were confirmed via 
this model (Figure 39). In Publication IV, HAGA10-HAMA15 and HAGA20-
HAMA15 at pH 8 showed obvious yield points (Figure 40), but they did not have 
high yield stress, implying that high printing pressure is not required to extrude the 
material.  

Recovery testing was performed to estimate the thixotropic behavior of the 
precursors and biomaterial inks after extrusion from a needle or a printing nozzle 
(Publications II–IV). In Publication II, the viscosity measurements could not be 
performed on 1% GGMA_22.5mM and 1% GGMA_45mM due to their low viscosity, 
which caused the inks to dislocate from the geometry at high centrifugal force. In 
addition, 3% GGMA_90mM exhibited overgelation, resulting in the ink being shattered 
and slipping out during the measurement. The GGMA formulations that exhibited 
proper recovery behavior were: 1% GGMA_90mM, 2% GGMA_22.5mM, 2% 
GGMA_45mM, 2% GGMA_90mM, 3% GGMA_22.5mM, and 3% GGMA_45mM. However, 
2% GGMA_22.5mM, 2% GGMA_45mM, 3% GGMA_22.5mM, and 3% GGMA_45mM 
required a longer recovery time (100 s for 2% GGMA) to regain their initial viscosity, 
indicating slower recovery compared to other formulations. In Publication III, 
GelMA30GA-5Fe and GelMA60GA-5Fe exhibited rapid recovery of their 
viscosities, reaching approximately 70% recovery after the high shear rate was 
removed. On the other hand, the inks containing 0.25% w/v FeCl3 were unable to 
recover their viscosity and permanently lost their characteristic properties. In 
Publication IV, HAGA20-HAMA15 at pH 8 rapidly recovered back to its original 
viscosity (~80%) after removing the high shear rate. In contrast, at pH 9, HAGA10-
HAMA15 and HAGA20-HAMA15 lost half of their viscosity after removing the 
shear rate. 
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Table 4.  Overview of properties of the biomaterial inks in the studies: flow behavior (shear-thinning, 
yield stress and recovery) and pre-crosslinking. 
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Figure 34.  The viscosity-shear rate plots of the hydrogel precursors with varying %MD: (A) with a 30% 
modification degree, (B) with a 60% modification degree. Additionally, the figure displays 
the viscosity-temperature relationship (C) of GelMA60 at a constant shear rate of 0.1 s-1 and 
a concentration of 5% w/v. Finally, the figure showcases the viscosity-shear rate profile (D) 
of GelMA60 at 16 °C, demonstrating its shear-thinning behavior.  

 

Figure 35.  Yield stress measurement data for all precursors at RT and for GelMA30 and GelMA60 also 
at 16 °C. Figures (A) and (B) represent precursors with a 30% modification degree (MD) 
and precursors with a 60% MD, respectively. 
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Table 4.  Overview of properties of the biomaterial inks in the studies: flow behavior (shear-thinning, 
yield stress and recovery) and pre-crosslinking. 
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Figure 34.  The viscosity-shear rate plots of the hydrogel precursors with varying %MD: (A) with a 30% 
modification degree, (B) with a 60% modification degree. Additionally, the figure displays 
the viscosity-temperature relationship (C) of GelMA60 at a constant shear rate of 0.1 s-1 and 
a concentration of 5% w/v. Finally, the figure showcases the viscosity-shear rate profile (D) 
of GelMA60 at 16 °C, demonstrating its shear-thinning behavior.  

 

Figure 35.  Yield stress measurement data for all precursors at RT and for GelMA30 and GelMA60 also 
at 16 °C. Figures (A) and (B) represent precursors with a 30% modification degree (MD) 
and precursors with a 60% MD, respectively. 
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Figure 36.  The viscosity measurements provide insights into the temperature sensitivity of GGMA 
hydrogels. (A) The effect of temperature on GGMA at RT and 4 °C for various 
concentrations (1, 2 and 3%), (B) Shear-thinning properties of 1, 2 and 3% GGMA 
concentrations. The viscosity decreases with increasing shear rate, indicating the weak 
shear-thinning behavior of GGMA hydrogels at 4 °C. 
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Figure 37.  Rheological properties: shear-thinning, yield stress and recovery for various GGMA and 
CaCl2 concentrations at RT. The plot includes the shear-thinning behavior, yield stress, and 
recovery of the hydrogels, providing insights into their flow characteristics and mechanical 
properties. 

Figure 38.  Rheological measurement of viscosity as a function of temperature. All samples were 
measured over the temperature range from 4°C to 40°C. (A)  GelMA with 30% and 60% 
degrees of methacrylation, (B) GelMA30GA group with/without Fe3+, (C) GelMA60GA group 
with/without Fe3+. The plots provide insights into the thermostability and rheological behavior 
of the different hydrogel formulations. 
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Figure 36.  The viscosity measurements provide insights into the temperature sensitivity of GGMA 
hydrogels. (A) The effect of temperature on GGMA at RT and 4 °C for various 
concentrations (1, 2 and 3%), (B) Shear-thinning properties of 1, 2 and 3% GGMA 
concentrations. The viscosity decreases with increasing shear rate, indicating the weak 
shear-thinning behavior of GGMA hydrogels at 4 °C. 
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Figure 37.  Rheological properties: shear-thinning, yield stress and recovery for various GGMA and 
CaCl2 concentrations at RT. The plot includes the shear-thinning behavior, yield stress, and 
recovery of the hydrogels, providing insights into their flow characteristics and mechanical 
properties. 

Figure 38.  Rheological measurement of viscosity as a function of temperature. All samples were 
measured over the temperature range from 4°C to 40°C. (A)  GelMA with 30% and 60% 
degrees of methacrylation, (B) GelMA30GA group with/without Fe3+, (C) GelMA60GA group 
with/without Fe3+. The plots provide insights into the thermostability and rheological behavior 
of the different hydrogel formulations. 
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Figure 39.  The plots illustrate insights into the flow properties, including shear-thinning, yield stress, 
and recovery behavior of the different GelMAGA formulations at RT. Rheological 
measurements in flow mode: shear-thinning (A-C), yield stress (D-F) and recovery behavior 
(G-I) at RT. (A, D, G) pure GelMA30 and GelMA60, (B, E, H) GelMA30GA group with/without 
Fe3+, (C, F, I) GelMA60GA group with/without Fe3+. 
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Figure 40.  Rheological measurements of precursor mixtures of HAGA10-HAMA15 and HAGA20-
HAMA15 at different pH (3, 5.5, 7.5, 8 and 9): shear-thinning (A, B), yield stress (C, D) and 
recovery behavior (E, F) at 37 °C. 
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Figure 39.  The plots illustrate insights into the flow properties, including shear-thinning, yield stress, 
and recovery behavior of the different GelMAGA formulations at RT. Rheological 
measurements in flow mode: shear-thinning (A-C), yield stress (D-F) and recovery behavior 
(G-I) at RT. (A, D, G) pure GelMA30 and GelMA60, (B, E, H) GelMA30GA group with/without 
Fe3+, (C, F, I) GelMA60GA group with/without Fe3+. 
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Figure 40.  Rheological measurements of precursor mixtures of HAGA10-HAMA15 and HAGA20-
HAMA15 at different pH (3, 5.5, 7.5, 8 and 9): shear-thinning (A, B), yield stress (C, D) and 
recovery behavior (E, F) at 37 °C. 
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Figure 41.  The shear-thinning properties and recovery behavior of GGMA and GGMAGA hydrogels 
after undergoing pre-crosslinking with UV light. Rheological measurements of GGMA and 
GGMAGA after being pre-crosslinked with UV light: (A) shear-thinning and (B) recovery 
behavior.  

5.2.3 Gelation kinetics 

In Publication I, the gelation kinetics of GelMA30, GelMA60, ColMA30, 
ColMA60, AlgMA30, AlgMA60, HAMA30 and HAMA60 precursors were analyzed 
based on the storage moduli of the resulting hydrogels under different UV 
crosslinking conditions: UV light intensity and exposure time. Figure 56 illustrates 
that increasing the UV intensity, exposure time, or %MD resulted in G' and a more 
rigid structure in all hydrogels. The results also demonstrated that both G' and G" 
increased with longer exposure times and higher UV intensities. A higher MD 
indicated a greater degree of cross-linking, which in turn led to stiffer hydrogels. To 
be more precise, in the hydrogels with 30% and 60% MD, higher UV intensities 
facilitated faster polymerization processes. In the unpublished data (Figure 45), the 
photoinitiator selection (LAP or Irgacure2959) highly influenced the gelation 
kinetics of GelMA60 precursors, as LAP provided faster gelation time and higher 
final storage moduli, compared to Irgacure2959. 

In Publication II, Figure 42 demonstrates the gelation kinetics of GGMA at 
different concentrations (1%, 2%, and 3%) upon exposure to UV light. The results 
indicate that all GGMA concentrations exhibited rapid gelation and crosslinking in 
less than 10 seconds, reaching a maximum crosslinking state within 60 seconds. 
While the concentration of GGMA had a significant impact on the final storage 
modulus, the gelation time did not show significant differences among the different 
polymer concentrations. 
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In Publication III, In Figure 43, the in situ photorheology results show the gelation 
time of various ink formulations, as indicated by the storage modulus over time. All 
ink formulations exhibited an initial increase in storage modulus upon UV light 
exposure. Within 60 seconds, the ink formulations reached their maximum cross-
linking degree, indicating the completion of gelation. The gelation time and storage 
modulus of GA-functionalized GelMA showed no significant differences compared 
to pure GelMA. However, the addition of FeCl3 in GelMAGA resulted in a slower 
gelation process, as the storage modulus took more than 60 s to reach a plateau. 
These findings suggest that the incorporation of FeCl3 in GelMAGA may potentially 
reduce the gelation time compared to other formulations. 

In Publication IV, the in situ photorheology (Figure 44) shows the gelation time of 
all precursor formulations (HAGA10-HAMA15 and HAGA20-HAMA15) at 
different pH after being exposed to UV light (storage modulus as a function of time). 
At basic pH, the initial storage moduli of HAGA-HAMA reached the maximum 
value, resulting in no difference in storage moduli after photocrosslinking. On the 
other hand, the precursors at acidic pH responded to the UV light actively, but they 
were not able to reach the same level of final storage moduli as the precursors at 
neutral or basic pH. 

 

Figure 42.  In situ photorheology of 1%, 2% and 3% GGMA at RT. The figure showcases the real-time 
monitoring of the rheological behavior of GGMA hydrogels during UV light exposure. 
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Figure 41.  The shear-thinning properties and recovery behavior of GGMA and GGMAGA hydrogels 
after undergoing pre-crosslinking with UV light. Rheological measurements of GGMA and 
GGMAGA after being pre-crosslinked with UV light: (A) shear-thinning and (B) recovery 
behavior.  

5.2.3 Gelation kinetics 

In Publication I, the gelation kinetics of GelMA30, GelMA60, ColMA30, 
ColMA60, AlgMA30, AlgMA60, HAMA30 and HAMA60 precursors were analyzed 
based on the storage moduli of the resulting hydrogels under different UV 
crosslinking conditions: UV light intensity and exposure time. Figure 56 illustrates 
that increasing the UV intensity, exposure time, or %MD resulted in G' and a more 
rigid structure in all hydrogels. The results also demonstrated that both G' and G" 
increased with longer exposure times and higher UV intensities. A higher MD 
indicated a greater degree of cross-linking, which in turn led to stiffer hydrogels. To 
be more precise, in the hydrogels with 30% and 60% MD, higher UV intensities 
facilitated faster polymerization processes. In the unpublished data (Figure 45), the 
photoinitiator selection (LAP or Irgacure2959) highly influenced the gelation 
kinetics of GelMA60 precursors, as LAP provided faster gelation time and higher 
final storage moduli, compared to Irgacure2959. 

In Publication II, Figure 42 demonstrates the gelation kinetics of GGMA at 
different concentrations (1%, 2%, and 3%) upon exposure to UV light. The results 
indicate that all GGMA concentrations exhibited rapid gelation and crosslinking in 
less than 10 seconds, reaching a maximum crosslinking state within 60 seconds. 
While the concentration of GGMA had a significant impact on the final storage 
modulus, the gelation time did not show significant differences among the different 
polymer concentrations. 
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In Publication III, In Figure 43, the in situ photorheology results show the gelation 
time of various ink formulations, as indicated by the storage modulus over time. All 
ink formulations exhibited an initial increase in storage modulus upon UV light 
exposure. Within 60 seconds, the ink formulations reached their maximum cross-
linking degree, indicating the completion of gelation. The gelation time and storage 
modulus of GA-functionalized GelMA showed no significant differences compared 
to pure GelMA. However, the addition of FeCl3 in GelMAGA resulted in a slower 
gelation process, as the storage modulus took more than 60 s to reach a plateau. 
These findings suggest that the incorporation of FeCl3 in GelMAGA may potentially 
reduce the gelation time compared to other formulations. 

In Publication IV, the in situ photorheology (Figure 44) shows the gelation time of 
all precursor formulations (HAGA10-HAMA15 and HAGA20-HAMA15) at 
different pH after being exposed to UV light (storage modulus as a function of time). 
At basic pH, the initial storage moduli of HAGA-HAMA reached the maximum 
value, resulting in no difference in storage moduli after photocrosslinking. On the 
other hand, the precursors at acidic pH responded to the UV light actively, but they 
were not able to reach the same level of final storage moduli as the precursors at 
neutral or basic pH. 

 

Figure 42.  In situ photorheology of 1%, 2% and 3% GGMA at RT. The figure showcases the real-time 
monitoring of the rheological behavior of GGMA hydrogels during UV light exposure. 
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Figure 43.  In situ photo-polymerization test to observe the gelation time of each ink formulation (time 
sweep of oscillatory measurement, 25 mW/cm2 for 300 s, at RT). (A) Pure GelMA30 and 
GelMA60, (B) GelMA30GA group with/without Fe3+, and (C) GelMA60GA group with/without 
Fe3+. 

 

Figure 44.  Gelation time of (A) HAGA10-HAMA15 and (B) HAGA20-HAMA15 precursors after 
photocrosslinking. 

 

Figure 45.  The comparison of gelation kinetics of GelMA60 in the presence of different photoinitiators: 
0.05 % LAP, 0.1% LAP and 0.5% Irgacure2959. The experiment was performed at RT. 
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5.3 Processing (3D printing) 

In all publications (I–IV), screened precursor formulations with high shear-thinning 
properties are defined as biomaterial inks and were prepared for 3D printing test 
(Publications II–IV). The printability assessment quantitatively evaluates 
printability (Pr value), printing accuracy and structural integrity. 

5.3.1 Pr value 

The Pr values were calculated from the average squareness of the pores (pore 
geometry) in the printed grid structure for each biomaterial ink formulation. The 
highly printable ink has a Pr value between 0.9-1.1. 

In Publication II, 1,2 and 3% w/v of GGMA with CaCl2 concentrations of 0, 22.5, 
45 and 90 mM were printed into the grids. Figure 46 showcases the ability of the 
inks to form coherent filaments and their successful application in printing grid 
structures. It was obvious that GGMA inks without a pre-crosslinker were 
unprintable (too liquid) when deposited on the substrate. The Pr value of 1-3% 
GGMA_22.5mM could not be measured because of the undergelation of the ink. The 
Pr values were improved as the concentrations of GGMA and CaCl2 increased, as 
presented in Figure 47. 1% GGMA_90mM and 2% GGMA_45mM inks were printable, 
but they were insufficient to maintain the structures intact (Pr values = 0.78±0.4 and 
0.82±0.04). However, 3% GGMA_90mM appeared as an overgelated ink because of 
the excessive ionic crosslinking. High pressure was required for extrusion and to 
form a tough hydrogel inside the nozzle, resulting in the fluctuating size of printed 
fibers and irregularly shaped pores (Pr = 1.1± 0.3). The Pr values of 2% GGMA_90mM 
and 3% GGMA_45mM were in a proper region, being 0.97 and 1.1, respectively. 
However, 2 % GGMA_90mM produced smooth and coherent grid structures, 
compared to the irregular grids of 3% GGMA_45mM. 

In Publication III, Figure 48 illustrates the printing process of the pre-selected 
precursors, namely GelMA30GA-5Fe and GelMA60GA-5Fe, which were used to 
create grid structures at RT. Additionally, GelMA30GA-5Fe was printed at a 
temperature of 37 °C. The grid structures were printed into 2 and 6 layers, 
respectively. The microscopic images also showed the intersection between the two 
filaments to observe the stackability. GelMA30GA-5Fe produced smooth and 
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5.3 Processing (3D printing) 

In all publications (I–IV), screened precursor formulations with high shear-thinning 
properties are defined as biomaterial inks and were prepared for 3D printing test 
(Publications II–IV). The printability assessment quantitatively evaluates 
printability (Pr value), printing accuracy and structural integrity. 

5.3.1 Pr value 

The Pr values were calculated from the average squareness of the pores (pore 
geometry) in the printed grid structure for each biomaterial ink formulation. The 
highly printable ink has a Pr value between 0.9-1.1. 

In Publication II, 1,2 and 3% w/v of GGMA with CaCl2 concentrations of 0, 22.5, 
45 and 90 mM were printed into the grids. Figure 46 showcases the ability of the 
inks to form coherent filaments and their successful application in printing grid 
structures. It was obvious that GGMA inks without a pre-crosslinker were 
unprintable (too liquid) when deposited on the substrate. The Pr value of 1-3% 
GGMA_22.5mM could not be measured because of the undergelation of the ink. The 
Pr values were improved as the concentrations of GGMA and CaCl2 increased, as 
presented in Figure 47. 1% GGMA_90mM and 2% GGMA_45mM inks were printable, 
but they were insufficient to maintain the structures intact (Pr values = 0.78±0.4 and 
0.82±0.04). However, 3% GGMA_90mM appeared as an overgelated ink because of 
the excessive ionic crosslinking. High pressure was required for extrusion and to 
form a tough hydrogel inside the nozzle, resulting in the fluctuating size of printed 
fibers and irregularly shaped pores (Pr = 1.1± 0.3). The Pr values of 2% GGMA_90mM 
and 3% GGMA_45mM were in a proper region, being 0.97 and 1.1, respectively. 
However, 2 % GGMA_90mM produced smooth and coherent grid structures, 
compared to the irregular grids of 3% GGMA_45mM. 

In Publication III, Figure 48 illustrates the printing process of the pre-selected 
precursors, namely GelMA30GA-5Fe and GelMA60GA-5Fe, which were used to 
create grid structures at RT. Additionally, GelMA30GA-5Fe was printed at a 
temperature of 37 °C. The grid structures were printed into 2 and 6 layers, 
respectively. The microscopic images also showed the intersection between the two 
filaments to observe the stackability. GelMA30GA-5Fe produced smooth and 
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coherent 2-layered grid structures at RT and 37 °C. However, the grid started to 
collapse and merge when the 6-layered structure was printed at 37 °C. The Figure 49 
indicates that the average Pr values for GelMA30GA-5Fe, GelMA30GA-5Fe at 
37 °C, and GelMA60GA-5Fe were quite similar (Pr ≈ 1.1). These structures 
exhibited irregular shapes and were positioned in the overgelation region on the 
graph. However, the standard deviation values increased as the degree of 
methacrylation increased, as evidenced by the filament formation data and the 
printing results. 

In Publication IV, the printability assessment (Figure 50) was performed in the 
same way as in the previous publications, but the pore size of the printed structures 
was fabricated into two sizes (adjusted from the filling in the CAD model). The Pr 
values of HAGA20-HAMA15 were between 0.9-1. In Figure 51, the Pr values of 
GGMA and GGMAGA were 0.85 and 1.1. In Figure 52, the microscopic images 
present the comparison between different pre-crosslinking approaches: temperature, 
pre-crosslinkers and photocrosslinking. Pre-crosslinked precursors with pre-
crosslinkers exhibited homogeneous fibers, resulting in perfect grid structures, 
whereas the thermal gelation was unable to provide coherent and smooth fibers due 
to the temperature gradient after extrusion. On the other hand, pre-crosslinking with 
UV was the worst approach, observed by the poor printing resolution. 

 

Figure 46.  The results of filament formation results and printed grid structures of GGMA/CaCl2 inks 
were evaluated in terms of printability. The scale bar is 5 mm. 
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Figure 47.  The calculated Pr values for Nivea Creme (control) and various GGMA formulations with 
different amounts of CaCl2 pre-crosslinking. 

 

Figure 48.  Pre-screening of biomaterial inks: fiber formation, two-layered and six-layered printed grids 
and close-ups of filament intersections. Scale bar = 10 mm (white), 1 mm (black). 
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Figure 47.  The calculated Pr values for Nivea Creme (control) and various GGMA formulations with 
different amounts of CaCl2 pre-crosslinking. 

 

Figure 48.  Pre-screening of biomaterial inks: fiber formation, two-layered and six-layered printed grids 
and close-ups of filament intersections. Scale bar = 10 mm (white), 1 mm (black). 
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Figure 49.  Calculated Pr values for the determination of the actual printability of GelMA30GA-5Fe at 
RT, GelMA30GA-5Fe at 37 °C and GelMA60GA-5Fe at RT. The green line indicates the 
perfect printability value of 1. The Pr values are represented as the mean ± standard 
deviation (n=20). 

 

Figure 50.  Printability of biomaterial inks (HAGA20-HAMA15 at pH 7.5–8, 37 °C) and 3D printing for 
Pr value calculation. (A) The images of 2 layers printed grid structures varying the printing 
speed and printing pressure to optimize the printing resolution. (B) The images of 1, 2 and 
4 layers using the screened printed parameters, but the filling of the grids are 10 and 15%. 
The scale bar is 5mm. 
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Figure 51.  The printed grid structures of GGMA (A) and GGMAGA (B) precursors pre-crosslinked 
with UV light. 

 

Figure 52.  Illustration of the comparison of three crosslinking techniques: (A) low temperature (500 
µm scale bar), (B) pre-crosslinker (2000 µm scale bar) and (C) pre-crosslinking with UV 
light (2000 µm scale bar). 

5.3.2 Printability window 

Ideally, the proper printing parameters provide stability and shape fidelity for the 
printed structure, which allows the 3D stacking of filaments in a layer-by-layer 
fashion. In Publications I–IV, the printing pressures were obtained from the 
automatic dispenser during the filament formation tests. The tested printing speeds 
were 6, 8 and 10 mm/s. The relationship between the printing pressure and speed 
was formulated into a printability window (Figure 53). In all ink formulations, low 
printing speed (4 mm/s) fed excessive inks on the printing bed, resulting in over-
deposited and irregular filaments. However, when the inks started to extrude at a 
particular pressure, they could not adhere to the substrate and formed discontinuous 
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Figure 51.  The printed grid structures of GGMA (A) and GGMAGA (B) precursors pre-crosslinked 
with UV light. 

 

Figure 52.  Illustration of the comparison of three crosslinking techniques: (A) low temperature (500 
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filaments. The optimal printing speed in all the materials was 8 mm/s, which resulted 
in continuous thin filaments without breaking. The blank sections displayed where 
the printing pressure and speed were unmatched, which would lead to unfeasible 
filament shapes (discontinuous shapes or dots). The green sections show the perfect 
combination of printing parameters, which leads to smooth filament shapes. The 
sections displayed in blue and dark blue show that the printing pressure was 
exceeded, leading to the over-deposition of filaments on the substrate. In 
Publication IV, the printed filaments were assessed using different nozzle sizes due 
to the high viscosity of the ink, as the ink could not pass through the small nozzle 
orifices (200 and 250 µm).  

Figure 53.  Printability window of all precursor formulations and controls in Publications I–IV, Nivea 
Creme, 40% Poloxamer, 5% GelMA60 at 16 °C, GGMA-CaCl2, GelMA30GA-FeCl3 and 
HAGA20-HAMA15. The optimal printing parameters (green) were a compromise between 
printing pressure and speed. Light blue indicates the irregular filament, and dark blue (x) 
indicates the over-deposition of the material on the substrate. 
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structures in Publication II (Figure 54, Table 5), III (Figure 55), IV (Figure 56) and 
Figure 57 showed the same pattern, but they were larger than the CAD models, 
especially the wall thickness. In detail, the filament sizes produced from both Nivea 
crème and Poloxamer were close to the nozzle orifice (Figure 54 and Figure 55). 
However, the filament width of the pre-crosslinked inks in Publications II, III & 
IV swelled after being extruded from the nozzle, resulting in larger printed 
structures. The structural integrity was confirmed by calculating the ratio between 
the printed constructed of the developed inks and the control ink, and they were 
able to maintain good shape fidelity and enabled the printing of multilayered 3D 
constructs. 

 

Figure 54.  Side-views and top-views of printed cylinders for the evaluation of printing accuracy and 
structural integrity, The scale bar = 5 mm. 
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filaments. The optimal printing speed in all the materials was 8 mm/s, which resulted 
in continuous thin filaments without breaking. The blank sections displayed where 
the printing pressure and speed were unmatched, which would lead to unfeasible 
filament shapes (discontinuous shapes or dots). The green sections show the perfect 
combination of printing parameters, which leads to smooth filament shapes. The 
sections displayed in blue and dark blue show that the printing pressure was 
exceeded, leading to the over-deposition of filaments on the substrate. In 
Publication IV, the printed filaments were assessed using different nozzle sizes due 
to the high viscosity of the ink, as the ink could not pass through the small nozzle 
orifices (200 and 250 µm).  

Figure 53.  Printability window of all precursor formulations and controls in Publications I–IV, Nivea 
Creme, 40% Poloxamer, 5% GelMA60 at 16 °C, GGMA-CaCl2, GelMA30GA-FeCl3 and 
HAGA20-HAMA15. The optimal printing parameters (green) were a compromise between 
printing pressure and speed. Light blue indicates the irregular filament, and dark blue (x) 
indicates the over-deposition of the material on the substrate. 

5.4 Post-processing 

5.4.1 Accuracy and structural integrity 

CAD models of cylinders (height of 1, 2.5 and 5 mm) were chosen for post-printing 
characterizations and used in Publications II & III. The dimensions of printed 
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structures in Publication II (Figure 54, Table 5), III (Figure 55), IV (Figure 56) and 
Figure 57 showed the same pattern, but they were larger than the CAD models, 
especially the wall thickness. In detail, the filament sizes produced from both Nivea 
crème and Poloxamer were close to the nozzle orifice (Figure 54 and Figure 55). 
However, the filament width of the pre-crosslinked inks in Publications II, III & 
IV swelled after being extruded from the nozzle, resulting in larger printed 
structures. The structural integrity was confirmed by calculating the ratio between 
the printed constructed of the developed inks and the control ink, and they were 
able to maintain good shape fidelity and enabled the printing of multilayered 3D 
constructs. 

 

Figure 54.  Side-views and top-views of printed cylinders for the evaluation of printing accuracy and 
structural integrity, The scale bar = 5 mm. 
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Table 5.  The dimensions of the printed cylinders, including the percentage error, compared to the 
control cylinder and structural integrity ratio. 

1 mm cylinder 
[6 layers] 

Control 
dimensions 

[mm] 

GGMA dimensions  
[mm] 

Error  
[%] 

Structural 
integrity ratio 

Height 1.3±0.1 1.7±0.2 30.7±5.1 1.31±0.05 

Outer diameter 11.0±0.2 11.2±0.2 1.8±0.2 1.02±0.01 

Inner diameter 8.80±0.2 6.5±0.3 26.2±2.7 0.73±0.04 

Wall thickness 1.2±0.1 3.0±0.1 150.7±10.8 2.50±1.30 

 

2.5 mm cylinder 
[16 layers] 

Control 
dimensions 

[mm] 

GGMA dimensions 
[mm] 

Error  
[%] 

Structural 
integrity ratio 

Height 3.2±0.1 3.7±0.3 15.6±3.7 1.15±0.06 

Outer diameter 11.0±0.1 11.7±0.2 6.3±1.5 1.06±0.01 

Inner diameter 8.8±0.2 6.2±0.1 28.5±2.8 0.70±0.04 

Wall thickness 1.2±0.2 3.1±0.1 158.7±12.5 2.58±0.28 

 

5 mm cylinder 
[33 layers] 

Control 
dimensions 

[mm] 

GGMA 
dimensions  

[mm] 

Error  
[%] 

Structural 
integrity ratio 

Height 5.8±0.1 7.2±0.2 24.21±1.2 1.24±0.02 

Outer diameter 11.2±0.2 11.2±0.1 10.7±5.8 1.04±0.02 

Inner diameter 8.4±0.2 5.6±0.2 33.3±5.3 0.66±0.01 

Wall thickness 1.4±0.2 3.2±0.1 128.5±7.2 2.28±0.22 

 

Figure 55.  The 3D printed structures of GelMA30GA-5Fe ink and control material (Poloxamer).Top and 
side views of printed structures with 1.5, 2.5- and 5-mm wall height (Theoretical heights from 
CAD models). The scale bar = 5 mm (white).  
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Figure 56.  The images of 3D printed cylinders (HAGA20-HAMA15 at pH 7.5–8), varying the height: 1, 
2.5 and 5 mm, compared to the CAD model. (A) Side view, (B) top view, and (C) isometric 
view. Scale bar = 10 mm. 

 

Figure 57.  The printed structures of (A) GGMA and (B) GGMAGA using the pre-crosslinking with UV 
light. 
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Figure 55.  The 3D printed structures of GelMA30GA-5Fe ink and control material (Poloxamer).Top and 
side views of printed structures with 1.5, 2.5- and 5-mm wall height (Theoretical heights from 
CAD models). The scale bar = 5 mm (white).  
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Figure 56.  The images of 3D printed cylinders (HAGA20-HAMA15 at pH 7.5–8), varying the height: 1, 
2.5 and 5 mm, compared to the CAD model. (A) Side view, (B) top view, and (C) isometric 
view. Scale bar = 10 mm. 

 

Figure 57.  The printed structures of (A) GGMA and (B) GGMAGA using the pre-crosslinking with UV 
light. 
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5.4.2 Viscoelastic properties 

The viscoelastic properties of the hydrogels were determined using small amplitude 
oscillatory shear (SAOS) tests. The rheological tests included amplitude, frequency 
sweep and stress relaxation. The obtained parameters were storage (G’), loss 
modulus (G”), tan δ, average mesh size (ξ) and crosslinking density (ne), as shown in 
Table 6. The amplitude and frequency sweeps were performed in Publications I–
IV. The parameters: G’, G”, tan δ and ne of different precursors with and without 
pre-crosslinking are presented in Table 6. For all hydrogels, the G’ was higher than 
G” (the elastic modulus is higher than the viscous modulus), as confirmed by the tan 
δ value being lower than 1. The results also showed that pre-crosslinking and % MD 
of methacrylate significantly increased the G’ and tan δ values were lower than 0.1, 
compared to the hydrogel without pre-crosslinking.  

In detail, in Publication I, the G’ and G” measurement plots of different %MD, 
UV intensity and curing time from the LVR strain are presented in Figure 58. The 
results showed that the G’ of hydrogels increased when the UV curing dosage 
(intensity and exposure time) and %MD increased. Moreover, high MD and UV 
curing corresponded to a higher degree of crosslinking and a smaller average mesh 
size, which led to stiffer hydrogels. The contact angle measurements also confirmed 
that the denser hydrogel network led to more hydrophobic hydrogel samples. In 
Publication II, the results show the corresponding effect of the CaCl2 pre-
crosslinker and UV curing time on the viscoelasticity, mesh size and crosslinking 
density of GGMA hydrogels (Table 6). In Publication III (Figure 59), GelMA30 
and GelMA60 were used as controls to assess the effects of gallic acid 
functionalization and a pre-crosslinker. Gallic acid functionalized GelMA30 
significantly increased G’, but no significant increase of G’ was observed in 
GelMA60. On the other hand, GelMA30GA and GelMA60GA yielded higher G’ 
values when the FeCl3 was added. Moreover, hydrogel samples increased the 
elasticity when gallic acid was grafted to the GelMA backbone and the elasticity 
showed further improvement when FeCL3 was added to GelMAGA hydrogels, as 
observed in Figure 59B. The GelMAGA hydrogels exhibited higher cross-linking 
density, resulting in stiffer hydrogels and smaller average mesh sizes. Among all ink 
formulations, GelMAGA with FeCl3 had a significantly smaller average mesh size 
due to higher values of G' and crosslinking densities. As shown in Figures 59C, D 
and E, the rapid transition between elastic and viscous states between low and high 
strain indicates the strain recovery behavior of the hydrogels during the cyclic test. 
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The HAGA-HAMA hydrogels showed high recoverability of the polymeric 
networks (especially HAGA20-HAMA15), suggesting the dynamic nature of the 
complementary network between gallol moieties and photocrosslinking. On the 
other hand, HAMA15 groups lost their initial properties after the first high strain. In 
Publication IV (Figure 60), HAGA-HAMA was shown to have the ability to 
transform into a true hydrogel at high pH. As a result, the viscoelasticity of hydrogels 
with and without photocrosslinking was evaluated to compare the influence of gallic 
acid functionalization, %MD of gallic acid and photocrosslinking. The results 
showed that HAGA-HAMA with photocrosslinking yielded a slightly higher G’ than 
HAGA-HAMA without photocrosslinking. There were no significant differences in 
viscoelastic properties between the two groups. On the other hand, the HAGA-
HAMA blend had an improved stress relaxation compared to pure HAMA, as shown 
in Figure 62. Figure 61 shows that GA grafted to the GGMA backbone gained higher 
storage moduli than plain GGMA. In contrast, GGMAGA traded the mechanical 
strength with viscoelastic properties, observed in the reduction in the storage 
modulus as the frequency increased. GGMA remained more stable, and the storage 
modulus dominated the loss modulus. 
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Table 6.  Overview of all precursor formulations: pre-crosslinking conditions and rheological 
properties of resulting hydrogels. 

Precursors Pre-crosslinking G’ [Pa] G” [Pa] tan δ ξ [nm] ne # 

GelMA30 - 478±32 9±5 0.01 20.5±0.1 0.19 I 

GelMA60 - 594±56 45±4 0.07 19.0±0.1 0.24 I 

GelMA30 Temperature 1022±40 16±5 0.01 16.0±0.2 0.41 I 

GelMA60 Temperature 1100±40 62±6 0.05 15.5±0.2 0.44 I 

ColMA30 - 1655±38 78±85 0.04 13.5±0.1 0.66 I 

ColMA60 - 1800±60 38±2 0.02 13.2±0.1 0.71 I 

HAMA30 - 2420±250 840±45 0.34 12.0±0.4 0.98 I 

HAMA60 - 3650±150 150±5 0.04 10.4±0.1 1.47 I 

AlgMA30  2200±85 360±8 0.16 12.3±0.2 0.88 I 

AlgMA60  3700±850 2020±250 0.54 10.3±0.6 1.50 I 

2% GGMA - 2450±56 79±13 0.03 12.0±0.3 0.97 II 

2% GGMA 90 mM of CaCl2 3375±61 46±21 0.01 10.6±0.2 1.47 II 

GelMA30GA - 1631±14 39±5 0.02 13.6±0.2 0.65 III 

GelMA60GA - 662±63 94±11 0.14 18.8±0.5 0.26 III 

GelMA30GA-5Fe 30 mM of FeCl3 4454±224 135±14 0.03 9.7±0.7 1.79 III 

GelMA60GA-5Fe 30 mM of FeCl3 2166±346 116±4 0.05 12.3±0.8 0.87 III 

HAGA10 

HAMA15 
Basic pH 594±2 58±3 0.09 19.0±0.1 0.24 IV 

HAGA20 

HAMA15 
Basic pH 1000±66 57±6 0.05 16.0±0.5 0.40 IV 

2%GGMA Photocrosslinking 1118±37 101±2 0.09 15.4±0.1 0.45 - 

2%GGMAGA Photocrosslinking 1752±14 63±1 0.03 13.3±0.2 0.70 - 
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Figure 58.  The storage (G’) and loss moduli (G’’) of the crosslinked hydrogels with different modification 
degrees (30% and 60%) crosslinked with low/high UV intensity and varying exposure time. 
(A) Hydrogels with 30% modification degree, and (B) 60% modification degree at 10 
mW/cm2 UV intensity for 5–120 s. (C) 30% modification degree, and (D) 60% modification 
degree at 50 mW/cm2 UV intensity for 5–120 s. 

 

Figure 59.  Oscillatory measurements of all hydrogel samples: GelMA30, GelMA60, GelMA30GA, 
GelMA60GA, GelMA30GA-5Fe and GelMA60GA-5Fe, measured via amplitude sweeps at 
RT. The error bars indicate the standard deviation of storage modulus for each ink, 
presented as Mean ±SD (n=10, *p < 0.05, **insignificant).  
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Figure 58.  The storage (G’) and loss moduli (G’’) of the crosslinked hydrogels with different modification 
degrees (30% and 60%) crosslinked with low/high UV intensity and varying exposure time. 
(A) Hydrogels with 30% modification degree, and (B) 60% modification degree at 10 
mW/cm2 UV intensity for 5–120 s. (C) 30% modification degree, and (D) 60% modification 
degree at 50 mW/cm2 UV intensity for 5–120 s. 

 

Figure 59.  Oscillatory measurements of all hydrogel samples: GelMA30, GelMA60, GelMA30GA, 
GelMA60GA, GelMA30GA-5Fe and GelMA60GA-5Fe, measured via amplitude sweeps at 
RT. The error bars indicate the standard deviation of storage modulus for each ink, 
presented as Mean ±SD (n=10, *p < 0.05, **insignificant).  
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Figure 60.  Oscillatory measurements of all hydrogel samples were tested using frequency and 
amplitude sweeps. (A) tan δ value, calculated from the ratio between G’ and G” from the 
amplitude sweep to observe the viscoelasticity of hydrogels (with and without UV). (B) 
Storage moduli of hydrogels (with and without UV) obtained from the linear region of 
amplitude and frequency curves. The error bars indicate the standard deviation of storage 
modulus for each ink, presented as mean ±SD (n = 10, *p < 0.05, **insignificant). (C, D, E) 
The comparison of strain recovery behavior of hydrogels with the complementary network 
(HAGA10-HAMA15 and HAGA20-HAMA15) and without the complementary network 
(HAMA15). The strain recovery behavior was measured through seven cycles of strain (1% 
strain → 800% strain → 1% strain). 

 

Figure 61.  The oscillatory measurement of GGMA and GGMAGA was performed by frequency and 
amplitude sweep (n = 3). 
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Figure 62.  Stress relaxation tests on HAGA-HAMA and HAMA hydrogels. The hydrogel samples were 
tested with 5% strain, which was then held at a constant rate for 1000 seconds. The error 
bars indicate the standard deviation of storage modulus for each ink, presented as mean 
±SD (n = 10, *p < 0.05, **insignificant). 

5.4.3 Swelling behavior 

The swelling kinetics of all hydrogel samples in this study were determined from the 
swelling ratio as a function of time. The swelling tests were performed in deionized 
water, cell culture media (Publications II & III ) and DPBS (Publication III). The 
pH of DPBS in Publication IV was adjusted into 5, 7 and 8. The swelling ratios of 
the hydrogel samples are shown in Figures 63-66. The unpublished results show the 
swelling kinetics of GelMA60, which was used as a control. GelMA60 hydrogels in 
DI water, DPBS and DMEM swelled slightly on the first day, leading quickly to the 
dissolution of the structures after 24 h, however, the data is not included in any 
Figure. In Publication II, the results showed that hydrogels (2% GGMA-90mM) in 
deionized water significantly swelled in the first three days and became stable until 
the end of the observation period, as shown in Figure 63. In contrast, 2% GGMA-
90mM started to shrink in DMEM because of the presence of divalent ions. When 
compared to other hydrogels (GelMA30GA, HAGA-HAMA and plain GGMA) in 
DMEM, 2%GGMA-90mM shrank the most because of the carboxylic group in the 
gellan gum backbone and CaCl2 residual. Similar behavior was observed in DPBS. 
In Publication III (Figure 64), GelMA30GA hydrogels in DI water swelled the 
most, whereas the hydrogels in DPBS shrank rapidly on the first day. In contrast, 
the GelMAGA hydrogels were stable in DMEM. In Publication IV, Figure 65 
shows that all HAGA-HAMA swelled rapidly after the first time point and stabilized 
after 2-3 days of observation. On the other hand, all HAGA-HAMA hydrogels 
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Figure 62.  Stress relaxation tests on HAGA-HAMA and HAMA hydrogels. The hydrogel samples were 
tested with 5% strain, which was then held at a constant rate for 1000 seconds. The error 
bars indicate the standard deviation of storage modulus for each ink, presented as mean 
±SD (n = 10, *p < 0.05, **insignificant). 
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revealed a huge difference when submerged at acidic pH, as the swelling ratio was 
higher than those at neutral and basic pH. Moreover, the HAGA10-HAMA15 
groups showed a greater swelling ratio than the HAGA20-HAMA15 (4 and 2, 
respectively). In GGMA-GA hydrogels (Figure 66), the swelling tests showed that in 
the cell culture medium, GGMA-GA started to shrink rapidly on the first day, 
whereas GGMA hydrogels remained stable. Both the GGMA and GGMA-GA 
hydrogels shrank slightly and became stable until the end of the observation period, 
but the hydrogels containing GA shrank somewhat more. 

 

Figure 63.  Swelling behavior of the printed GGMA structures. The samples were immersed in two 
different media: DI water and DMEM. 

 

Figure 64.  Stability test of 3D printed GelMA30GA-5Fe structures in DI water, DPBS and DMEM for 30 
days. The mean (n = 3) and standard deviation are shown. 
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Figure 65.  The time-dependent swelling behavior of HAGA10-HAMA15 and HAGA20-HAMA gels as a 
response to different pH (5–8). The swelling ratio of hydrogels (A) HAGA10-HAMA15 and 
(B) HAGA20-HAMA15. The hydrogels before and after swelling are shown here as 
examples, 1 cm2 grid scale. The mean (n = 3) and standard deviation are shown. 

  

Figure 66.  Swelling behavior of the printed GGMA and GGMA-GA structures. The samples were 
immersed in DMEM. The mean (n = 3) and standard deviation are shown. 
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6 DISCUSSION 

6.1 Precursor functionalization and hydrogel properties 

Photocrosslinkability offers flexibility to the hydrogels, enabling them to be 
processed into various shapes or forms, such as thin films and 3D structures, which 
provides advantages over other crosslinking methods164,200. The selection of natural 
precursors, such as polypeptides and polysaccharides in bioprinting technology, 
varies in properties depending on the polymer backbone, crosslinking kinetics, 
cellular cytotoxicity, and printability. Precursors may be modified depending on the 
properties of the polymers and target applications. Precursors for injecting and direct 
extrusion printing usually share similar requirements, such as polymer concentration, 
degree of modification, and crosslinking types8. In Publications I–IV, 
photocrosslinkable natural precursors were achieved by the methacrylation of 
polypeptides and polysaccharides and crosslinked in the presence of a photoinitiator. 
The degree of methacrylation in polypeptides and polysaccharides was adjusted by 
modulating the nucleophilicity of hydroxy groups in polysaccharides and amine 
groups in polypeptides at a basic pH. This modulation facilitated the rapid 
nucleophilic attack of the hydroxy/amine groups onto the anhydride linkage. The 
reaction between the carboxylic group of methacrylic anhydride in GelMA primarily 
interacts with the primary amine of gelatin (methacrylamide), but hydroxyl groups 
are also involved in this substitution reaction (methacrylate)32. The tunability of the 
precursors enabled us to control the properties of the materials, which is crucial for 
various hydrogel-based applications54. The precursor concentrations were held at 5% 
w/v; however, GGMA has low solubility at 5% w/v, which resulted in lower 
concentrations (2–3% w/v). It has also been reported that low precursor 
concentrations are more suitable for biomaterial ink preparation because they can 
maintain high cell stability and viability201,202. However, low-concentration 
precursors lose their processability during extrusion, which will be discussed below. 
The modification degree for polysaccharide and polypeptide-based polymer have 
been determined using different methods: 1H-NMR for polysaccharide and UV-vis 
for polypeptide because UV-vis spectroscopy revealed a more distinctive peak for 
free primary amines in pure polypeptides. Moreover, the viscoelasticity parameters 
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of hydrogels, such as the storage modulus, reflect the structural properties of 
hydrogels, including crosslinking density and mesh size. These properties directly 
influence the structural integrity and swelling behaviors of final hydrogel constructs. 
The calculation of crosslinking density and mesh size from rheology allows us to 
briefly investigate the network structure of hydrogels153. It is important to note that 
these calculations only provide the theoretical values of the structure. 

In Publication I, the concentration of hydrogels was fixed at 5% w/v. It is 
important to note that the viscosity of the precursors and the rigidity of the resulting 
hydrogels were influenced by the varying molecular weight ranges of the initial 
biopolymers (300 bloom strength in gelatin, 100 kDa in hyaluronan). Environmental 
factors such as temperature played a role in these variations1. As a result, the 
crosslinking density and the average mesh size of the hydrogels were also influenced 
by these factors153. To tailor the end products, such as scaffolds, according to the 
specific needs of cells or tissues, two different degrees of methacrylation (30% and 
60%) were used to achieve hydrogels with variable crosslinking densities and 
stiffness properties203. In addition, the exposure time and UV intensity could be 
adjusted to match the mechanical stiffness of the specific cell type (native tissue 
varying from neural tissue to liver tissue)203. The degree of methacrylation can also 
be adjusted to modulate the hydrogel properties, such as gelation time and 
mechanical strength204. For instance, in Publication I, the gelation kinetics of the 
precursors were adjusted by varying the degree of methacrylation, UV intensity and 
exposure time. In addition to the main study, the use of different types of 
photoinitiators also influenced the gelation time of hydrogel. For example, GelMA60 
in the presence of LAP resulted in faster gelation time and higher storage modulus, 
compared to Irgacure 2959 at the same concentration because LAP can be activated 
in visible light and broader wavelength due to its higher molar extinction coefficient 
at 365 nm (218 M-1 cm-1)56. The in situ photorheology results showed that the storage 
moduli of the hydrogels increased with time and reached a plateau after 60 s of UV 
exposure, indicating that the precursors were fully crosslinked, as explained in the 
literature1. In Publication II, the final storage modulus of GGMA was highly 
dependent on the precursor concentration, but the gelation time did not differ 
significantly among the various tested polymer concentrations. In 3D bioprinting, 
the gelation kinetics of the precursors are crucial because the precursor must be 
crosslinked immediately after deposition on the substrate. Therefore, in these 
studies, the UV exposure times for layer-by-layer curing during printing and post-
curing phase were determined based on the conditions of the in situ photorheology. 
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To be more specific, a UV intensity of 25 mW/cm2 was applied for 10 s for each 
layer during printing and 60 s for the post-curing process. These UV dosages were 
chosen to ensure sufficient crosslinking and achieve the desired structural integrity 
for the printed constructs. 

In Publication III, by adding GA to the GelMA hydrogel backbone, mechanical 
properties and tissue adhesion improved. This enhancement is attributed to the 
covalent bonds formed between the catechol group in GA and the amine group in 
GelMA. In the preparation of GelMAGA, GelMA was synthesized with two degrees 
of methacrylation (30 and 60%), followed by the grafting of 10% gallic acid onto the 
backbone of GelMA. The methacrylation was achieved by nucleophilic reaction of 
residual amine on gelatin molecules and methacrylic anhydride, whereas the gallic 
conjugation was achieved by EDC-mediated amide coupling reaction. As a 
confirmation of the successful conjugation of gallic acid, GelMAGA solution turned 
brown at a basic pH. Several studies have highlighted that increasing the 
modification degree of gelatin leads to reduced physical interactions among polymer 
chains. This effect results in lower viscosities of the precursors and lower 
temperatures for the sol-gel transition, as reported in multiple studies161. The 
difference in the results of GelMA60 between Publication I and III could be from 
batch-to-batch variations in the gelatin source. According to the results, 
GelMA60GA precursor displayed less thermostability compared to GelMA30GA. 
Similarly, the higher modification degree of GelMA led to the lower formation of 
the triple helix structure because of reduced ionic and dipole-dipole interactions 
between gelatin molecules. As a result, the physical network of the hydrogel becomes 
looser, leading to decreased thermostability161.  

In Publication IV, pH-responsive hyaluronic acid-based (HA) precursors were 
synthesized and grafted with GA moiety. GGMA backbone was also functionalized 
with GA. The degrees of GA functionalization were ~10 and 20% with respect to 
the disaccharide repeat units. In HA and GG, GA was conjugated to polysaccharides 
via carbohydrazide linkages utilizing the carboxylic group on the polymer backbone 
and hydrazide group from amine-functionalized GA using carbodiimide coupling 
chemistry. The carboxylate residues of GA were modified to a hydrazide derivative 
as they are known to undergo proficient EDC coupling at acidic pH (4.7–4.8). The 
successful conjugation of GA was confirmed as the solution turned light brown at 
basic pH (~8), indicating that GA functionalization was successful in grafting to the 
HA backbone, as also demonstrated in Publication III. The GA modification 
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degree was confirmed by H-NMR. The HAGA-HAMA hydrogels in Publication 
IV demonstrated improved viscoelastic behavior compared to plain HAMA 
hydrogels. The dual crosslinking of gallol-mediated network and covalent bonds 
from photocrosslinking created a complementary network in the HAGA-HAMA 
hydrogels. An increase in the storage modulus and elasticity was observed, indicating 
a more stable matrix formation. This complementary network in HAGA-HAMA 
hydrogels displayed more stress relaxation than HAMA alone. In order to evaluate 
the effectiveness of complementary networks in HAGA-HAMA hydrogels, a series 
of rheological recovery tests were performed on G' and G" with seven cycles of low 
and high strain. It was found that HAMA hydrogels lost their initial G' value after 
the first cycle because they were formed via a single network, resulting in a brittle 
hydrogel structure. According to the results, the G’ of the HAGA10-HAMA15 and 
HAGA20-HAMA15 hydrogels under high dynamic strain decreased due to the 
deformation of the hydrogel network. After the low strain, they quickly returned to 
the original G’ value as the hydrogel construct recovered, especially in hydrogels with 
higher GA modification. The strain recovery of hydrogels may increase due to the 
addition of secondary crosslinking, such as interpenetrating and complementary 
networks. In addition to the other features, GA-functionalized hydrogels in 
Publications III–IV demonstrated tissue adhesion. 

6.2 From precursor to biomaterial ink 
A biomaterial ink is a printable hydrogel precursor. The wide range of precursors 

and their functionalization in the performed studies allow flexibility in choosing a 
proper precursor for each fabrication method: casting, injecting, or extrusion-based 
3D bioprinting. It is important to note that not all single biomaterial ink is suitable 
for all bioprinting methods. Each bioprinting technique requires bioinks/biomaterial 
inks with specific rheological and mechanical properties to ensure highest quality of 
printing outcomes. It has been reported that temperature26, ionic16, and metal 
chelation crosslinking17 result in the formation of noncovalent hydrogels. For 
instance, Ouyang et al. and Yin et al. employed the two-step crosslinking approach 
by utilizing low temperature as a primary crosslinking to maintain shape fidelity of 
gelatin-based bioink, followed by photocrosslinking as a secondary crosslinking26, 72. 
Another example is the blend of alginate with photocrosslinkable bioinks, such as 
GelMA. In this blend, the ionic crosslinking of alginate serves as the primary 
mechanism, while the photocrosslinking of GelMA acts as the secondary 
crosslinking170. Based on this understanding, I utilized these crosslinking techniques 
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as a pre-crosslinking method to enhance printability. The photocrosslinking in the 
post-printing stage was then employed to produce self-supporting hydrogels. Hence, 
I developed a two-step crosslinking strategy inspired by noncovalent interactions 
and covalent crosslinking to enhance the printability of biomaterial ink. In this thesis, 
I focus on extrusion-based methods, which requires shear-thinning properties of 
biomaterial inks. All plain precursors in the studies (Publications I–IV) exhibited 
relatively low viscosity, limiting the processability, as they can be fabricated in 3D 
hydrogels only by casting into a mold. For biomaterial ink, precursors with sufficient 
viscosity, yield stress, shear-thinning and recovery behavior can be achieved using 
pre-crosslinking methods. These properties are required for extrusion-based 3D 
bioprinting. However, some precursors possess inherent shear-thinning properties; 
for example, ColMA60 in Publication I has the optimum properties to be printed 
into 3D constructs without any pre-crosslinkers. Another notable example is using 
a high concentration of GelMA (<10% w/v), which has good shear-thinning 
properties, resulting in successful 3D constructs. On the other hand, high 
concentrations of the precursor may increase the difficulty in processing, and it also 
affects cell viability when mixing the cells in it. In addition, blending biomaterial inks 
with other polymers or peptides to enhance their processability have been used 
widely. However, multi-component inks could draw more complexity between 
research and commercialization117. The physical blending of two different molecular 
weight polymers may create an immiscible mixture as blending requires compatibility 
of polymer properties16. 

In this thesis, two-step crosslinking methods were introduced to widen the 
processing window in 3D bioprinting, as they offer higher tunability, printability, 
shape fidelity and mechanical properties. In general, noncovalent interaction have 
been used for injectable hydrogels due to their reversibility, which was considered as 
a primary crosslinking in this study. The long-term stability of the printed constructs 
was ensured by photocrosslinking to form dual-crosslinking (noncovalent, followed 
by covalent). The comprehensive set of different pre-crosslinking methods used in 
the two-step crosslinking approach was created to match the intrinsic properties of 
the precursor. Each pre-crosslinking method can be used specifically for each type 
of precursor. For example, thermal crosslinking was used in thermosensitive 
precursors, ionic crosslinking in alginate or gellan gum based-precursors, the metal 
ion in catechol-functionalized precursor, pH modulation in precursors containing 
phenolic moieties and controlled photocrosslinking in photocrosslinkable 
precursors. Two-step crosslinking in the studies enhanced the processability of low-
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concentration precursors. In the initial step, the precursor is mildly crosslinked via 
physical crosslinking, which is reversible. The pre-crosslinked precursor 
demonstrates a weak and extrudable hydrogel, making it suitable for direct extrusion 
printing. After that, the weak hydrogel is covalently crosslinked into a true hydrogel 
via photocrosslinking.  

In Publication I (temperature), The study highlighted importance of utilizing lower 
temperatures to enhance the printability of both GelMA30 and GelMA60 by 
comparing the shear-thinning coefficients between the two groups (RT and low 
temperature). GelMA60 at 16 °C exhibited shear-thinning and was able to maintain 
high viscosity during the printing process. Moreover, GelMA60 is cost-friendly, 
which would be beneficial for biomaterial ink preparation in high-volume 3D 
bioprinting. According to the results, GelMA30 and GelMA60 did not exhibit a 
significant difference in their sol state at room temperature (RT).  GelMA precursors 
at low temperature were able to maintain shape fidelity during printing, followed by 
photocrosslinking after printing. The shear-thinning of GelMA at low temperature 
could be influenced by the intermolecular of GelMA when the energy of the physical 
bond is similar in magnitude to the thermal energy. When the shear rate reaches the 
critical point, GelMA coils have the ability to disorientate and align themselves in 
the direction of the flow, which can cause shear-thinning behavior69. A similar 
phenomenon is observed in collagen-based hydrogels, where lower temperatures can 
also limit the nucleation of new fibers, resulting in the thickening and elongation of 
existing collagen fibers, and the formation of heterogeneous networks76. Similar 
studies have used a different combination of gelatin-based bioinks such as GelMA-
HAMA, alginate-gelatin, alginate-gelatin-hydroxyapatite, and GelMA-alginate 
blends170,205,206. However, the low temperature can be difficult to control throughout 
the printing process, as the temperatures in the cartridge, nozzle and printing bed 
are not equal26,69. Moreover, the printer also generates heat in the printing 
environment, which might lead to droplet formation and structural collapse during 
printing. According to the microscope images in the results part, the printed filament 
at low temperature resulted in heterogeneous structures, which could compromise 
the printing resolution. From a biofunctionality perspective, prolonged exposure to 
low temperatures can also damage the cells due to cold injury160. 

In Publication II (CaCl2), the printability of the GGMA precursor was tuned by 
varying the concentration of polymer and CaCl2. This pre-crosslinking technique 
using CaCl2 is a well-known and widely used approach for improving the printability 
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of alginate and nanocellulose precursors, but it has not been previously used for 
GGMA precursors2,89,90,134,162–164. Gellan gum-based precursor exhibits thermo- and 
ionotropic gelation, in which the viscosity of gellan gum increases when the 
temperature decreases because it can self-orientate from a random coil state into a 
double helix structure, which can be further improved in the presence of cations99,106. 
These unique properties exhibit behavior similar to that of the combination of 
gelatin and alginate-based hydrogels, making them potential candidates for bioink 
development. Several studies have reported that the mixture of gellan gum and 
divalent ions has been used to increase the elastic modulus of the resulting bulk 
hydrogels102,107,108. A limitation of gellan gum lies within its advantages, which is the 
temperature-dependent and ionic crosslinking, leading to fluctuating mechanical 
properties when the environment changes108. However, the combination between 
ionic and photocrosslinking has not been widely used in bioprinting. Incorporating 
calcium ions into the GGMA precursor turns the liquid precursor into a shear-
thinning precursor, even at low GGMA concentrations, enabling them to maintain 
the 3D shape before photocrosslinking. Although the technique is simple and easy 
to access, the inappropriate concentrations of GGMA and CaCl2, either too low or 
too high, can affect the fiber quality during printing because GGMA precursor can 
form into a true hydrogel at a high CaCl2 concentration135. 

In Publication III (FeCl3), the shear-thinning behavior and thermostability of 
GelMA were enhanced by pre-crosslinking with FeCl3 via catechol−Fe3+ chelation, 
allowing lower polymer concentrations to be printable at RT or physiological 
temperature (37 °C). Adding a proper amount of Fe3+ to GelMAGA precursor can 
enhance its viscosity and yield a weak hydrogel by providing primary crosslinking of 
the precursor. After printing each layer, the ink was stabilized by secondary 
crosslinking using UV light. This two-step crosslinking approach significantly 
improved the printability of low-concentration GelMA-based biomaterial inks (5% 
w/v) due to noncovalent interactions of catechol−Fe3+ chelation207. The formation 
of a loose hydrogel network is a result of the coordination bonding between trivalent 
ferric ions and the hydroxyl groups of GA. This phenomenon significantly enhances 
the viscosity of the inks17,138. Moreover, the FeCl3 pre-crosslinked GelMAGA was 
not affected by the temperature transition from low to high due to the primary 
crosslinking with Fe3+. The same rule is applied when the pre-crosslinking agents are 
involved in the pre-processing step; the precursor can turn into a true hydrogel if the 
concentration of the pre-crosslinker is too high. 
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In Publication IV (pH modulation), the precursor blend (HAGA-HAMA) 
exhibited pH-responsive properties necessary to improve both printability and 
injectability. Furthermore, blending enhanced the viscoelastic behavior of printed 
hydrogels after photocrosslinking. The shear-thinning precursors prepared by gallol-
containing polymers utilized direct gallol-to-gallol covalent linkages at a basic 
condition (pH 8). The benefits of using pH-responsive precursors in the clinics are 
that the precursors can be bioprinted at neural-basic pH (7.3–9.8) on damaged skin208 
and be triggered to degrade at low pH (4–6) on healthy skin209. In bioprinted wound 
dressing applications, the pH-responsive non-Newtonian precursors enable the in 
situ bioprinting of the precursor in the wound, allowing shape-specific fitting and 
stability of the printed construct8. In addition, among all reversible bonds of 
hydrogels, this pH-responsive behavior offers wide flexibility in terms of bonding 
strength and dynamics by varying the pH of the precursor, as it provides pH-tunable 
crosslinking degree, fast network formation, and self-healing behavior138,210. 
However, too high basic pH can result in a rapid sol-gel transition, ultimately 
forming the precursor into a true hydrogel that is not extrudable.  

The controlled photocrosslinking was applied to GGMA-GA to ensure the 
improvement of processability. Pre-crosslinking with UV light (UV intensity of 10 
mW cm−2 for 30 s) caused high and inconsistent extrusion forces during printing, 
which resulted in irregular and heterogeneous printed structures33. In contrast, the 
precursors formed using pre-crosslinking agents were printed with consistent 
filaments. However, some parameters need further exploration to improve the 
resolution of 3D-printed structures. For example, a higher gallic acid conjugation 
could provide better self-healing properties to hydrogels, leading to a smooth and 
regular filament after extrusion138,210. It is important to note that the flow behavior 
of these precursors, including viscosity values and shear-thinning coefficients, varied 
across Publication I-IV. This due to the properties of modified-natural polymer, in 
which the natural polymers are derived from biological sources (production and 
extraction process), leading to a broad molecular weight distribution. In addition, 
modified natural polymers possess innate functional groups distributed randomly 
along their chains, unlike synthetic polymers52. These functional groups can 
participate in hydrogen bonding, ionic interactions, and other secondary interactions, 
which influence the efficiency of crosslinking and, consequently, their rheological 
properties. The degree of MA (methacrylated in polysaccharides and methacryloyl in 
polypeptides) modification in precursors can vary due to batch-to-batch 
inconsistencies during the functionalization53. The chemical modification for natural 
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polymers is influenced by various factors including reaction time, and environmental 
conditions. Even slight changes in these parameters can lead to variations in the 
degree of modification. 

6.3 Printability of biomaterial ink 

Several researchers have investigated the critical parameters to determine a precursor 
“printable” and various quantitative methods to evaluate the true printability of a 
precursor. In my thesis, the assessment of true printability was conducted in a step-
by-step process, including pre-screening via visual analysis (fiber formation and 
stackability), flow behavior (rheology), a score of printability value (Pr), and 
quantification of the structural integrity of 3D printed construct.    

The first step to assess the printability of a precursor is to pre-screen the fiber 
formation and stackability after extruding from a nozzle. An extruded precursor with 
high printability should produce smooth fibers that can hold their own weight in the 
air and stack layer-by-layer to form a 3D structure. Generally, the precursors require 
sufficient viscosity to exhibit these behaviors. The droplet-smooth filament 
transitions have been achieved by raising precursor concentration, crosslinking agent 
concentration, and thermal gelation. This transition indicates a dominant factor 
influencing the precursor behavior. The precursor exhibiting droplets is dominated 
by surface tension and water molecule interactions, while filament formation is 
associated with the formation of the polymer network as precursor concentration 
and gelation increase. A droplet formation of a precursor, after being extruded from 
a nozzle, generally has poor printability. However, smooth filament formation 
cannot guarantee good printability. Therefore, filament quality checkup is used as a 
pre-screening tool to quickly screen biomaterial ink candidates.  Thermal 
crosslinking was utilized in Publications I & II to increase the viscosity of thermo-
responsive precursors. During the pre-screening test, the GelMA60 precursor 
formed a droplet at RT, but it was able to produce a smooth fiber after cooling to 
16 °C. On the other hand, GGMA, at low temperature was able to produce a smooth 
fiber and stack only a short period of time before deforming. The viscosity of 
GGMA increased after exposure to low temperature, but it was not able to hold its 
shape. The explanation for this result could be the rapid change in temperature of 
GGMA precursor during and after printing, as the printed filament suffered from 
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the significant temperature difference between the nozzle and external environment 
(4 °C to RT). 

As mentioned in the literature review, high precursor viscosity does not guarantee 
the shear-thinning ability or high shape fidelity after printing. The printable 
precursor must possess sufficient yield stress, which contributes to its extrudability 
and retention after printing. A precursor with yield stress will demonstrate better 
shape fidelity after deposition on the printing bed compared to those without yield 
stress. A precursor with proper yield stress value forms good fibers and stacks into 
3D structures without collapse, as it can flow consistently from the nozzle and retain 
its shape after deposition. In addition, the recovery behavior or thixotropy is the 
precursor's ability to return to the original properties after extrusion. Therefore, the 
values of shear-thinning coefficients and yield stress were used to explain printability 
in extrusion-based 3D bioprinting. Choosing the correct method to evaluate the 
deeper relationship between printability and rheological properties is also important. 
Mathematical models such as Power Law and Herschel-Bulkley models are used to 
determine printability from shear-thinning coefficients. For example, in Publication 
II, GGMA precursor was pre-crosslinked with CaCl2, resulting in improved shape 
fidelity, as it was able to form a smooth fiber after being extruded from a nozzle. 
According to the rheological data, the viscosity of GGMA changed as a function of 
the CaCl2 concentration and obtained yield stress. In Publication III, a catechol 
metal complex was introduced into GelMA-based precursors, and FeCl3 was used as 
a pre-crosslinker to improve the precursor’s printability and stability at physiological 
temperature. According to Publication I, low-concentration GelMA is highly 
dependent on temperature change, which may cause a narrow fabrication window 
during printing. In Publications II & III, pre-crosslinked precursors shared the 
similarity that they all possess yield stress, which was confirmed by the 
Herschel−Bulkley model. In addition, the Power Law model confirmed shear-
thinning performance in these precursors, giving n values < 0.3. The recovery test 
results also showed that a higher pre-crosslinker amount in precursors improved 
recovery behavior in all precursor concentrations. This improvement can be 
attributed to the reversible interaction of ionic crosslinking (Publication II) and 
GA-Fe3+ ions (Publication III). However, it is important to note that the tuning of 
the pre-crosslinker concentration needs to be meticulous, as an incorrect pre-
crosslinker amount can lead to poor printability, such as liquid-like or over-viscous 
ink. In Publication II, a low concentration of CaCl2 in GGMA generated low ionic 
strength in the hydrogel network, resulting in weak extrudable hydrogels. 
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Publications III & IV demonstrated that the catechol and gallol moieties acted 
similarly and could be used as pre-crosslinkers to form dynamic physical networks. 
In Publication III, the results were interpreted that the favorable shear-thinning 
and recovery behavior of the inks was due to the multiple long-range ionic 
interactions caused by quadruple hydrogen bonds between Fe3+ and the phenolic 
groups. In Publication IV, the formation of shear-thinning precursors was based 
on weak phenolic interactions between HA and GA, primarily through hydrogen 
bonding. The HAGA component acted as a pre-crosslinker, activated by the pH 
change. This precursor's printability depended on the modification of GA and the 
concentration of HAGA in the blends. However, this blend was observed to 
undergo a fast reversible sol-gel transition at basic pH, resulting in the formation of 
a soft hydrogel. Flow behavior measurement was not possible to obtain the 
rheological data because the blend slipped from the parallel plate at high-velocity 
centrifugal movement during the measurement. Therefore, the Cox-Mertz rule was 
applied to convert the frequency sweep via oscillatory measurement to a viscosity-
shear rate plot, followed by Power law analysis to obtain shear-thinning coefficients, 
giving n values < 0.2.  

Based on the prescreening and rheological measurements, the precursor that meets 
the printability requirements is then chosen to be printed into a grid structure to 
determine the printability score (Pr). The score is obtained by calculating the average 
pore geometry inside the grid structures. Nivea crème and poloxamer were used as 
controls for evaluation because the extruded fibers were highly consistent and 
maintained their shape fidelity without merging/breaking during printing, giving Pr 
values close to 1. In Publication II, it was clear that plain high-viscosity precursors 
that exhibited poor shape fidelity according to pre-screening results could not be 
printed into grid structures, even if the temperature was adjusted to 4 °C. In 
Publications II & III, the pre-crosslinkers improved the printability of the 
precursor when either the concentration precursor or pre-crosslinker was increased. 
In Publication IV, the printable precursor exhibited more viscoelastic behavior (i.e. 
a hydrogel-like precursor). As a result, the precursor was difficult to extrude from a 
small-sized nozzle. However, the pore filling of a grid CAD model needed to be 
adjusted because the precursors exhibited die swelling after extrusion, resulting in 
each filament in the grid structure being wider than the nozzle size. For the printed 
precursors with low Pr values (below 0.8), the pores within the grid structures were 
observed to be fused together, leading to an assessment of poor printability. On the 
other hand, in the case of printed precursors with high Pr values (above 1.1), the 
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square shape of the pores deviated from the CAD model, also leading to an 
assignment of poor printability.  

The precursor with the best Pr value was selected as a “biomaterial ink” for printing 
into a 3D printed construct. The structural integrity of 3D printed constructs was 
evaluated from the best ink formulations. Nivea crème and poloxamer were also 
used as controls for the 3D printed constructs because the deviation from the CAD 
model was not noticeable, and they can represent a perfect example of material 
behavior during the printing process. The structural analysis of printed 3D structures 
and comparison to control samples followed the methodology described by Paxton 
et al. and Gao et al. According to the structural integrity analysis, the structures of 
GGMA inks (Publication II) exhibited higher errors compared to the control 
structures. It was assumed that the reason was the low rheological recovery degree 
of GGMA, which was only 70–90%, and the structural integrity ratio exceeding 1.0. 
The deposited fibers on the glass substrate exhibited swelling and increased 
dimensions in each printed layer. The wall thickness showed the highest error, and 
the deviation accumulated with the number of printed layers. For GelMAGA inks 
in Publication III, the measured diameters of the printed cylinders matched 
relatively well with the control group. However, the wall heights were larger, 
indicating the die swelling of the extruded filament. The inaccuracy of the 3D printed 
constructs was also supported by the characterization of the filament shape 
displaying die swelling of GelMA30GA-5Fe (RT). A comparison of the top and side 
views of the cylinders clearly indicates that GelMA30GA-5Fe managed to maintain 
satisfactory structural integrity and was successful in multilayered printing. However, 
in Publication IV, only four-layer high 3D-printed constructs were achieved as they 
started to deform on the fifth layer, indicating poor structural integrity. According 
to the literature review, the storage modulus and tan delta of hydrogels can also 
predict the structural integrity of the printed construct. The printed hydrogel 
structures that possess a high storage modulus and a tan delta value of less than 1 
can sustain their own weight after multiple layers of printing, assuming high 
structural integrity. These results proved that the crosslinking density and mesh size 
of hydrogels were not only factors to determine the swelling behaviors or diffusion 
properties. In Publications II & III, the printed constructs in the presence of pre-
crosslinkers provided high storage modulus with small tan delta values, as they 
exhibited uniform and multi-layer printing without collapse. The storage moduli of 
GGMA inks (Publication II) increased because the GGMA was influenced by the 
presence of Ca2+ ions. The hydrogel network was formed via both physical and 
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chemical crosslinking. In the swelling study, the stiff GGMA hydrogel printed 
constructs demonstrated high crosslinking density and small average mesh size due 
to high storage moduli, which minimized the hydrogel deformation and swelling. 
The stability of GGMA hydrogels was further enhanced due to divalent ions in the 
cell culture medium, which can slow down the degradation of printed hydrogel 
constructs211. In the case of GelMAGA-Fe (Publication III), the storage moduli 
were significantly higher than plain GelMA. The addition of GA and Fe3+ improved 
the elasticity of the resulting GelMA hydrogels because of the double network 
formed between GA and Fe3+. Photocrosslinking and catechol–Fe3+ chelation 
provided more interconnectivity and integrity than a single GelMA network, 
resulting in a more stable network compared to a single photocrosslinking approach. 
Crosslinking density and average mesh size affect the swelling kinetics of a hydrogel, 
as the higher crosslinking density results in additional network formation. As 
expected in the swelling test, GelMAGA-Fe swelled less than 10%, and the printed 
structure was able to maintain its architecture until the end of the observation period. 
The GelMAGA-Fe printed construct displayed high structural integrity because of 
high crosslinking density and small average mesh size. The higher crosslinking 
density resulted from dual network formation via metal-ligand complex and 
photocrosslinking. However, in Publication IV, the hydrogel swelling kinetics 
changed as a function of pH. The HAGA20-HAMA15 hydrogels demonstrated a 
slower swelling rate than the HAGA10-HAMA15 hydrogels, especially after day 1. 
The complementary network reduced the average mesh size, limiting the hydrogel 
swelling and reducing water uptake into the hydrogels. The higher crosslinking 
density results in additional network formation; as a result, the network structure of 
hydrogel is formed, which reduces water absorption. 

6.4 Printing parameters: Printability window 

The quality of the bioink for extrusion-based 3D bioprinters is strongly influenced 
by various parameters during the preparation or pre-processing phase, such as 
temperature, polymer concentration, and crosslinking time. From the rheological 
perspective of the precursor, a printable precursor with ideal properties for direct 
extrusion printing should have the following characteristics: (1) a weak extrudable 
hydrogel stage (pre-crosslinked precursor) before printing with shear-thinning, yield 
stress and recovery behavior, (2) fast sol-gel transition after printing to maintain 
shape fidelity and structural integrity, (3) low die swelling of the filament after being 
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extruded from the nozzle to yield the highest possible resolution for complex printed 
structures. In practice, a combination of these parameters can be achieved during 
the pre-processing phase; however, the precursor may behave differently during the 
processing because of the mismatch of the printing parameters, such as printing 
temperature, pressure, speed, nozzle size/type and more. It is worth to mention that 
the printability window discussed in this thesis is based on the 3D bioprinter from 
Brinter. Although different brands might employ the same method, values for 
temperature, printing speed, and pressure might vary. 

The temperature adjustment in the cartridge and printing bed affects the quality of 
the printed filaments, particularly in thermosensitive biomaterial inks. As highlighted 
in the literature review section, physical crosslinking based on hydrogen bonding or 
hydrophobic interactions is affected by the change in temperature. The studies 
(Publications I–III) showed that the printability of thermoresponsive precursors 
relied on the temperature. Therefore, it is necessary to modulate the temperature in 
the cartridge to compensate for the rise in temperature in the nozzle. For example, 
GelMA at a concentration of 5% w/v demonstrated the best printability at 16-18 
°C. Thus, the temperature in the cartridge needs to be cooled lower in order to 
achieve the optimal temperature during printing26,31,69. 

For photocrosslinkable precursors, the precursor might be accidentally cured during 
the printing process due to premature exposure to the light in the environment or 
UV-integrated module, which can result in frequent nozzle clogging or irregular 
filaments. However, this issue can be solved by using UV-shielded nozzles and 
cartridges. In addition, previous studies have shown that UV light may have limited 
penetration through larger 3D structures. However, photocrosslinking in a layer-by-
layer manner during printing can increase the homogeneity of the printed structures. 
Furthermore, during printing, it is important to minimize the curing time to prevent 
overcuring of the printed layer, which can cause a reduction in adhesion between 
layers due to the photo-oxidation on the hydrogel’s surface212. UV radiation can 
cause photo-oxidation, which breaks down the polymer bonds on the surface of the 
hydrogel213. If the molecular bonds on the surface are degraded, it is assumed that 
the surface adhesion of another layer of cured filament would be interfered. As a 
result, overcured filaments may become less flexible, more hydrophobic and more 
brittle, leading to structural collapse. For example, Publication I showed that the 
high percentage of methacrylation and high UV intensity led to a higher crosslinking 
density in the hydrogel network, resulting in more hydrophobic hydrogels. It is 
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assumed that high hydrophobicity may also disrupt the surface adhesion during 
printing. In addition, the concentration of the photoinitiator (Irgacure2959) in the 
study was fixed at 0.5% w/v, providing the absorption peak in the range of 280–365 
nm (UV-A and UV-B). Irgacure2959 is water-soluble and non-cytotoxic, however, 
it is not an ideal choice for future bioprinting because it is insufficient when using 
the UV-A spectrum or visible light for photocrosslinking214,215. LAP is well-known 
as an alternative photoinitiator that has higher water solubility than Irgacure2959 and 
can be activated under visible light216. Figure 44 shows the direct comparison of 
Irgacure 2959 and LAP as photoinitiators. The gelation time and final storage moduli 
of GelMA were 10x higher with LAP compared to Irgacure2959 using 365 nm UV 
light at similar concentrations and exposure times. GelMA60 containing 0.05% and 
0.1% LAP exposed to 365 nm UV light reached the same final storage modulus. The 
combination of using a lower concentration of LAP and visible light activation 
provides better properties than Irgacure2959. This assumes that it offers lower 
cytotoxicity to the cells, as the UV-B light may produce a greater genotoxic effect217. 
However, the cells were not included in the precursor mixtures in these studies, 
instead, they were planted in the printed structures after fabrication. In addition, 
Irgacure2959 provides more flexibility in choosing the microfabrication method 
utilizing laser-assisted 3D printers such as SLA and multiphoton polymerization, as 
they utilize UV-B wavelength218,219.  

Apart from the precursor properties and pre-crosslinking methods, the printability 
of the precursor during processing is also highly affected by the printing parameters, 
including nozzle type/size, layer height, printing speed and pressure. Moreover, the 
selection of the CAD model, such as line width, line height, solid 3D shape, and the 
height of the model, can affect the quality of the printing outcome. Several 
printability assessments from printing parameters have been performed by visual 
inspection and user judgement, involving a photograph from a camera or 
microscope, followed by image analysis with software such as ImageJ. The initial 
screening is to determine the relationship between the line width and printing 
pressure. In practice, the printing pressure, speed, nozzle size, and pre- or post-flow 
settings can control line width and height. The line width increases when the printing 
pressure rises, and the printing speed is slow. The optimal relationship between these 
parameters will provide a smooth line width with the same diameter as the nozzle 
without breaking. However, some materials may behave differently, which depends 
on the rheological and material properties. For example, pre-crosslinked precursor 
conventionally exhibits die swelling after being extruded from the nozzle. This 
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phenomenon will influence the line width in the first layer, which ultimately creates 
more errors in the final printed construct. Several researchers have reported the 
methodologies to address the issues. For instance, if the height of the final printed 
construct is more than the original CAD model, the number of printed layers can be 
reduced to match the desired height, resulting in better printing accuracy. Another 
example is when the printed filaments overlap during printing, which occurs 
especially in wood piles or grid structures. The filaments merge together when the 
gap between the two filaments is too short. For example, if the pores in the original 
design are too small, filaments will merge, and the pores will disappear. A similar 
study has been reported by Ribeiro et al., in which a filament fusion test 
demonstrated how the distances between filaments affect the fusion between 
filaments166. Moreover, the hydrogel bioinks are generally non-Newtonian fluids; 
hence, they have a response lag when starting, stopping, or changing the direction 
of the printing220. This lag may cause a collapse during printing. The time delay of 
the extruded materials during printing can be adjusted to match the material 
deposition and the moving direction of the print head. 
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7 CONCLUSION 

My thesis provides insightful studies into synthesizing photocrosslinkable 
precursors, pre-screening the printability, a two-step crosslinking approach, and 
post-processing characterizations of dual-crosslinked 3D printed hydrogels. The 
basic understanding of material properties, chemistry, gelation kinetics and 
mechanical properties is crucial for developing or improving biomaterial inks for 
direct extrusion 3D bioprinting. In photocrosslinkable biomaterial ink, the selection 
of an appropriate type of polymer, polymer concentration, functionalization, 
photoinitiators, light intensity and exposure time are the fundamental factors to 
achieve a 3D printed construct. However, most plain hydrogel precursors are 
unsuitable for 3D bioprinting because they lack proper rheological properties, 
including shear-thinning, yield stress and recovery behavior. The studies 
(Publications I–IV) emphasized the importance of a two-step crosslinking strategy 
to improve the printability of hydrogel precursors with various noncovalent chemical 
interactions, including thermal crosslinking, ionic interactions, metal coordination, 
and hydrogen bonding. This customization enhanced the overall printability of 
photocrosslinkable biomaterial inks, facilitating the successful fabrication of 
complex 3D structures. In summary, the study highlighted the importance of 
tailoring a suitable noncovalent crosslinking method for specific polymer types and 
functional groups to improve the printability of biomaterial ink formulations. This 
knowledge will guide the development of functional tissue constructs and biomedical 
applications. The following conclusions were organized based on the results of 
Publications I–IV. 

The synthesis of photocrosslinkable precursors and their formulations for extrusion-
based 3D bioprinting (Publications I–IV) 

• Polypeptides and polysaccharides were successfully functionalized through 
methacrylation chemistry with varying degrees of modification. 

• GA-functionalized GelMA and HA-based biomaterial inks were synthesized 
via EDC coupling reaction with specific GA concentrations. 
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The pre-screening of printability of plain GelMA, ColMA, HAGA, AlgMA, and 
GGMA (Publications I & II). 

• The concentration and degree of modification influenced the processability, 
viscosity, shear-thinning behavior, and fiber-forming capability of the 
precursors. 

• The pre-screening tests, such as fiber-forming ability assessment, predicted 
the flow behavior of precursors, including shear-thinning, yield stress and 
recovery behaviors. 

• Precursors with low viscosity, low yield stress, and poor shear-thinning 
properties are not recommended for injecting and 3D bioprinting. 

Two-step crosslinking approach of precursors for extrusion-based 3D bioprinting 
(Publications II–IV) 

• A two-step crosslinking technique involving pre-crosslinkers and 
photocrosslinking for GelMA, GGMA, GelMAGA, and HAGA-HAMA 
biomaterial inks was implemented. 

• The optimal concentration of pre-crosslinkers transformed liquid precursors 
into weak, printable hydrogels that exhibited smooth and coherent fiber 
extrusion. 

• Due to ionic interactions, the rheological profiles of GGMA with CaCl2 
were significantly improved compared to plain GGMA. 

• Due to metal coordination bonding, the rheological profiles and 
thermostability of GelMAGA precursors with Fe3+ were improved 
compared to plain GelMA. 

• Blending HAGA (hydrogen bonding) with other nonviscous precursors 
enhanced processability and reduced costs. 

Post-processing characterizations of dual-crosslinked 3D printed hydrogels 
(Publications I–IV) 

• Methacrylation degree and UV crosslinking conditions influenced precursor 
properties and resulting hydrogel stiffness and hydrophobicity. 

• 3D printed structures demonstrated high shape fidelity, structural integrity, 
and enhanced mechanical stability. 

• Dual-crosslinked hydrogels achieved through ionic interactions, catechol-
Fe3+ chelation, and hydrogen bonding showed improved viscoelasticity and 
stability. 
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• Catechol-based adhesive precursor exhibited intrinsic adhesive properties, 
enhancing scaffold integration and stability. 

• The swelling properties of printed GGMA and GelMAGA-Fe structures 
confirmed their mechanical stability in aqueous media. HAGA-HAMA 
hydrogels exhibited controlled swelling properties depending on the pH 
conditions. 
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ABSTRACT: For modern tissue engineering, we need not only
develop new hydrogels but also suitable processing methods for
them. Polypeptides and polysaccharides are potential candidates
because they can be methacrylated, processed before photocross-
linking, and yielded into hydrogels with given shape and form. In this
study, we successfully methacrylated collagen, gelatin, hyaluronan,
and alginate to 30 and 60% degree of modification. We studied
methacrylated compositions (i.e., precursors) to investigate their
processability. The precursors of collagen and gelatin with 60%
methacrylation exhibited suitable yield stress, shear-thinning properties, and fiber-forming capability for injecting and 3D bioprinting.
On the contrary, the 30% methacrylated precursors had properties suitable for casting purposes. Our study also showed that the
mechanical properties of hydrogels corresponded to the used photocross-linking conditions and the degree of modification. These
results underline the importance of tunability of the precursors and resulting hydrogels according to the specific fabrication method
and tissue engineering application.

■ INTRODUCTION

Photocross-linkable hydrogels have attracted growing interest
in tissue engineering because light provides spatiotemporal
control over the reaction behavior of the material.1 Hence,
photocross-linking can be used to control the accurate
fabrication of 3D structures.2 Furthermore, the chemistry of
photocross-linking can be controlled accurately and the cross-
linking results in minimal byproducts, both of which enable
safe fabrication of cell-containing constructs.3 Photocross-
linking can be used as a part of various fabrication methods
casting, injecting, and 3D bioprintingto produce hydrogel
scaffolds for tissue engineering.4,5 All these fabrication methods
have their unique prerequisites concerning the properties of
the precursors (polymers with a functional group capable of
being cross-linked with the energy of light), such as viscosity,
shear response, yield stress, shape fidelity before cross-linking,
or gelation time.6,7

The most common way to engineer polymers photocross-
linkable is the introduction of methacryloyl groups via
esterification with methacrylic anhydride.8,9 These methacry-
lated precursors can then be efficiently cross-linked via free-
radical chain polymerization because of the rapid nature of the
reaction. Overall, the free-radical chain polymerization offers a
practical way to tune the structure and cross-linking density of
the formed networks via varying the photoinitiator (PI)
concentration, reactive group concentration, or light inten-
sity.10,11

Hydrogels can be derived both from natural and synthetic
polymers and especially, polypeptide- and polysaccharide-
derived hydrogels are of great interest for biomedical
applications.12 In fact, a variety of hydrogels derived from
polypeptides, polysaccharides, and glycosaminoglycans, includ-
ing gelatin, collagen, alginate, and hyaluronic acid, have been
fabricated into scaffolds.13−18 These polymers are widely used
for hydrogel preparation because they can easily mimic
extracellular matrix and have tunable viscoelasticity and high
permeability, which can enhance cell adhesion, spreading, and
proliferation.19,20 The current challenges of using polypep-
tide−polysaccharide-based hydrogels in 2D or 3D constructs
include poor mechanical properties, low stability, batch-to-
batch variations of raw material, and difficulty to purify to be
used with cells or clinically.21,22 However, polypeptides and
polysaccharides have a variety of functional groups, which give
flexibility to the modifications and tune the mechanical and
biological properties of precursors and resulting hydrogels.23

So far, there exist only a few studies reporting a comparison
of methacrylated polypeptide and polysaccharide-based hydro-
gels in terms of the pre- and post-photocross-linking
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ABSTRACT: For modern tissue engineering, we need not only
develop new hydrogels but also suitable processing methods for
them. Polypeptides and polysaccharides are potential candidates
because they can be methacrylated, processed before photocross-
linking, and yielded into hydrogels with given shape and form. In this
study, we successfully methacrylated collagen, gelatin, hyaluronan,
and alginate to 30 and 60% degree of modification. We studied
methacrylated compositions (i.e., precursors) to investigate their
processability. The precursors of collagen and gelatin with 60%
methacrylation exhibited suitable yield stress, shear-thinning properties, and fiber-forming capability for injecting and 3D bioprinting.
On the contrary, the 30% methacrylated precursors had properties suitable for casting purposes. Our study also showed that the
mechanical properties of hydrogels corresponded to the used photocross-linking conditions and the degree of modification. These
results underline the importance of tunability of the precursors and resulting hydrogels according to the specific fabrication method
and tissue engineering application.

■ INTRODUCTION

Photocross-linkable hydrogels have attracted growing interest
in tissue engineering because light provides spatiotemporal
control over the reaction behavior of the material.1 Hence,
photocross-linking can be used to control the accurate
fabrication of 3D structures.2 Furthermore, the chemistry of
photocross-linking can be controlled accurately and the cross-
linking results in minimal byproducts, both of which enable
safe fabrication of cell-containing constructs.3 Photocross-
linking can be used as a part of various fabrication methods
casting, injecting, and 3D bioprintingto produce hydrogel
scaffolds for tissue engineering.4,5 All these fabrication methods
have their unique prerequisites concerning the properties of
the precursors (polymers with a functional group capable of
being cross-linked with the energy of light), such as viscosity,
shear response, yield stress, shape fidelity before cross-linking,
or gelation time.6,7

The most common way to engineer polymers photocross-
linkable is the introduction of methacryloyl groups via
esterification with methacrylic anhydride.8,9 These methacry-
lated precursors can then be efficiently cross-linked via free-
radical chain polymerization because of the rapid nature of the
reaction. Overall, the free-radical chain polymerization offers a
practical way to tune the structure and cross-linking density of
the formed networks via varying the photoinitiator (PI)
concentration, reactive group concentration, or light inten-
sity.10,11

Hydrogels can be derived both from natural and synthetic
polymers and especially, polypeptide- and polysaccharide-
derived hydrogels are of great interest for biomedical
applications.12 In fact, a variety of hydrogels derived from
polypeptides, polysaccharides, and glycosaminoglycans, includ-
ing gelatin, collagen, alginate, and hyaluronic acid, have been
fabricated into scaffolds.13−18 These polymers are widely used
for hydrogel preparation because they can easily mimic
extracellular matrix and have tunable viscoelasticity and high
permeability, which can enhance cell adhesion, spreading, and
proliferation.19,20 The current challenges of using polypep-
tide−polysaccharide-based hydrogels in 2D or 3D constructs
include poor mechanical properties, low stability, batch-to-
batch variations of raw material, and difficulty to purify to be
used with cells or clinically.21,22 However, polypeptides and
polysaccharides have a variety of functional groups, which give
flexibility to the modifications and tune the mechanical and
biological properties of precursors and resulting hydrogels.23

So far, there exist only a few studies reporting a comparison
of methacrylated polypeptide and polysaccharide-based hydro-
gels in terms of the pre- and post-photocross-linking
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conditions, such as modification degree of the precursor
polymer, UV intensity and exposure time, gelation time, and
mechanical properties of the resulting hydrogel.24−27 There is a
clear need for a comprehensive study that provides enough
data to formulate guiding principles for the end users to select
feasible materials to be used with specific cells and for different
processing methods, and we wanted to meet these demands.
We anticipated that the polymer type (source) and
methacrylation degree (MD) of precursors would influence
their properties such as viscosity, yield stress, shear-thinning
behavior, and injectability/printability. We also expected that
the polymer type together with the photocross-linking
conditions (UV intensity and exposure time) would affect
the properties of the photocross-linked hydrogel (stiffness and
hydrophilicity).
To our knowledge, for the first time, two methacrylated

polypeptides (collagen and gelatin) and two polysaccharides
(alginate and hyaluronic acid) have been compared to this
extent. We synthesized the precursors with two different MDs
and characterized them thoroughly. The hydrogels were
formed from the precursors by photocross-linking using
various UV exposure conditions and evaluated for their
viscoelastic properties. The results are reflected to meet the
requirements of different fabrication methods, namely, 2D or
3D casting, injecting, or 3D bioprinting.

■ MATERIALS AND METHODS
Material Synthesis. Precursors with low (∼30%) and high

(∼60%) MD were synthesized by tuning the specific ratio of
methacrylic anhydride with respect to the precursor volume. In our
study, we chose two polypeptides and two polysaccharides to be
functionalized and studied for their properties. For modified
polypeptide representatives, we synthesized gelatin methacrylate
(GelMA) and collagen methacrylate (ColMA), and for modified
polysaccharides, hyaluronan methacrylate (HAMA) and alginate
methacrylate (AlgMA) (Figure 1).
Methacrylated polypeptides (GelMA and ColMA) with 30 and

60% MD were prepared. The different modification degrees were
achieved by tuning the ratio of methacrylic anhydride in the reaction,
as follows. For GelMA, 1 g of Gelatin Type A (porcine skin, 300
bloom strength, Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany) was dissolved in
10 mL of deionized water at 40−50 °C and vigorously stirred until it
became homogeneous. The pH was adjusted to 8 by adding a few
drops of 1 M NaOH. Next, methacrylic anhydride (Merck KGaA)
was added into the system dropwise, providing the amount equal to
the defined modification in each material. The solution was stirred for
1 h at 40−50 °C while maintaining the pH 8. After that, the reaction
mixture was diluted to 60 mL and dialyzed with a 3.5 kDa molecular
weight-cutoff (MWCO) membrane (Spectra/Por, Repligen Corp.,
USA) against deionized water for 72 h (2 × 2 L, 12 h) at 40 °C.
Thereafter, the solution was lyophilized, and 1 g of the product was
obtained. For ColMA, collagen type I with 30 and 60% MD was

prepared via the technique reported elsewhere in order to achieve a
high degree of modification.23 The different modification degrees
were adjusted by tuning the ratio of methacrylic anhydride in the
reaction, as described before. Bovine dermal collagen type I solution
(PureCol, Advanced BioMatrix, USA, 3.0 mg/mL in 0.01 M HCl)
was slowly adjusted to pH 7−8 at 4 °C to prevent precipitation. Next,
methacrylic anhydride was added into the system dropwise, providing
the equivalent amount reported for the defined modification in each
material.23 The reaction mixture was stirred and was adjusted to pH 8
by carefully adding 10 M NaOH at 4 °C for 7 h. Next, the reaction
mixture was stirred overnight at room temperature (RT, 21 °C) and
transferred into a dialysis bag with a 3.5 kDa MWCO membrane and
dialyzed against deionized water for 72 h (2 × 2 L, 12 h). Thereafter,
the solution was lyophilized, and 300 mg of the product was obtained.

Methacrylated polysaccharides (HAMA and AlgMA) with 30 and
60% MD were prepared by adjusting the ratio of methacrylic
anhydride in the reaction, as described above. For HAMA, 400 mg of
sodium hyaluronate (100 kDa in molecular weight, Lifecore
Biomedical, USA) was dissolved in 60 mL of deionized water and
vigorously stirred until it became homogeneous. The pH was adjusted
to 8 by adding a few drops of 1 M NaOH. Next, methacrylic
anhydride was added into the system dropwise, providing the amount
equal to the defined modification in each material. The reaction was
carried out for 7 h at 4 °C while maintaining pH 8. After that, the
reaction mixture was diluted to 60 mL to quench the reaction and
dialyzed with a 3.5 kDa MWCO membrane against deionized water
for 72 h (2 × 2 L, 12 h) at RT. Thereafter, the solution was
lyophilized, and 390 mg of the product was obtained. For AlgMA, 400
mg of sodium alginate (Merck KGaA) was dissolved in 60 mL of
deionized water and vigorously stirred until it became homogeneous.
The pH was adjusted to 8 by adding a few drops of 1 M NaOH. Next,
methacrylic anhydride was added into the system dropwise, providing
the equivalent amount for the defined modification in each material.
The reaction mixture was stirred at 4 °C for 1 h and then continued at
RT for 7 h while maintaining pH 8. After that, the reaction mixture
was diluted to 60 mL and dialyzed with a 3.5 kDa MWCO membrane
against deionized water for 72 h (2 × 2 L, 12 h) at RT. Thereafter, the
solution was lyophilized, and 395 mg of the product was obtained.

Quantification of the Modification Degree. For GelMA and
ColMA, the MD was determined by trinitrobenzene sulfonic acid
(TNBS) assay using UV spectroscopy (UV-3600 Plus, Shimadzu
Corp., Japan) at a wavelength 350−500 nm, as described in the
literature.24 The MD was calculated using an estimation of free
amines before and after the methacrylate conjugation. The percentage
decrease of amine groups after substitution matched the percentage of
methacrylate conjugation. For HAMA and AlgMA, the MD in
polysaccharides was quantified by 1H NMR. The NMR spectra were
recorded using Varian Mercury 300 MHz spectrometer [deuterium
oxide (D2O) as a solvent]. The sample concentrations were around
0.8% weight/volume (w/v). The measurement was performed at RT.

Spin-Coating Experiment of Precursors. The precursors with a
concentration of 5 w/v % in deionized water were spin-coated on
borosilicate coverslips with 1000 rpm for HAMA and GelMA, 2000
rpm for AlgMA and ColMA, using an acceleration of 500 m/s2 for 40
s. The thickness of the films was measured with a profilometer
(Dektak 150, Veeco Instruments Inc., USA).

Figure 1. Methacrylation of polypeptides and polysaccharides (precursors) and formation of photocross-linked hydrogels.
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Preparation of Photocross-linkable Precursors. Methacry-
lated precursor solutions were prepared at a concentration of 5 w/v %
in deionized water. The solutions were stirred and incubated at 37 °C
until they were completely dissolved. The PI, 2-hydroxy-4′-(2-
hydroxyethoxy)-2-methylpropiophenone (Irgacure 2959, Merck
KGaA) was added in all of the polymer solutions at a concentration
of 0.5% w/v. The pH was adjusted to 7 in order to maintain proper
viscosity and dissolution. Later, when precursor is referred, it is a
solution prepared in this manner having PI added.
Prescreening of the Filament Formation of Precursors. All

precursors were transferred into a 1 mL syringe capped with a needle
having an inner diameter of 250 μm (Optimum General Purpose
Stainless Steel Tips, Nordson EFD, USA). The syringe was installed
in a vertical position and fixed with a clamp to prevent the variation of
temperature. The solution was injected by manually pressing the
plunger. The filament formation of the precursor was observed with a
contact angle (CA) camera, and a video was recorded. The fiber was
drawn as a grid structure on the glass surface to investigate layer
stacking performance.
Rheological Characterization of Precursors. To determine the

yield stress values of the precursors, steady-state stress sweep
measurements were performed with a rotational rheometer
(Discovery HR-2, TA Instruments Inc., USA) in a parallel plate
geometry (diameter of 12 mm) at RT. The shear stress was varied
from 0.1 to 1000 Pa for all precursors (the shear rate was kept
constant at 0.01 s−1). The yield point was determined by determining
the intersection point between the linear region and viscosity-drop
region from the viscosity−shear stress plot. This yield point indicates
the flow initiation of the precursor at the level of the applied shear
stress.
To determine the shear-thinning properties of the precursors,

rotational shear−viscosity measurements were performed in a flow
mode with the shear rate varying from 0.01 to 1000 s−1 with a gap size
of 0.2 mm at RT. To characterize the effect of temperature on the
viscosity of GelMA, the temperature was varied from +10 to +37 °C
with a constant shear rate (0.1 s−1) at the rate of 2 °C/min. The
precursor volume was 250 μL to fit the diameter of the geometry.
Power Law Model for Shear-Thinning Behavior of

Precursors. The Power law regression eq 1 was applied to the
data to predict the shear-thinning properties of the precursors from
the linear region of the viscosity−shear rate plot.25

K n 1μ γ= − (1)

where μ is the viscosity, γ is the shear rate, K is the flow consistency
index, and n is the flow behavior index. The consistency index K is
related to the initial viscosity of the precursor, and thus, lower values
indicate higher extrudability. The flow index n relates to the shear-
thinning abilities of the precursor with n = 1 indicating Newtonian
behavior, n = 0.6 indicating weakly shear-thinning material, and n ≤
0.2 meaning high shear-thinning properties and therefore good
extrudability.25

Photocross-linking of Hydrogels. The precursors (250 μL)
were pipetted into a cut 4 mL syringe used as a mold to prepare
hydrogels (2.5 mm in height and 12 mm in diameter). Photocross-
linking was performed by irradiating the solution at varying distances
corresponding to the defined UV intensities at a wavelength of 300−
450 nm (Figure 1) (BlueWave 50 UV curing spot lamp, DYMAX
Corp., USA). The used intensity values were 10 mW/cm2 (low) and
50 mW/cm2 (high), and six different exposure times were used (5, 10,
20, 40, 60, and 120 s). All photocross-linked hydrogels were stored in
the refrigerator at 4 °C overnight. On the following day, the samples
were characterized by rheological measurements.
Rheological Characterization of Photocross-linked Hydro-

gels. To characterize the transition of the precursors into hydrogels,
rheological measurements were performed on a rotational rheometer
(Discovery HR-2, TA Instruments Inc., USA) in a parallel plate
geometry (diameter of 12 mm) at RT. To investigate viscoelasticity of
hydrogels (with varying UV exposure time and intensity), samples
were gently transferred into the rheometer. The plate−plate geometry
was adjusted to a measuring distance of 2.5 mm to fit the height of

hydrogels. The frequency sweep was carried out to measure the
viscoelasticity of the hydrogel within a frequency range of 0.1−100
Hz. The storage and loss moduli (G′, G″) correlating to the elastic
and viscous nature of the hydrogels were measured and plotted into a
graph, which was later processed using Excel.

Cross-linking Density of Photocross-linked Hydrogels.
Cross-linking density was estimated by determining the difference
between G′ and G″ at 120 s exposure time.2 To be more precise, the
average mesh size (ξ) calculation24 was applied to determine the
cross-linking density of resulting hydrogels at 120 s UV exposure time,
using eq 2
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where G′ is the storage modulus of the hydrogels, N is the Avogadro
constant (6.023 × 1023 mol−1), R is the molar gas constant (8.314 J
K−1 mol−1), and T is the temperature (298 K).

Water CA Measurements of Photocross-linked Hydrogels.
Water CA values of the photocross-linked hydrogels were measured
with the Attension Theta Lite optical tensiometer (Biolin Scientific
Holding AB, Sweden) using a sessile drop method. The thin films
were prepared as follows: the precursor solution was pipetted in a
mold (height of 1 mm and diameter of 10 mm) and photocross-linked
using UV light at 50 mW/cm2 for 120 s. Next, the mold was removed;
the hydrogel was placed on a glass coverslip and put on the stage. A
droplet of deionized water (5 μL) was slowly applied on the hydrogel
surface and simultaneously recorded using a video recorder for 15 s
after the contact. CA values (left and right) were automatically
calculated with the equipment software (OneAttension v2.1).

■ RESULTS
Characterization of the Synthesized Materials. The

synthesis of HAMA and AlgMA relied on the reaction of
methacrylic anhydrides at pH 7−8 at low temperature.
According to the results, the MD in hyaluronic acid was ∼30
and ∼60% (with +3−5% variations from batch to batch) with
respect to the disaccharide units of hyaluronic acid as
estimated by the NMR spectroscopy (1H NMR, 300 MHz).
The degree of modification was estimated by calculating the
ratio of the N-acetyl peak of hyaluronic acid at 2.01 ppm and
the olefinic protons from the methacrylate groups at 5.74 and
6.18 ppm (Figures S1 and S2 in Supporting Information).
The MD in alginate were ∼30 and ∼60% (+3−5% variations

from batch to batch), which was quantified by 1H NMR
spectroscopy (Figures S3 and S4 in Supporting Information).
The MD was calculated as per the reported procedure26 by
using the area under the peak for anomeric protons in the
guluronic unit (4.6−5.2 ppm) and the two vinyl protons in the
methacrylate group (5.3−6.5 ppm).
According to the UV absorption spectra, it was evident that

collagen and gelatin were functionalized with the methacrylate
groups, and the MD was determined by the TNBS assay. The
MD of collagen (ColMA) and gelatin (GelMA) were
calculated as ∼30 and ∼60% with +3−5% variations. The
details can be found in Figures S5 and S6 in Supporting
Information.

Spin-Coating Experiment of Precursors. All precursors
were spin-coatable to a thickness range varying from 300 to
1400 nm measured with a profilometer. The thicknesses were
as follows: HAMA30: 580 nm, HAMA60: 910 nm, AlgMA30:
676 nm, AlgMA60: 1360 nm, GelMA30: 281 nm, GelMA60:
420 nm, ColMA30: 531 nm, and ColMA60: 917 nm.

Initial Injectability Screening by Manual Dispensing
of the Precursors. Preliminary testing was performed to
screen the fiber formation capability of the precursors and the
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conditions, such as modification degree of the precursor
polymer, UV intensity and exposure time, gelation time, and
mechanical properties of the resulting hydrogel.24−27 There is a
clear need for a comprehensive study that provides enough
data to formulate guiding principles for the end users to select
feasible materials to be used with specific cells and for different
processing methods, and we wanted to meet these demands.
We anticipated that the polymer type (source) and
methacrylation degree (MD) of precursors would influence
their properties such as viscosity, yield stress, shear-thinning
behavior, and injectability/printability. We also expected that
the polymer type together with the photocross-linking
conditions (UV intensity and exposure time) would affect
the properties of the photocross-linked hydrogel (stiffness and
hydrophilicity).
To our knowledge, for the first time, two methacrylated

polypeptides (collagen and gelatin) and two polysaccharides
(alginate and hyaluronic acid) have been compared to this
extent. We synthesized the precursors with two different MDs
and characterized them thoroughly. The hydrogels were
formed from the precursors by photocross-linking using
various UV exposure conditions and evaluated for their
viscoelastic properties. The results are reflected to meet the
requirements of different fabrication methods, namely, 2D or
3D casting, injecting, or 3D bioprinting.

■ MATERIALS AND METHODS
Material Synthesis. Precursors with low (∼30%) and high

(∼60%) MD were synthesized by tuning the specific ratio of
methacrylic anhydride with respect to the precursor volume. In our
study, we chose two polypeptides and two polysaccharides to be
functionalized and studied for their properties. For modified
polypeptide representatives, we synthesized gelatin methacrylate
(GelMA) and collagen methacrylate (ColMA), and for modified
polysaccharides, hyaluronan methacrylate (HAMA) and alginate
methacrylate (AlgMA) (Figure 1).
Methacrylated polypeptides (GelMA and ColMA) with 30 and

60% MD were prepared. The different modification degrees were
achieved by tuning the ratio of methacrylic anhydride in the reaction,
as follows. For GelMA, 1 g of Gelatin Type A (porcine skin, 300
bloom strength, Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany) was dissolved in
10 mL of deionized water at 40−50 °C and vigorously stirred until it
became homogeneous. The pH was adjusted to 8 by adding a few
drops of 1 M NaOH. Next, methacrylic anhydride (Merck KGaA)
was added into the system dropwise, providing the amount equal to
the defined modification in each material. The solution was stirred for
1 h at 40−50 °C while maintaining the pH 8. After that, the reaction
mixture was diluted to 60 mL and dialyzed with a 3.5 kDa molecular
weight-cutoff (MWCO) membrane (Spectra/Por, Repligen Corp.,
USA) against deionized water for 72 h (2 × 2 L, 12 h) at 40 °C.
Thereafter, the solution was lyophilized, and 1 g of the product was
obtained. For ColMA, collagen type I with 30 and 60% MD was

prepared via the technique reported elsewhere in order to achieve a
high degree of modification.23 The different modification degrees
were adjusted by tuning the ratio of methacrylic anhydride in the
reaction, as described before. Bovine dermal collagen type I solution
(PureCol, Advanced BioMatrix, USA, 3.0 mg/mL in 0.01 M HCl)
was slowly adjusted to pH 7−8 at 4 °C to prevent precipitation. Next,
methacrylic anhydride was added into the system dropwise, providing
the equivalent amount reported for the defined modification in each
material.23 The reaction mixture was stirred and was adjusted to pH 8
by carefully adding 10 M NaOH at 4 °C for 7 h. Next, the reaction
mixture was stirred overnight at room temperature (RT, 21 °C) and
transferred into a dialysis bag with a 3.5 kDa MWCO membrane and
dialyzed against deionized water for 72 h (2 × 2 L, 12 h). Thereafter,
the solution was lyophilized, and 300 mg of the product was obtained.

Methacrylated polysaccharides (HAMA and AlgMA) with 30 and
60% MD were prepared by adjusting the ratio of methacrylic
anhydride in the reaction, as described above. For HAMA, 400 mg of
sodium hyaluronate (100 kDa in molecular weight, Lifecore
Biomedical, USA) was dissolved in 60 mL of deionized water and
vigorously stirred until it became homogeneous. The pH was adjusted
to 8 by adding a few drops of 1 M NaOH. Next, methacrylic
anhydride was added into the system dropwise, providing the amount
equal to the defined modification in each material. The reaction was
carried out for 7 h at 4 °C while maintaining pH 8. After that, the
reaction mixture was diluted to 60 mL to quench the reaction and
dialyzed with a 3.5 kDa MWCO membrane against deionized water
for 72 h (2 × 2 L, 12 h) at RT. Thereafter, the solution was
lyophilized, and 390 mg of the product was obtained. For AlgMA, 400
mg of sodium alginate (Merck KGaA) was dissolved in 60 mL of
deionized water and vigorously stirred until it became homogeneous.
The pH was adjusted to 8 by adding a few drops of 1 M NaOH. Next,
methacrylic anhydride was added into the system dropwise, providing
the equivalent amount for the defined modification in each material.
The reaction mixture was stirred at 4 °C for 1 h and then continued at
RT for 7 h while maintaining pH 8. After that, the reaction mixture
was diluted to 60 mL and dialyzed with a 3.5 kDa MWCO membrane
against deionized water for 72 h (2 × 2 L, 12 h) at RT. Thereafter, the
solution was lyophilized, and 395 mg of the product was obtained.

Quantification of the Modification Degree. For GelMA and
ColMA, the MD was determined by trinitrobenzene sulfonic acid
(TNBS) assay using UV spectroscopy (UV-3600 Plus, Shimadzu
Corp., Japan) at a wavelength 350−500 nm, as described in the
literature.24 The MD was calculated using an estimation of free
amines before and after the methacrylate conjugation. The percentage
decrease of amine groups after substitution matched the percentage of
methacrylate conjugation. For HAMA and AlgMA, the MD in
polysaccharides was quantified by 1H NMR. The NMR spectra were
recorded using Varian Mercury 300 MHz spectrometer [deuterium
oxide (D2O) as a solvent]. The sample concentrations were around
0.8% weight/volume (w/v). The measurement was performed at RT.

Spin-Coating Experiment of Precursors. The precursors with a
concentration of 5 w/v % in deionized water were spin-coated on
borosilicate coverslips with 1000 rpm for HAMA and GelMA, 2000
rpm for AlgMA and ColMA, using an acceleration of 500 m/s2 for 40
s. The thickness of the films was measured with a profilometer
(Dektak 150, Veeco Instruments Inc., USA).

Figure 1. Methacrylation of polypeptides and polysaccharides (precursors) and formation of photocross-linked hydrogels.
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Preparation of Photocross-linkable Precursors. Methacry-
lated precursor solutions were prepared at a concentration of 5 w/v %
in deionized water. The solutions were stirred and incubated at 37 °C
until they were completely dissolved. The PI, 2-hydroxy-4′-(2-
hydroxyethoxy)-2-methylpropiophenone (Irgacure 2959, Merck
KGaA) was added in all of the polymer solutions at a concentration
of 0.5% w/v. The pH was adjusted to 7 in order to maintain proper
viscosity and dissolution. Later, when precursor is referred, it is a
solution prepared in this manner having PI added.
Prescreening of the Filament Formation of Precursors. All

precursors were transferred into a 1 mL syringe capped with a needle
having an inner diameter of 250 μm (Optimum General Purpose
Stainless Steel Tips, Nordson EFD, USA). The syringe was installed
in a vertical position and fixed with a clamp to prevent the variation of
temperature. The solution was injected by manually pressing the
plunger. The filament formation of the precursor was observed with a
contact angle (CA) camera, and a video was recorded. The fiber was
drawn as a grid structure on the glass surface to investigate layer
stacking performance.
Rheological Characterization of Precursors. To determine the

yield stress values of the precursors, steady-state stress sweep
measurements were performed with a rotational rheometer
(Discovery HR-2, TA Instruments Inc., USA) in a parallel plate
geometry (diameter of 12 mm) at RT. The shear stress was varied
from 0.1 to 1000 Pa for all precursors (the shear rate was kept
constant at 0.01 s−1). The yield point was determined by determining
the intersection point between the linear region and viscosity-drop
region from the viscosity−shear stress plot. This yield point indicates
the flow initiation of the precursor at the level of the applied shear
stress.
To determine the shear-thinning properties of the precursors,

rotational shear−viscosity measurements were performed in a flow
mode with the shear rate varying from 0.01 to 1000 s−1 with a gap size
of 0.2 mm at RT. To characterize the effect of temperature on the
viscosity of GelMA, the temperature was varied from +10 to +37 °C
with a constant shear rate (0.1 s−1) at the rate of 2 °C/min. The
precursor volume was 250 μL to fit the diameter of the geometry.
Power Law Model for Shear-Thinning Behavior of

Precursors. The Power law regression eq 1 was applied to the
data to predict the shear-thinning properties of the precursors from
the linear region of the viscosity−shear rate plot.25

K n 1μ γ= − (1)

where μ is the viscosity, γ is the shear rate, K is the flow consistency
index, and n is the flow behavior index. The consistency index K is
related to the initial viscosity of the precursor, and thus, lower values
indicate higher extrudability. The flow index n relates to the shear-
thinning abilities of the precursor with n = 1 indicating Newtonian
behavior, n = 0.6 indicating weakly shear-thinning material, and n ≤
0.2 meaning high shear-thinning properties and therefore good
extrudability.25

Photocross-linking of Hydrogels. The precursors (250 μL)
were pipetted into a cut 4 mL syringe used as a mold to prepare
hydrogels (2.5 mm in height and 12 mm in diameter). Photocross-
linking was performed by irradiating the solution at varying distances
corresponding to the defined UV intensities at a wavelength of 300−
450 nm (Figure 1) (BlueWave 50 UV curing spot lamp, DYMAX
Corp., USA). The used intensity values were 10 mW/cm2 (low) and
50 mW/cm2 (high), and six different exposure times were used (5, 10,
20, 40, 60, and 120 s). All photocross-linked hydrogels were stored in
the refrigerator at 4 °C overnight. On the following day, the samples
were characterized by rheological measurements.
Rheological Characterization of Photocross-linked Hydro-

gels. To characterize the transition of the precursors into hydrogels,
rheological measurements were performed on a rotational rheometer
(Discovery HR-2, TA Instruments Inc., USA) in a parallel plate
geometry (diameter of 12 mm) at RT. To investigate viscoelasticity of
hydrogels (with varying UV exposure time and intensity), samples
were gently transferred into the rheometer. The plate−plate geometry
was adjusted to a measuring distance of 2.5 mm to fit the height of

hydrogels. The frequency sweep was carried out to measure the
viscoelasticity of the hydrogel within a frequency range of 0.1−100
Hz. The storage and loss moduli (G′, G″) correlating to the elastic
and viscous nature of the hydrogels were measured and plotted into a
graph, which was later processed using Excel.

Cross-linking Density of Photocross-linked Hydrogels.
Cross-linking density was estimated by determining the difference
between G′ and G″ at 120 s exposure time.2 To be more precise, the
average mesh size (ξ) calculation24 was applied to determine the
cross-linking density of resulting hydrogels at 120 s UV exposure time,
using eq 2

G N
RT

( )
1/3

ξ =
′ −i

k
jjj

y
{
zzz

(2)

where G′ is the storage modulus of the hydrogels, N is the Avogadro
constant (6.023 × 1023 mol−1), R is the molar gas constant (8.314 J
K−1 mol−1), and T is the temperature (298 K).

Water CA Measurements of Photocross-linked Hydrogels.
Water CA values of the photocross-linked hydrogels were measured
with the Attension Theta Lite optical tensiometer (Biolin Scientific
Holding AB, Sweden) using a sessile drop method. The thin films
were prepared as follows: the precursor solution was pipetted in a
mold (height of 1 mm and diameter of 10 mm) and photocross-linked
using UV light at 50 mW/cm2 for 120 s. Next, the mold was removed;
the hydrogel was placed on a glass coverslip and put on the stage. A
droplet of deionized water (5 μL) was slowly applied on the hydrogel
surface and simultaneously recorded using a video recorder for 15 s
after the contact. CA values (left and right) were automatically
calculated with the equipment software (OneAttension v2.1).

■ RESULTS
Characterization of the Synthesized Materials. The

synthesis of HAMA and AlgMA relied on the reaction of
methacrylic anhydrides at pH 7−8 at low temperature.
According to the results, the MD in hyaluronic acid was ∼30
and ∼60% (with +3−5% variations from batch to batch) with
respect to the disaccharide units of hyaluronic acid as
estimated by the NMR spectroscopy (1H NMR, 300 MHz).
The degree of modification was estimated by calculating the
ratio of the N-acetyl peak of hyaluronic acid at 2.01 ppm and
the olefinic protons from the methacrylate groups at 5.74 and
6.18 ppm (Figures S1 and S2 in Supporting Information).
The MD in alginate were ∼30 and ∼60% (+3−5% variations

from batch to batch), which was quantified by 1H NMR
spectroscopy (Figures S3 and S4 in Supporting Information).
The MD was calculated as per the reported procedure26 by
using the area under the peak for anomeric protons in the
guluronic unit (4.6−5.2 ppm) and the two vinyl protons in the
methacrylate group (5.3−6.5 ppm).
According to the UV absorption spectra, it was evident that

collagen and gelatin were functionalized with the methacrylate
groups, and the MD was determined by the TNBS assay. The
MD of collagen (ColMA) and gelatin (GelMA) were
calculated as ∼30 and ∼60% with +3−5% variations. The
details can be found in Figures S5 and S6 in Supporting
Information.

Spin-Coating Experiment of Precursors. All precursors
were spin-coatable to a thickness range varying from 300 to
1400 nm measured with a profilometer. The thicknesses were
as follows: HAMA30: 580 nm, HAMA60: 910 nm, AlgMA30:
676 nm, AlgMA60: 1360 nm, GelMA30: 281 nm, GelMA60:
420 nm, ColMA30: 531 nm, and ColMA60: 917 nm.

Initial Injectability Screening by Manual Dispensing
of the Precursors. Preliminary testing was performed to
screen the fiber formation capability of the precursors and the
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ability for the fibers to stack layer-by-layer to form 3D
constructs essential for extrusion-based 3D bioprinting. The
MD had a considerable effect on the injectability and on the
ability of the material to form a fiber. As shown in Figure 2,
precursors with 30% MD and some of the 60% MD did not
form coherent fiber (GelMA30, ColMA30, AlgMA30,
AlgMA60, HAMA30, and HAMA60) and did not retain
their shape.

When injected, GelMA60 at 16 °C formed a coherent fiber,
although at RT, only droplets or partial fiber formation was
seen. However, the fibers maintained their shape only for a
short period of time after layer deposition on a substrate at RT.
Utilization of a cooling platform (4−5 °C) helped to retain the
structure for longer time. Also, ColMA60 at RT formed a
coherent fiber with relatively low applied pressure. It showed a
good layer stacking ability without the layers merging (Figure
S7 in Supporting Information). The quality of the injected
fibers has been summarized in Table 1. The “printable”

precursors are shown with bolded text, while the unbolded text
is used for “unprintable” precursors. These preliminary
screening results are compared to the rheological profiles in
the next section in order to confirm the relationship between
the Power law model and manual injection.

Yield Stress Measurement (Flowability) of Precursors.
In order to suggest suitable fabrication methods for each
precursor, the yield stress values were evaluated. Figure 3
shows the plots of viscosity as a function of shear stress. Both
GelMA60 at 16 °C and ColMA60 clearly showed a yield point,
after which the precursor started to flow easily under a certain
level of shear stress. The viscosity of all 30% MD precursors in
Figure 3A and GelMA60 at RT and AlgMA60 and HAMA60
in Figure 3B did not change as a function of shear stress
(shown as flat line), meaning they did not exhibit yield stress.

Shear-Thinning Properties of Precursors. To assess the
reliability of manual dispensing method and predict the shear-
thinning properties of the precursors, rheological evaluation
and Power law model fit were performed. The shear-thinning
profile of each precursor was obtained from the rheological
measurements. The relationship between the viscosity and the
modification degree in the precursors under increasing shear
rate was investigated, as shown in Figure 4. For GelMA, an
additional temperature−viscosity measurement was performed
because of its temperature-dependent behavior, which yielded
into a coherent fiber formation at low temperature. Most of the
precursors exhibited weak shear-thinning behavior. AlgMA30,
AlgMA60, and HAMA30 were plotted as plateaus because the
viscosity did not change as a function of an increasing shear
rate; instead, they exhibited Newtonian fluid behavior, as
shown in Figure 4A,B. This behavior relates to the
observations reported in Table 1, where these precursors
were categorized as “unprintable”. The MD played an essential
role in the viscosity and shear-thinning profiles. As shown in
Figure 4C, the viscosity of GelMA60 slowly decreased as a
function of increasing temperature. Hence, GelMA60 was also
examined for its shear-thinning properties at low temperature
(16 °C), as shown in Figure 4D.
To confirm the shear-thinning behavior of the precursors,

the Power law model was applied to the data by plotting the
viscosity−shear rate on a logarithmic scale. The linear region
was chosen from the middle of the slope, and the Power trend
line was fitted to obtain K and n values reported in Table 3. In
Table 3, n values less than 0.2 are bolded and represent

Figure 2. Fiber formation of the precursors: GelMA60 and GelMA60
at 16 °C, ColMA60 and others (GelMA30, ColMA30, AlgMA30,
AlgMA60, HAMA30, and HAMA60), scale bar = 1 mm.

Table 1. Fiber Formation Quality Testing in Various
Precursors with 30 and 60% MDa

fiber formation screening

precursors 30% of modification degree 60% of modification degree

HAMA droplet (RT) partial fiber (RT)
AlgMA droplet (RT) viscous droplet (RT)
GelMA droplet (RT) droplet (RT)

droplet (16 °C) fiber (16 °C)
ColMA droplet (RT) coherent fiber (RT)

aBolded text refers to printable and the unbolded text to unprintable
precursors.

Figure 3. Yield stress measurement data for all precursors at RT and for GelMA30 and GelMA60 also at 16 °C. (A) Precursors with 30% MD, (B)
precursors with 60% MD.
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precursors described as printable. According to the calcu-
lations, it was obvious that most of the 30% MD precursors
had high n coefficients, that is, close to 1. On the other hand,
the n coefficients of AlgMA60 and HAMA60 were also
between 0.7 and 0.9. Shear-thinning precursors (bold text)
ColMA60, GelMA30, GelMA60, and GelMA60 at 16 °C all
have n values close to 0.1.
Viscoelasticity of Photocross-linked Hydrogels. The

underlying factors affecting the mechanical properties of the
resulting hydrogels are the starting strength of polymers, such
as molecular weight, or bloom strength in gelatin and the
concentration of hydrogels. In our research, we focused on

studying the effect of MD (30% or 60%), UV intensity (10 and
50 mW/cm2) and exposure time (5, 10, 20, 40, 60, and 120 s)
on the mechanical properties of the resulting hydrogels.
According to the rheological results (Figure 5), the increase

in the UV intensity, exposure time, or MD led to higher
storage modulus (G′) and more rigid structure in all hydrogels.
The rheological measurement of hydrogels showed increase in
storage G′ and loss G″ moduli with increasing curing time and
UV intensity. The higher MD corresponded to the higher
degree of cross-linking, which led to stiffer hydrogels. In 30 and
60% MD hydrogels, the higher UV intensity resulted in faster
polymerization. In addition, the average mesh size ξ values

Figure 4. Viscosity−shear rate plots of the precursors: (A) with 30% MD, (B) with the 60% MD. (C) Viscosity−temperature plot of GelMA60 at
0.1 s−1 constant shear rate. (D) Viscosity as a function of shear rate for GelMA60 at 16 °C showing shear-thinning behavior.

Table 2. Yield Stress Values of the Investigated Precursorsa

precursors yield stress (Pa)

GelMA30 N/A
GelMA30 (16 °C) N/A
GelMA60 N/A
GelMA60 (16 °C) 79.4
ColMA30 N/A
ColMA60 126
HAMA30 N/A
HAMA60 N/A
AlgMA30 N/A
AlgMA60 N/A

aN/A in yield stress means the precursor started flowing already at
the beginning of the measurement (at a shear stress of 0.01 Pa), and
thus, yield stress could not be measured.

Table 3. Values of Shear-Thinning Coefficients for
Precursors with 30 and 60% MDa

precursors K n

HAMA30 0.0817 0.954
HAMA60 0.583 0.773
AlgMA30 0.152 0.937
AlgMA60 0.952 0.858
GelMA30 0.00504 0.162
GelMA60 0.0164 0.141
GelMA60 (16 °C) 14.3 0.119
ColMA30 0.138 0.787
ColMA60 0.394 0.145

aPrecursors with values in bold are labeled as “printable” and have n <
0.2 according to the Power law model. K and n values are given with
three significant numbers.
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ability for the fibers to stack layer-by-layer to form 3D
constructs essential for extrusion-based 3D bioprinting. The
MD had a considerable effect on the injectability and on the
ability of the material to form a fiber. As shown in Figure 2,
precursors with 30% MD and some of the 60% MD did not
form coherent fiber (GelMA30, ColMA30, AlgMA30,
AlgMA60, HAMA30, and HAMA60) and did not retain
their shape.

When injected, GelMA60 at 16 °C formed a coherent fiber,
although at RT, only droplets or partial fiber formation was
seen. However, the fibers maintained their shape only for a
short period of time after layer deposition on a substrate at RT.
Utilization of a cooling platform (4−5 °C) helped to retain the
structure for longer time. Also, ColMA60 at RT formed a
coherent fiber with relatively low applied pressure. It showed a
good layer stacking ability without the layers merging (Figure
S7 in Supporting Information). The quality of the injected
fibers has been summarized in Table 1. The “printable”

precursors are shown with bolded text, while the unbolded text
is used for “unprintable” precursors. These preliminary
screening results are compared to the rheological profiles in
the next section in order to confirm the relationship between
the Power law model and manual injection.

Yield Stress Measurement (Flowability) of Precursors.
In order to suggest suitable fabrication methods for each
precursor, the yield stress values were evaluated. Figure 3
shows the plots of viscosity as a function of shear stress. Both
GelMA60 at 16 °C and ColMA60 clearly showed a yield point,
after which the precursor started to flow easily under a certain
level of shear stress. The viscosity of all 30% MD precursors in
Figure 3A and GelMA60 at RT and AlgMA60 and HAMA60
in Figure 3B did not change as a function of shear stress
(shown as flat line), meaning they did not exhibit yield stress.

Shear-Thinning Properties of Precursors. To assess the
reliability of manual dispensing method and predict the shear-
thinning properties of the precursors, rheological evaluation
and Power law model fit were performed. The shear-thinning
profile of each precursor was obtained from the rheological
measurements. The relationship between the viscosity and the
modification degree in the precursors under increasing shear
rate was investigated, as shown in Figure 4. For GelMA, an
additional temperature−viscosity measurement was performed
because of its temperature-dependent behavior, which yielded
into a coherent fiber formation at low temperature. Most of the
precursors exhibited weak shear-thinning behavior. AlgMA30,
AlgMA60, and HAMA30 were plotted as plateaus because the
viscosity did not change as a function of an increasing shear
rate; instead, they exhibited Newtonian fluid behavior, as
shown in Figure 4A,B. This behavior relates to the
observations reported in Table 1, where these precursors
were categorized as “unprintable”. The MD played an essential
role in the viscosity and shear-thinning profiles. As shown in
Figure 4C, the viscosity of GelMA60 slowly decreased as a
function of increasing temperature. Hence, GelMA60 was also
examined for its shear-thinning properties at low temperature
(16 °C), as shown in Figure 4D.
To confirm the shear-thinning behavior of the precursors,

the Power law model was applied to the data by plotting the
viscosity−shear rate on a logarithmic scale. The linear region
was chosen from the middle of the slope, and the Power trend
line was fitted to obtain K and n values reported in Table 3. In
Table 3, n values less than 0.2 are bolded and represent

Figure 2. Fiber formation of the precursors: GelMA60 and GelMA60
at 16 °C, ColMA60 and others (GelMA30, ColMA30, AlgMA30,
AlgMA60, HAMA30, and HAMA60), scale bar = 1 mm.

Table 1. Fiber Formation Quality Testing in Various
Precursors with 30 and 60% MDa

fiber formation screening

precursors 30% of modification degree 60% of modification degree

HAMA droplet (RT) partial fiber (RT)
AlgMA droplet (RT) viscous droplet (RT)
GelMA droplet (RT) droplet (RT)

droplet (16 °C) fiber (16 °C)
ColMA droplet (RT) coherent fiber (RT)

aBolded text refers to printable and the unbolded text to unprintable
precursors.

Figure 3. Yield stress measurement data for all precursors at RT and for GelMA30 and GelMA60 also at 16 °C. (A) Precursors with 30% MD, (B)
precursors with 60% MD.
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precursors described as printable. According to the calcu-
lations, it was obvious that most of the 30% MD precursors
had high n coefficients, that is, close to 1. On the other hand,
the n coefficients of AlgMA60 and HAMA60 were also
between 0.7 and 0.9. Shear-thinning precursors (bold text)
ColMA60, GelMA30, GelMA60, and GelMA60 at 16 °C all
have n values close to 0.1.
Viscoelasticity of Photocross-linked Hydrogels. The

underlying factors affecting the mechanical properties of the
resulting hydrogels are the starting strength of polymers, such
as molecular weight, or bloom strength in gelatin and the
concentration of hydrogels. In our research, we focused on

studying the effect of MD (30% or 60%), UV intensity (10 and
50 mW/cm2) and exposure time (5, 10, 20, 40, 60, and 120 s)
on the mechanical properties of the resulting hydrogels.
According to the rheological results (Figure 5), the increase

in the UV intensity, exposure time, or MD led to higher
storage modulus (G′) and more rigid structure in all hydrogels.
The rheological measurement of hydrogels showed increase in
storage G′ and loss G″ moduli with increasing curing time and
UV intensity. The higher MD corresponded to the higher
degree of cross-linking, which led to stiffer hydrogels. In 30 and
60% MD hydrogels, the higher UV intensity resulted in faster
polymerization. In addition, the average mesh size ξ values

Figure 4. Viscosity−shear rate plots of the precursors: (A) with 30% MD, (B) with the 60% MD. (C) Viscosity−temperature plot of GelMA60 at
0.1 s−1 constant shear rate. (D) Viscosity as a function of shear rate for GelMA60 at 16 °C showing shear-thinning behavior.

Table 2. Yield Stress Values of the Investigated Precursorsa

precursors yield stress (Pa)

GelMA30 N/A
GelMA30 (16 °C) N/A
GelMA60 N/A
GelMA60 (16 °C) 79.4
ColMA30 N/A
ColMA60 126
HAMA30 N/A
HAMA60 N/A
AlgMA30 N/A
AlgMA60 N/A

aN/A in yield stress means the precursor started flowing already at
the beginning of the measurement (at a shear stress of 0.01 Pa), and
thus, yield stress could not be measured.

Table 3. Values of Shear-Thinning Coefficients for
Precursors with 30 and 60% MDa

precursors K n

HAMA30 0.0817 0.954
HAMA60 0.583 0.773
AlgMA30 0.152 0.937
AlgMA60 0.952 0.858
GelMA30 0.00504 0.162
GelMA60 0.0164 0.141
GelMA60 (16 °C) 14.3 0.119
ColMA30 0.138 0.787
ColMA60 0.394 0.145

aPrecursors with values in bold are labeled as “printable” and have n <
0.2 according to the Power law model. K and n values are given with
three significant numbers.
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(reflecting the cross-linking density of hydrogels) are given in
Table 4. Hydrogels with high MD (60%) and cross-linked with
high UV intensity (50 mW/cm2) had smaller mesh size than
hydrogels with lower MD (30%) and cross-linked with low UV
intensity (10 mW/cm2). In the polypeptides (GelMA and
ColMA), the MD and concentrations were equal, but ColMA
tended to polymerize faster than GelMA (5 s vs 40 s), as
shown in Figure 5B,D, yielding into stiffer hydrogels (Table 4).
Hydrophilicity of Photocross-linked Hydrogels. The

wettability of the photocross-linked hydrogels was investigated
by measuring the water CAs (Figure 6). The CA measure-
ments determine the attraction between the water molecules
and the polymer surface. The results showed that the more
substantial cross-linking degree (higher MD) provided denser
hydrogel network, and less water was observed on the hydrogel
surface. It resulted in hydrophobic behavior in most hydrogels.
On the other hand, the stiffer structure did not always give
high CA values as observed in ColMA60. It showed a
significant decrease of CA value compared to the ColMA30
because of the excessive water on the surface of the hydrogels
(CA values of ColMA30 and ColMA60 were 105−110 and
74−78°, respectively).

■ DISCUSSION

The versatility of hydrogels has allowed them to be used in
various biomedical engineering applications, such as tissue
engineering scaffolds and drug delivery devices.27 Photocross-
linkable hydrogels can be achieved by methacrylation of
polypeptides and polysaccharides and cross-linking them in the

presence of PI. The extent of methacrylation can be adjusted
to improve the hydrogel properties, such as gelation time and
mechanical strength.28 Moreover, photocross-linkability makes
the hydrogels more flexible to process into different shapes or
forms, such as thin films and 3D structures, which gives
advantages over other cross-linking methods.26,29 Each
fabrication method has its unique pros and cons and requires
different characteristics from the precursors, making the
assessment critical.
In many applications, for example, in biosensing and cell

culture, hydrogels are usually engineered into (2D) thin
films.30 2D films can only swell in the direction vertical to the
substrate.31 However, swelling-induced mechanical instability
and surface treatment are needed to improve cell attach-
ment.32,33 Spin coating has been widely used for micro-
fabrication applications, as it can create thin films with
thicknesses below 10 nm.34,35 Spin coating is a procedure
used to apply uniform thin films to flat substrates.36 The
resulting film thickness depends on the concentration of the
solution, viscosity, drying rate, percent of solid material, surface
tension, and the parameters chosen for the spin process such as
final rotational speed, acceleration, and fume exhaust.36,37

3D casting of hydrogels is a fundamental approach to create
3D cell cultures in hydrogels. It can also be used for
prescreening the gelation time and mechanical strength of
the hydrogels.38 Hydrogels are created by casting the precursor
in a mold and then cured with UV light. High-viscosity
precursors have to be centrifuged to make them homogeneous
and fit to the bottom of a mold.39

Figure 5. Storage (G′) and loss moduli (G″) of the cross-linked hydrogels with different MD (30 and 60%) cross-linked with low/high UV
intensity and varying exposure time. (A) Hydrogels with 30% MD and (B) 60% MD at 10 mW/cm2 UV intensity for 5−120 s. (C) 30% MD and
(D) 60% MD at 50 mW/cm2 UV intensity for 5−120 s.
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(reflecting the cross-linking density of hydrogels) are given in
Table 4. Hydrogels with high MD (60%) and cross-linked with
high UV intensity (50 mW/cm2) had smaller mesh size than
hydrogels with lower MD (30%) and cross-linked with low UV
intensity (10 mW/cm2). In the polypeptides (GelMA and
ColMA), the MD and concentrations were equal, but ColMA
tended to polymerize faster than GelMA (5 s vs 40 s), as
shown in Figure 5B,D, yielding into stiffer hydrogels (Table 4).
Hydrophilicity of Photocross-linked Hydrogels. The

wettability of the photocross-linked hydrogels was investigated
by measuring the water CAs (Figure 6). The CA measure-
ments determine the attraction between the water molecules
and the polymer surface. The results showed that the more
substantial cross-linking degree (higher MD) provided denser
hydrogel network, and less water was observed on the hydrogel
surface. It resulted in hydrophobic behavior in most hydrogels.
On the other hand, the stiffer structure did not always give
high CA values as observed in ColMA60. It showed a
significant decrease of CA value compared to the ColMA30
because of the excessive water on the surface of the hydrogels
(CA values of ColMA30 and ColMA60 were 105−110 and
74−78°, respectively).

■ DISCUSSION

The versatility of hydrogels has allowed them to be used in
various biomedical engineering applications, such as tissue
engineering scaffolds and drug delivery devices.27 Photocross-
linkable hydrogels can be achieved by methacrylation of
polypeptides and polysaccharides and cross-linking them in the

presence of PI. The extent of methacrylation can be adjusted
to improve the hydrogel properties, such as gelation time and
mechanical strength.28 Moreover, photocross-linkability makes
the hydrogels more flexible to process into different shapes or
forms, such as thin films and 3D structures, which gives
advantages over other cross-linking methods.26,29 Each
fabrication method has its unique pros and cons and requires
different characteristics from the precursors, making the
assessment critical.
In many applications, for example, in biosensing and cell

culture, hydrogels are usually engineered into (2D) thin
films.30 2D films can only swell in the direction vertical to the
substrate.31 However, swelling-induced mechanical instability
and surface treatment are needed to improve cell attach-
ment.32,33 Spin coating has been widely used for micro-
fabrication applications, as it can create thin films with
thicknesses below 10 nm.34,35 Spin coating is a procedure
used to apply uniform thin films to flat substrates.36 The
resulting film thickness depends on the concentration of the
solution, viscosity, drying rate, percent of solid material, surface
tension, and the parameters chosen for the spin process such as
final rotational speed, acceleration, and fume exhaust.36,37

3D casting of hydrogels is a fundamental approach to create
3D cell cultures in hydrogels. It can also be used for
prescreening the gelation time and mechanical strength of
the hydrogels.38 Hydrogels are created by casting the precursor
in a mold and then cured with UV light. High-viscosity
precursors have to be centrifuged to make them homogeneous
and fit to the bottom of a mold.39

Figure 5. Storage (G′) and loss moduli (G″) of the cross-linked hydrogels with different MD (30 and 60%) cross-linked with low/high UV
intensity and varying exposure time. (A) Hydrogels with 30% MD and (B) 60% MD at 10 mW/cm2 UV intensity for 5−120 s. (C) 30% MD and
(D) 60% MD at 50 mW/cm2 UV intensity for 5−120 s.
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Precursors can be delivered by injecting directly into the
microchannel or target tissue and cross-linked in situ to form
hydrogels.40 The precursors must be able to flow through the
syringe easily, that is, they have to exhibit a certain amount of
yield stress while maintaining shear-thinning properties
(decreasing viscosity with increasing shear rate).4 In 3D
bioprinting, the requirements for the printability share
similarities with the injectability of precursors.41−43 The
viscosity should be high enough to maintain the shape, and
the precursor should have an ability to stack layer-by-layer
during the process and before cross-linking.44 Shear-thinning
properties and yield stress are also essential as they result in
less shear force during the extrusion.45

In our study, the characterization of the precursors started
with the analysis of the dynamic viscosity, fiber-forming ability,
yield stress, and shear-thinning profiles of each precursor
having different MD. Next, the Power law model was applied
to the data to confirm the relationship between the shear-
thinning coefficients and injectability.28 Finally, the photo-
cross-linked hydrogels were assessed for their physical
properties (G′/G″ and hydrophilicity) in different photo-
cross-linking conditions.
Quantification of the MD. Tuning of the ratio of the

methacrylate anhydride, reaction time, pH, and temperature
led to different MDs in the polymer backbone. The higher MD
in polypeptides and polysaccharides was achieved by increasing
the nucleophilicity of amine (polypeptides) and hydroxy
(polysaccharides) groups at basic pH, which in turn promoted
the rapid nucleophilic attack of the hydroxy/amine groups
onto the anhydride linkage.24 The flexibility of the tunable
functional polymers allowed us to manipulate the properties of
precursors and hydrogels, which is an important prerequisite
for research studies using hydrogel-based scaffolds.46

Yield Stress of Precursors. The presence of yield stress
for a particular precursor is highly advantageous for the
application by injection. It contributes to the injectability of
precursors as it quantifies the initial force required to generate
the flow. In addition, the yield stress also helps the injected
precursor to experience better retention on the injection site,
allowing shape-specific fitting.4 In other words, the existence of
yield stress for a precursor indicates resistance against flow
before and after injection.5 An existing yield stress limit would
also suggest that the precursor probably can be printed using
3D bioprinter as it helps the printed structure to resist

deformation and maintain the printed shape (Tables 2 and 5).
Precursors with good injectability/printability exhibit a sharp
drop in viscosity during the flow (increasing shear stress) and
thus show a distinct yield stress value.25

Fiber Formation and Shear-Thinning Properties of
Precursors. In addition to the existence of a distinct yield
stress value, another feature contributing to the injectability or
printability of a precursor is its ability to readily flow from a
nozzle. In our study, the fiber formation test intended to mimic
injecting and bioprinting processes; thus, the nozzle size was
chosen to match the real injecting/bioprinting situation.25 In
both cases, the flowability is governed by the shear response
exhibited by the precursor under an increasing rate of applied
shear stress. To successfully inject or 3D bioprint via extrusion,
the initial precursor formulation must exhibit shear-thinning
behavior, that is, decreasing dynamic viscosity as a function of
increasing shear rate and also have the ability to stack layer-by-
layer after printing.4,5,44 In addition to the shear performance
of the precursor, a feasible precursor for extrusion-based
bioprinting has to be able to form a consisted, cylindrical fiber,
rather than droplets when extruded out of a nozzle. This
behavior can be prescreened simply by manual dispensing with
a syringe and a nozzle without the need for an actual
bioprinter. To further quantify the shear-thinning behavior of
the precursors, shear-thinning coefficients were calculated from
the Power law equation (Table 3). These coefficients were
then used to predict whether the precursor could be used for
3D bioprinting. The criteria for choosing a linear region from
the viscosity−shear rate curves for the Power trendline fit
depended on the shape of the curve. Some of the specimens,
such as ColMA and AlgMA, easily slipped out from the
geometry during the rheological measurement. As a result, they
showed a sharp drop after the increase of the shear rate, and
the region for the Power law analysis was chosen from the
middle of the linear curve after the drop. It is obvious that
precursors with 30% of MD had an n value close to 1, which
corresponded to the results of the manual dispensing
experiment showing droplet formation. However, GelMA30
had an n value below 0.2, which suggests that it should be
highly shear-thinning, but it still could not form a coherent
fiber in the manual dispensing test. In this case, the K value
needs to be considered as it relates to the flowability and
viscosity of precursors. If the K value is too low, the precursor
forms a droplet. The flowability of GelMA60 is critically

Figure 6. CA measurements of the photocross-linked polypeptide and polysaccharide hydrogels showing the droplet profiles as insets and
quantification of the measured CA values for different hydrogels.
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Precursors can be delivered by injecting directly into the
microchannel or target tissue and cross-linked in situ to form
hydrogels.40 The precursors must be able to flow through the
syringe easily, that is, they have to exhibit a certain amount of
yield stress while maintaining shear-thinning properties
(decreasing viscosity with increasing shear rate).4 In 3D
bioprinting, the requirements for the printability share
similarities with the injectability of precursors.41−43 The
viscosity should be high enough to maintain the shape, and
the precursor should have an ability to stack layer-by-layer
during the process and before cross-linking.44 Shear-thinning
properties and yield stress are also essential as they result in
less shear force during the extrusion.45

In our study, the characterization of the precursors started
with the analysis of the dynamic viscosity, fiber-forming ability,
yield stress, and shear-thinning profiles of each precursor
having different MD. Next, the Power law model was applied
to the data to confirm the relationship between the shear-
thinning coefficients and injectability.28 Finally, the photo-
cross-linked hydrogels were assessed for their physical
properties (G′/G″ and hydrophilicity) in different photo-
cross-linking conditions.
Quantification of the MD. Tuning of the ratio of the

methacrylate anhydride, reaction time, pH, and temperature
led to different MDs in the polymer backbone. The higher MD
in polypeptides and polysaccharides was achieved by increasing
the nucleophilicity of amine (polypeptides) and hydroxy
(polysaccharides) groups at basic pH, which in turn promoted
the rapid nucleophilic attack of the hydroxy/amine groups
onto the anhydride linkage.24 The flexibility of the tunable
functional polymers allowed us to manipulate the properties of
precursors and hydrogels, which is an important prerequisite
for research studies using hydrogel-based scaffolds.46

Yield Stress of Precursors. The presence of yield stress
for a particular precursor is highly advantageous for the
application by injection. It contributes to the injectability of
precursors as it quantifies the initial force required to generate
the flow. In addition, the yield stress also helps the injected
precursor to experience better retention on the injection site,
allowing shape-specific fitting.4 In other words, the existence of
yield stress for a precursor indicates resistance against flow
before and after injection.5 An existing yield stress limit would
also suggest that the precursor probably can be printed using
3D bioprinter as it helps the printed structure to resist

deformation and maintain the printed shape (Tables 2 and 5).
Precursors with good injectability/printability exhibit a sharp
drop in viscosity during the flow (increasing shear stress) and
thus show a distinct yield stress value.25

Fiber Formation and Shear-Thinning Properties of
Precursors. In addition to the existence of a distinct yield
stress value, another feature contributing to the injectability or
printability of a precursor is its ability to readily flow from a
nozzle. In our study, the fiber formation test intended to mimic
injecting and bioprinting processes; thus, the nozzle size was
chosen to match the real injecting/bioprinting situation.25 In
both cases, the flowability is governed by the shear response
exhibited by the precursor under an increasing rate of applied
shear stress. To successfully inject or 3D bioprint via extrusion,
the initial precursor formulation must exhibit shear-thinning
behavior, that is, decreasing dynamic viscosity as a function of
increasing shear rate and also have the ability to stack layer-by-
layer after printing.4,5,44 In addition to the shear performance
of the precursor, a feasible precursor for extrusion-based
bioprinting has to be able to form a consisted, cylindrical fiber,
rather than droplets when extruded out of a nozzle. This
behavior can be prescreened simply by manual dispensing with
a syringe and a nozzle without the need for an actual
bioprinter. To further quantify the shear-thinning behavior of
the precursors, shear-thinning coefficients were calculated from
the Power law equation (Table 3). These coefficients were
then used to predict whether the precursor could be used for
3D bioprinting. The criteria for choosing a linear region from
the viscosity−shear rate curves for the Power trendline fit
depended on the shape of the curve. Some of the specimens,
such as ColMA and AlgMA, easily slipped out from the
geometry during the rheological measurement. As a result, they
showed a sharp drop after the increase of the shear rate, and
the region for the Power law analysis was chosen from the
middle of the linear curve after the drop. It is obvious that
precursors with 30% of MD had an n value close to 1, which
corresponded to the results of the manual dispensing
experiment showing droplet formation. However, GelMA30
had an n value below 0.2, which suggests that it should be
highly shear-thinning, but it still could not form a coherent
fiber in the manual dispensing test. In this case, the K value
needs to be considered as it relates to the flowability and
viscosity of precursors. If the K value is too low, the precursor
forms a droplet. The flowability of GelMA60 is critically

Figure 6. CA measurements of the photocross-linked polypeptide and polysaccharide hydrogels showing the droplet profiles as insets and
quantification of the measured CA values for different hydrogels.
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dependent on temperature, and decreasing temperature leads
to a higher viscosity, enabling the material to exhibit shear-
thinning behaviors. According to the previously published
studies, GelMA is a thermosensitive material, which rapidly
transitions from liquid to solid as a result of decrease in
temperature.12,47 For many applications, this property allows
controlling the extrudability by tuning between the liquid−
solid stage and also to fabricate 3D constructs at low
temperature.12

Rheology of Photocross-linked Hydrogels. The gelat-
ion time of the hydrogels was highly dependent on the applied
UV intensity. The precursors with 30% MD required longer
UV exposure time and higher UV intensity to form stable
hydrogels, compared to 60% MD precursors. Many of the 60%
MD hydrogels (HAMA, GelMA, and ColMA) had no
differences in the storage/loss moduli from 120 s of exposure
time onward because they probably had reached saturated
cross-linking already at that point. ColMA tended to
photopolymerize faster than GelMA because of its amino
acid composition and folding geometry. It has been shown by
Bell et al., 2015 that even unmodified collagen can be
photopolymerized with multiphoton cross-linking.48 However,
AlgMA required higher UV intensity and longer exposure time
to form a stable structure. The average mesh size reduced in
the presence of high MD and high UV intensity as a result of
the higher cross-linking density (Table 4). ColMA30 and
ColMA60 had similar mesh sizes because they might have
reached the saturation stage of cross-linking already at 120 s.
Moreover, the higher cross-linking density can be seen from
the increase in the difference between G′ and G″. G′ values
were always higher with the higher MD and UV intensity. In
the case of AlgMA60 at 120 s exposure time (50 mW/cm2),
the results showed the highest value of G′, but the resulting
hydrogel was weak because of low difference in G′ and G″
compared to HAMA60, ColMA60, and GelMA60.
In conclusion, the cross-linking density increased with the

increasing MD, UV intensity, and exposure time. The variation
of G′ in AlgMA60 was high because of the high viscosity and
stickiness of the precursor, which made the transfer into the
mold difficult. The concentration of hydrogels was fixed to 5
w/v %, but the viscosity of precursors and the stiffness of the
hydrogels varied as a result of different molecular weight ranges
of the starting biopolymers, which in turn resulted in variations
in the cross-linking density. In 3D bioprinting applications,
photocross-linking conditions (the exposure time and UV
intensity) need to be optimized to achieve complicated scaffold
structures while maintaining the cell viability.12 The two
different MDs (30 and 60%) and the resulting variable cross-
linking densities and stiffness properties of the investigated
hydrogels allow the tailoring of the end products, such as
scaffolds, according to the particular needs of the cells or tissue.
Furthermore, by controlling the exposure time and UV
intensity, the stiffness of the constructs can be further tuned
to match the stiffness of the specific tissue type.38

Hydrophilicity of Photocross-linked Hydrogels. The
hydrophilicity of the hydrogels was chosen to be evaluated at
the maximum cross-linking conditions used in our study (50
mW/cm2, 120 s) because hydrogels cross-linked in these
conditions were stable in shape. The hydrogels with a low
cross-linking degree were difficult to measure as the water
instantly spread when it made contact with a moist surface. In
ColMA60, the short gelation time combined with a high cross-
linking density led to the formation of a tight network, which

resulted in oozing of water out of the hydrogel in a
phenomenon called syneresis.49,50

As expected, the methacrylated polysaccharides (hyaluronan
and alginate) had lower CA values than methacrylated
polypeptides (gelatin and collagen) because of the higher
number of hydrophilic groups in polysaccharides.51 Further-
more, the morphological properties or surface roughness can
affect the CA value of the hydrogels. Hence, glass coverslips
were used to flatten the surface of the specimens during the
casting process to minimize surface roughness. However, some
variation in the surface quality may have appeared when the
specimen was detached from the mold.

Evaluation of Fabrication Methods for Precursors.
The wide range of materials and MD in our study allows
flexibility in choosing a proper precursor for each fabrication
method: casting-, injecting-, or extrusion-based 3D bioprinting.
As summarized in Tables 4 and 5, we evaluated each precursor
to determine their potential to meet the requirements of a
particular fabrication method. An obvious drawback of the
precursors in our study was the relatively low viscosity as many
of the precursors could be fabricated into 3D hydrogels only by
using casting into a mold. In addition, high-enough viscosity is
an essential requirement for the precursors to achieve shear-
thinning behavior and thus, effortless injection. We found that
ColMA60 has the optimum properties to be fabricated into the
hydrogel with all of the methods reported in Table 5. However,
it is expensive to be prepared in high volume, and thus, it is
advisable to mix it with other cheaper materials. GelMA60 in
low temperature (16 °C) also allows flexibility in choosing an
application method because it is less expensive and it
maintained high viscosity during the process. Low-cost
materials would be beneficial for preparing precursors in high
volume such as for 3D bioprinting.
All precursors were suitable for casting, as mentioned earlier.

However, they might need a preliminary cross-linking phase
(pre-UV treatment or additional calcium chloride for alginate-
based materials) to increase their viscosity and improve their
shear-thinning profiles for feasible injection and 3D bioprint-
ing. During the fabrication tests, it became clear that another
critical factor in the hydrogel preparation is the difficulty in
handling. The difficulty depends on the solubility of the
biopolymers during the preparation and handling of the
precursors because of their stickiness or high viscosity, as
summarized in Table 4. Some precursors, such as AlgMA and
GelMA, were very sticky to be cast in a mold; hence,
centrifugation and shaking in the incubator were needed,
which might have created some variation in the results of
rheological measurements. These precursors might work better
in application with a syringe. In addition, the hydrophilicity of
the hydrogels was examined as it can affect cell mixing and cell
attachment.

■ CONCLUSIONS
The two selected polypeptides (collagen and gelatin) and two
polysaccharides (alginate and hyaluronic acid) were success-
fully methacrylated to the 30 and 60% MD. Because these
methacrylated polymers, together with the PI (precursors), can
be used in many fabrication methods utilizing photocross-
linking, it is essential to understand their processing-related
properties.
As anticipated, the biopolymers and the MD of precursors

influenced the viscosity, yield stress, shear-thinning behavior,
and fiber-forming capability. We also showed that, as expected,
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also material source and cross-linking conditions affected the
properties of the photocross-linked hydrogels. Based on our
systematical characterizations, we recommend that precursors
with low viscosity, low yield stress, and poor shear-thinning
properties should not be used for injecting and 3D bioprinting.
Instead, such precursors can be fabricated into 2D and 3D
hydrogels by casting with a supporting mold. Furthermore, the
assessment of injectability and printability needs a more
thorough investigation of the rheological properties of the
precursors. For successful 3D bioprinting, a proper fiber
formation, layer stacking ability, and shape fidelity are required.
In addition, photocross-linking conditions during bioprinting
should be optimized in order to minimize the number of
radical species generated, which are cytotoxic to cells when
present in excess.
To summarize, our data provides grounds for the selection

of a suitable fabrication method for the selected precursor. The
insight evaluation also helps to choose correct parameters for
photocross-linking of precursors into hydrogels with various
modifiable properties. In future studies, these tunable
precursors will be further explored in 3D bioprinting for the
fabrication of complex 3D hydrogel scaffolds.
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dependent on temperature, and decreasing temperature leads
to a higher viscosity, enabling the material to exhibit shear-
thinning behaviors. According to the previously published
studies, GelMA is a thermosensitive material, which rapidly
transitions from liquid to solid as a result of decrease in
temperature.12,47 For many applications, this property allows
controlling the extrudability by tuning between the liquid−
solid stage and also to fabricate 3D constructs at low
temperature.12

Rheology of Photocross-linked Hydrogels. The gelat-
ion time of the hydrogels was highly dependent on the applied
UV intensity. The precursors with 30% MD required longer
UV exposure time and higher UV intensity to form stable
hydrogels, compared to 60% MD precursors. Many of the 60%
MD hydrogels (HAMA, GelMA, and ColMA) had no
differences in the storage/loss moduli from 120 s of exposure
time onward because they probably had reached saturated
cross-linking already at that point. ColMA tended to
photopolymerize faster than GelMA because of its amino
acid composition and folding geometry. It has been shown by
Bell et al., 2015 that even unmodified collagen can be
photopolymerized with multiphoton cross-linking.48 However,
AlgMA required higher UV intensity and longer exposure time
to form a stable structure. The average mesh size reduced in
the presence of high MD and high UV intensity as a result of
the higher cross-linking density (Table 4). ColMA30 and
ColMA60 had similar mesh sizes because they might have
reached the saturation stage of cross-linking already at 120 s.
Moreover, the higher cross-linking density can be seen from
the increase in the difference between G′ and G″. G′ values
were always higher with the higher MD and UV intensity. In
the case of AlgMA60 at 120 s exposure time (50 mW/cm2),
the results showed the highest value of G′, but the resulting
hydrogel was weak because of low difference in G′ and G″
compared to HAMA60, ColMA60, and GelMA60.
In conclusion, the cross-linking density increased with the

increasing MD, UV intensity, and exposure time. The variation
of G′ in AlgMA60 was high because of the high viscosity and
stickiness of the precursor, which made the transfer into the
mold difficult. The concentration of hydrogels was fixed to 5
w/v %, but the viscosity of precursors and the stiffness of the
hydrogels varied as a result of different molecular weight ranges
of the starting biopolymers, which in turn resulted in variations
in the cross-linking density. In 3D bioprinting applications,
photocross-linking conditions (the exposure time and UV
intensity) need to be optimized to achieve complicated scaffold
structures while maintaining the cell viability.12 The two
different MDs (30 and 60%) and the resulting variable cross-
linking densities and stiffness properties of the investigated
hydrogels allow the tailoring of the end products, such as
scaffolds, according to the particular needs of the cells or tissue.
Furthermore, by controlling the exposure time and UV
intensity, the stiffness of the constructs can be further tuned
to match the stiffness of the specific tissue type.38

Hydrophilicity of Photocross-linked Hydrogels. The
hydrophilicity of the hydrogels was chosen to be evaluated at
the maximum cross-linking conditions used in our study (50
mW/cm2, 120 s) because hydrogels cross-linked in these
conditions were stable in shape. The hydrogels with a low
cross-linking degree were difficult to measure as the water
instantly spread when it made contact with a moist surface. In
ColMA60, the short gelation time combined with a high cross-
linking density led to the formation of a tight network, which

resulted in oozing of water out of the hydrogel in a
phenomenon called syneresis.49,50

As expected, the methacrylated polysaccharides (hyaluronan
and alginate) had lower CA values than methacrylated
polypeptides (gelatin and collagen) because of the higher
number of hydrophilic groups in polysaccharides.51 Further-
more, the morphological properties or surface roughness can
affect the CA value of the hydrogels. Hence, glass coverslips
were used to flatten the surface of the specimens during the
casting process to minimize surface roughness. However, some
variation in the surface quality may have appeared when the
specimen was detached from the mold.

Evaluation of Fabrication Methods for Precursors.
The wide range of materials and MD in our study allows
flexibility in choosing a proper precursor for each fabrication
method: casting-, injecting-, or extrusion-based 3D bioprinting.
As summarized in Tables 4 and 5, we evaluated each precursor
to determine their potential to meet the requirements of a
particular fabrication method. An obvious drawback of the
precursors in our study was the relatively low viscosity as many
of the precursors could be fabricated into 3D hydrogels only by
using casting into a mold. In addition, high-enough viscosity is
an essential requirement for the precursors to achieve shear-
thinning behavior and thus, effortless injection. We found that
ColMA60 has the optimum properties to be fabricated into the
hydrogel with all of the methods reported in Table 5. However,
it is expensive to be prepared in high volume, and thus, it is
advisable to mix it with other cheaper materials. GelMA60 in
low temperature (16 °C) also allows flexibility in choosing an
application method because it is less expensive and it
maintained high viscosity during the process. Low-cost
materials would be beneficial for preparing precursors in high
volume such as for 3D bioprinting.
All precursors were suitable for casting, as mentioned earlier.

However, they might need a preliminary cross-linking phase
(pre-UV treatment or additional calcium chloride for alginate-
based materials) to increase their viscosity and improve their
shear-thinning profiles for feasible injection and 3D bioprint-
ing. During the fabrication tests, it became clear that another
critical factor in the hydrogel preparation is the difficulty in
handling. The difficulty depends on the solubility of the
biopolymers during the preparation and handling of the
precursors because of their stickiness or high viscosity, as
summarized in Table 4. Some precursors, such as AlgMA and
GelMA, were very sticky to be cast in a mold; hence,
centrifugation and shaking in the incubator were needed,
which might have created some variation in the results of
rheological measurements. These precursors might work better
in application with a syringe. In addition, the hydrophilicity of
the hydrogels was examined as it can affect cell mixing and cell
attachment.

■ CONCLUSIONS
The two selected polypeptides (collagen and gelatin) and two
polysaccharides (alginate and hyaluronic acid) were success-
fully methacrylated to the 30 and 60% MD. Because these
methacrylated polymers, together with the PI (precursors), can
be used in many fabrication methods utilizing photocross-
linking, it is essential to understand their processing-related
properties.
As anticipated, the biopolymers and the MD of precursors

influenced the viscosity, yield stress, shear-thinning behavior,
and fiber-forming capability. We also showed that, as expected,
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also material source and cross-linking conditions affected the
properties of the photocross-linked hydrogels. Based on our
systematical characterizations, we recommend that precursors
with low viscosity, low yield stress, and poor shear-thinning
properties should not be used for injecting and 3D bioprinting.
Instead, such precursors can be fabricated into 2D and 3D
hydrogels by casting with a supporting mold. Furthermore, the
assessment of injectability and printability needs a more
thorough investigation of the rheological properties of the
precursors. For successful 3D bioprinting, a proper fiber
formation, layer stacking ability, and shape fidelity are required.
In addition, photocross-linking conditions during bioprinting
should be optimized in order to minimize the number of
radical species generated, which are cytotoxic to cells when
present in excess.
To summarize, our data provides grounds for the selection

of a suitable fabrication method for the selected precursor. The
insight evaluation also helps to choose correct parameters for
photocross-linking of precursors into hydrogels with various
modifiable properties. In future studies, these tunable
precursors will be further explored in 3D bioprinting for the
fabrication of complex 3D hydrogel scaffolds.
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A B S T R A C T   

Photocrosslinkable bioinks have gained interest in 3D bioprinting due to their versatility and ease of use. 
However, a specific functional group, such as methacrylate or photo-click chemistry, is needed in the polymer 
backbone to enable photocrosslinking. Methacrylated gellan gum (GGMA) precursor has been proven to possess 
good rheological properties for an injectable hydrogel due to its inherent viscosity. It can also be photo-
crosslinked in situ at the target site. Unfortunately, the GGMA precursors alone are unable to maintain a stable 
filament shape after extrusion from the nozzle. In this study, a two-step crosslinking technique involving ionic 
and photocrosslinking was used to make the GGMA biomaterial ink printable. In the presence of an ionic 
crosslinker (Ca2+), GGMA transformed from a liquid precursor to a weak extrudable hydrogel followed by 
photocrosslinking turning the weak hydrogel into true hydrogel with good shape fidelity. The printability of 
various GGMA ink compositions was prescreened thoroughly by characterising their fibre formation and rheo-
logical properties. A quantitative approach was introduced to quantify the experimental printability of different 
GGMA/CaCl2 ink compositions from the printed two-layered grid structures. According to the results, 2% GGMA 
with 90 mM calcium chloride provided a formulation with the best printability. The optimum ink formulation 
was then used to print 3D structures. This optimised GGMA ink was printed with consistent fibres and provided 
high printability during the fabrication. The 3D printed structures still lacked high resolution compared to the 
control structures. In conclusion, the two-step crosslinking technique provided biomaterial ink with good 
printability and enabled the printing of genuine 3D constructs. Hence, pre-crosslinked GGMA may be applicable 
for a wide range of bioprinting applications.   

1. Introduction 

Extrusion-based bioprinting requires bioinks, which are mostly made 
of soft hydrogels or water-soluble polymers [1,2]. The development of 
such bioinks must meet specific requirements for fluid properties such as 
viscosity, shear-thinning, layer stackability and cell encapsulation 
[3–5]. The choice of bioink depends on the application in question (e.g., 
soft/hard tissues, biosensors) [6]. So far, hydrogel precursors have been 
the most used material choice of bioinks for extrusion-based 3D bio-
printers due to their biocompatibility, high hydrophilicity, cell-friendly 
characteristics (promotion of cell growth and cell attachment), and 
tunability of mechanical properties. However, in order to create suitable 
hydrogels for extrusion-based bioprinting, the printability and cell sur-
vivability must be optimised throughout the printing process [7–10]. 

As the specialised materials suited for bioprinting have become an 

important research field, it has come relevant to define the terminology 
bit further. Groll et al. have clearly defined the terms bioink and 
biomaterial ink [11,12]. According to their definition, cells are a 
mandatory component of a bioink. Hence, aqueous compositions of 
polymers or hydrogel precursors that may include biologically active 
molecules but without living cells are not considered bioinks but instead 
biomaterial inks [12]. In our study, we use the term biomaterial ink (in 
short, “ink”) for the material formulations as we have not yet formulated 
the materials with living cells. 

The properties of Gellan gum (GG) can be modified to suit 3D bio-
printing applications [13]. These properties, including molecular 
weight, polymer concentration and the type of crosslinker, affect the 
characteristics of GG hydrogels [14]. For biofabrication purposes, the 
GG chain is commonly functionalised with methacrylate groups (MA) to 
transform it photocrosslinkable and enable mechanical tunability of the 
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hydrogel [15–17]. Methacrylated GG (GGMA) precursor has shown 
good rheological properties to be used as an injectable hydrogel, so 
assumably it also suits bioprinting [18]. 

Unfortunately, the GGMA precursors alone lack the stability to 
maintain the 3D structure, although the prescreening results based on 
the rheological data, Power-law modelling, and filament formation 
imply that the material is extrudable. In fact, it has become clear that 
prescreening of printability does not provide sufficient data to predict 
the quality of printing outcome, although it is an important first step in 
the process of developing and characterising new bioinks for extrusion- 
based 3D bioprinting [5,15]. 

According to previously published research studies, gellan gum/ 
GGMA is usually mixed with materials having good shear-thinning 
properties, such as chitosan, gelatin or synthetic polymers, to achieve 
good shape fidelity during the printing process [14,16,17]. The blending 
of bioink with other materials makes the preparation more complex, is 
time-consuming, and can yield bath-to-batch variations of each poly-
mer. Moreover, a bioink without blending or stand-alone bioink could 
bridge the gap between academia and industry, as it offers versatility in 
both research and commercialisation. 

To overcome these challenges, we present here a two-step cross-
linking approach, which turns unprintable GGMA into fibre-forming, 
stackable biomaterial ink capable of forming 3D hydrogel constructs 
via extrusion-based 3D bioprinting. 

In our study, we applied a pre-crosslinking approach (physical 
crosslinking with Ca2+) via coordination bonding of carboxylate groups 
to calcium ions, providing sufficient stability to maintain the shape 
before photocrosslinking [19]. The previously published studies have 
shown that GGMA precursor has an ability to transform from solution to 

weak hydrogel under low temperature, pH and ionic conditions [13,20, 
21]. However, the physically crosslinked GG hydrogels alone cannot 
maintain their stability in vivo after implantation due to the exchange of 
divalent cations with monovalent ones present at higher concentrations 
in the physiological environment [20,22]. Thus, we hypothesised that 
the introduction of two-step crosslinking would improve the printability 
and printing resolution of the low polymer content GGMA compared to 
photocrosslinking alone. The two-step crosslinking protocol with ions 
and UV light was applied to maintain the shape fidelity and printing 
resolution during the printing at room temperature. 

We highlighted the relationship between the two-step crosslinking 
technique and the printing outcome through stepwise printability 
evaluations. Therefore, we investigated the parameters that influence 
printability, including polymer concentration, degree of calcium ionic 
crosslinking, and UV irradiation time. Different GGMA and calcium 
chloride ink mixtures were evaluated through three steps: 1) pre-
screening printability and rheological profiles, 2) printing parameters, 
and 3) post-printing analysis. The ink formulations were evaluated for 
their fibre formability, and the semi-quantitative measurement of 3D 
printed structures was used to obtain the highest printing resolution. 
Then, the optimised biomaterial ink was selected to print 3D structures 
to assess the printing accuracy and swelling behaviour after printing. 
The study provided a systematical approach to succeed 3D constructs 
using two-step crosslinking in GGMA inks. We also proposed simple 
quantitative tests to obtain a high aspect ratio from different ink 
compositions. 

Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of the synthesis of GGMA.  
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2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Synthesis and characterisation of modification degree of GGMA 
biomaterial inks 

In this study, low acyl gellan gum (GG) was modified with a 15% 
degree of methacrylation (MA) (Fig. 1). GGMA with 15% MA was syn-
thesised as follows. Low acyl gellan gum (Gelzan, purchased from Merck 
KGaA, USA) was purified to remove all divalent cations using the 
method reported elsewhere [23]. The purified GG was modified with 
functional methacrylate groups to enable photocrosslinking. Briefly, 1 g 
of GG was dissolved in 100 mL of DI water at 90 ◦C for 30 min, then 
cooled to 50 ◦C. Next, 8 mL of methacrylic anhydride (Merck KGaA, 
USA) was slowly added dropwise in the reaction mixture while stirring 
to maintain homogeneity for 3 h. Simultaneously, the pH was periodi-
cally adjusted to 8.5 with 5 M NaOH, and the reaction was continued for 
6 h. GGMA was then transferred to dialysis membranes (11–14 kDa 
molecular weight-cutoff (MWCO) membrane (Spectra/Por, Repligen 
Corp., USA)) and dialysed against DI water for 5 days to remove any 
unreacted methacrylate anhydride. Water was changed 2–3 times a day 
until the solution became clear. The amount of unreacted methacrylic 
acid was monitored from dialysis water for 120 h using UV spectra 
(UV-3600 Plus, Shimadzu Corp., Japan) at a wavelength 350�500 nm to 
confirm the complete removal of excess methacrylic acid from the 
product. The resulting GGMA was lyophilised and stored in a �40 ◦C 
dried refrigerator. The methacrylation degree of GG was quantified via 
1H-NMR. The NMR spectra were recorded with the JEOL-500 MHz in-
strument (SCZ500R, JEOL Resonance, Japan) in D2O solvent. The 
spectra were acquired at RT. 

2.2. Formulation of GGMA biomaterial inks and pre-crosslinking 
techniques 

The GGMA inks were dissolved in DPBS solution with a presence of a 
photoinitiator (0.5% w/v, Irgacure 2959 purchased from Merck KGaA, 
USA) in an incubator at 37 ◦C. Three different GGMA concentrations 
were formulated: 1, 2 and 3% w/v and two pre-crosslinking methods 
were tested: low temperature (4 ◦C) and ionic crosslinking. Ionically pre- 

crosslinked biomaterial ink was prepared by using 0, 22.5, 45 or 90 mM 
CaCl2 (final concentration). The pH of all GGMA inks with different 
formulations was adjusted to 7.5 to gain proper viscosity. The tested 
formulations were: GGMA_4◦C = GGMA at 4 ◦C, GGMA_22.5mM = GGMA 
with 22.5 mM CaCl2, GGMA_45mM = GGMA with 45 mM CaCl2 and 
GGMA_90mM = GGMA with 90 mM CaCl2. After that, the ink formula-
tions were evaluated according to Fig. 2. 

2.3. Prescreening of printability of GGMA biomaterial inks 

The prescreening protocol has been previously reported [5]. A sim-
ple method to determine the printability of a biomaterial ink in 
extrusion-based bioprinting is to observe the filament formation and 
layer stacking ability. All the inks were loaded into a 10 mL cartridge 
and capped with a nozzle of 200 μm in diameter. The cartridge was 
clamped in a vertical position to minimise the variation of temperature. 
The biomaterial ink was extruded by an automatic dispenser, varying 

Fig. 2. Evaluation of GGMA biomaterial ink and development process.  

Fig. 3. Pore geometry evaluation and calculation of the printability (Pr) value. 
Ideally, Pr =1, indicating perfectly square-shaped pores. 
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the dispensing pressure between 0.1 and 2 bars and simultaneously 
observing the flow. The initial pressure was adjusted until the fibre 
started to flow, then slowly increased until the fibre was produced 
smoothly. The filament formation of different ink compositions was 
observed at RT and captured by a high-resolution mirrorless camera. 

2.4. Rheological measurements of GGMA biomaterial inks 

All rheological experiments were performed on a rotational rheom-
eter (Discovery HR-2, TA Instruments Inc., USA) in parallel plate ge-
ometry (12 mm plate, 2.5 mm gap size). The temperature-dependent 
behaviour of GGMA was performed in flow mode (temperature sweep, 
4�37 ◦C) with a constant shear rate (0.01 s�1) at the rate of 2 ◦C/min 
(300 s soaking time). The results were plotted as a viscosity vs tem-
perature graph. 

For viscosity, yield stress, shear-thinning and recovery behaviour, 
the measurements were also performed in flow mode. The yield stress 
was determined using the shear rate-shear stress curve. The yield point 
was defined as the intersection point of the Y-axis at 0 shear rate in the 
shear stress-shear rate diagrams, indicating the point at which the ma-
terial first started to flow. Shear-thinning was performed in flow mode 
with a shear rate ranging from 0.01�800 s�1. Recovery behaviour 
measurements were performed to characterise the material’s recovery 
behaviour by applying a low shear rate of 0.01 s�1 for 200 s, followed by 
a high shear rate of 500 s�1 for 100 s and finally, a low shear rate of 0.01 
s�1 for 200 s. 

Gelation/crosslinking time evaluation was performed via in situ 
polymerisation using a rotational rheometer and external UV lamp 
(BlueWave 50 UV curing spot lamp, DYMAX Corp., USA) at 365 nm in 
wavelength and 25 mW/cm2 in UV intensity. Viscoelasticity (storage 
and loss moduli, G’ and G”) was measured at RT as a function of time 
(500 s, UV lamp was activated at 100 s) while strain and frequency were 
kept constant at 1% and 1 Hz, respectively. 

2.5. Shear-thinning coefficients of GGMA biomaterial inks 

The Power-law regression model was applied to confirm the shear- 
thinning properties of the inks from the linear region of the viscosity- 
shear rate plots, calculated from Equation (1). The linear part of the 
curve from non-Newtonian region was chosen, where the viscosity drops 
with increasing shear rate. 

μ=Kγn�1 (1) 

The flow index n relates to the shear-thinning abilities of the pre-
cursor, with n = 1 indicating Newtonian behaviour, n = 0.6 indicating 
weakly shear-thinning material, and n ≤ 0.2 meaning high shear- 
thinning properties and therefore good extrudability [3,24]. 

2.6. Quantitative evaluation of printability of GGMA biomaterial inks 

Biomaterial inks were prepared as previously described, then loaded 
into a 10 mL cartridge (Optimum® syringe barrels, Nordson EFD, USA) 
and transferred in an incubator (37 ◦C) for 30 min to remove any air 
bubbles. Next, the cartridge was installed into a multi-material 3D bio-
printer (BRINTER® 3D BIOPRINTER, Brinter Ltd., Finland). A 200 μm 
plastic UV shielded tapered nozzle (SmoothFlow™, Nordson EFD, USA) 
was attached to the cartridge and inserted into an air-pressure controlled 
Pneuma Tool print head (Fig. 4). To optimise the parameters, the pres-
sure was set according to the previous prescreening test. Printing speed 
and print head temperature were constant at 8 mm/s and RT. 

Biomaterial inks having ideal rheological properties, shear-thinning, 
and recovery behaviour produce coherent filaments, which are able to 
stack without merging [25,26]. Even though some of our GGMA ink 
candidates exhibited adequate results in both rheological and quanti-
tative printability assessments, they could not be printed into 3D con-
structs. They either suffered from structure collapse, or upper layers 
started to merge with the lower layer. The next step for the practical 
printing assessment was to print grid patterns and apply a quantitative 
method to evaluate the shape of the printed pores using Equation (2): 

Pr =
π
4

⋅
1
C
=

L2

16A
, (2) 

in which C is the circularity of the enclosed pore, L means perimeter 
and A the pore area. We defined the biomaterial inks’ printability (Pr) 
based on the squareness of the pores inside the grid structure. Pr value 1 
indicates a perfect square shape. A CAD model for the square grids (20 x 
20 x 0.4 mm3) was drawn with AutoDesk Fusion 360 software and used 
as a standard for this assessment. Appropriately conditioned inks can 
produce smooth filaments with a constant width and stack into a 3D 
structure, yielding square pores in the fabricated construct with a Pr 
value of 1 (Fig. 3 and Fig. S4). On the other hand, poorly conditioned 
inks demonstrate the liquid-like or irregularly shaped filament, giving Pr 
value less than 1 or more than 1, respectively. The higher Pr value is a 
result of excessive pre-crosslinking. The lower Pr value is an indication 
of an inadequate degree of pre-crosslinking. To determine the Pr value of 
each ink with various printing parameter combinations, optical images 
of printed constructs were analysed in ImageJ to measure the circularity 
of the pores (n=5). 

To obtain a perfect 3D construct, we determined pre-flow and post- 
flow delays via lag time calculation before and after the ink deposi-
tion. We found out that the flow of the inks showed delay after applying 
pressure and when changing a printing layer. This caused the structure 
to deform and collapse after fibre deposition in the subsequent layers 
(Fig. S3). 

Fig. 4. Process flow of the extrusion-based 3D bioprinting process.  
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2.7. Printing accuracy and structural integrity of 3D printed GGMA 
hydrogels 

After obtaining the best printable biomaterial ink formulation and 
optimal printing parameters, we assessed the structural integrity. We 
chose Nivea Creme (Nivea Creme, Beiersdorf Global AG, Germany) as a 
control printing material. It gave high geometric accuracy with minimal 
deviation compared to the CAD model [3,27]. The ink was printed into 
cylinders (10 mm in outer diameter) with different heights (1, 2.5 and 5 
mm). Each structure was cured in a layer-by-layer fashion using the 
bioprinter’s integrated UV/Vis LED module at a wavelength of 365 nm 
with 25 mW/cm2 intensity for 10 s for each layer and 60 s for the 
post-curing process. The overview of the printing process is illustrated in 
Fig. 4. The dimensions of the cylinders were compared to the printed 
control structure to determine the printing accuracy. The structural 
integrity of each 3D printed structure was calculated as the ratio be-
tween dimensions of GGMA and control structure (1 = perfect structure, 
<1 = smaller in dimension, >1 = bigger dimensions than the control) 
[28]. 

For further in-depth structural analysis, the average mesh size and 
crosslinking density were determined from rheological measurement 
results [5,29]. The average mesh size (ξ, nm) calculation was applied 
using the storage moduli (G’) of resulting hydrogels (the best formula-
tion ink, 2% GGMA_90mM) at 0, 60, 120 and 180 s UV exposure time. 
Equation (3) estimates the average mesh size (ξ) of hydrogels at different 
exposure times: 

(ξ)= (
G′N
RT

)�1

/

3
, (3)  

where G′ is the storage modulus of the hydrogel, N is the Avogadro 
constant (6.023 × 1023 mol�1), R is the molar gas constant (8.314 
JK�1mol�1), and T is the temperature (298 K). 

Moreover, crosslinking density (ne, mol/m3) of the hydrogels were 
calculated using the storage modulus from the linear region of the fre-
quency sweep test (a frequency range of 0.1–100 Hz). The data provided 
the total number of elastically active junction points in the network per 
unit of volume, using Equation (4). 

ne =
Ge

RT
, (4)  

where Ge is the average value of storage modulus from the linear region 
of oscillatory frequency sweep measurement. 

2.8. Swelling of 3D printed GGMA hydrogels 

The swelling ratio of the printed hydrogels was determined in DI 
water and cell culture media (Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s medium, 
DMEM). The GGMA was printed into cylinders with a height of 1 mm. 
Each experiment condition was tested with GGMA at a concentration of 
2% GGMA_90mM. All samples were cured using 365 nm UV light at an 
intensity of 25 mW/cm2 in a layer-by-layer fashion with 10 s exposure 
time followed by 60 s post-curing. The obtained hydrogels at zero time 
point were defined with a weight of W0. The hydrogels were then 
immersed in the solution (DI water or DMEM) until equilibrium was 
reached and weighed (Ws). The swelling ratio was calculated at time 
points of 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 24, 36 and 48 h using Equation (5). 

Swelling Ratio=
Ws �W0

W0
× 100%. (5)  

3. Results 

3.1. Synthesis and characterisation of modification of GGMA biomaterial 
inks 

GGMA was functionalised by methacrylation of purified GG polymer. 

The purity of dialysed GGMA was confirmed by UV absorption spectra 
(Fig. S1). The methacrylation degree of GGMA was characterised and 
verified by using 1H-NMR. The degree of methacrylation was calculated 
by comparing the integrated protons’ peaks from methyl group on 
rhamnose ring of gellan gum (d =1.26 ppm) with a methyl group on the 
methacrylate moiety (d= 1.90 ppm) and vinylic protons on carbon- 
carbon double bond (d= 5.72 and 6.13 ppm) (Fig. S2). 

3.2. Formulations and prescreening printability of GGMA biomaterial 
inks 

GG and GGMA are capable of physical gelation via temperature 
change and ionic crosslinking. GGMA was prepared at different con-
centrations (1, 2 and 3% w/v). Initial testing screened the fibre-forming 
ability (in the air) of the pre-crosslinked GGMA. It was observed that 
GGMA solution alone at RT immediately formed a droplet after being 
extruded. Due to temperature-dependent viscosity, GGMA at 4 ◦C was 
more viscous and was able to form weak hydrogels. However, it could 
form a fibre only for a short time and was not able to maintain its shape 
after extruding from a nozzle. (The rheological data presented in the 
next section confirmed this phenomenon). According to Fig. 8, the ionic 
pre-crosslinking of GGMA was carried out by adding Ca2+ ions and 
varying the concentration of GGMA (1, 2 and 3% w/v) and CaCl2 so-
lution (22.5, 45 and 90 mM). A mild ionic crosslinking of GGMA enabled 
the formation of a weak hydrogel, which was soft and extrudable. Ac-
cording to the results, all concentrations of GGMA with 45 or 90 mM of 
CaCl2 (1% GGMA_45mM, 1% GGMA_90mM, 2% GGMA_45mM, 2% 
GGMA_90mM, 3% GGMA_45mM and 3% GGMA_90mM) were able to form 
coherent fibres that were assumed to be good candidates for 3D printing. 

3.3. Rheological properties of GGMA inks and their pre-crosslinking 
methods 

The evaluation of the rheological behaviour of GGMA was divided 
into three parts: yield stress, shear-thinning, and recovery behaviour. 
The shear-thinning profiles of each GGMA formulation were assessed to 
confirm the reliability of the prescreening method and to predict the 
extrudability. The Power-law model was applied to calculate the shear- 

Fig. 5. A) The effect of temperature on GGMA at RT and 4 ◦C for various 
concentrations (1, 2 and 3%), B) Shear-thinning properties of 1, 2 and 3% 
GGMA concentrations at 4 ◦C. 
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the dispensing pressure between 0.1 and 2 bars and simultaneously 
observing the flow. The initial pressure was adjusted until the fibre 
started to flow, then slowly increased until the fibre was produced 
smoothly. The filament formation of different ink compositions was 
observed at RT and captured by a high-resolution mirrorless camera. 

2.4. Rheological measurements of GGMA biomaterial inks 

All rheological experiments were performed on a rotational rheom-
eter (Discovery HR-2, TA Instruments Inc., USA) in parallel plate ge-
ometry (12 mm plate, 2.5 mm gap size). The temperature-dependent 
behaviour of GGMA was performed in flow mode (temperature sweep, 
4�37 ◦C) with a constant shear rate (0.01 s�1) at the rate of 2 ◦C/min 
(300 s soaking time). The results were plotted as a viscosity vs tem-
perature graph. 

For viscosity, yield stress, shear-thinning and recovery behaviour, 
the measurements were also performed in flow mode. The yield stress 
was determined using the shear rate-shear stress curve. The yield point 
was defined as the intersection point of the Y-axis at 0 shear rate in the 
shear stress-shear rate diagrams, indicating the point at which the ma-
terial first started to flow. Shear-thinning was performed in flow mode 
with a shear rate ranging from 0.01�800 s�1. Recovery behaviour 
measurements were performed to characterise the material’s recovery 
behaviour by applying a low shear rate of 0.01 s�1 for 200 s, followed by 
a high shear rate of 500 s�1 for 100 s and finally, a low shear rate of 0.01 
s�1 for 200 s. 

Gelation/crosslinking time evaluation was performed via in situ 
polymerisation using a rotational rheometer and external UV lamp 
(BlueWave 50 UV curing spot lamp, DYMAX Corp., USA) at 365 nm in 
wavelength and 25 mW/cm2 in UV intensity. Viscoelasticity (storage 
and loss moduli, G’ and G”) was measured at RT as a function of time 
(500 s, UV lamp was activated at 100 s) while strain and frequency were 
kept constant at 1% and 1 Hz, respectively. 

2.5. Shear-thinning coefficients of GGMA biomaterial inks 

The Power-law regression model was applied to confirm the shear- 
thinning properties of the inks from the linear region of the viscosity- 
shear rate plots, calculated from Equation (1). The linear part of the 
curve from non-Newtonian region was chosen, where the viscosity drops 
with increasing shear rate. 

μ=Kγn�1 (1) 

The flow index n relates to the shear-thinning abilities of the pre-
cursor, with n = 1 indicating Newtonian behaviour, n = 0.6 indicating 
weakly shear-thinning material, and n ≤ 0.2 meaning high shear- 
thinning properties and therefore good extrudability [3,24]. 

2.6. Quantitative evaluation of printability of GGMA biomaterial inks 

Biomaterial inks were prepared as previously described, then loaded 
into a 10 mL cartridge (Optimum® syringe barrels, Nordson EFD, USA) 
and transferred in an incubator (37 ◦C) for 30 min to remove any air 
bubbles. Next, the cartridge was installed into a multi-material 3D bio-
printer (BRINTER® 3D BIOPRINTER, Brinter Ltd., Finland). A 200 μm 
plastic UV shielded tapered nozzle (SmoothFlow™, Nordson EFD, USA) 
was attached to the cartridge and inserted into an air-pressure controlled 
Pneuma Tool print head (Fig. 4). To optimise the parameters, the pres-
sure was set according to the previous prescreening test. Printing speed 
and print head temperature were constant at 8 mm/s and RT. 

Biomaterial inks having ideal rheological properties, shear-thinning, 
and recovery behaviour produce coherent filaments, which are able to 
stack without merging [25,26]. Even though some of our GGMA ink 
candidates exhibited adequate results in both rheological and quanti-
tative printability assessments, they could not be printed into 3D con-
structs. They either suffered from structure collapse, or upper layers 
started to merge with the lower layer. The next step for the practical 
printing assessment was to print grid patterns and apply a quantitative 
method to evaluate the shape of the printed pores using Equation (2): 

Pr =
π
4

⋅
1
C
=

L2

16A
, (2) 

in which C is the circularity of the enclosed pore, L means perimeter 
and A the pore area. We defined the biomaterial inks’ printability (Pr) 
based on the squareness of the pores inside the grid structure. Pr value 1 
indicates a perfect square shape. A CAD model for the square grids (20 x 
20 x 0.4 mm3) was drawn with AutoDesk Fusion 360 software and used 
as a standard for this assessment. Appropriately conditioned inks can 
produce smooth filaments with a constant width and stack into a 3D 
structure, yielding square pores in the fabricated construct with a Pr 
value of 1 (Fig. 3 and Fig. S4). On the other hand, poorly conditioned 
inks demonstrate the liquid-like or irregularly shaped filament, giving Pr 
value less than 1 or more than 1, respectively. The higher Pr value is a 
result of excessive pre-crosslinking. The lower Pr value is an indication 
of an inadequate degree of pre-crosslinking. To determine the Pr value of 
each ink with various printing parameter combinations, optical images 
of printed constructs were analysed in ImageJ to measure the circularity 
of the pores (n=5). 

To obtain a perfect 3D construct, we determined pre-flow and post- 
flow delays via lag time calculation before and after the ink deposi-
tion. We found out that the flow of the inks showed delay after applying 
pressure and when changing a printing layer. This caused the structure 
to deform and collapse after fibre deposition in the subsequent layers 
(Fig. S3). 

Fig. 4. Process flow of the extrusion-based 3D bioprinting process.  
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2.7. Printing accuracy and structural integrity of 3D printed GGMA 
hydrogels 

After obtaining the best printable biomaterial ink formulation and 
optimal printing parameters, we assessed the structural integrity. We 
chose Nivea Creme (Nivea Creme, Beiersdorf Global AG, Germany) as a 
control printing material. It gave high geometric accuracy with minimal 
deviation compared to the CAD model [3,27]. The ink was printed into 
cylinders (10 mm in outer diameter) with different heights (1, 2.5 and 5 
mm). Each structure was cured in a layer-by-layer fashion using the 
bioprinter’s integrated UV/Vis LED module at a wavelength of 365 nm 
with 25 mW/cm2 intensity for 10 s for each layer and 60 s for the 
post-curing process. The overview of the printing process is illustrated in 
Fig. 4. The dimensions of the cylinders were compared to the printed 
control structure to determine the printing accuracy. The structural 
integrity of each 3D printed structure was calculated as the ratio be-
tween dimensions of GGMA and control structure (1 = perfect structure, 
<1 = smaller in dimension, >1 = bigger dimensions than the control) 
[28]. 

For further in-depth structural analysis, the average mesh size and 
crosslinking density were determined from rheological measurement 
results [5,29]. The average mesh size (ξ, nm) calculation was applied 
using the storage moduli (G’) of resulting hydrogels (the best formula-
tion ink, 2% GGMA_90mM) at 0, 60, 120 and 180 s UV exposure time. 
Equation (3) estimates the average mesh size (ξ) of hydrogels at different 
exposure times: 

(ξ)= (
G′N
RT

)�1

/

3
, (3)  

where G′ is the storage modulus of the hydrogel, N is the Avogadro 
constant (6.023 × 1023 mol�1), R is the molar gas constant (8.314 
JK�1mol�1), and T is the temperature (298 K). 

Moreover, crosslinking density (ne, mol/m3) of the hydrogels were 
calculated using the storage modulus from the linear region of the fre-
quency sweep test (a frequency range of 0.1–100 Hz). The data provided 
the total number of elastically active junction points in the network per 
unit of volume, using Equation (4). 

ne =
Ge

RT
, (4)  

where Ge is the average value of storage modulus from the linear region 
of oscillatory frequency sweep measurement. 

2.8. Swelling of 3D printed GGMA hydrogels 

The swelling ratio of the printed hydrogels was determined in DI 
water and cell culture media (Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s medium, 
DMEM). The GGMA was printed into cylinders with a height of 1 mm. 
Each experiment condition was tested with GGMA at a concentration of 
2% GGMA_90mM. All samples were cured using 365 nm UV light at an 
intensity of 25 mW/cm2 in a layer-by-layer fashion with 10 s exposure 
time followed by 60 s post-curing. The obtained hydrogels at zero time 
point were defined with a weight of W0. The hydrogels were then 
immersed in the solution (DI water or DMEM) until equilibrium was 
reached and weighed (Ws). The swelling ratio was calculated at time 
points of 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 24, 36 and 48 h using Equation (5). 

Swelling Ratio=
Ws �W0

W0
× 100%. (5)  

3. Results 

3.1. Synthesis and characterisation of modification of GGMA biomaterial 
inks 

GGMA was functionalised by methacrylation of purified GG polymer. 

The purity of dialysed GGMA was confirmed by UV absorption spectra 
(Fig. S1). The methacrylation degree of GGMA was characterised and 
verified by using 1H-NMR. The degree of methacrylation was calculated 
by comparing the integrated protons’ peaks from methyl group on 
rhamnose ring of gellan gum (d =1.26 ppm) with a methyl group on the 
methacrylate moiety (d= 1.90 ppm) and vinylic protons on carbon- 
carbon double bond (d= 5.72 and 6.13 ppm) (Fig. S2). 

3.2. Formulations and prescreening printability of GGMA biomaterial 
inks 

GG and GGMA are capable of physical gelation via temperature 
change and ionic crosslinking. GGMA was prepared at different con-
centrations (1, 2 and 3% w/v). Initial testing screened the fibre-forming 
ability (in the air) of the pre-crosslinked GGMA. It was observed that 
GGMA solution alone at RT immediately formed a droplet after being 
extruded. Due to temperature-dependent viscosity, GGMA at 4 ◦C was 
more viscous and was able to form weak hydrogels. However, it could 
form a fibre only for a short time and was not able to maintain its shape 
after extruding from a nozzle. (The rheological data presented in the 
next section confirmed this phenomenon). According to Fig. 8, the ionic 
pre-crosslinking of GGMA was carried out by adding Ca2+ ions and 
varying the concentration of GGMA (1, 2 and 3% w/v) and CaCl2 so-
lution (22.5, 45 and 90 mM). A mild ionic crosslinking of GGMA enabled 
the formation of a weak hydrogel, which was soft and extrudable. Ac-
cording to the results, all concentrations of GGMA with 45 or 90 mM of 
CaCl2 (1% GGMA_45mM, 1% GGMA_90mM, 2% GGMA_45mM, 2% 
GGMA_90mM, 3% GGMA_45mM and 3% GGMA_90mM) were able to form 
coherent fibres that were assumed to be good candidates for 3D printing. 

3.3. Rheological properties of GGMA inks and their pre-crosslinking 
methods 

The evaluation of the rheological behaviour of GGMA was divided 
into three parts: yield stress, shear-thinning, and recovery behaviour. 
The shear-thinning profiles of each GGMA formulation were assessed to 
confirm the reliability of the prescreening method and to predict the 
extrudability. The Power-law model was applied to calculate the shear- 

Fig. 5. A) The effect of temperature on GGMA at RT and 4 ◦C for various 
concentrations (1, 2 and 3%), B) Shear-thinning properties of 1, 2 and 3% 
GGMA concentrations at 4 ◦C. 
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thinning coefficients (n values). According to Fig. 5A and B, the viscosity 
of GGMA changed as a function of temperature. The results showed that 
3% GGMA_4 ◦C without ionic crosslinking exhibited shear-thinning 
behaviour with decreasing viscosity as a function of increasing shear 
rate (n = 0.29). On the other hand, the prescreening method showed 
contradictory results. 3% GGMA_4 ◦C formed a temporary fibre in the air 
and lost its properties a few seconds after being extruded from a nozzle. 
1 and 2% GGMA_4 ◦C exhibited Newtonian fluid behaviour. 

Ionic pre-crosslinking resulted in the improvement of the shear- 
thinning behaviour, as shown in Fig. 6. 1% GGMA_22.5mM and 1% 
GGMA_45mM had a lot of variance due to the lack of viscosity and hence n 
values could not be obtained. 2% GGMA_22.5mM was weakly shear- 
thinning (n = 0.55±0.01). Most of the 2 and 3% GGMA gels with 45 
or 90 mM CaCl2 (2% GGMA_45mM, 2% GGMA_90mM, 3% GGMA_45mM and 
3% GGMA_90mM) exhibited Non-Newtonian behaviour as the viscosity 
decreased as a function of increasing shear rate. The n values from the 
Power-law equation for 2% GGMA_45mM, 2% GGMA_90mM, 3% 
GGMA_45mM and 3% GGMA_90mM gels were 0.35±0.03, 0.10±0.03, 
0.26±0.2 and 0.22±0.30, accordingly. In addition, 1% GGMA_90mM and 
3% GGMA_22.5mM had some shear-thinning properties (n values were 
lower than 0.3). 

Yield stress values of GGMA at different polymer and CaCl2 con-
centrations were evaluated. According to Fig. 6, all concentrations of 
GGMA_22.5mM have a low yield point, are low in viscosity and do not 
exhibit yield stress. In addition, 1% GGMA_45mM cannot gain enough 
yield stress to show yielding behaviour. 2% and 3% GGMA with 45 or 
90 mM CaCl2 (2% GGMA_45mM, 2% GGMA_90mM, 3% GGMA_45mM and 
3% GGMA_90mM) showed a clear yield point. After the shear rate was 
increased, they exhibited Non-Newtonian behaviour and started to flow. 

Recovery testing was performed to predict the recoverability of 

materials after being extruded from the print head. Ideally, GGMA 
should recover fast back to the initial viscosity level once printed on the 
substrate. According to Fig. 6, 1% GGMA_22.5mM and 1% GGMA_45mM 
were unable to be measured due to low viscosity, and the inks were 
completely splashed out from the geometry at a higher shear rate. In 
addition, 3% GGMA_90mM was disintegrated and slipped out during the 
measurement because the ink appeared to be a hard and fragile hydro-
gel. Fig. 6 shows the recovery results for 1% GGMA_90mM, 2% 
GGMA_22.5mM, 2% GGMA_45mM, 2% GGMA_90mM, 3% GGMA_22.5mM and 
3% GGMA_45mM. Only 1% GGMA_90mM and 2% GGMA_90mM gels were 
able to rapidly recover their viscosity back to 90% of the original value 
after removing the shear. On the other hand, 2% GGMA_22.5mM, 2% 
GGMA_45mM, 3% GGMA_22.5mM, and 3% GGMA_45mM did not recover 
their original viscosity quickly but required a longer recovery time (100 
s for 2% GGMA) to reach back to their initial viscosity. The material 
properties of 3% GGMA changed permanently as a result of the high 
shear rate. 

3.4. Gelation time of GGMA inks via in situ photo-rheology 

As shown in Fig. 7, in situ photo-rheology was used to measure the 
gelation kinetics of GGMA at different concentrations after exposure to 
UV light. All GGMA concentrations rapidly gelated and crosslinked 
within 10 s and reached the maximum crosslinking state at 60 s. The 
concentration of GGMA had a significant effect on the final storage 
modulus, but the gelation time did not differ dramatically between 
various tested polymer concentrations. 

Fig. 6. Rheological properties: shear-thinning, yield stress and recovery for various GGMA and CaCl2 concentrations at RT.  
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3.5. Quantitative evaluation of printability of GGMA inks and ionic pre- 
crosslinking 

Pr values were calculated for each combination of GGMA and CaCl2 
concentrations. Fig. 8 illustrates Pr values of GGMA with concentrations 
of 1, 2 and 3% w/v pre-crosslinked with CaCl2 concentration of 0, 22.5, 
45 or 90 mM. Ink is referred to as printable when the Pr value is 0.9–1.1 
(Fig. 9). It was clear that GGMA without pre-crosslinking was unprint-
able at RT/4 ◦C even though 3% GGMA had the highest viscosity. Fig. 8 
shows the relationship between various concentrations of GGMA mixed 
with various concentrations of CaCl2. Pr value of GGMA_22.5mM could not 
be quantified at all due to insufficient ionic crosslinking. The Pr value of 
1% GGMA_45mM could not be defined due to poor gelation. For 1% 
GGMA_90mM, Pr value was 0.78±0.4. 

On the other hand, 3% GGMA_90mM appeared as overgelated ink due 
to excessive ionic crosslinking. It required high pressure to be extruded 
and formed a tough hydrogel inside the nozzle, resulting in variable- 
sized printed fibre and irregularly shaped pores (Pr = 1.1± 0.3). Print-
ability of 2% GGMA_90mM and 3% GGMA_45mM fell into the proper region 
of printability, being 0.97 and 1.1, respectively. However, 2% GGMA 
produced smooth and coherent grid structures as compared to the 
crooked and uneven shape of 3% GGMA_45mM grids. 2% GGMA_45mM 
with the value of 0.82±0.04 was also printable but was not viscous 
enough to maintain the grid shape. 

3.6. Printing accuracy and structural integrity 

The CAD models of cylinders had a wall height of 1, 2.5 or 5 mm and 
consisted of 6, 16 or 33 layers. The printed GGMA structures were 
compared to the printed control structure to calculate the %error and 

structural integrity (Fig. 10). Table 1 shows all measured dimensions of 
GGMA 3D structures: cylinder height, diameter (inner and outer) and 
wall thickness. 

The average mesh sizes (ξ) and crosslinking densities (ne) were 
calculated using Equations (3) and (4). The calculated parameters can be 
found in the supporting information (Table S1). Crosslinked hydrogels 
(2% GGMA_90mM) with the 180 s of UV exposure time had a smaller mesh 
size than crosslinked hydrogels with 60 s or no exposure. On the other 
hand, the longest UV exposure time (180 s) yielded the highest value of 
crosslinking density. 

Fig. 7. In situ photorheology of 1%, 2% and 3% GGMA at RT.  

Fig. 8. The fibre formation results and printed grid structures of GGMA/CaCl2 inks in terms of printability at RT. The scale bar is 5 mm.  

Fig. 9. The calculated Pr values for Nivea Creme (control) and various GGMA 
formulations with different amounts of CaCl2 pre-crosslinking. 

Fig. 10. Side-views and top-views of printed cylinders for the evaluation of 
printing accuracy and structural integrity, The scale bar = 5 mm. 
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thinning coefficients (n values). According to Fig. 5A and B, the viscosity 
of GGMA changed as a function of temperature. The results showed that 
3% GGMA_4 ◦C without ionic crosslinking exhibited shear-thinning 
behaviour with decreasing viscosity as a function of increasing shear 
rate (n = 0.29). On the other hand, the prescreening method showed 
contradictory results. 3% GGMA_4 ◦C formed a temporary fibre in the air 
and lost its properties a few seconds after being extruded from a nozzle. 
1 and 2% GGMA_4 ◦C exhibited Newtonian fluid behaviour. 

Ionic pre-crosslinking resulted in the improvement of the shear- 
thinning behaviour, as shown in Fig. 6. 1% GGMA_22.5mM and 1% 
GGMA_45mM had a lot of variance due to the lack of viscosity and hence n 
values could not be obtained. 2% GGMA_22.5mM was weakly shear- 
thinning (n = 0.55±0.01). Most of the 2 and 3% GGMA gels with 45 
or 90 mM CaCl2 (2% GGMA_45mM, 2% GGMA_90mM, 3% GGMA_45mM and 
3% GGMA_90mM) exhibited Non-Newtonian behaviour as the viscosity 
decreased as a function of increasing shear rate. The n values from the 
Power-law equation for 2% GGMA_45mM, 2% GGMA_90mM, 3% 
GGMA_45mM and 3% GGMA_90mM gels were 0.35±0.03, 0.10±0.03, 
0.26±0.2 and 0.22±0.30, accordingly. In addition, 1% GGMA_90mM and 
3% GGMA_22.5mM had some shear-thinning properties (n values were 
lower than 0.3). 

Yield stress values of GGMA at different polymer and CaCl2 con-
centrations were evaluated. According to Fig. 6, all concentrations of 
GGMA_22.5mM have a low yield point, are low in viscosity and do not 
exhibit yield stress. In addition, 1% GGMA_45mM cannot gain enough 
yield stress to show yielding behaviour. 2% and 3% GGMA with 45 or 
90 mM CaCl2 (2% GGMA_45mM, 2% GGMA_90mM, 3% GGMA_45mM and 
3% GGMA_90mM) showed a clear yield point. After the shear rate was 
increased, they exhibited Non-Newtonian behaviour and started to flow. 

Recovery testing was performed to predict the recoverability of 

materials after being extruded from the print head. Ideally, GGMA 
should recover fast back to the initial viscosity level once printed on the 
substrate. According to Fig. 6, 1% GGMA_22.5mM and 1% GGMA_45mM 
were unable to be measured due to low viscosity, and the inks were 
completely splashed out from the geometry at a higher shear rate. In 
addition, 3% GGMA_90mM was disintegrated and slipped out during the 
measurement because the ink appeared to be a hard and fragile hydro-
gel. Fig. 6 shows the recovery results for 1% GGMA_90mM, 2% 
GGMA_22.5mM, 2% GGMA_45mM, 2% GGMA_90mM, 3% GGMA_22.5mM and 
3% GGMA_45mM. Only 1% GGMA_90mM and 2% GGMA_90mM gels were 
able to rapidly recover their viscosity back to 90% of the original value 
after removing the shear. On the other hand, 2% GGMA_22.5mM, 2% 
GGMA_45mM, 3% GGMA_22.5mM, and 3% GGMA_45mM did not recover 
their original viscosity quickly but required a longer recovery time (100 
s for 2% GGMA) to reach back to their initial viscosity. The material 
properties of 3% GGMA changed permanently as a result of the high 
shear rate. 

3.4. Gelation time of GGMA inks via in situ photo-rheology 

As shown in Fig. 7, in situ photo-rheology was used to measure the 
gelation kinetics of GGMA at different concentrations after exposure to 
UV light. All GGMA concentrations rapidly gelated and crosslinked 
within 10 s and reached the maximum crosslinking state at 60 s. The 
concentration of GGMA had a significant effect on the final storage 
modulus, but the gelation time did not differ dramatically between 
various tested polymer concentrations. 

Fig. 6. Rheological properties: shear-thinning, yield stress and recovery for various GGMA and CaCl2 concentrations at RT.  
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3.5. Quantitative evaluation of printability of GGMA inks and ionic pre- 
crosslinking 

Pr values were calculated for each combination of GGMA and CaCl2 
concentrations. Fig. 8 illustrates Pr values of GGMA with concentrations 
of 1, 2 and 3% w/v pre-crosslinked with CaCl2 concentration of 0, 22.5, 
45 or 90 mM. Ink is referred to as printable when the Pr value is 0.9–1.1 
(Fig. 9). It was clear that GGMA without pre-crosslinking was unprint-
able at RT/4 ◦C even though 3% GGMA had the highest viscosity. Fig. 8 
shows the relationship between various concentrations of GGMA mixed 
with various concentrations of CaCl2. Pr value of GGMA_22.5mM could not 
be quantified at all due to insufficient ionic crosslinking. The Pr value of 
1% GGMA_45mM could not be defined due to poor gelation. For 1% 
GGMA_90mM, Pr value was 0.78±0.4. 

On the other hand, 3% GGMA_90mM appeared as overgelated ink due 
to excessive ionic crosslinking. It required high pressure to be extruded 
and formed a tough hydrogel inside the nozzle, resulting in variable- 
sized printed fibre and irregularly shaped pores (Pr = 1.1± 0.3). Print-
ability of 2% GGMA_90mM and 3% GGMA_45mM fell into the proper region 
of printability, being 0.97 and 1.1, respectively. However, 2% GGMA 
produced smooth and coherent grid structures as compared to the 
crooked and uneven shape of 3% GGMA_45mM grids. 2% GGMA_45mM 
with the value of 0.82±0.04 was also printable but was not viscous 
enough to maintain the grid shape. 

3.6. Printing accuracy and structural integrity 

The CAD models of cylinders had a wall height of 1, 2.5 or 5 mm and 
consisted of 6, 16 or 33 layers. The printed GGMA structures were 
compared to the printed control structure to calculate the %error and 

structural integrity (Fig. 10). Table 1 shows all measured dimensions of 
GGMA 3D structures: cylinder height, diameter (inner and outer) and 
wall thickness. 

The average mesh sizes (ξ) and crosslinking densities (ne) were 
calculated using Equations (3) and (4). The calculated parameters can be 
found in the supporting information (Table S1). Crosslinked hydrogels 
(2% GGMA_90mM) with the 180 s of UV exposure time had a smaller mesh 
size than crosslinked hydrogels with 60 s or no exposure. On the other 
hand, the longest UV exposure time (180 s) yielded the highest value of 
crosslinking density. 

Fig. 7. In situ photorheology of 1%, 2% and 3% GGMA at RT.  

Fig. 8. The fibre formation results and printed grid structures of GGMA/CaCl2 inks in terms of printability at RT. The scale bar is 5 mm.  

Fig. 9. The calculated Pr values for Nivea Creme (control) and various GGMA 
formulations with different amounts of CaCl2 pre-crosslinking. 

Fig. 10. Side-views and top-views of printed cylinders for the evaluation of 
printing accuracy and structural integrity, The scale bar = 5 mm. 
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3.7. Swelling of the 3D printed structures 

The printed structures were immersed in DI water and DMEM for 48 
h and periodically weighted at different time points (Figs. S5 and S6). 
Samples (in DI water and DMEM) without UV post-curing were 
completely disintegrated after 30 min in an incubator at 37 ◦C. As shown 
in Fig. 11, samples immersed in water quickly absorbed water into the 
structures after only 30 min, resulting in enormous swelling up to almost 
200% at the 5-h time point. The swelling saturated after 10 h immersion 
in water, then slowly decreased after 24 h (% swelling reduced to 
~100%) and became steady until 48 h. When immersed in DMEM, the 
samples gradually shrank and reached the equilibrium stage after 5 h. 
The swelling ratio of the samples in DMEM stayed constant until the end 
of the swelling study. 

4. Discussion 

In this study, we have developed a two-step crosslinking technique 
using ionic pre-crosslinking together with photocrosslinking to enhance 

the printability of GGMA biomaterial ink. Hence, we ended up using 
ionic CaCl2 crosslinking of GGMA precursors by tuning the polymer and 
Ca2+ concentrations. While the pre-crosslinking technique using CaCl2 is 
a well-known and widely used approach for alginate and nanocellulose 
inks, it has not been previously used for GGMA biomaterial inks [30,31]. 
Also, the mixture of gellan gum and calcium ions has been reported to 
increase the elastic modulus of the resulting bulk hydrogels [20,32]. 
However, the combination has not been studied from the 3D printability 
perspective. The incorporation of Ca2+ into GGMA improves the vis-
cosity of the inks, even with low GGMA concentrations, and enables 
them to sustain the 3D shape before photocrosslinking. However, the 
tuning of the Ca2+ concentration needs to be meticulous, as incorrect 
Ca2+ amount can lead to poor printability (either too liquid or too 
viscous ink) [3]. 

To optimise the printing outcome, we evaluated the effect of 
different ratios of GGMA and CaCl2 on printing results. After applying 
ionic pre-crosslinking, weak hydrogels were obtained. They were soft 
and extrudable and maintained their shape after being deposited from 
the nozzle in the printing process. Photocrosslinking was applied layer- 
by-layer to turn the weak hydrogels into true hydrogels with stable 3D 
shapes. We combined several assessment methods (Fig. 2) into a step-by- 
step process to measure the true printability of the inks [25]: pre-
screening of extrudability (fibre formation), rheological measurements 
(shear-thinning, yield stress and recovery behaviour), and quantifica-
tion of printability (Pr value) from the printed grids [33]. 

Shear-thinning properties especially have been used in several 
research studies to show the printability of novel biomaterial inks [34, 
35]; however, those characteristics alone cannot guarantee that the inks 
can be successfully printed. According to our prescreening printability 
data, GGMA should have been printable at room temperature (RT) if the 
polymer concentration was high enough. However, the experimental 
printing tests showed otherwise. Without pre-crosslinking, GGMA inks 
at RT could not be printed into 3D structures as they did not form fibres 
nor had appropriate rheological behaviour. On the contrary, GGMA 
precursors at low temperature (4 ◦C) showed good shear-thinning 
properties (n value was lower than 0.3) but behaved like liquid after 
being deposited on the substrate. The explanation for this result could be 
that the GGMA precursor was cooled in the syringe, but the temperature 
suddenly rose after the printed filament was exposed to the room tem-
perature on the printing substrate. Hence, the viscosity of the GGMA ink 
had to be improved by applying ionic pre-crosslinking. 

We found that Ca2+ played an essential role in determining the vis-
cosity and shear-thinning coefficients of GGMA inks. The viscosity 
changed as a function of the CaCl2 concentration. These pre-crosslinked 
inks also had a high shape fidelity after extrusion. However, GGMA 
(1–3% w/v) pre-crosslinked with a low concentration of CaCl2 (22.5 
mM) had poor printability and could not form a consistent fibre. Their 
rheological profiles also supported our findings of the poor printability 
as the samples could not recover back to their initial viscosity after the 
high shear rate, suggesting an insufficient ionic pre-crosslinking. Ac-
cording to the results, it is apparent that low polymer concentration 
requires more Ca2+ pre-crosslinking to gain enough viscosity for 3D 
printing, while inks with higher polymer concentration can be printed 
with lower Ca2+ concentration. In general, pre-crosslinked GGMA inks 
with Ca2+ displayed rapid viscosity recovery after removing the high 
shear rate. The recovery test results also showed that a higher Ca2+

amount in GGMA ink improved recovery behaviour in all polymer 
concentrations, except in 3% GGMA_90mM. 3% GGMA_90 mM appeared 
as solid hydrogel and was not extrudable. In addition, according to Cao 
et al. [35] and Coutinho et al. [20], even a 90 mM concentration of CaCl2 
as a crosslinker barely affects the ink’s biocompatibility and shows no 
significant effect on the viability of encapsulated cells (both fibroblasts 
and neural cells) [31]. 

Photorosslinking kinetics of the GGMA inks were monitored using in 
situ photorheology. As observed from Fig. 7, the storage moduli of all 
GGMA concentrations immediately increased after exposure to the UV 

Table 1 
Dimensions of the printed cylinders, including the percentage error, compared 
to the control cylinder and structural integrity ratio.  

1 mm 
cylinder [6 
layers] 

Control 
dimensions 
[mm] 

GGMA 
dimensions 
[mm] 

Error [%] Structural 
integrity ratio 

height 1.3±0.1 1.7±0.2 30.7±5.1 1.31±0.05 
outer 

diameter 
11.0±0.2 11.2±0.2 1.8±0.2 1.02±0.01 

inner 
diameter 

8.80±0.2 6.5±0.3 26.2±2.7 0.73±0.04 

wall 
thickness 

1.2±0.1 3.0±0.1 150.7±10.8 2.50±1.30  

2.5 mm 
cylinder [16 
layers] 

Control 
dimensions 
[mm] 

GGMA 
dimensions 
[mm] 

Error 
[%] 

Structural 
integrity ratio 

height 3.2±0.1 3.7±0.3 15.6±3.7 1.15±0.06 
outer 

diameter 
11.0±0.1 11.7±0.2 6.3±1.5 1.06±0.01 

inner 
diameter 

8.8±0.2 6.2±0.1 28.5±2.8 0.70±0.04 

wall thickness 1.2±0.2 3.1±0.1 158.7±12.5 2.58±0.28  

5 mm 
cylinder [33 
layers] 

Control 
dimensions 
[mm] 

GGMA 
dimensions 
[mm] 

Error 
[%] 

Structural 
integrity ratio 

height 5.8±0.1 7.2±0.2 24.21±1.2 1.24±0.02 
outer 

diameter 
11.2±0.2 11.2±0.1 10.7±5.8 1.04±0.02 

inner 
diameter 

8.4±0.2 5.6±0.2 33.3±5.3 0.66±0.01 

wall thickness 1.4±0.2 3.2±0.1 128.5±7.2 2.28±0.22  

Fig. 11. Swelling behaviour of the printed GGMA structures. The samples were 
immersed in two different media: deionised water and DMEM. 
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light. The storage moduli increased dramatically as a function of the 
curing time and reached a plateau after 60 s. The possible reason for the 
plateaued curve is that the precursors became fully crosslinked, as 
explained in the literature [36]. The exposure times for the 
layer-by-layer curing during printing and post-curing phase were chosen 
to match the conditions of the in situ photorheology, i.e. 25 mW/cm2 

intensity for 10 s for each layer and 60 s for the post-curing process. 
Quantitative printability evaluation was defined via Pr value, which 

other researchers have used as a guideline for the selection of bio-
printing parameters [25,26,37,38]. According to Ouyang et al. [25], the 
Pr value should be in the range of 0.9–1.1. In our study, the printability 
improved when the concentration increased for either GGMA or CaCl2. 
In the inks with low Pr values (less than 0.8), the pores inside the grid 
structures were fused and were evaluated as having poor printability. On 
the other hand, in the inks with high Pr values (more than 1.1), the 
square shape of the pores deviated from the CAD model and were also 
assigned as having poor printability. 

In addition to the Pr value evaluation, the dimensions of the printed 
3D structures were measured to estimate the printing error (i.e., the 
deviation from the control structure dimensions) and structural integ-
rity. Nivea Creme was chosen as a control for the evaluation because it 
exhibits good fibre formation. The formed fibres are highly consistent 
and maintain their shape without merging/breaking during the printing. 
The grid constructs attach well to the glass slide and keep the shape of a 
crosshatch [3]. Also, the printed Nivea Creme structures have only a 
slight deviation from the CAD model and thus represent a perfect 
example of material behaviour during the printing process. The struc-
tural analysis of printed 3D structures and comparison to control sam-
ples was adopted from Gao et al. [28]. According to the structural 
integrity analysis, all GGMA structures ended up being a bit bigger than 
the control structures in all dimensions because the rheological recovery 
degree of GGMA was only 70–90%, and the structural integrity ratio was 
more than 1.0. The extruded fibres on the glass substrate were swollen 
and had pronounced dimensions in every layer. The wall thickness had 
the highest deviation, and the deviation increased as a function of the 
number of the printed layers. The wall thickness of the GGMA cylinders 
was considerably more prominent than in the control cylinders as the 
GGMA fibres spread, resulting in a high deviation in the inner diameter. 
Another reason for the deviation could be the slanted cylinder walls, 
resulting in measurement errors in the wall heights. The average mesh 
size and crosslinking density will not directly explain the pore size of 
hydrogels but will provide more structural insight since pore size is 
related to mesh size [29]. In addition, the average mesh size values 
reflect the crosslinking density (smaller mesh sizes lead to higher 
crosslinking density). These values are crucial in evaluating the suit-
ability of these photocrosslinked hydrogels for biomedical applications. 
The average mesh size of 2% GGMA_90 mM was around 10–15 nm, 
which is comparable to other natural hydrogels having a mesh size of 
5–100 nm [39]. The size range of 5–100 nm allows the exchange of small 
molecules, such as nutrients and growth factors, while the flow of 
non-covalently entrapped larger molecules may be hindered. Anyhow, 
most proteins and peptides in human cells can easily diffuse through our 
GGMA gels since their diameter is less than 7 nm [40]. 

The swelling/shrinking behaviour is normally studied to confirm the 
mechanical stability of hydrogels in aqueous media [33]. The printed 
GGMA structures shrank immediately in the DMEM solution, suggesting 
they were influenced by the cations in the solution. On the contrary, the 
samples in water swell and quickly uptook the water, losing their 
integrity over time because DI water has no ions. These results are 
supported by the previous studies of alginate and gellan gum hydrogels. 
The shrinking phenomenon has also been observed by Coutinho et al. 
[20] when the hydrogels were immersed in media containing Ca2+. 
According to the swelling test of bulk hydrogels done by Xu et al. [32] 
and Coutinho et al. [20], solid GGMA hydrogels swell at a slower rate 
compared to our printed GGMA structures. This difference results from 
the fact that the surface area of hydrogels strongly influences the 

swelling kinetics. Our cylinder-shaped printed structures have a higher 
surface area than the solid bulk hydrogels and thus swell faster. 

5. Conclusions 

In this study, we successfully developed a two-step crosslinking 
technique to achieve 3D printed structures from GGMA biomaterial inks 
with extrusion-based bioprinting. With a sufficient amount of calcium 
chloride precrosslinker, GGMA transformed from a liquid precursor to a 
weak printable hydrogel, which could be further photocrosslinked into a 
true hydrogel with good shape fidelity. The printing parameters were 
optimised through stepwise characterisation of printability and rheo-
logical properties. According to the prescreening results, viscosity data 
and shear-thinning coefficients alone cannot guarantee the success of 3D 
printing. They do not predict the actual printing outcome, which is 
governed by gravitational forces and the surface properties of the 
printing substrate. However, the rheological data was valuable to pre-
dict the extrudability of the inks out from a nozzle. Our ink optimisation 
process showed that the polymer and calcium chloride concentration 
affected the printability of GGMA inks. We found that out of the studied 
combinations, 2% GGMA_90mM and 3% GGMA_45mM were best in print-
ing. 2% GGMA_90mM was selected as the best combination, and 3D 
printed cylinders were achieved with the height of 1, 2.5 and 5 mm. 
However, the printed outcome still lacked high resolution compared to 
the control samples and the CAD model. The study highlights that the 
two-step crosslinking approach is an effective way to convert unprint-
able GGMA ink into stackable material capable of forming 3D con-
structs. Our qualitative and quantitative analyses can be applied to other 
bioinks/biomaterial inks in the field of biofabrication, as well. 
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3.7. Swelling of the 3D printed structures 

The printed structures were immersed in DI water and DMEM for 48 
h and periodically weighted at different time points (Figs. S5 and S6). 
Samples (in DI water and DMEM) without UV post-curing were 
completely disintegrated after 30 min in an incubator at 37 ◦C. As shown 
in Fig. 11, samples immersed in water quickly absorbed water into the 
structures after only 30 min, resulting in enormous swelling up to almost 
200% at the 5-h time point. The swelling saturated after 10 h immersion 
in water, then slowly decreased after 24 h (% swelling reduced to 
~100%) and became steady until 48 h. When immersed in DMEM, the 
samples gradually shrank and reached the equilibrium stage after 5 h. 
The swelling ratio of the samples in DMEM stayed constant until the end 
of the swelling study. 

4. Discussion 

In this study, we have developed a two-step crosslinking technique 
using ionic pre-crosslinking together with photocrosslinking to enhance 

the printability of GGMA biomaterial ink. Hence, we ended up using 
ionic CaCl2 crosslinking of GGMA precursors by tuning the polymer and 
Ca2+ concentrations. While the pre-crosslinking technique using CaCl2 is 
a well-known and widely used approach for alginate and nanocellulose 
inks, it has not been previously used for GGMA biomaterial inks [30,31]. 
Also, the mixture of gellan gum and calcium ions has been reported to 
increase the elastic modulus of the resulting bulk hydrogels [20,32]. 
However, the combination has not been studied from the 3D printability 
perspective. The incorporation of Ca2+ into GGMA improves the vis-
cosity of the inks, even with low GGMA concentrations, and enables 
them to sustain the 3D shape before photocrosslinking. However, the 
tuning of the Ca2+ concentration needs to be meticulous, as incorrect 
Ca2+ amount can lead to poor printability (either too liquid or too 
viscous ink) [3]. 

To optimise the printing outcome, we evaluated the effect of 
different ratios of GGMA and CaCl2 on printing results. After applying 
ionic pre-crosslinking, weak hydrogels were obtained. They were soft 
and extrudable and maintained their shape after being deposited from 
the nozzle in the printing process. Photocrosslinking was applied layer- 
by-layer to turn the weak hydrogels into true hydrogels with stable 3D 
shapes. We combined several assessment methods (Fig. 2) into a step-by- 
step process to measure the true printability of the inks [25]: pre-
screening of extrudability (fibre formation), rheological measurements 
(shear-thinning, yield stress and recovery behaviour), and quantifica-
tion of printability (Pr value) from the printed grids [33]. 

Shear-thinning properties especially have been used in several 
research studies to show the printability of novel biomaterial inks [34, 
35]; however, those characteristics alone cannot guarantee that the inks 
can be successfully printed. According to our prescreening printability 
data, GGMA should have been printable at room temperature (RT) if the 
polymer concentration was high enough. However, the experimental 
printing tests showed otherwise. Without pre-crosslinking, GGMA inks 
at RT could not be printed into 3D structures as they did not form fibres 
nor had appropriate rheological behaviour. On the contrary, GGMA 
precursors at low temperature (4 ◦C) showed good shear-thinning 
properties (n value was lower than 0.3) but behaved like liquid after 
being deposited on the substrate. The explanation for this result could be 
that the GGMA precursor was cooled in the syringe, but the temperature 
suddenly rose after the printed filament was exposed to the room tem-
perature on the printing substrate. Hence, the viscosity of the GGMA ink 
had to be improved by applying ionic pre-crosslinking. 

We found that Ca2+ played an essential role in determining the vis-
cosity and shear-thinning coefficients of GGMA inks. The viscosity 
changed as a function of the CaCl2 concentration. These pre-crosslinked 
inks also had a high shape fidelity after extrusion. However, GGMA 
(1–3% w/v) pre-crosslinked with a low concentration of CaCl2 (22.5 
mM) had poor printability and could not form a consistent fibre. Their 
rheological profiles also supported our findings of the poor printability 
as the samples could not recover back to their initial viscosity after the 
high shear rate, suggesting an insufficient ionic pre-crosslinking. Ac-
cording to the results, it is apparent that low polymer concentration 
requires more Ca2+ pre-crosslinking to gain enough viscosity for 3D 
printing, while inks with higher polymer concentration can be printed 
with lower Ca2+ concentration. In general, pre-crosslinked GGMA inks 
with Ca2+ displayed rapid viscosity recovery after removing the high 
shear rate. The recovery test results also showed that a higher Ca2+

amount in GGMA ink improved recovery behaviour in all polymer 
concentrations, except in 3% GGMA_90mM. 3% GGMA_90 mM appeared 
as solid hydrogel and was not extrudable. In addition, according to Cao 
et al. [35] and Coutinho et al. [20], even a 90 mM concentration of CaCl2 
as a crosslinker barely affects the ink’s biocompatibility and shows no 
significant effect on the viability of encapsulated cells (both fibroblasts 
and neural cells) [31]. 

Photorosslinking kinetics of the GGMA inks were monitored using in 
situ photorheology. As observed from Fig. 7, the storage moduli of all 
GGMA concentrations immediately increased after exposure to the UV 

Table 1 
Dimensions of the printed cylinders, including the percentage error, compared 
to the control cylinder and structural integrity ratio.  

1 mm 
cylinder [6 
layers] 

Control 
dimensions 
[mm] 

GGMA 
dimensions 
[mm] 

Error [%] Structural 
integrity ratio 

height 1.3±0.1 1.7±0.2 30.7±5.1 1.31±0.05 
outer 

diameter 
11.0±0.2 11.2±0.2 1.8±0.2 1.02±0.01 

inner 
diameter 

8.80±0.2 6.5±0.3 26.2±2.7 0.73±0.04 

wall 
thickness 

1.2±0.1 3.0±0.1 150.7±10.8 2.50±1.30  

2.5 mm 
cylinder [16 
layers] 

Control 
dimensions 
[mm] 

GGMA 
dimensions 
[mm] 

Error 
[%] 

Structural 
integrity ratio 

height 3.2±0.1 3.7±0.3 15.6±3.7 1.15±0.06 
outer 

diameter 
11.0±0.1 11.7±0.2 6.3±1.5 1.06±0.01 

inner 
diameter 

8.8±0.2 6.2±0.1 28.5±2.8 0.70±0.04 

wall thickness 1.2±0.2 3.1±0.1 158.7±12.5 2.58±0.28  

5 mm 
cylinder [33 
layers] 

Control 
dimensions 
[mm] 

GGMA 
dimensions 
[mm] 

Error 
[%] 

Structural 
integrity ratio 

height 5.8±0.1 7.2±0.2 24.21±1.2 1.24±0.02 
outer 

diameter 
11.2±0.2 11.2±0.1 10.7±5.8 1.04±0.02 

inner 
diameter 

8.4±0.2 5.6±0.2 33.3±5.3 0.66±0.01 

wall thickness 1.4±0.2 3.2±0.1 128.5±7.2 2.28±0.22  

Fig. 11. Swelling behaviour of the printed GGMA structures. The samples were 
immersed in two different media: deionised water and DMEM. 
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light. The storage moduli increased dramatically as a function of the 
curing time and reached a plateau after 60 s. The possible reason for the 
plateaued curve is that the precursors became fully crosslinked, as 
explained in the literature [36]. The exposure times for the 
layer-by-layer curing during printing and post-curing phase were chosen 
to match the conditions of the in situ photorheology, i.e. 25 mW/cm2 

intensity for 10 s for each layer and 60 s for the post-curing process. 
Quantitative printability evaluation was defined via Pr value, which 

other researchers have used as a guideline for the selection of bio-
printing parameters [25,26,37,38]. According to Ouyang et al. [25], the 
Pr value should be in the range of 0.9–1.1. In our study, the printability 
improved when the concentration increased for either GGMA or CaCl2. 
In the inks with low Pr values (less than 0.8), the pores inside the grid 
structures were fused and were evaluated as having poor printability. On 
the other hand, in the inks with high Pr values (more than 1.1), the 
square shape of the pores deviated from the CAD model and were also 
assigned as having poor printability. 

In addition to the Pr value evaluation, the dimensions of the printed 
3D structures were measured to estimate the printing error (i.e., the 
deviation from the control structure dimensions) and structural integ-
rity. Nivea Creme was chosen as a control for the evaluation because it 
exhibits good fibre formation. The formed fibres are highly consistent 
and maintain their shape without merging/breaking during the printing. 
The grid constructs attach well to the glass slide and keep the shape of a 
crosshatch [3]. Also, the printed Nivea Creme structures have only a 
slight deviation from the CAD model and thus represent a perfect 
example of material behaviour during the printing process. The struc-
tural analysis of printed 3D structures and comparison to control sam-
ples was adopted from Gao et al. [28]. According to the structural 
integrity analysis, all GGMA structures ended up being a bit bigger than 
the control structures in all dimensions because the rheological recovery 
degree of GGMA was only 70–90%, and the structural integrity ratio was 
more than 1.0. The extruded fibres on the glass substrate were swollen 
and had pronounced dimensions in every layer. The wall thickness had 
the highest deviation, and the deviation increased as a function of the 
number of the printed layers. The wall thickness of the GGMA cylinders 
was considerably more prominent than in the control cylinders as the 
GGMA fibres spread, resulting in a high deviation in the inner diameter. 
Another reason for the deviation could be the slanted cylinder walls, 
resulting in measurement errors in the wall heights. The average mesh 
size and crosslinking density will not directly explain the pore size of 
hydrogels but will provide more structural insight since pore size is 
related to mesh size [29]. In addition, the average mesh size values 
reflect the crosslinking density (smaller mesh sizes lead to higher 
crosslinking density). These values are crucial in evaluating the suit-
ability of these photocrosslinked hydrogels for biomedical applications. 
The average mesh size of 2% GGMA_90 mM was around 10–15 nm, 
which is comparable to other natural hydrogels having a mesh size of 
5–100 nm [39]. The size range of 5–100 nm allows the exchange of small 
molecules, such as nutrients and growth factors, while the flow of 
non-covalently entrapped larger molecules may be hindered. Anyhow, 
most proteins and peptides in human cells can easily diffuse through our 
GGMA gels since their diameter is less than 7 nm [40]. 

The swelling/shrinking behaviour is normally studied to confirm the 
mechanical stability of hydrogels in aqueous media [33]. The printed 
GGMA structures shrank immediately in the DMEM solution, suggesting 
they were influenced by the cations in the solution. On the contrary, the 
samples in water swell and quickly uptook the water, losing their 
integrity over time because DI water has no ions. These results are 
supported by the previous studies of alginate and gellan gum hydrogels. 
The shrinking phenomenon has also been observed by Coutinho et al. 
[20] when the hydrogels were immersed in media containing Ca2+. 
According to the swelling test of bulk hydrogels done by Xu et al. [32] 
and Coutinho et al. [20], solid GGMA hydrogels swell at a slower rate 
compared to our printed GGMA structures. This difference results from 
the fact that the surface area of hydrogels strongly influences the 

swelling kinetics. Our cylinder-shaped printed structures have a higher 
surface area than the solid bulk hydrogels and thus swell faster. 

5. Conclusions 

In this study, we successfully developed a two-step crosslinking 
technique to achieve 3D printed structures from GGMA biomaterial inks 
with extrusion-based bioprinting. With a sufficient amount of calcium 
chloride precrosslinker, GGMA transformed from a liquid precursor to a 
weak printable hydrogel, which could be further photocrosslinked into a 
true hydrogel with good shape fidelity. The printing parameters were 
optimised through stepwise characterisation of printability and rheo-
logical properties. According to the prescreening results, viscosity data 
and shear-thinning coefficients alone cannot guarantee the success of 3D 
printing. They do not predict the actual printing outcome, which is 
governed by gravitational forces and the surface properties of the 
printing substrate. However, the rheological data was valuable to pre-
dict the extrudability of the inks out from a nozzle. Our ink optimisation 
process showed that the polymer and calcium chloride concentration 
affected the printability of GGMA inks. We found that out of the studied 
combinations, 2% GGMA_90mM and 3% GGMA_45mM were best in print-
ing. 2% GGMA_90mM was selected as the best combination, and 3D 
printed cylinders were achieved with the height of 1, 2.5 and 5 mm. 
However, the printed outcome still lacked high resolution compared to 
the control samples and the CAD model. The study highlights that the 
two-step crosslinking approach is an effective way to convert unprint-
able GGMA ink into stackable material capable of forming 3D con-
structs. Our qualitative and quantitative analyses can be applied to other 
bioinks/biomaterial inks in the field of biofabrication, as well. 
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ABSTRACT: The printability of a photocross-linkable methacry-
lated gelatin (GelMA) bioink with an extrusion-based 3D
bioprinter is highly affected by the polymer concentration and
printing temperature. In this work, we developed a gallic acid
(GA)-functionalized GelMA ink to improve the printability at
room and physiological temperatures and to enable tissue adhesion
and antioxidant properties. We introduced a sequential cross-
linking approach using catechol−Fe3+ chelation, followed by
photocross-linking. The results show that the ink formulation
with 0.5% (w/v) Fe3+ in GelMA (30% modification) with 10% GA
(GelMA30GA-5Fe) provided the optimum printability, shape fidelity, and structural integrity. The dual network inside the printed
constructs significantly enhanced the viscoelastic properties. Printed cylinders were evaluated for their printing accuracy. The printed
structures of GelMA30GA-5Fe provided high stability in physiological conditions over a month. In addition, the optimized ink also
offered good tissue adhesion and antioxidant property. This catechol-based sequential cross-linking method could be adopted for the
fabrication of other single-polymer bioinks.

■ INTRODUCTION
3D bioprinting technologies are creating versatility in tissue
engineering applications, such as using 3D tissue constructs as
scaffolds, wound repairing, disease modeling, and organ-on-
chip applications. Methacrylated gelatin (GelMA) has gained
wide attention for mimicking the extracellular matrix,1−4 as
GelMA can form hydrogels under UV light in the presence of a
photoinitiator. Recently, GelMA has been one of the most
used choices for bioinks to build 3D constructs using additive
manufacturing. GelMA-based bioinks harness excellent bio-
logical properties and tunability that are preferential for 3D cell
culture, including the skin, muscle, and cartilage.5 However,
GelMA is difficult to form into complex 3D structures at room
temperature (RT) or at low concentrations.6 The printability
of GelMA is highly dependent on the polymer concentration
and printing temperature.7 Therefore, more attention should
be given to improving the printability and shape fidelity of
GelMA bioinks because they allow the building of tissue-like
constructs at high resolution.6,8 However, enhancing GelMA’s
properties by increasing the concentration (>10%) leads to
high cross-linking density and stiffness of the cured ink that
adversely affects cell viability.9 Furthermore, printing at low
temperatures for an extended time can also induce more cold
injuries to cells and can cause irreversible cell damage.10 In
addition, the cartridge, nozzle, and print-bed temperatures are
not easily kept steady, which can lead to discontinuous
extrusion. The most common way to improve GelMA’s

printability is to incorporate other polymers, such as
hyaluronic acid, alginate, gellan gum, chitosan, or synthetic
polymers, to reinforce the hydrogel network.9,11 On the other
hand, combining the bioink with other materials is not always
ideal. It can cause unnecessary complexity and increase
bioink’s preparation time, as reported in several publications
studying single-component bioinks.12 In recent years, several
stand-alone bioinks, formed with different chemical modifica-
tions and cross-linking techniques, have been explored to
maximize the printability in extrusion-based 3D bioprinting.13

Dopamine-functionalized biopolymers and catechol-based
biomaterials have been extensively explored as they mimic
mussel adhesive protein that provides adhesion on wet tissue
surfaces.14−16 It is noteworthy to mention that the hydrogel-
based scaffolds with tissue adhesive properties help in the
integration with surrounding tissue surfaces.
Gallic acid (GA) is a polyhydroxy aromatic compound with

three phenol units, which are well known as catechol moieties.
GA is also recognized for its tissue adhesive properties and
antioxidant activity.17 However, according to our own findings,
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ABSTRACT: The printability of a photocross-linkable methacry-
lated gelatin (GelMA) bioink with an extrusion-based 3D
bioprinter is highly affected by the polymer concentration and
printing temperature. In this work, we developed a gallic acid
(GA)-functionalized GelMA ink to improve the printability at
room and physiological temperatures and to enable tissue adhesion
and antioxidant properties. We introduced a sequential cross-
linking approach using catechol−Fe3+ chelation, followed by
photocross-linking. The results show that the ink formulation
with 0.5% (w/v) Fe3+ in GelMA (30% modification) with 10% GA
(GelMA30GA-5Fe) provided the optimum printability, shape fidelity, and structural integrity. The dual network inside the printed
constructs significantly enhanced the viscoelastic properties. Printed cylinders were evaluated for their printing accuracy. The printed
structures of GelMA30GA-5Fe provided high stability in physiological conditions over a month. In addition, the optimized ink also
offered good tissue adhesion and antioxidant property. This catechol-based sequential cross-linking method could be adopted for the
fabrication of other single-polymer bioinks.

■ INTRODUCTION
3D bioprinting technologies are creating versatility in tissue
engineering applications, such as using 3D tissue constructs as
scaffolds, wound repairing, disease modeling, and organ-on-
chip applications. Methacrylated gelatin (GelMA) has gained
wide attention for mimicking the extracellular matrix,1−4 as
GelMA can form hydrogels under UV light in the presence of a
photoinitiator. Recently, GelMA has been one of the most
used choices for bioinks to build 3D constructs using additive
manufacturing. GelMA-based bioinks harness excellent bio-
logical properties and tunability that are preferential for 3D cell
culture, including the skin, muscle, and cartilage.5 However,
GelMA is difficult to form into complex 3D structures at room
temperature (RT) or at low concentrations.6 The printability
of GelMA is highly dependent on the polymer concentration
and printing temperature.7 Therefore, more attention should
be given to improving the printability and shape fidelity of
GelMA bioinks because they allow the building of tissue-like
constructs at high resolution.6,8 However, enhancing GelMA’s
properties by increasing the concentration (>10%) leads to
high cross-linking density and stiffness of the cured ink that
adversely affects cell viability.9 Furthermore, printing at low
temperatures for an extended time can also induce more cold
injuries to cells and can cause irreversible cell damage.10 In
addition, the cartridge, nozzle, and print-bed temperatures are
not easily kept steady, which can lead to discontinuous
extrusion. The most common way to improve GelMA’s

printability is to incorporate other polymers, such as
hyaluronic acid, alginate, gellan gum, chitosan, or synthetic
polymers, to reinforce the hydrogel network.9,11 On the other
hand, combining the bioink with other materials is not always
ideal. It can cause unnecessary complexity and increase
bioink’s preparation time, as reported in several publications
studying single-component bioinks.12 In recent years, several
stand-alone bioinks, formed with different chemical modifica-
tions and cross-linking techniques, have been explored to
maximize the printability in extrusion-based 3D bioprinting.13

Dopamine-functionalized biopolymers and catechol-based
biomaterials have been extensively explored as they mimic
mussel adhesive protein that provides adhesion on wet tissue
surfaces.14−16 It is noteworthy to mention that the hydrogel-
based scaffolds with tissue adhesive properties help in the
integration with surrounding tissue surfaces.
Gallic acid (GA) is a polyhydroxy aromatic compound with

three phenol units, which are well known as catechol moieties.
GA is also recognized for its tissue adhesive properties and
antioxidant activity.17 However, according to our own findings,
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GA alone could not improve the rheological behavior of the
GelMA ink as the printability of GelMA and GA-functionalized
GelMA (GelMAGA) appears similar. Catechol-functionalized
polymers with metal ions have been proven to have rapid
network formation, pH-tunable cross-linking, and self-healing
activity.15,18 The concentration of metal ions and pH can be
used to precisely control the polymer network and their
rheological properties.16 However, only a few studies have
reported the application of GA−metal ion coordination
chemistry to obtain printable biomaterial inks.17,19−21

In this work, we functionalized gelatin with methacrylate
(MA) and GA to create printable biomaterial inks by
modulating the viscosity of the precursor using catechol/iron
complexation. We hypothesized that the addition of a pre-
cross-linker into a low-concentration GelMAGA could improve
the printability and initial shape fidelity at RT/physiological
temperature. Therefore, we propose a sequential cross-linking
strategy by introducing two types of cross-linking techniques:
catechol−Fe3+ chelation, followed by photocross-linking. The
interactions between a gallate-tethered cationic polymer and
metal ions resulted in shear-thinning behavior.18,21 The
optimization was done by pre-cross-linking GelMAGA (5%

w/v) with iron(III) chloride (FeCl3) with varying concen-
trations of FeCl3 (0.25, 0.5, and 1% w/v) to create a weak
extrudable hydrogel. The pre-cross-linking strategies have been
widely used in alginate and gellan gum-based bioinks.22,23

Moreover, GA (10% degree of modification)-functionalized
GelMA can enhance tissue adhesion and offer antioxidant
properties. Our study contains a set of biomaterial ink
characterizations, as shown in Figure 1: (1) synthesis of
biomaterial inks, (2) pre-processing, (3) pre-evaluation, (4)
processing (3D printing), (5) post-printing characterizations,
and (6) the effect of additional functionalization (tissue
adhesive, antioxidant, and mechanical properties). In the pre-
processing phase, the rheology of the ink formulations
(GelMAGA and FeCl3) was measured, and a fiber formation
test was performed to optimize the ink composition before
printing. A printable set of inks were obtained with appropriate
viscosity and rheological profiles. The pre-evaluation method
was applied to further assess the printability of pre-cross-linked
hydrogels with respect to the geometry of the printed
constructs. In the processing step, layer-by-layer UV photo-
cross-linking was used after printing to ensure the shape fidelity
of the 3D constructs. In post-printing characterizations, the

Figure 1. This schematic contains the set of biomaterial ink characterizations. (1) Synthesis and characterization of GelMAGA biomaterial inks, (2)
preprocessing: optimization of different ink formulations, influenced by catechol−Fe3+ chelation, (3) pre-evaluation of printability in terms of Pr
value and stackability, (4) processing: 3D printing and photocross-linking, (5) post-printing characterizations: 3D printing accuracy and structural
integrity, and (6) the effect of GA functionalization: tissue adhesive, antioxidant, and mechanical properties. Weak hydrogels = viscous enough to
be extrudable. True hydrogels = mechanically stable enough to maintain the structural integrity after printing.24
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accuracy of printed constructs was measured. Long-term
stability of the printed structures was observed in the incubated
environment (swelling and dissolution test). The effect of
grafting the GA onto GelMA was evaluated by oscillatory
measurement (mechanical properties), tack test (tissue
adhesion), and antioxidant activity.

■ MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials. Gelatin type A (300 bloom strength, porcine skin),

methacrylic anhydride, GA (3,4,5-trihydroxybenzoic acid), 1-ethyl-3-
(3-dimethylaminopropyl)-carbodiimide hydrochloride (EDC), 1-
hydroxybenzotriazole hydrate (HOBt), glycine, trinitrobenzene
sulfonic acid (TNBS), FeCl3, and Irgacure 2959 (I2959) were
purchased from Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany. A dialysis
membrane with a molecular weight cutoff (MWCO) of 14 kDa was
purchased from Spectra/Por, Repligen Corp., USA. DI water
(deionized water, Miele Aqua Purificator G 7795, Siemens) and
u.p. water (ultra-pure, Sartorius Arium Mini, 0.055 μS/cm) were used.
Dulbecco’s phosphate-buffered saline (DPBS) was prepared in the
laboratory. All solvents were of analytical quality.
Synthesis of Biomaterial Inks (GelMA and GelMAGA).

GelMAGA was synthesized using a two-step reaction. GelMA batches
with 30 and 60% degrees of methacrylation were synthesized as
previously described3,7via nucleophilic reaction of residual amine on
gelatin molecules and methacrylic anhydride. Briefly, 10% w/v of
gelatin type A was dissolved in DPBS under the basic conditions (pH
9) at 60 °C. Next, methacrylic anhydride was added dropwise, and the
degree of functionalization was controlled by varying the ratio of
gelatin and methacrylic anhydride in each modification. The pH was
maintained at 9 after each addition of methacrylic anhydride. The
reaction was carried out at 50 °C for 3 h. After completion, the
reaction mixture was dialyzed with a 14 kDa MWCO membrane at 40
°C against DI water for 72 h (water was changed twice daily). GelMA
was then lyophilized and stored at 4 °C. The degree of methacrylation
was confirmed using UV-spectral measurement (Shimadzu UV-3600
plus UV−vis−NIR spectrophotometer).3,25 After that, GelMA30 and
GelMA60 were functionalized with GA using the protocol reported
previously.26 GelMAGA was synthesized via a carbodiimide coupling
reaction using EDC. HOBt was added (1 equiv) with respect to
GelMA. The degree of GA functionalization was controlled using
EDC (0.2 equiv). The reaction was let to proceed for 4 h (pH 5). The
unreacted GA and EDC were removed by dialysis (MWCO = 3500
Da, regenerated cellulose membrane) in 1 M NaCl (pH 5.3) at 4 °C
for 3 days, followed by dialysis against DI water for 24 h. At last, the
solution was freeze-dried. The degree of GA was characterized by UV
spectra. The calculation of the number of free amine groups in gelatin
type A, GelMA, and GelMAGA was done using the calibration curve
of the glycine standard27 (Figure S1).

Preparation of Biomaterial Ink Formulations. GelMA and
GelMAGA inks were dissolved at 5% w/v in a photoinitiator solution
at 40 °C (Irgacure 2959, 0.5% w/v in DPBS) and stirred for 2 h until
they were completely homogeneous. The pH was tuned to 7.5 to gain

proper viscosity. The studied biomaterial ink formulations were
GelMA, GelMAGA, and GelMAGA with a pre-cross-linker (FeCl3).
Gelatin methacrylate with 30 and 60% degrees of modifications was
named GelMA30 and GelMA60, respectively. GelMA30 and
GelMA60 functionalized with GA were termed GelMA30GA and
GelMA60GA, respectively. GelMA30GA and GelMA60GA with
FeCl3 were GelMA30GA-xFe and GelMA60GA-xFe, respectively,
where x indicated the concentration of FeCl3 (2.5 is 0.25% and 5 is
0.5% w/v). All the formulations are listed in Table 1.

Prescreening and Flow Behavior of Biomaterial Inks.
Biomaterial inks were evaluated using the pre-processing method:
formulation of inks, fiber formation, and rheological measurements to
prescreen the printability without loading the ink into the 3D
bioprinter. We followed the simple prescreening protocols published
previously:22 filament formation and stackability test. The biomaterial
inks with different formulations (Table 1) were loaded into a 10 mL
cartridge and capped with a tapered UV-shielded nozzle (200 μm in
diameter, Nordson EFD, Germany). The ink filament was formed in
the air at RT (24 °C) and at 37 °C by an automatic dispenser, and a
video was recorded simultaneously with a camera. The ink
compositions were chosen based on filament characteristics. The
filament was deposited on the glass surface to investigate the
stackability.

The flow behavior of different ink formulations was evaluated by a
rotational rheometer (Discovery HR-2, TA Instruments Inc., USA)
with a plate−plate geometry (12 mm in diameter, a gap size of 2.5
mm). The measurements were recorded at RT. The rheological tests
performed were temperature ramp (viscosity−temperature), in situ
photo-polymerization (gelation time), shear-thinning (viscosity−
shear rate), yield stress, and recovery behavior. The temperature-
dependent behavior was measured with a temperature sweep varying
from 40 to 4 °C at the rate of 2 °C/min. The gelation times of the
inks were determined via in situ photo-polymerization using a
rheometer with an external UV source (BlueWave 50 UV curing spot
lamp, DYMAX Corp., USA). The UV intensity was measured using a
power meter console (PM100USB, Thorlabs Inc., USA) coupled with
an S310C thermal sensor. The estimation of UV light intensity as a
function of the distance from the light source is described in Figure
S2. Viscoelasticity was measured using oscillatory mode at RT as a
function of time (500 s, a UV lamp at a wavelength of 365 nm and 25
mW/cm2 in UV intensity, UV light was activated at 100 s), while
strain and frequency were kept constant at 1% and 1 Hz, respectively.
The shear-thinning properties of the inks were also determined in
flow mode, with the shear rate varying from 0.01 to 800 s−1. The
shear-thinning coefficients and yield stress values were determined
from the linear region of the graph using eqs 1 and 2, respectively.
Shear-thinning coefficients were calculated using the power law, eq 1.

= K n 1 (1)

The flow behavior index n describes the shear-thinning ability of
the ink. If n = 1, the ink follows Newtonian behavior. If n > 0.6, the
material is weakly shear-thinning and if n ≤ 0.2, the ink has good
shear-thinning properties and excellent printability.

Table 1. Biomaterial Ink Compositions with Various Modification Degrees of Methacrylate and GA and Fiber Qualitya

formula degree of methacrylation [%] degree of GA modification [%] FeCl3[% w/v] fiber quality

GelMA30 (RT) 30 0 0 droplet
GelMA60 (RT) 60 0 0 droplet
GelMA30GA (RT) 30 10 0 droplet
GelMA60GA (RT) 60 10 0 droplet
GelMA30GA-2.5Fe (RT) 30 10 0.25 discontinuous fiber
GelMA60GA-2.5Fe (RT) 60 10 0.25 discontinuous fiber
GelMA30GA-5Fe (RT) 30 10 0.5 continuous fiber
GelMA30GA-5Fe (37 °C) 30 10 0.5 continuous fiber
GelMA60GA-5Fe (RT) 60 10 0.5 discontinuous fiber

aGelMA = gelatin methacrylate; GelMAGA = gelatin methacrylate functionalized with GA; GelMAGA-Fe = Fe3+ pre-cross-linked gelatin
methacrylate functionalized with GA.
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GA alone could not improve the rheological behavior of the
GelMA ink as the printability of GelMA and GA-functionalized
GelMA (GelMAGA) appears similar. Catechol-functionalized
polymers with metal ions have been proven to have rapid
network formation, pH-tunable cross-linking, and self-healing
activity.15,18 The concentration of metal ions and pH can be
used to precisely control the polymer network and their
rheological properties.16 However, only a few studies have
reported the application of GA−metal ion coordination
chemistry to obtain printable biomaterial inks.17,19−21

In this work, we functionalized gelatin with methacrylate
(MA) and GA to create printable biomaterial inks by
modulating the viscosity of the precursor using catechol/iron
complexation. We hypothesized that the addition of a pre-
cross-linker into a low-concentration GelMAGA could improve
the printability and initial shape fidelity at RT/physiological
temperature. Therefore, we propose a sequential cross-linking
strategy by introducing two types of cross-linking techniques:
catechol−Fe3+ chelation, followed by photocross-linking. The
interactions between a gallate-tethered cationic polymer and
metal ions resulted in shear-thinning behavior.18,21 The
optimization was done by pre-cross-linking GelMAGA (5%

w/v) with iron(III) chloride (FeCl3) with varying concen-
trations of FeCl3 (0.25, 0.5, and 1% w/v) to create a weak
extrudable hydrogel. The pre-cross-linking strategies have been
widely used in alginate and gellan gum-based bioinks.22,23

Moreover, GA (10% degree of modification)-functionalized
GelMA can enhance tissue adhesion and offer antioxidant
properties. Our study contains a set of biomaterial ink
characterizations, as shown in Figure 1: (1) synthesis of
biomaterial inks, (2) pre-processing, (3) pre-evaluation, (4)
processing (3D printing), (5) post-printing characterizations,
and (6) the effect of additional functionalization (tissue
adhesive, antioxidant, and mechanical properties). In the pre-
processing phase, the rheology of the ink formulations
(GelMAGA and FeCl3) was measured, and a fiber formation
test was performed to optimize the ink composition before
printing. A printable set of inks were obtained with appropriate
viscosity and rheological profiles. The pre-evaluation method
was applied to further assess the printability of pre-cross-linked
hydrogels with respect to the geometry of the printed
constructs. In the processing step, layer-by-layer UV photo-
cross-linking was used after printing to ensure the shape fidelity
of the 3D constructs. In post-printing characterizations, the

Figure 1. This schematic contains the set of biomaterial ink characterizations. (1) Synthesis and characterization of GelMAGA biomaterial inks, (2)
preprocessing: optimization of different ink formulations, influenced by catechol−Fe3+ chelation, (3) pre-evaluation of printability in terms of Pr
value and stackability, (4) processing: 3D printing and photocross-linking, (5) post-printing characterizations: 3D printing accuracy and structural
integrity, and (6) the effect of GA functionalization: tissue adhesive, antioxidant, and mechanical properties. Weak hydrogels = viscous enough to
be extrudable. True hydrogels = mechanically stable enough to maintain the structural integrity after printing.24
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accuracy of printed constructs was measured. Long-term
stability of the printed structures was observed in the incubated
environment (swelling and dissolution test). The effect of
grafting the GA onto GelMA was evaluated by oscillatory
measurement (mechanical properties), tack test (tissue
adhesion), and antioxidant activity.

■ MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials. Gelatin type A (300 bloom strength, porcine skin),

methacrylic anhydride, GA (3,4,5-trihydroxybenzoic acid), 1-ethyl-3-
(3-dimethylaminopropyl)-carbodiimide hydrochloride (EDC), 1-
hydroxybenzotriazole hydrate (HOBt), glycine, trinitrobenzene
sulfonic acid (TNBS), FeCl3, and Irgacure 2959 (I2959) were
purchased from Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany. A dialysis
membrane with a molecular weight cutoff (MWCO) of 14 kDa was
purchased from Spectra/Por, Repligen Corp., USA. DI water
(deionized water, Miele Aqua Purificator G 7795, Siemens) and
u.p. water (ultra-pure, Sartorius Arium Mini, 0.055 μS/cm) were used.
Dulbecco’s phosphate-buffered saline (DPBS) was prepared in the
laboratory. All solvents were of analytical quality.
Synthesis of Biomaterial Inks (GelMA and GelMAGA).

GelMAGA was synthesized using a two-step reaction. GelMA batches
with 30 and 60% degrees of methacrylation were synthesized as
previously described3,7via nucleophilic reaction of residual amine on
gelatin molecules and methacrylic anhydride. Briefly, 10% w/v of
gelatin type A was dissolved in DPBS under the basic conditions (pH
9) at 60 °C. Next, methacrylic anhydride was added dropwise, and the
degree of functionalization was controlled by varying the ratio of
gelatin and methacrylic anhydride in each modification. The pH was
maintained at 9 after each addition of methacrylic anhydride. The
reaction was carried out at 50 °C for 3 h. After completion, the
reaction mixture was dialyzed with a 14 kDa MWCO membrane at 40
°C against DI water for 72 h (water was changed twice daily). GelMA
was then lyophilized and stored at 4 °C. The degree of methacrylation
was confirmed using UV-spectral measurement (Shimadzu UV-3600
plus UV−vis−NIR spectrophotometer).3,25 After that, GelMA30 and
GelMA60 were functionalized with GA using the protocol reported
previously.26 GelMAGA was synthesized via a carbodiimide coupling
reaction using EDC. HOBt was added (1 equiv) with respect to
GelMA. The degree of GA functionalization was controlled using
EDC (0.2 equiv). The reaction was let to proceed for 4 h (pH 5). The
unreacted GA and EDC were removed by dialysis (MWCO = 3500
Da, regenerated cellulose membrane) in 1 M NaCl (pH 5.3) at 4 °C
for 3 days, followed by dialysis against DI water for 24 h. At last, the
solution was freeze-dried. The degree of GA was characterized by UV
spectra. The calculation of the number of free amine groups in gelatin
type A, GelMA, and GelMAGA was done using the calibration curve
of the glycine standard27 (Figure S1).

Preparation of Biomaterial Ink Formulations. GelMA and
GelMAGA inks were dissolved at 5% w/v in a photoinitiator solution
at 40 °C (Irgacure 2959, 0.5% w/v in DPBS) and stirred for 2 h until
they were completely homogeneous. The pH was tuned to 7.5 to gain

proper viscosity. The studied biomaterial ink formulations were
GelMA, GelMAGA, and GelMAGA with a pre-cross-linker (FeCl3).
Gelatin methacrylate with 30 and 60% degrees of modifications was
named GelMA30 and GelMA60, respectively. GelMA30 and
GelMA60 functionalized with GA were termed GelMA30GA and
GelMA60GA, respectively. GelMA30GA and GelMA60GA with
FeCl3 were GelMA30GA-xFe and GelMA60GA-xFe, respectively,
where x indicated the concentration of FeCl3 (2.5 is 0.25% and 5 is
0.5% w/v). All the formulations are listed in Table 1.

Prescreening and Flow Behavior of Biomaterial Inks.
Biomaterial inks were evaluated using the pre-processing method:
formulation of inks, fiber formation, and rheological measurements to
prescreen the printability without loading the ink into the 3D
bioprinter. We followed the simple prescreening protocols published
previously:22 filament formation and stackability test. The biomaterial
inks with different formulations (Table 1) were loaded into a 10 mL
cartridge and capped with a tapered UV-shielded nozzle (200 μm in
diameter, Nordson EFD, Germany). The ink filament was formed in
the air at RT (24 °C) and at 37 °C by an automatic dispenser, and a
video was recorded simultaneously with a camera. The ink
compositions were chosen based on filament characteristics. The
filament was deposited on the glass surface to investigate the
stackability.

The flow behavior of different ink formulations was evaluated by a
rotational rheometer (Discovery HR-2, TA Instruments Inc., USA)
with a plate−plate geometry (12 mm in diameter, a gap size of 2.5
mm). The measurements were recorded at RT. The rheological tests
performed were temperature ramp (viscosity−temperature), in situ
photo-polymerization (gelation time), shear-thinning (viscosity−
shear rate), yield stress, and recovery behavior. The temperature-
dependent behavior was measured with a temperature sweep varying
from 40 to 4 °C at the rate of 2 °C/min. The gelation times of the
inks were determined via in situ photo-polymerization using a
rheometer with an external UV source (BlueWave 50 UV curing spot
lamp, DYMAX Corp., USA). The UV intensity was measured using a
power meter console (PM100USB, Thorlabs Inc., USA) coupled with
an S310C thermal sensor. The estimation of UV light intensity as a
function of the distance from the light source is described in Figure
S2. Viscoelasticity was measured using oscillatory mode at RT as a
function of time (500 s, a UV lamp at a wavelength of 365 nm and 25
mW/cm2 in UV intensity, UV light was activated at 100 s), while
strain and frequency were kept constant at 1% and 1 Hz, respectively.
The shear-thinning properties of the inks were also determined in
flow mode, with the shear rate varying from 0.01 to 800 s−1. The
shear-thinning coefficients and yield stress values were determined
from the linear region of the graph using eqs 1 and 2, respectively.
Shear-thinning coefficients were calculated using the power law, eq 1.

= K n 1 (1)

The flow behavior index n describes the shear-thinning ability of
the ink. If n = 1, the ink follows Newtonian behavior. If n > 0.6, the
material is weakly shear-thinning and if n ≤ 0.2, the ink has good
shear-thinning properties and excellent printability.

Table 1. Biomaterial Ink Compositions with Various Modification Degrees of Methacrylate and GA and Fiber Qualitya

formula degree of methacrylation [%] degree of GA modification [%] FeCl3[% w/v] fiber quality

GelMA30 (RT) 30 0 0 droplet
GelMA60 (RT) 60 0 0 droplet
GelMA30GA (RT) 30 10 0 droplet
GelMA60GA (RT) 60 10 0 droplet
GelMA30GA-2.5Fe (RT) 30 10 0.25 discontinuous fiber
GelMA60GA-2.5Fe (RT) 60 10 0.25 discontinuous fiber
GelMA30GA-5Fe (RT) 30 10 0.5 continuous fiber
GelMA30GA-5Fe (37 °C) 30 10 0.5 continuous fiber
GelMA60GA-5Fe (RT) 60 10 0.5 discontinuous fiber

aGelMA = gelatin methacrylate; GelMAGA = gelatin methacrylate functionalized with GA; GelMAGA-Fe = Fe3+ pre-cross-linked gelatin
methacrylate functionalized with GA.
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Yield stress values were determined from the yield stress−shear rate
plot, where the shear stress begins to increase from the intersection at
the Y-axis, using the Herschel−Bulkley model (eq 2).

= + K n
0 (2)

where τ is the shear stress measured on the inks and τ0 is the yield
stress. The yield point determines the flow initiation of the inks at the
level of the applied shear stress.
The recovery behavior test (thixotropy) is to characterize the

bioink’s ability to recover its viscosity after a high shear rate has been
applied. The measurements were performed at a low shear rate (0.01
s−1 for 200 s) to simulate at-rest conditions before extrusion, followed
by a high shear rate (500 s−1 for 100 s) to mimic shear forces in the
nozzle tip during extrusion, and finally a low shear rate (0.01 s−1 for
200 s) to simulate bioink recovery after extrusion.
Pre-Evaluation of Printability. After obtaining the best printable

biomaterial ink formulation and optimal printing parameters, we
assessed the structural integrity. The shape and stackability of the
printed filament are the first parameters that can ensure a successful
printing process and yield high printing resolution. Thus, the true
printability was quantified by semi-quantitative measurement from the
shape of the printed structures. Prescreened biomaterial ink
formulations were loaded into a 10 mL cartridge (Optimum syringe
barrels, Nordson EFD, USA) and transferred in an incubator (37 °C)
for 30 min to remove any air bubbles. Next, the cartridge was installed
into a multi-material 3D bioprinting platform (Brinter One, Brinter
Ltd., Finland) by capping it with a 200 μm plastic UV-shielded
tapered nozzle (SmoothFlow, Nordson EFD, USA). A pneumatically
operated Pneuma Tool printhead was used for printing. The printing
pressure was set according to the prescreening test results. Printing
speed and printhead temperature were kept constant at 8 mm/s and
RT, respectively. 3D constructs were printed using the layer-by-layer
deposition approach, followed by photocross-linking to stabilize the
structure (an integrated UV/vis LED module was used at a
wavelength of 365 nm with 25 mW/cm2 intensity for 10 s for each
layer and 60 s for the post-curing process).
As previously described,22 the printability assessment of different

biomaterial ink compositions was done by printing two-layered grid
patterns. The shape of the printed pores is evaluated using eq 3.

= · =
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L
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2

(3)

in which C is the circularity of the enclosed pore, L is the perimeter,
and A is the pore area. The printability (Pr) of the biomaterial ink
compositions was determined by the squareness of the pores inside
the grid structure. The Pr value of 1 indicates a perfect square shape.
A computer-aided design (CAD) model for the square grids (20 × 20
× 0.4 mm3) was drawn with Autodesk Fusion 360 software and used
as a standard for this assessment.
3D Printing. 3D printed cylinders were used to evaluate the ability

of the inks to support the weight of each layer while maintaining the
printing resolution. We chose poloxamer (40% w/v, Kolliphor P 407,
BASF Corp., USA) as a control printing material. It gave high
geometric accuracy with minimal deviation compared to the CAD
model. The prescreened ink was printed into cylinders (10 mm in
outer diameter) with different heights (1.5, 2.5, and 5 mm). Each
structure was cured in a layer-by-layer fashion using the bioprinter’s
integrated UV/vis LED module at a wavelength of 365 nm with 25
mW/cm2 intensity for 10 s for each layer and 60 s for the post-curing
process. The dimensions of the cylinders were measured from photos
with ImageJ and compared with the printed control structure to
determine the printing accuracy. The filaments of the prescreened
inks and the control material were observed with a contact angle
camera (Theta Lite, CMOS 1/2″ USB 3.0 digital camera with fixed
zoom, a resolution of 1280 × 1024 pixels, Biolin Scientific, Sweden)
to measure the width of the filaments (OneAttension v2.1).
Tissue Adhesion Test. To observe the impact of GA on the

adhesive properties of the ink, a tack test was performed for GelMA
and GelMAGA using a rotational rheometer at RT. Chicken skins and

porcine muscles (freshly purchased from the market) were harvested
and glued to the 12 mm geometry, and the inks were placed on the
bottom of the plate.14,28 After that, the geometry with animal tissue
attached was moved in contact with the inks with a constant
compressive force (0.1 N) for 120 s to establish a uniform molecular
contact between the tissue and the ink. Subsequently, the inks were in
situ photopolymerized with a UV lamp for 120 s. Thereafter, the
geometry was pulled up at a constant velocity of 20 μm/s to record
the change in axial force as a function of time. A graph was then
plotted to observe the influence of GA in GelMA on adhesive
properties. The harvested tissue was kept moist during the
measurement.

Antioxidant Activity. A 2,2-diphenylpicrylhydrazyl (DPPH)
radical scavenging assay was used as a preliminary assessment of
the changes in the antioxidant properties upon modification of
GelMA with GA. The free radical scavenging activity of GelMAGA
was evaluated using the DPPH method.17,29 GelMAGA was dissolved
in DI water at 2 mg/1 mL concentration, followed by 1 mL of DPPH
solution (1 mg/12 mL in methanol). After incubation at 25 °C for 30
min, the absorbance of the resulting solution was measured at 517 nm
using a UV−vis spectrophotometer. The DPPH scavenging activity
(%) is calculated from eq 4.

= ×A
A

DPPH scavenging activity (%) 1001

2 (4)

where A1 is the absorbance of blank DPPH solution that was used
under the same reaction conditions in the absence of synthesized
polymers and A2 is the absorbance of DPPH solution in the presence
of polymer samples.

Viscoelastic Properties. To determine the effect of GA
functionalization on mechanical properties, the oscillatory measure-
ments were carried out in the linear viscoelastic region using an
amplitude sweep (0.1−100% strain range and at a constant frequency
of 1 Hz) and a frequency sweep (a frequency range of 0.1−100 Hz
and at a constant strain of 1%). The biomaterial inks were cast in the
molds (2.5 mm height, diameter of 12 mm) and were exposed to 365
nm UV light (25 mW/cm2) for 120 s. Each sample was placed
between the 12 mm geometry and the platform with a gap size of 2.5
mm. Storage modulus (G′) and loss modulus (G″) were obtained
from the slopes. After that, tan δ was calculated from G′ and G″ to
determine the viscoelastic properties and plotted as a tan δ−strain
curve.

For further in-depth structural analysis, the average mesh size and
cross-linking density were determined from oscillatory measurement
results.30 The average mesh size (ξ, nm) calculation was applied using
the storage moduli (G′) of resulting hydrogels (the best formulation
ink) at 120 s UV exposure time. Equation 5 estimates the average
mesh size (ξ) of hydrogels at different exposure times
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where G′ is the storage modulus of the hydrogel, N is the Avogadro
constant (6.023 × 1023 mol−1), R is the molar gas constant (8.314 J
K−1 mol−1), and T is the temperature (298 K).

Moreover, cross-linking density (ne, mol/m3) of the hydrogels was
calculated using the storage modulus from the linear region of the
frequency sweep test. The data provided the total number of
elastically active junction points in the network per unit of volume
using eq 6.30

=n
G
RTe

e
(6)

where Ge is the average value of storage modulus from the linear
region of oscillatory frequency sweep measurement.

Stability Study. The chosen biomaterial ink was printed into 3D
grid structures (10 × 10 × 5 mm3). Subsequently, an extra
photocross-linking method was applied to the printed structures to
gain an additional stability during the incubation.11 Briefly, the
printed structures were immersed in DPBS containing 0.05% of
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Irgacure 2959 and exposed to UV light (10 mW/cm2) for 5 min. Post-
stabilization, the printed samples were immersed in the solution (DI
water, DPBS, or DMEM) at 37 °C. The structures were weighed at
time points 0, 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 15, and 30 d. At the zero time point, the
samples were defined with a weight of W0. At every time point, the
samples were removed from the solution and the excess solution from
the surface was removed to obtain the Ws. The swelling ratio was
calculated as Ws/W0.
Statistical Analysis. The results of oscillatory measurements were

presented as mean ± standard deviation (SD). The analysis was
performed using Student’s t-test to determine the differences between
groups, and the significance was defined at p < 0.05.

■ RESULTS
Characterizations of Synthesized Biomaterial Inks.

The biomaterial inks were synthesized with various mod-
ification degrees, as listed in Table 1. The degree of
methacrylation of GelMA30 and GelMA60 was obtained as
∼31 ± 5% (∼0.09 mmol/g) and ∼64 ± 5% (∼0.18 mmol/g)
(batch-to-batch variations), confirmed by the TNBSA assay
(Figure S3). The degree of GA modification on GelMA was
quantified using UV/vis absorption measurements (GA ∼10%
or ∼0.03 mmol/g) (Figure S3). The degree of methacrylation
and GA modification were calculated based on the measure-
ments of free amines in modified gelatin with respect to
unmodified gelatin, as shown in Table S1. The pH dependency
of GA further confirmed the conjugation.26 GelMAGA
solution turned brown at the basic condition (∼pH 8),
indicating that GA functionalization was successful in the
GelMA backbone (Figure S4).
Prescreening of Bioink Formulations. The concen-

trations of biomaterial inks were set to 5% w/v in DPBS (0.5%
w/v I2959). To obtain the high printability and stability at RT,

pre-cross-linker FeCl3 was applied to GelMAGA using various
concentrations. The biomaterial inks and the fiber quality were
assessed as a function of methacrylation in GelMAGA and
FeCl3 concentration, as shown in Table 1. The fiber quality
was assessed from the fiber formation ability of the inks after
being extruded from the nozzle. From Table 1, GelMA30,
GelMA60, GelMA30GA, and GelMA60GA (5% w/v) at RT
were extruded as droplets. GelMA30GA-2.5Fe and GelMA60-
2.5GA could not form stable enough fiber during the extrusion
at RT, as they hardly formed a continuous fiber. At RT and at
37 °C, GelMA30GA-5Fe produced approximately 5 cm long
coherent filaments. However, GelMA60-5Fe produced irregu-
lar and discontinuous fiber. We also tuned the concentration of
Fe3+ into 1% w/v in both GelMA30GA and GelMA60GA, but
the inks were too gelated and clogged the nozzle.

Flow Behavior of Biomaterial Inks. To further deepen
the study of the ink properties, the flow behavior of the inks
was measured in terms of viscosity as a function of
temperature. Figure 2A−C presents the temperature depend-
ence of viscosity between 4 and 40 °C. The viscosity of GelMA
(Figure 2A) and GelMAGA (Figure 2B,C, blue and orange
curves) without (or with 2.5Fe) additional cross-linker (FeCl3)
decreased significantly after 25 °C, whereas GelMA30GA-5Fe
and GelMA60GA-5Fe (Figure 2B,C, green curve) had steady
viscosity levels, which only slowly fell after reaching 30 °C.
In situ photo-polymerization (Figure 3A−C) shows the

gelation time of all ink formulations (storage modulus as a
function of time). All inks showed an increase in storage
modulus right after being exposed to UV light and reached the
maximum cross-linking degree after 60 s. The gelation time
and storage moduli of GA-functionalized GelMA did not differ
from the pure GelMA. However, FeCl3 in GelMAGA required

Figure 2. Rheological measurement of viscosity as a function of temperature. All samples were measured over the temperature range from 4 to 40
°C. (A) GelMA with 30 and 60% degrees of methacrylation, (B) GelMA30GA group with/without Fe3+, and (C) GelMA60GA group with/
without Fe3+.

Figure 3. In situ photo-polymerization test to observe the gelation time of each ink formulation (time sweep of oscillatory measurement, 25 mW/
cm2 for 300 s, at RT). (A) Pure GelMA30 and GelMA60, (B) GelMA30GA group with/without Fe3+, and (C) GelMA60GA group with/without
Fe3+.
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Yield stress values were determined from the yield stress−shear rate
plot, where the shear stress begins to increase from the intersection at
the Y-axis, using the Herschel−Bulkley model (eq 2).

= + K n
0 (2)

where τ is the shear stress measured on the inks and τ0 is the yield
stress. The yield point determines the flow initiation of the inks at the
level of the applied shear stress.
The recovery behavior test (thixotropy) is to characterize the

bioink’s ability to recover its viscosity after a high shear rate has been
applied. The measurements were performed at a low shear rate (0.01
s−1 for 200 s) to simulate at-rest conditions before extrusion, followed
by a high shear rate (500 s−1 for 100 s) to mimic shear forces in the
nozzle tip during extrusion, and finally a low shear rate (0.01 s−1 for
200 s) to simulate bioink recovery after extrusion.
Pre-Evaluation of Printability. After obtaining the best printable

biomaterial ink formulation and optimal printing parameters, we
assessed the structural integrity. The shape and stackability of the
printed filament are the first parameters that can ensure a successful
printing process and yield high printing resolution. Thus, the true
printability was quantified by semi-quantitative measurement from the
shape of the printed structures. Prescreened biomaterial ink
formulations were loaded into a 10 mL cartridge (Optimum syringe
barrels, Nordson EFD, USA) and transferred in an incubator (37 °C)
for 30 min to remove any air bubbles. Next, the cartridge was installed
into a multi-material 3D bioprinting platform (Brinter One, Brinter
Ltd., Finland) by capping it with a 200 μm plastic UV-shielded
tapered nozzle (SmoothFlow, Nordson EFD, USA). A pneumatically
operated Pneuma Tool printhead was used for printing. The printing
pressure was set according to the prescreening test results. Printing
speed and printhead temperature were kept constant at 8 mm/s and
RT, respectively. 3D constructs were printed using the layer-by-layer
deposition approach, followed by photocross-linking to stabilize the
structure (an integrated UV/vis LED module was used at a
wavelength of 365 nm with 25 mW/cm2 intensity for 10 s for each
layer and 60 s for the post-curing process).
As previously described,22 the printability assessment of different

biomaterial ink compositions was done by printing two-layered grid
patterns. The shape of the printed pores is evaluated using eq 3.
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in which C is the circularity of the enclosed pore, L is the perimeter,
and A is the pore area. The printability (Pr) of the biomaterial ink
compositions was determined by the squareness of the pores inside
the grid structure. The Pr value of 1 indicates a perfect square shape.
A computer-aided design (CAD) model for the square grids (20 × 20
× 0.4 mm3) was drawn with Autodesk Fusion 360 software and used
as a standard for this assessment.
3D Printing. 3D printed cylinders were used to evaluate the ability

of the inks to support the weight of each layer while maintaining the
printing resolution. We chose poloxamer (40% w/v, Kolliphor P 407,
BASF Corp., USA) as a control printing material. It gave high
geometric accuracy with minimal deviation compared to the CAD
model. The prescreened ink was printed into cylinders (10 mm in
outer diameter) with different heights (1.5, 2.5, and 5 mm). Each
structure was cured in a layer-by-layer fashion using the bioprinter’s
integrated UV/vis LED module at a wavelength of 365 nm with 25
mW/cm2 intensity for 10 s for each layer and 60 s for the post-curing
process. The dimensions of the cylinders were measured from photos
with ImageJ and compared with the printed control structure to
determine the printing accuracy. The filaments of the prescreened
inks and the control material were observed with a contact angle
camera (Theta Lite, CMOS 1/2″ USB 3.0 digital camera with fixed
zoom, a resolution of 1280 × 1024 pixels, Biolin Scientific, Sweden)
to measure the width of the filaments (OneAttension v2.1).
Tissue Adhesion Test. To observe the impact of GA on the

adhesive properties of the ink, a tack test was performed for GelMA
and GelMAGA using a rotational rheometer at RT. Chicken skins and

porcine muscles (freshly purchased from the market) were harvested
and glued to the 12 mm geometry, and the inks were placed on the
bottom of the plate.14,28 After that, the geometry with animal tissue
attached was moved in contact with the inks with a constant
compressive force (0.1 N) for 120 s to establish a uniform molecular
contact between the tissue and the ink. Subsequently, the inks were in
situ photopolymerized with a UV lamp for 120 s. Thereafter, the
geometry was pulled up at a constant velocity of 20 μm/s to record
the change in axial force as a function of time. A graph was then
plotted to observe the influence of GA in GelMA on adhesive
properties. The harvested tissue was kept moist during the
measurement.

Antioxidant Activity. A 2,2-diphenylpicrylhydrazyl (DPPH)
radical scavenging assay was used as a preliminary assessment of
the changes in the antioxidant properties upon modification of
GelMA with GA. The free radical scavenging activity of GelMAGA
was evaluated using the DPPH method.17,29 GelMAGA was dissolved
in DI water at 2 mg/1 mL concentration, followed by 1 mL of DPPH
solution (1 mg/12 mL in methanol). After incubation at 25 °C for 30
min, the absorbance of the resulting solution was measured at 517 nm
using a UV−vis spectrophotometer. The DPPH scavenging activity
(%) is calculated from eq 4.

= ×A
A

DPPH scavenging activity (%) 1001

2 (4)

where A1 is the absorbance of blank DPPH solution that was used
under the same reaction conditions in the absence of synthesized
polymers and A2 is the absorbance of DPPH solution in the presence
of polymer samples.

Viscoelastic Properties. To determine the effect of GA
functionalization on mechanical properties, the oscillatory measure-
ments were carried out in the linear viscoelastic region using an
amplitude sweep (0.1−100% strain range and at a constant frequency
of 1 Hz) and a frequency sweep (a frequency range of 0.1−100 Hz
and at a constant strain of 1%). The biomaterial inks were cast in the
molds (2.5 mm height, diameter of 12 mm) and were exposed to 365
nm UV light (25 mW/cm2) for 120 s. Each sample was placed
between the 12 mm geometry and the platform with a gap size of 2.5
mm. Storage modulus (G′) and loss modulus (G″) were obtained
from the slopes. After that, tan δ was calculated from G′ and G″ to
determine the viscoelastic properties and plotted as a tan δ−strain
curve.

For further in-depth structural analysis, the average mesh size and
cross-linking density were determined from oscillatory measurement
results.30 The average mesh size (ξ, nm) calculation was applied using
the storage moduli (G′) of resulting hydrogels (the best formulation
ink) at 120 s UV exposure time. Equation 5 estimates the average
mesh size (ξ) of hydrogels at different exposure times
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where G′ is the storage modulus of the hydrogel, N is the Avogadro
constant (6.023 × 1023 mol−1), R is the molar gas constant (8.314 J
K−1 mol−1), and T is the temperature (298 K).

Moreover, cross-linking density (ne, mol/m3) of the hydrogels was
calculated using the storage modulus from the linear region of the
frequency sweep test. The data provided the total number of
elastically active junction points in the network per unit of volume
using eq 6.30

=n
G
RTe

e
(6)

where Ge is the average value of storage modulus from the linear
region of oscillatory frequency sweep measurement.

Stability Study. The chosen biomaterial ink was printed into 3D
grid structures (10 × 10 × 5 mm3). Subsequently, an extra
photocross-linking method was applied to the printed structures to
gain an additional stability during the incubation.11 Briefly, the
printed structures were immersed in DPBS containing 0.05% of
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Irgacure 2959 and exposed to UV light (10 mW/cm2) for 5 min. Post-
stabilization, the printed samples were immersed in the solution (DI
water, DPBS, or DMEM) at 37 °C. The structures were weighed at
time points 0, 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 15, and 30 d. At the zero time point, the
samples were defined with a weight of W0. At every time point, the
samples were removed from the solution and the excess solution from
the surface was removed to obtain the Ws. The swelling ratio was
calculated as Ws/W0.
Statistical Analysis. The results of oscillatory measurements were

presented as mean ± standard deviation (SD). The analysis was
performed using Student’s t-test to determine the differences between
groups, and the significance was defined at p < 0.05.

■ RESULTS
Characterizations of Synthesized Biomaterial Inks.

The biomaterial inks were synthesized with various mod-
ification degrees, as listed in Table 1. The degree of
methacrylation of GelMA30 and GelMA60 was obtained as
∼31 ± 5% (∼0.09 mmol/g) and ∼64 ± 5% (∼0.18 mmol/g)
(batch-to-batch variations), confirmed by the TNBSA assay
(Figure S3). The degree of GA modification on GelMA was
quantified using UV/vis absorption measurements (GA ∼10%
or ∼0.03 mmol/g) (Figure S3). The degree of methacrylation
and GA modification were calculated based on the measure-
ments of free amines in modified gelatin with respect to
unmodified gelatin, as shown in Table S1. The pH dependency
of GA further confirmed the conjugation.26 GelMAGA
solution turned brown at the basic condition (∼pH 8),
indicating that GA functionalization was successful in the
GelMA backbone (Figure S4).
Prescreening of Bioink Formulations. The concen-

trations of biomaterial inks were set to 5% w/v in DPBS (0.5%
w/v I2959). To obtain the high printability and stability at RT,

pre-cross-linker FeCl3 was applied to GelMAGA using various
concentrations. The biomaterial inks and the fiber quality were
assessed as a function of methacrylation in GelMAGA and
FeCl3 concentration, as shown in Table 1. The fiber quality
was assessed from the fiber formation ability of the inks after
being extruded from the nozzle. From Table 1, GelMA30,
GelMA60, GelMA30GA, and GelMA60GA (5% w/v) at RT
were extruded as droplets. GelMA30GA-2.5Fe and GelMA60-
2.5GA could not form stable enough fiber during the extrusion
at RT, as they hardly formed a continuous fiber. At RT and at
37 °C, GelMA30GA-5Fe produced approximately 5 cm long
coherent filaments. However, GelMA60-5Fe produced irregu-
lar and discontinuous fiber. We also tuned the concentration of
Fe3+ into 1% w/v in both GelMA30GA and GelMA60GA, but
the inks were too gelated and clogged the nozzle.

Flow Behavior of Biomaterial Inks. To further deepen
the study of the ink properties, the flow behavior of the inks
was measured in terms of viscosity as a function of
temperature. Figure 2A−C presents the temperature depend-
ence of viscosity between 4 and 40 °C. The viscosity of GelMA
(Figure 2A) and GelMAGA (Figure 2B,C, blue and orange
curves) without (or with 2.5Fe) additional cross-linker (FeCl3)
decreased significantly after 25 °C, whereas GelMA30GA-5Fe
and GelMA60GA-5Fe (Figure 2B,C, green curve) had steady
viscosity levels, which only slowly fell after reaching 30 °C.
In situ photo-polymerization (Figure 3A−C) shows the

gelation time of all ink formulations (storage modulus as a
function of time). All inks showed an increase in storage
modulus right after being exposed to UV light and reached the
maximum cross-linking degree after 60 s. The gelation time
and storage moduli of GA-functionalized GelMA did not differ
from the pure GelMA. However, FeCl3 in GelMAGA required

Figure 2. Rheological measurement of viscosity as a function of temperature. All samples were measured over the temperature range from 4 to 40
°C. (A) GelMA with 30 and 60% degrees of methacrylation, (B) GelMA30GA group with/without Fe3+, and (C) GelMA60GA group with/
without Fe3+.

Figure 3. In situ photo-polymerization test to observe the gelation time of each ink formulation (time sweep of oscillatory measurement, 25 mW/
cm2 for 300 s, at RT). (A) Pure GelMA30 and GelMA60, (B) GelMA30GA group with/without Fe3+, and (C) GelMA60GA group with/without
Fe3+.
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more than 60 s before the storage modulus reached the
plateau.
Figure 4A−I presents the flow curve, shear-thinning, and

recovery behavior of different ink formulations at 37 °C. All
the ink formulations provided n < 1, which proves shear-
thinning behavior. In detail, it was observed that GelMA30 and
GelMA60 at RT have a weak shear-thinning ability because of
low viscosity and low yield stress (Figure 4A,D,G). Shear-
thinning coefficients of n > 0.6 also confirmed the results, and
the prescreened results also showed droplet formation as the
material was extruded out from the nozzle.
However, GA functionalization alone could not improve the

shear-thinning behavior of the inks and showed almost similar
results to GelMA (Figure 4, blue curves). The addition of 0.25
or 0.5% w/v of FeCl3 in GelMA30GA and GelMA60GA
significantly improved viscosity, shear-thinning, yield stress,
and recovery behavior. GelMA30GA-5Fe and GelMA60GA-
5Fe had more obvious shear-thinning ability than GelMA30-
GA-2.5Fe and GelMA60GA-2.5Fe, as shown in Table 2. In
addition, in Figure 4H,I and Table 2, GelMA30GA-5Fe and
GelMA60GA-5Fe rapidly recovered back their viscosity (∼73
and 72% recovery) after removing the high shear rate. In
comparison, 0.25% w/v FeCl3 inks could not recover their
viscosity and permanently lost their properties (Figure
4B,C,E,F,H,I, orange curves). According to the curves (Figure
4C,F, green curves), the viscosity of GelMA60GA-5Fe had a

sharp drop with an increasing shear rate (0.1 s−1), which
correlates with the irregular shape of the extruded filaments.

Pre-Evaluation of Printability. As shown in Figure 5, the
prescreened inks, GelMA30GA-5Fe and GelMA60GA-5Fe,
were printed into grid structures at RT. In addition,
GelMA30GA-5Fe was also printed at 37 °C. GelMA60GA-
5Fe was extruded as small fragments formed from the cross-
linked hydrogel, resulting in random-sized filaments when
fabricating multiple stacked layers. GelMA30GA-5Fe was
fabricated with high resolution when printed into two or six
layers. At the elevated temperature, the geometry of the grids

Figure 4. Rheological measurements in the flow mode: shear-thinning (A−C), yield stress (D−F), and recovery behavior (G−I) at RT. (A,D,G)
Pure GelMA30 and GelMA60, (B,E,H) GelMA30GA group with/without Fe3+, and (C,F,I) GelMA60GA group with/without Fe3+.

Table 2. Flow Behavior of Each Ink Formulation: Viscosity,
Shear-Thinning Coefficients, Yield Stress, and Recovery
Rate during the Extrusion

compositions n
viscosity
[Pa·s] K τ0 [Pa]

recovery
rate [%]

GelMA30 0.82 1.22 0.01 0.04
GelMA60 0.41 4.62 0.73 0.07
GelMA30GA 0.28 4.05 0.43 0.08
GelMA60GA 0.92 0.05 0.01 0.02
GelMA30GA-2.5Fe 0.42 76 0.80 0.74
GelMA60GA-2.5Fe 0.26 4.16 0.16 0.04
GelMA30GA-5Fe 0.03 7940 276 83 ∼73
GelMA60GA-5Fe 0.23 6371 21 21 ∼72
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and filaments was not constant; instead, multilayered
constructs started to collapse. The images of filament
intersections showed that all pre-screened inks were able to
stack without merging. The printability (Pr value) was
calculated from the pore geometry inside the grids. Figure 6
shows that the average Pr values of all inks were close to each
other (Pr = 1.1), had irregular shapes, and fell into the over-
gelation area of the graph. However, the standard deviation
values increased when the methacrylate modification was
higher, supported by the filament formation data and the
printing results. Also, the temperature-responsive behavior of
GelMA resulted in irregularly shaped multilayered constructs
(Figure 5, GelMA30GA-5Fe at 37 °C).
3D Printed Structures. The CAD models of cylinders had

a wall height of 1.5, 2.5, or 5 mm and consisted of 9, 16, or 33

layers. The dimensions of GelMA30-5Fe printed structures,
including outer diameters and heights (Figure 7A,B), were
measured and compared to printed Poloxamer to calculate the
printing accuracy. All outer diameters of cylinders were
consistent across all the structures (10.1−10.3 mm compared
to 10 mm of the CAD model), except for the 5 mm
GelMA30GA-5Fe cylinder, which has a measured height of 11
mm. In Figure 7C, the CA camera images show that the
filament width of Poloxamer was close to the nozzle orifice,
which was 0.2 mm. The filament width of GelMA30GA-5Fe
swelled after being extruded (0.45 mm), resulting in higher
cylinders. The shape fidelity of the 3D construct was confirmed
by further characterization of filament shapes. The printed
cylinders from three ink types, Poloxamer (RT), GelMA30GA-
5Fe (RT), and GelMA60 (16 °C), were observed to confirm

Figure 5. Prescreening of biomaterial inks: fiber formation, two-layered and six-layered printed grids, and close-up of filament intersections. Scale
bar = 10 mm (white), 1 mm (black).

Figure 6. Calculated Pr values for the determination of the actual printability of GelMA30GA-5Fe at RT, GelMA30GA-5Fe at 37 °C, and
GelMA60GA-5Fe at RT. The green line indicates the perfect printability value of 1. The Pr values are represented as mean ± standard deviation (n
= 20).
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more than 60 s before the storage modulus reached the
plateau.
Figure 4A−I presents the flow curve, shear-thinning, and

recovery behavior of different ink formulations at 37 °C. All
the ink formulations provided n < 1, which proves shear-
thinning behavior. In detail, it was observed that GelMA30 and
GelMA60 at RT have a weak shear-thinning ability because of
low viscosity and low yield stress (Figure 4A,D,G). Shear-
thinning coefficients of n > 0.6 also confirmed the results, and
the prescreened results also showed droplet formation as the
material was extruded out from the nozzle.
However, GA functionalization alone could not improve the

shear-thinning behavior of the inks and showed almost similar
results to GelMA (Figure 4, blue curves). The addition of 0.25
or 0.5% w/v of FeCl3 in GelMA30GA and GelMA60GA
significantly improved viscosity, shear-thinning, yield stress,
and recovery behavior. GelMA30GA-5Fe and GelMA60GA-
5Fe had more obvious shear-thinning ability than GelMA30-
GA-2.5Fe and GelMA60GA-2.5Fe, as shown in Table 2. In
addition, in Figure 4H,I and Table 2, GelMA30GA-5Fe and
GelMA60GA-5Fe rapidly recovered back their viscosity (∼73
and 72% recovery) after removing the high shear rate. In
comparison, 0.25% w/v FeCl3 inks could not recover their
viscosity and permanently lost their properties (Figure
4B,C,E,F,H,I, orange curves). According to the curves (Figure
4C,F, green curves), the viscosity of GelMA60GA-5Fe had a

sharp drop with an increasing shear rate (0.1 s−1), which
correlates with the irregular shape of the extruded filaments.

Pre-Evaluation of Printability. As shown in Figure 5, the
prescreened inks, GelMA30GA-5Fe and GelMA60GA-5Fe,
were printed into grid structures at RT. In addition,
GelMA30GA-5Fe was also printed at 37 °C. GelMA60GA-
5Fe was extruded as small fragments formed from the cross-
linked hydrogel, resulting in random-sized filaments when
fabricating multiple stacked layers. GelMA30GA-5Fe was
fabricated with high resolution when printed into two or six
layers. At the elevated temperature, the geometry of the grids

Figure 4. Rheological measurements in the flow mode: shear-thinning (A−C), yield stress (D−F), and recovery behavior (G−I) at RT. (A,D,G)
Pure GelMA30 and GelMA60, (B,E,H) GelMA30GA group with/without Fe3+, and (C,F,I) GelMA60GA group with/without Fe3+.

Table 2. Flow Behavior of Each Ink Formulation: Viscosity,
Shear-Thinning Coefficients, Yield Stress, and Recovery
Rate during the Extrusion

compositions n
viscosity
[Pa·s] K τ0 [Pa]

recovery
rate [%]

GelMA30 0.82 1.22 0.01 0.04
GelMA60 0.41 4.62 0.73 0.07
GelMA30GA 0.28 4.05 0.43 0.08
GelMA60GA 0.92 0.05 0.01 0.02
GelMA30GA-2.5Fe 0.42 76 0.80 0.74
GelMA60GA-2.5Fe 0.26 4.16 0.16 0.04
GelMA30GA-5Fe 0.03 7940 276 83 ∼73
GelMA60GA-5Fe 0.23 6371 21 21 ∼72
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and filaments was not constant; instead, multilayered
constructs started to collapse. The images of filament
intersections showed that all pre-screened inks were able to
stack without merging. The printability (Pr value) was
calculated from the pore geometry inside the grids. Figure 6
shows that the average Pr values of all inks were close to each
other (Pr = 1.1), had irregular shapes, and fell into the over-
gelation area of the graph. However, the standard deviation
values increased when the methacrylate modification was
higher, supported by the filament formation data and the
printing results. Also, the temperature-responsive behavior of
GelMA resulted in irregularly shaped multilayered constructs
(Figure 5, GelMA30GA-5Fe at 37 °C).
3D Printed Structures. The CAD models of cylinders had

a wall height of 1.5, 2.5, or 5 mm and consisted of 9, 16, or 33

layers. The dimensions of GelMA30-5Fe printed structures,
including outer diameters and heights (Figure 7A,B), were
measured and compared to printed Poloxamer to calculate the
printing accuracy. All outer diameters of cylinders were
consistent across all the structures (10.1−10.3 mm compared
to 10 mm of the CAD model), except for the 5 mm
GelMA30GA-5Fe cylinder, which has a measured height of 11
mm. In Figure 7C, the CA camera images show that the
filament width of Poloxamer was close to the nozzle orifice,
which was 0.2 mm. The filament width of GelMA30GA-5Fe
swelled after being extruded (0.45 mm), resulting in higher
cylinders. The shape fidelity of the 3D construct was confirmed
by further characterization of filament shapes. The printed
cylinders from three ink types, Poloxamer (RT), GelMA30GA-
5Fe (RT), and GelMA60 (16 °C), were observed to confirm

Figure 5. Prescreening of biomaterial inks: fiber formation, two-layered and six-layered printed grids, and close-up of filament intersections. Scale
bar = 10 mm (white), 1 mm (black).

Figure 6. Calculated Pr values for the determination of the actual printability of GelMA30GA-5Fe at RT, GelMA30GA-5Fe at 37 °C, and
GelMA60GA-5Fe at RT. The green line indicates the perfect printability value of 1. The Pr values are represented as mean ± standard deviation (n
= 20).
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the printed structure resolution. The comparison of the top
and side views of the structures showed that GelMA30GA-5Fe
was able to maintain good shape fidelity and enabled the
printing of multilayered 3D constructs (Figure 7A). Figure 7D
illustrates the overview of all printed cylinders.
Viscoelastic Properties. The oscillatory measurement

data demonstrated that the addition of GA in GelMA30 led
to a significant increase in the storage modulus values, but no
such increase was observed for GelMA60 versus GelMA60GA
(Figure 8A). The inks with FeCl3 yielded a significantly higher
storage modulus compared to the samples without GA and
FeCl3. Figure 8B shows that dual cross-linking using
photocross-linking with FeCl3 resulted in higher elasticity
than photocross-linking GelMA and GelMAGA without FeCl3.
At low strain (1%), all samples displayed higher storage
modulus and with increasing strain (100%), the storage
modulus was reduced, while the loss modulus increased. The
results were supported by the tan δ value, which is the ratio
between G′ and G″ in Table 3. The tan δ value gave values
significantly lower than 1. The tan δ value of GelMA30GA-5Fe
and GelMA60GA-5Fe slowly increased after 10% strain
compared to GelMA and GelMAGA (<5% strain), indicating
that the gels were highly elastic. The average mesh sizes (ξ)
and cross-linking densities (ne) were calculated using eqs 4 and
5 and are shown in Table 3. GA-functionalized GelMA
hydrogels had higher cross-linking density, which led to stiffer
hydrogels and smaller average mesh size. On the other hand,
GelMA60 and GelMA60GA did not show a significant

improvement in G′, resulting in an insignificant difference in
the cross-linking densities and average mesh sizes (p > 0.05).
In comparison to all other ink formulations, GelMAGA with
FeCl3 had a significantly smaller average mesh size due to the
higher values of G′ and cross-linking densities (p < 0.05).

Stability Test: Swelling Behavior and Dissolution
Test. The results of the stability test of the printed constructs,
including swelling behavior in water and dissolution test in
DPBS and DMEM, are presented in Figure 9. GelMAGA
showed rapid initial swelling in water during the first 3 days
(swelling ratio 1.51 ± 0.03), followed by slow degradation after
the following days, but ultimately it remained stable for 1
month (swelling ratio 1.24 ± 0.22). In addition, the samples in
DMEM absorbed a small amount of buffer and remained stable
with swelling ratios of 1.05 ± 0.05 and 0.93 ± 0.03,
respectively. However, the hydrogel in DPBS dissolved over
a period of 7 days (swelling ratio 0.95 ± 0.05) and remained
stable until the end of the observation.

Tissue Adhesive Properties. A tack test was performed to
investigate the tissue adhesive properties of different inks using
the chicken skin and porcine muscle. Both GelMA and
GelMAGA showed tissue adhesive properties (Figure S5).
However, GA-modified GelMA required greater pull-up force
from the in situ photocross-linked hydrogels (higher negative
force) than GelMA.

Antioxidant Properties. The DPPH reagent underwent a
visual change in color from deep purple to deep orange in
GelMA30GA and GelMA60GA because of the antioxidant

Figure 7. 3D printed structures of GelMA30GA-5Fe ink and control material (poloxamer). (A) Top and side views of printed structures with 1.5,
2.5, and 5 mm wall heights (theoretical heights from CAD models). Scale bar = 5 mm (white). (B) Measured outer diameters and wall heights of
cylinders compared to the heights from the CAD model (red lines). (C) Extruded filaments to observe filament widths of poloxamer at RT,
GelMA30GA-5Fe at RT, and 5% w/v GelMA60 at 16 °C. Scale bar = 0.5 mm (black). (D) Examples of printed cylinders of GelMA30GA-5Fe. The
ruler scale is in centimeter.
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properties imparted by GA. The UV−vis spectroscopy
measurement of 2 mg/mL GelMA30GA and GelMA60GA in
the presence of DPPH displayed 26 and 37% reduction (Figure
S6) in absorption, indicating potential antioxidant properties.

■ DISCUSSION
The printability of biomaterial inks/bioinks is highly depend-
ent on viscosity and flow behavior. The common approaches
to improve the printability of GelMA are to increase the
polymer concentration, lower the printing temperature, or mix
it with other polymers.8 GelMA has been printed on its own
with a concentration higher than 10% w/v at RT.6,10,31

However, high concentrations of polymers can result in
reduced nutrient and oxygen transport for cells.32 Printing 5%
w/v GelMA at low printing temperature (16−17 °C) could
generate more cell injuries, and the temperature might not be
homogeneously distributed throughout the cartridge, nozzle,
and printing bed.10,33

To overcome the temperature-related issues, we synthesized
GelMAGA from GelMA having two degrees of methacrylation

Figure 8. Oscillatory measurements of all hydrogel samples: GelMA30, GelMA60, GelMA30GA, GelMA60GA, GelMA30GA-5Fe, and
GelMA60GA-5Fe, measured via frequency and amplitude sweeps at RT. The error bars indicate the standard deviation of storage modulus for each
ink, presented as mean ± SD (n = 10, *p < 0.05, **insignificant). (A) Storage moduli of hydrogels in frequency sweep, (B) tan δ value, calculated
from the ratio between G′ and G″ from amplitude sweep to observe the elasticity of hydrogels.

Table 3. Storage and Loss Moduli, Calculated Average Mesh
Sizes (ξ), and Cross-linking Densities (ne) for the
Investigated Ink Compositions

G′ [Pa] G″ [Pa] ξ [nm] ne[mol/m3]

GelMA30 478 ± 7 14 ± 2 20.52 0.19
GelMA60 594 ± 5 8 ± 1 19.06 0.24
GelMA30GA 1631 ± 26 34 ± 5 13.62 0.66
GelMA60GA 662 ± 30 15 ± 1 18.38 0.27
GelMA30GA-5Fe 4454 ± 38 135 ± 9 9.75 1.87
GelMA60GA-5Fe 2166 ± 43 115 ± 1 12.38 0.87
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the printed structure resolution. The comparison of the top
and side views of the structures showed that GelMA30GA-5Fe
was able to maintain good shape fidelity and enabled the
printing of multilayered 3D constructs (Figure 7A). Figure 7D
illustrates the overview of all printed cylinders.
Viscoelastic Properties. The oscillatory measurement

data demonstrated that the addition of GA in GelMA30 led
to a significant increase in the storage modulus values, but no
such increase was observed for GelMA60 versus GelMA60GA
(Figure 8A). The inks with FeCl3 yielded a significantly higher
storage modulus compared to the samples without GA and
FeCl3. Figure 8B shows that dual cross-linking using
photocross-linking with FeCl3 resulted in higher elasticity
than photocross-linking GelMA and GelMAGA without FeCl3.
At low strain (1%), all samples displayed higher storage
modulus and with increasing strain (100%), the storage
modulus was reduced, while the loss modulus increased. The
results were supported by the tan δ value, which is the ratio
between G′ and G″ in Table 3. The tan δ value gave values
significantly lower than 1. The tan δ value of GelMA30GA-5Fe
and GelMA60GA-5Fe slowly increased after 10% strain
compared to GelMA and GelMAGA (<5% strain), indicating
that the gels were highly elastic. The average mesh sizes (ξ)
and cross-linking densities (ne) were calculated using eqs 4 and
5 and are shown in Table 3. GA-functionalized GelMA
hydrogels had higher cross-linking density, which led to stiffer
hydrogels and smaller average mesh size. On the other hand,
GelMA60 and GelMA60GA did not show a significant

improvement in G′, resulting in an insignificant difference in
the cross-linking densities and average mesh sizes (p > 0.05).
In comparison to all other ink formulations, GelMAGA with
FeCl3 had a significantly smaller average mesh size due to the
higher values of G′ and cross-linking densities (p < 0.05).

Stability Test: Swelling Behavior and Dissolution
Test. The results of the stability test of the printed constructs,
including swelling behavior in water and dissolution test in
DPBS and DMEM, are presented in Figure 9. GelMAGA
showed rapid initial swelling in water during the first 3 days
(swelling ratio 1.51 ± 0.03), followed by slow degradation after
the following days, but ultimately it remained stable for 1
month (swelling ratio 1.24 ± 0.22). In addition, the samples in
DMEM absorbed a small amount of buffer and remained stable
with swelling ratios of 1.05 ± 0.05 and 0.93 ± 0.03,
respectively. However, the hydrogel in DPBS dissolved over
a period of 7 days (swelling ratio 0.95 ± 0.05) and remained
stable until the end of the observation.

Tissue Adhesive Properties. A tack test was performed to
investigate the tissue adhesive properties of different inks using
the chicken skin and porcine muscle. Both GelMA and
GelMAGA showed tissue adhesive properties (Figure S5).
However, GA-modified GelMA required greater pull-up force
from the in situ photocross-linked hydrogels (higher negative
force) than GelMA.

Antioxidant Properties. The DPPH reagent underwent a
visual change in color from deep purple to deep orange in
GelMA30GA and GelMA60GA because of the antioxidant

Figure 7. 3D printed structures of GelMA30GA-5Fe ink and control material (poloxamer). (A) Top and side views of printed structures with 1.5,
2.5, and 5 mm wall heights (theoretical heights from CAD models). Scale bar = 5 mm (white). (B) Measured outer diameters and wall heights of
cylinders compared to the heights from the CAD model (red lines). (C) Extruded filaments to observe filament widths of poloxamer at RT,
GelMA30GA-5Fe at RT, and 5% w/v GelMA60 at 16 °C. Scale bar = 0.5 mm (black). (D) Examples of printed cylinders of GelMA30GA-5Fe. The
ruler scale is in centimeter.
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properties imparted by GA. The UV−vis spectroscopy
measurement of 2 mg/mL GelMA30GA and GelMA60GA in
the presence of DPPH displayed 26 and 37% reduction (Figure
S6) in absorption, indicating potential antioxidant properties.

■ DISCUSSION
The printability of biomaterial inks/bioinks is highly depend-
ent on viscosity and flow behavior. The common approaches
to improve the printability of GelMA are to increase the
polymer concentration, lower the printing temperature, or mix
it with other polymers.8 GelMA has been printed on its own
with a concentration higher than 10% w/v at RT.6,10,31

However, high concentrations of polymers can result in
reduced nutrient and oxygen transport for cells.32 Printing 5%
w/v GelMA at low printing temperature (16−17 °C) could
generate more cell injuries, and the temperature might not be
homogeneously distributed throughout the cartridge, nozzle,
and printing bed.10,33

To overcome the temperature-related issues, we synthesized
GelMAGA from GelMA having two degrees of methacrylation

Figure 8. Oscillatory measurements of all hydrogel samples: GelMA30, GelMA60, GelMA30GA, GelMA60GA, GelMA30GA-5Fe, and
GelMA60GA-5Fe, measured via frequency and amplitude sweeps at RT. The error bars indicate the standard deviation of storage modulus for each
ink, presented as mean ± SD (n = 10, *p < 0.05, **insignificant). (A) Storage moduli of hydrogels in frequency sweep, (B) tan δ value, calculated
from the ratio between G′ and G″ from amplitude sweep to observe the elasticity of hydrogels.

Table 3. Storage and Loss Moduli, Calculated Average Mesh
Sizes (ξ), and Cross-linking Densities (ne) for the
Investigated Ink Compositions

G′ [Pa] G″ [Pa] ξ [nm] ne[mol/m3]

GelMA30 478 ± 7 14 ± 2 20.52 0.19
GelMA60 594 ± 5 8 ± 1 19.06 0.24
GelMA30GA 1631 ± 26 34 ± 5 13.62 0.66
GelMA60GA 662 ± 30 15 ± 1 18.38 0.27
GelMA30GA-5Fe 4454 ± 38 135 ± 9 9.75 1.87
GelMA60GA-5Fe 2166 ± 43 115 ± 1 12.38 0.87
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(30 and 60%), followed by 10% GA conjugation to
GelMA.15,33 Furthermore, the rheological properties were
enhanced by pre-cross-linking with FeCl3via catechol−Fe3+
chelation, allowing lower polymer concentrations to be
printable at RT or physiological temperature. Adding Fe3+ to
GelMAGA inks can enhance the viscosity, providing primary
cross-linking of the ink. After printing each layer, the ink was
stabilized by photocross-linking (i.e., secondary cross-linking
method). This sequential cross-linking approach significantly
improves the printability of low-concentration GelMA-based
bioinks (5% w/v).
All synthesized biomaterial inks were screened according to

our pre-processing method. The prescreened results also
showed that 0.5% FeCl3 in GelMAGA provided a favorable
viscosity for the biomaterial inks, which were able to form a
filament at RT due to noncovalent interactions of catechol−
Fe3+ chelation. The coordination bonding between the
trivalent ferric ions and hydroxyl groups of the GA leads to
the formation of a loose hydrogel network and, hence,
increases the viscosity of the inks.34 However, extruded
GelMA60GA-5Fe filament was slightly overgelated, and it
could not support its own weight in the air, resulting in a
discontinuous filament. The concentration of 0.25% w/v FeCl3
in GelMAGA was not high enough to maintain the shape of
the ink and led to droplet formation in the prescreening tests.
Furthermore, the prescreening test showed that GelMA30GA-
5Fe had good filament formation and stackability.
In general, printable biomaterial inks/bioinks are shear-

thinning, having a viscosity that decreases with an increase in
shear rate.35−39 The inks should exhibit yield stress, that is,
have appropriate shear stress that must be overcome to make
the ink flow. However, too high shear stress can cause the ink
to burst and cause cell damage when printing with cells. Also,
the initial viscosity value should be recovered at least up to
80% of the original level within seconds after printing.36,40 The
temperature sweep of the flow mode showed that the viscosity
of GelMAGA with Fe3+ was not much affected by the
temperature change from RT to 37 °C. It indicates that
primary cross-linking of Fe3+ can stabilize the ink at an elevated
temperature. Instead, the viscosity of the inks slowly decreased
after 4 °C compared to GelMA or GelMAGA. In general,
increasing the gelatin modification degree decreases the
physical interactions between the macromolecules, resulting
in lower precursor viscosities and lower sol−gel transition
temperatures.41 The results show that GelMA60GA ink
displayed less thermostability compared to GelMA30GA.

Similar behavior has been described previously: high
modification of GelMA disturbs the triple helix structure due
to reduced ionic and dipole−dipole interaction between gelatin
molecules, resulting in a looser physical network that leads to
the lower thermostability of the hydrogel network.41

The values of shear-thinning coefficients and yield stress
were used to explain printability. GelMA30GA-5Fe and
GelMA60GA-5Fe had high zero shear viscosity and did not
flow immediately after the beginning of the measurement.
Thus, both inks possessed yield stress, confirmed by the
plotting of the Herschel−Bulkley model. All GelMAGA inks
with and without Fe3+ were shear-thinning, supported by the
Power-law model results, giving n < 1. However, our previously
published study indicates that the n value should be lower than
0.2 to ensure high printability.22 In addition, low zero shear
viscosity can result in poor fiber formation because of a lack of
shape fidelity after being extruded from the nozzle.42Figure 4C
shows that the viscosity of GelMA60GA-5Fe dropped sharply
when the geometry started to move. This may be related to
overgelation of the Fe3+ network. The recovery behavior tests
demonstrated that GelMA30GA-5Fe and GelMA60GA-5Fe
could recover 70% of their initial viscosity after removing the
high shear. This results from the reversible interaction between
GA and Fe3+ ions.43 We interpreted that the multiple long-
range ionic interactions due to quadruple hydrogen bonds
between Fe3+ and the phenolic groups resulted in favorable
shear-thinning and recovery behavior of the inks.44

Based on the prescreening and rheological measurements,
GelMA30GA-5Fe and GelMA60GA-5Fe were chosen to be
evaluated for their printability (Pr) using a 3D bioprinter.
Bioinks with excellent printability will exhibit constant shape
and square pores in the printed grid structures. The calculated
Pr values were similar, but the standard deviations varied,
indicating the random pore geometries in GelMA60-5Fe grids.
On the contrary, GelMA30-5Fe showed almost similar Pr
values at RT and 37 °C. When printed into six-layered grids,
GelMA30GA-5Fe at 37 °C and GelMA60GA-5Fe at RT
resulted in irregular grid structures, which collapsed during
printing.
GelMA30GA-5Fe was chosen to be printed into cylinders as

well and further studied for its mechanical properties and
stability. Previous studies have shown that UV light might not
penetrate through the 3D structures, but photocross-linking in
a layer-by-layer manner during the printing can increase the
homogeneity of the printed structures.45 The measured
cylinder diameters were quite similar to the control, but the
wall heights differed from the CAD model, which probably
resulted from the die swelling of the filament after being
extruded from the nozzle. The inaccuracy of the printed 3D
constructs was also supported by the filament shape character-
ization showing die swelling of GelMA30GA-5Fe (RT). By
comparing the top and side views of the cylinders, it is obvious
that GelMA30GA-5Fe was still able to maintain good shape
fidelity and enabled multilayered printing.
According to the oscillatory measurement, the storage

moduli of GelMA30G-5Fe and GelMA60GA-5Fe were
significantly higher than that for the ink without GA and
Fe3+. In addition, GA and Fe3+ improved the elasticity of the
resulting GelMA hydrogels, as shown in Figure 8B, because of
the double network formed between GA and Fe3+. The
interconnectivity and integrity due to photocross-linking and
catechol−Fe3+ chelation provided a more stable network than
in a single network GelMA (single photocross-linking).21,26,46

Figure 9. Stability test of 3D printed GelMA30GA-5Fe structures in
DI water, DPBS, and DMEM for 30 days. The mean (n = 3) and
standard deviation are shown.
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Dual cross-linking in the GelMAGA-Fe hydrogels yielded a
smaller mesh size and higher cross-linking density as compared
to the single network in the GelMA hydrogel. However, the
denser polymer network can limit the transport of oxygen and
nutrients to the cells.30,47

Swelling and dissolution tests were performed to evaluate
the stability of GelMAGA printed structures in water, DPBS,
and DMEM under a physiological environment.47,48 The
structures were stable for over a month in the aqueous solution
at 37 °C, with a slight change during the first 2 days. In the
previously reported studies, the weight of GelMA hydrogels
increased by almost 60% in PBS after just 24 h.6,10,48 In
comparison, our GelMA30GA-5Fe swelled less than 10% and
the printed structures were able to maintain internal and
external architecture until the end of the observation period. As
assumed, the cross-linking density and average mesh size
influenced the swelling capacity of the hydrogel.30 The higher
cross-linking density resulted from the dual network formation
leading to a reduction in water absorption.49 In addition, we
observed that GelMAGA-Fe displays considerable tissue
adhesive and antioxidant properties, as shown in Figures S4
and S5. Adhesive biomaterial inks can be useful as a printable
glue, and they expand the bioink application possibilities,
enabling, for example, printing directly to the defect site for
wound dressing purposes.20,26

■ CONCLUSIONS
We developed a GA-functionalized GelMA-based biomaterial
ink utilizing a two-step sequential cross-linking approach:
metal−ligand complexation followed by photocross-linking.
The pre-cross-linked GA-modified GelMA with Fe3+ (Gel-
MA30GA-5Fe) showed higher viscosity and better rheological
profile than GelMA ink alone, resulting in superb printability.
It was also printable into 3D constructs with good shape
fidelity compared to the ink without a pre-cross-linker. The
dual network achieved by catechol−Fe3+ chelation and
photocross-linking also improved the elastic modulus in the
hydrogels, compared to GelMA and GelMAGA. The printed
structures of GelMA30GA-5Fe ink showed good stability and a
low swelling ratio in the physiological environment over a
month. In addition, GA provided tissue adhesion and
antioxidant properties. The catechol-based adhesive printable
inks can offer the tissue-engineered scaffolds better attachment
on the surface of target organs or tissues without using
additional glue. Moreover, the GA-modified GelMA ink opens
up new possibilities for wound dressing materials that can be
utilized for in situ bioprinting at the defect site.
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(30 and 60%), followed by 10% GA conjugation to
GelMA.15,33 Furthermore, the rheological properties were
enhanced by pre-cross-linking with FeCl3via catechol−Fe3+
chelation, allowing lower polymer concentrations to be
printable at RT or physiological temperature. Adding Fe3+ to
GelMAGA inks can enhance the viscosity, providing primary
cross-linking of the ink. After printing each layer, the ink was
stabilized by photocross-linking (i.e., secondary cross-linking
method). This sequential cross-linking approach significantly
improves the printability of low-concentration GelMA-based
bioinks (5% w/v).
All synthesized biomaterial inks were screened according to

our pre-processing method. The prescreened results also
showed that 0.5% FeCl3 in GelMAGA provided a favorable
viscosity for the biomaterial inks, which were able to form a
filament at RT due to noncovalent interactions of catechol−
Fe3+ chelation. The coordination bonding between the
trivalent ferric ions and hydroxyl groups of the GA leads to
the formation of a loose hydrogel network and, hence,
increases the viscosity of the inks.34 However, extruded
GelMA60GA-5Fe filament was slightly overgelated, and it
could not support its own weight in the air, resulting in a
discontinuous filament. The concentration of 0.25% w/v FeCl3
in GelMAGA was not high enough to maintain the shape of
the ink and led to droplet formation in the prescreening tests.
Furthermore, the prescreening test showed that GelMA30GA-
5Fe had good filament formation and stackability.
In general, printable biomaterial inks/bioinks are shear-

thinning, having a viscosity that decreases with an increase in
shear rate.35−39 The inks should exhibit yield stress, that is,
have appropriate shear stress that must be overcome to make
the ink flow. However, too high shear stress can cause the ink
to burst and cause cell damage when printing with cells. Also,
the initial viscosity value should be recovered at least up to
80% of the original level within seconds after printing.36,40 The
temperature sweep of the flow mode showed that the viscosity
of GelMAGA with Fe3+ was not much affected by the
temperature change from RT to 37 °C. It indicates that
primary cross-linking of Fe3+ can stabilize the ink at an elevated
temperature. Instead, the viscosity of the inks slowly decreased
after 4 °C compared to GelMA or GelMAGA. In general,
increasing the gelatin modification degree decreases the
physical interactions between the macromolecules, resulting
in lower precursor viscosities and lower sol−gel transition
temperatures.41 The results show that GelMA60GA ink
displayed less thermostability compared to GelMA30GA.

Similar behavior has been described previously: high
modification of GelMA disturbs the triple helix structure due
to reduced ionic and dipole−dipole interaction between gelatin
molecules, resulting in a looser physical network that leads to
the lower thermostability of the hydrogel network.41

The values of shear-thinning coefficients and yield stress
were used to explain printability. GelMA30GA-5Fe and
GelMA60GA-5Fe had high zero shear viscosity and did not
flow immediately after the beginning of the measurement.
Thus, both inks possessed yield stress, confirmed by the
plotting of the Herschel−Bulkley model. All GelMAGA inks
with and without Fe3+ were shear-thinning, supported by the
Power-law model results, giving n < 1. However, our previously
published study indicates that the n value should be lower than
0.2 to ensure high printability.22 In addition, low zero shear
viscosity can result in poor fiber formation because of a lack of
shape fidelity after being extruded from the nozzle.42Figure 4C
shows that the viscosity of GelMA60GA-5Fe dropped sharply
when the geometry started to move. This may be related to
overgelation of the Fe3+ network. The recovery behavior tests
demonstrated that GelMA30GA-5Fe and GelMA60GA-5Fe
could recover 70% of their initial viscosity after removing the
high shear. This results from the reversible interaction between
GA and Fe3+ ions.43 We interpreted that the multiple long-
range ionic interactions due to quadruple hydrogen bonds
between Fe3+ and the phenolic groups resulted in favorable
shear-thinning and recovery behavior of the inks.44

Based on the prescreening and rheological measurements,
GelMA30GA-5Fe and GelMA60GA-5Fe were chosen to be
evaluated for their printability (Pr) using a 3D bioprinter.
Bioinks with excellent printability will exhibit constant shape
and square pores in the printed grid structures. The calculated
Pr values were similar, but the standard deviations varied,
indicating the random pore geometries in GelMA60-5Fe grids.
On the contrary, GelMA30-5Fe showed almost similar Pr
values at RT and 37 °C. When printed into six-layered grids,
GelMA30GA-5Fe at 37 °C and GelMA60GA-5Fe at RT
resulted in irregular grid structures, which collapsed during
printing.
GelMA30GA-5Fe was chosen to be printed into cylinders as

well and further studied for its mechanical properties and
stability. Previous studies have shown that UV light might not
penetrate through the 3D structures, but photocross-linking in
a layer-by-layer manner during the printing can increase the
homogeneity of the printed structures.45 The measured
cylinder diameters were quite similar to the control, but the
wall heights differed from the CAD model, which probably
resulted from the die swelling of the filament after being
extruded from the nozzle. The inaccuracy of the printed 3D
constructs was also supported by the filament shape character-
ization showing die swelling of GelMA30GA-5Fe (RT). By
comparing the top and side views of the cylinders, it is obvious
that GelMA30GA-5Fe was still able to maintain good shape
fidelity and enabled multilayered printing.
According to the oscillatory measurement, the storage

moduli of GelMA30G-5Fe and GelMA60GA-5Fe were
significantly higher than that for the ink without GA and
Fe3+. In addition, GA and Fe3+ improved the elasticity of the
resulting GelMA hydrogels, as shown in Figure 8B, because of
the double network formed between GA and Fe3+. The
interconnectivity and integrity due to photocross-linking and
catechol−Fe3+ chelation provided a more stable network than
in a single network GelMA (single photocross-linking).21,26,46

Figure 9. Stability test of 3D printed GelMA30GA-5Fe structures in
DI water, DPBS, and DMEM for 30 days. The mean (n = 3) and
standard deviation are shown.
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Dual cross-linking in the GelMAGA-Fe hydrogels yielded a
smaller mesh size and higher cross-linking density as compared
to the single network in the GelMA hydrogel. However, the
denser polymer network can limit the transport of oxygen and
nutrients to the cells.30,47

Swelling and dissolution tests were performed to evaluate
the stability of GelMAGA printed structures in water, DPBS,
and DMEM under a physiological environment.47,48 The
structures were stable for over a month in the aqueous solution
at 37 °C, with a slight change during the first 2 days. In the
previously reported studies, the weight of GelMA hydrogels
increased by almost 60% in PBS after just 24 h.6,10,48 In
comparison, our GelMA30GA-5Fe swelled less than 10% and
the printed structures were able to maintain internal and
external architecture until the end of the observation period. As
assumed, the cross-linking density and average mesh size
influenced the swelling capacity of the hydrogel.30 The higher
cross-linking density resulted from the dual network formation
leading to a reduction in water absorption.49 In addition, we
observed that GelMAGA-Fe displays considerable tissue
adhesive and antioxidant properties, as shown in Figures S4
and S5. Adhesive biomaterial inks can be useful as a printable
glue, and they expand the bioink application possibilities,
enabling, for example, printing directly to the defect site for
wound dressing purposes.20,26

■ CONCLUSIONS
We developed a GA-functionalized GelMA-based biomaterial
ink utilizing a two-step sequential cross-linking approach:
metal−ligand complexation followed by photocross-linking.
The pre-cross-linked GA-modified GelMA with Fe3+ (Gel-
MA30GA-5Fe) showed higher viscosity and better rheological
profile than GelMA ink alone, resulting in superb printability.
It was also printable into 3D constructs with good shape
fidelity compared to the ink without a pre-cross-linker. The
dual network achieved by catechol−Fe3+ chelation and
photocross-linking also improved the elastic modulus in the
hydrogels, compared to GelMA and GelMAGA. The printed
structures of GelMA30GA-5Fe ink showed good stability and a
low swelling ratio in the physiological environment over a
month. In addition, GA provided tissue adhesion and
antioxidant properties. The catechol-based adhesive printable
inks can offer the tissue-engineered scaffolds better attachment
on the surface of target organs or tissues without using
additional glue. Moreover, the GA-modified GelMA ink opens
up new possibilities for wound dressing materials that can be
utilized for in situ bioprinting at the defect site.
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ABSTRACT: The major challenges of hyaluronic acid-based
bioinks in extrusion-based three-dimensional bioprinting are poor
printability and low printing accuracy. To tackle the challenges, we
developed a bioink in which two components are blended: gallic
acid-functionalized hyaluronic acid (HAGA) and hyaluronic acid
methacrylate (HAMA). In the precursor phase, the blend’s HAGA
component enables pH-dependent viscosity modulation that
results in improved injectability and printability at physiological
temperature. Postprinting, the blend’s HAMA component is
photocrosslinked to create a true hydrogel with a complementary
network of both HAGA and HAMA. The ready structures of the HAGA-HAMA hydrogel showed sufficient printing quality and
accuracy compared to plain HAMA. The blend also displayed enhanced viscoelastic properties and stable swelling behavior. In
addition to the pH tunability, the HAGA component also imparted tissue adhesion and antioxidant activity. This bioink has the
potential to be printed directly on an infected wound site due to its adhesiveness to tissue and dimensional stability in situ.
KEYWORDS: hyaluronic acid, gallic acid, pH-responsive, bioprinting, bioink blend, photocrosslinking

■ INTRODUCTION
Hyaluronic acid-based (HA) hydrogels have been considered
an attractive choice for bioinks. The various reactive functional
groups allow HA hydrogels to be chemically modified by the
conjugation of biorthogonal moieties or bioactive molecules.1,2

Modification with methacrylate (MA) groups is the most
common way to obtain highly versatile bioinks and a hydrogel
network can be formed via photopolymerization reaction.3−5

Recently, hyaluronic acid methacrylate (HAMA), with a high
degree of MA-modification, has been used for light-based
three-dimensional (3D) bioprinting, such as stereolithographic
and digital light processing.6 However, the printing of HAMA
using an extrusion-based 3D bioprinter remains challenging
due to its low mechanical properties, poor printability, and
poor printing accuracy.7 HAMA’s printability can be improved
by blending it with high shear-thinning or stimuli-responsive
precursors/hydrogels to create a complementary network,
which can compensate for the HAMA’s insufficient proper-
ties.8−13 Over the past decades, the development of tissue
adhesive hydrogels has been reported with various techniques,
including mussel-inspired chemistry and supramolecular
interactions.14 However, the integration between high
printability, stimuli-responsiveness, and tissue adhesion in
one biomaterial ink is still challenging.
To improve the printability of bioinks, blending bioinks with

high-molecular-weight polymers could be an alternative option.
However, the physical blending of two different molecular

weight polymers may create an immiscible mixture as blending
requires compatibility of polymer properties.15 Furthermore,
the biological functions might be disrupted because a higher
pressure is required during the printing process.16,17

Precrosslinking techniques are an effective way to convert
unprintable inks into printable ones capable of forming 3D
constructs. Precrosslinking techniques create a weak hydrogel
network, giving enough stability to sustain shape fidelity during
the printing.18 Several precrosslinking approaches have been
studied to improve the printability of bioinks for extrusion-
based 3D bioprinting.19 The most common ways are to utilize
ionic crosslinking (e.g., for alginate, gellan gum),20−22

enzymatic crosslinking (collagen),23 pH (chitosan),24 or
temperature changes (gelatin).25−27

Stimuli-responsive hydrogels have also been investigated as
candidates for bioinks and can be induced by exposing the ink
to various environmental changes, including pH, temperature,
light, and ions.28 These properties provide versatility to
bioinks, as they harness the on-demand tunability of bioinks
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ABSTRACT: The major challenges of hyaluronic acid-based
bioinks in extrusion-based three-dimensional bioprinting are poor
printability and low printing accuracy. To tackle the challenges, we
developed a bioink in which two components are blended: gallic
acid-functionalized hyaluronic acid (HAGA) and hyaluronic acid
methacrylate (HAMA). In the precursor phase, the blend’s HAGA
component enables pH-dependent viscosity modulation that
results in improved injectability and printability at physiological
temperature. Postprinting, the blend’s HAMA component is
photocrosslinked to create a true hydrogel with a complementary
network of both HAGA and HAMA. The ready structures of the HAGA-HAMA hydrogel showed sufficient printing quality and
accuracy compared to plain HAMA. The blend also displayed enhanced viscoelastic properties and stable swelling behavior. In
addition to the pH tunability, the HAGA component also imparted tissue adhesion and antioxidant activity. This bioink has the
potential to be printed directly on an infected wound site due to its adhesiveness to tissue and dimensional stability in situ.
KEYWORDS: hyaluronic acid, gallic acid, pH-responsive, bioprinting, bioink blend, photocrosslinking

■ INTRODUCTION
Hyaluronic acid-based (HA) hydrogels have been considered
an attractive choice for bioinks. The various reactive functional
groups allow HA hydrogels to be chemically modified by the
conjugation of biorthogonal moieties or bioactive molecules.1,2

Modification with methacrylate (MA) groups is the most
common way to obtain highly versatile bioinks and a hydrogel
network can be formed via photopolymerization reaction.3−5

Recently, hyaluronic acid methacrylate (HAMA), with a high
degree of MA-modification, has been used for light-based
three-dimensional (3D) bioprinting, such as stereolithographic
and digital light processing.6 However, the printing of HAMA
using an extrusion-based 3D bioprinter remains challenging
due to its low mechanical properties, poor printability, and
poor printing accuracy.7 HAMA’s printability can be improved
by blending it with high shear-thinning or stimuli-responsive
precursors/hydrogels to create a complementary network,
which can compensate for the HAMA’s insufficient proper-
ties.8−13 Over the past decades, the development of tissue
adhesive hydrogels has been reported with various techniques,
including mussel-inspired chemistry and supramolecular
interactions.14 However, the integration between high
printability, stimuli-responsiveness, and tissue adhesion in
one biomaterial ink is still challenging.
To improve the printability of bioinks, blending bioinks with

high-molecular-weight polymers could be an alternative option.
However, the physical blending of two different molecular

weight polymers may create an immiscible mixture as blending
requires compatibility of polymer properties.15 Furthermore,
the biological functions might be disrupted because a higher
pressure is required during the printing process.16,17

Precrosslinking techniques are an effective way to convert
unprintable inks into printable ones capable of forming 3D
constructs. Precrosslinking techniques create a weak hydrogel
network, giving enough stability to sustain shape fidelity during
the printing.18 Several precrosslinking approaches have been
studied to improve the printability of bioinks for extrusion-
based 3D bioprinting.19 The most common ways are to utilize
ionic crosslinking (e.g., for alginate, gellan gum),20−22

enzymatic crosslinking (collagen),23 pH (chitosan),24 or
temperature changes (gelatin).25−27

Stimuli-responsive hydrogels have also been investigated as
candidates for bioinks and can be induced by exposing the ink
to various environmental changes, including pH, temperature,
light, and ions.28 These properties provide versatility to
bioinks, as they harness the on-demand tunability of bioinks
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and can be used for various applications.29 The pH-responsive
hydrogels have gained wide interest because of their excellent
adaptation in physiological conditions for in situ bioprinting
applications.30 Moreover, pH-stimuli can better control
bioink’s stability in the defect site due to the different pH
during healing stages.31,32 Only a few reports have explored the
pH-responsive properties of bioinks to obtain printable
hydrogels; for example, the pH-induced chitosan hydrogel
was printed into a concentrated NaOH bath, forming the
intramolecular−intermolecular hydrogen bonds.24

Moreover, an injectable hydrogel with self-healing and tissue
adhesive properties is an interesting class of hydrogels. Self-
healing injectable hydrogels can temporarily fluidize under
shear stress and recover their original structure and mechanical
properties after the release of the applied stress. This ability
makes them easily injectable at the wound site. Additionally, as
self-healing injectable hydrogels possess tissue adhesive
properties, they can adhere effectively to the wound site and
facilitate sutureless implantation of hydrogel constructs.33 Shin
and Lee have reported the combination of gallol-tethered
hyaluronic acid and oligo-epigallocatechin (OEGCG) gels with

pH-dependent behavior for injectable hydrogels at basic
conditions.1

In this work, as a novel component for bioink, we developed
gallic acid-functionalized hyaluronic acid (HAGA) to establish
pH-responsiveness that can control the printability of
precursors as well as both the mechanical and swelling
behavior of hydrogels. GA is a polyphenol compound with
three phenol units known as catechol moieties and is also
recognized for its tissue adhesive properties and antioxidant
activity.34 We hypothesized that the precursor blend of HAGA-
HAMA could achieve high printability and injectability at pH
7.5−8. The pH change serves as a precrosslinking method for
the precursor during printing followed by UV postcrosslinking
to stabilize the printed constructs. The precursor formulations
could be printed without any additional viscosity enhancers.
The HAGA component enhances pH responsiveness at basic
pH, which results in an increase of tissue adhesion via phenolic
group oxidation. This phenomenon mimics mussel adhesion
due to the higher interaction of reductive cysteine-rich
proteins.35

This article reports the synthesis of HAGA with 10 and 20%
GA modification and HAMA with 15% methacrylation and

Figure 1. Flow chart demonstrates the process of biomaterial ink evaluation through the definitions of precursor, weak hydrogel, true hydrogel, and
biomaterial ink. (precursor → weak hydrogel → biomaterial ink → true hydrogel). Precursor, polymer solution or pre-hydrogel solution without
crosslinking. Weak hydrogel, weakly crosslinked hydrogel (extrudable). Biomaterial ink, printable precursor (weak hydrogel) or precursor candidate
for 3D bioprinting that has been screened for printability through various evaluation steps: precursor preparation, precrosslinking, prescreening for
printability (filament formation and stackability), rheological analysis (degree of shear-thinning, yield stress, and recovery behavior), 3D printing
(multilayer printing), and postcrosslinking (stabilization). True hydrogel, crosslinked hydrogels with mechanically stable to maintain the structural
integrity after printing.36

Figure 2. Schematics of HAGA and HAMA blend, combining the viscosity modulation of pH-dependent precursors for casting and extrusion-based
3D bioprinting. 3D printing of the complementary network hydrogel is done in two steps: first, the viscosity of the precursor is enhanced via pH
change to obtain proper printability, described as “ink”, and next, photocrosslinking is used after printing. The GA-based hydrogels demonstrate
viscoelasticity, tissue adhesion, and antioxidant and pH-dependent swelling behavior.
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their blending to a 1:1 volume ratio. The evaluation of
biomaterial ink printability was addressed in this article
through an evaluation process illustrated in Figure 1, which
is based on our previous studies.7,21,36 The rheological
characterization of the HAGA-HAMA precursor at different
pH was performed. Furthermore, the effect of GA function-
alization on the viscoelastic properties of hydrogels was
investigated. Additionally, HAGA conjugation provided
tissue-adhesive properties and antioxidant activity to the
HAGA-HAMA hydrogel. The schematics in Figure 2 describe
the entire process of synthesis, processing, and postprocessing
of the HAGA-HAMA precursor. We also highlight that the
pH-responsive precursors offer a flexible way to control the
ink’s viscosity for printing. Furthermore, the viscoelastic
properties and tissue adhesiveness of the photocrosslinked
hydrogels can be easily modified by changing the pH and
degree of GA modification.

■ MATERIALS AND METHODS
Hyaluronic acid (Mw 100 kDa) was purchased from LifeCore
Biomedical (Chaska, USA). Methacrylic anhydride, gallic acid
(3,4,5-trihydroxy benzoic acid), hydrazine hydrate, 1-ethyl-3-(3-
dimethyl aminopropyl)-carbodiimide hydrochloride (EDC), 1−
hydroxy benzotriazole hydrate (HOBt), dimethyl sulfoxide
(DMSO), and Irgacure 2959 (I2959) were purchased from Merck
KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany. Dialysis membranes used for purifica-
tion were purchased from Spectra Por-6 (MWCO 3500). DI water
(deionized water, Miele Aqua Purificator G 7795, Siemens) was used.
Dulbecco’s phosphate-buffered saline (DPBS) was prepared in the
lab. All solvents were of analytical quality. Nuclear magnetic
resonance (NMR) analysis was carried out on an NMR spectrometer
(Varian Mercury 300 MHz, Agilent Technologies, Inc., USA).
Synthesis of Hyaluronic Acid Methacrylate. Methacrylated

hyaluronic acid (HAMA) with ∼15% MA was prepared by adjusting
the ratio of methacrylic anhydride in the reaction, as has been
described previously in ref 7. In brief, 400 mg of sodium hyaluronate
was dissolved in 100 mL of deionized water at pH 9. Next,
methacrylic anhydride was added dropwise, providing the amount
equal to the defined modification (500 μL). The reaction was carried
out for 7 h at 4 °C while maintaining pH ∼ 8. After that, the reaction
mixture was dialyzed with a 3.5 kDa MWCO membrane against
deionized water for 72 h (2 × 2 L, 12 h) at RT. Thereafter, the
solution was lyophilized, and the product was obtained. The MA in
HAMA was quantified by 1H NMR. The measurement was
performed at RT. The synthesis procedure of HAMA is displayed
in Figure S-1.
Synthesis of Gallic Acid-Functionalized Hyaluronic Acid.

400 mg of HA (1 mmol of HA, in equivalent) was dissolved in 75 mL
of DI water followed by the addition of 1 mmol N-hydroxy
benzotriazole (HOBt, 153 mg, 1 equiv). The gallic acid hydrazide
(Figure S-2) (GA-Hyd, 184 mg, 1 equiv) was separately dissolved in
25 mL of DMSO and added to the stirred reaction mixture solution
dropwise and allowed additional stirring for 30 min. The pH of the
reaction solution was adjusted to 4.75 using 1 M HCl and 1 M
NaOH. For the 10 and 20% GA modification, 0.15 mmol (29 mg,
0.15 equiv) and 0.30 mmol (57.5 mg, 0.30 equiv) of EDC were
added, respectively. The mixture was stirred overnight. The reaction
mixture was then loaded into a dialysis bag (Spectra Por-6, MWCO
3500 g/mol) and dialyzed against dilute HCl (pH = 3.5) containing
100 mM NaCl (6 × 2 L, 48 h) and then dialyzed against deionized
water (4 × 2 L, 24 h). The solution was lyophilized to obtain a white
solid fluffy material. The conjugation of gallic acid and the degree of
modification of gallic acid in the hyaluronic acid was further
ascertained by the presence of distinctive aromatic peaks at 6.98
and 6.93 ppm of GA in the 1H NMR spectrum. The HAGA synthesis
is displayed in Figure S-3.
Preparation of pH-Responsive Precursors. All precursors were

prepared at a concentration of 5% w/v in DPBS. The PI, Irgacure

2959, was added into the HAMA precursor at a concentration of 0.5%
w/v. The precursors of HAGA and HAMA were mixed into a ratio of
1:1 with two formulations: HAGA10-HAMA15 and HAGA20-
HAMA15. The pH of all precursor formulations was slowly adjusted
using 0.5 M NaOH and varied into acidic (pH = 4 and 5), neutral
(pH = 7), and basic (pH = 8 and 9) pH.

pH-Dependent Rheological Behavior of Precursors. The
rheological characterizations were carried out on a rheometer
(Discovery HR-2, TA Instruments Inc., USA) using a plate-to-plate
geometry with a diameter of 12 mm. Different formulations of
precursor with different pH were measured using flow mode. The
measurements were made at 37 °C. The rheological tests of
precursors were in situ photopolymerization (gelation time), flow
measurements, and recovery behavior. The flow measurement (shear-
thinning and yield stress) was carried out at a shear rate of 1−200 s−1
to determine the viscosity and flow behavior. For recovery behavior,
the measurement was performed by using three intervals of a low
shear rate (0.01 s−1 for 200 s), followed by a high shear rate (500 s−1
for 100 s) and finally, a low shear rate (0.01 s−1 for 200 s) to screen
the viscosity recovery of precursors after extrusion. The gelation time
of the precursors was quantified via in situ photopolymerization using
a rheometer with an external UV lamp (BlueWave 50 UV curing spot
lamp, DYMAX Corp., USA). Shear-thinning coefficients and yield
stress were calculated using the Power-Law Equation and the
Herschel−Bulkley model, as previously described7,21 and explained
in the Supporting Information (eqs S-1, S-2). The viscosity of the
precursors at high pH was obtained from the Cox-Merz rule (eq S-3)
and transformed from the oscillatory measurement (frequency sweep,
0.1−500 rad/s, constant strain 1%).

Prescreening of Injectability and Printability. The inject-
ability of the hydrogels was confirmed using a commercial needle with
a diameter of 22G (BD MicrolanceTM 3, Becton Dickinson S.A.). For
printability, we followed simple prescreening protocols published
previously:7,21 filament formation and stackability tests. The different
precursor formulations were loaded into a 1 mL syringe and capped
with 410 μm steel nozzle types. The nozzles were purchased from
Nordson EFD, Germany. The precursor filament was formed in air at
RT (24 °C) and at 37 °C to observe filament quality and extrudability
and then deposited on the glass surface to investigate the stackability.
The images of filaments were captured using a camera (Theta Lite,
CMOS 1/2” USB 3.0 digital camera with fixed zoom, resolution of
1280 × 1024 pixels, Biolin Scientific, Sweden). Based on our previous
studies (Figure 1), we defined the prescreening test for biomaterial
ink printability and divided filaments into three categories: droplet,
smooth, and irregular filament. A droplet filament indicates that the
extruded precursor is too liquid and is not recommended for 3D
bioprinting. A smooth filament, on the other hand, indicates that the
extruded precursor exhibits smooth, uniform, and consistent filament,
which is considered a good candidate for 3D bioprinting. An irregular
filament indicates an over-gelation condition of the precursor,
exhibiting the nonuniformed and fractured filament after being
extruded from the nozzle.

Evaluation of Printability. Filament quality checkup and 3D
printing ability were assessed to determine the printability of
precursor formulations. The most optimal precursor formulation
was described as “ink” and printed using an extrusion-based 3D
bioprinter (Brinter One, Brinter Ltd., Finland). A 410 μm steel nozzle
was used in all printing tests. The ink filament checkup was done by
printing lines with different pressure and printing speed values.
Extrusion pressure ranged between 2000 and 3000 mbar, and the
printing speed was set to 4, 6, or 8 mm/s. The filament widths were
captured and measured using Image processing software (Fiji-
ImageJ). The filament widths were compared to the nozzle size to
determine the printability. After that, the best printing parameters
were chosen to continue with multilayer printing (two and four-
layered grid structure). The shapes of the pores in the printed grids
were evaluated to obtain the pore geometry and Pr value (Figure S-11,
eq S-4), as previously described.21 The four-layered grid structures
were printed to assess the inks’ ability to support the weight of each
layer while maintaining the printing resolution without collapse. The
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and can be used for various applications.29 The pH-responsive
hydrogels have gained wide interest because of their excellent
adaptation in physiological conditions for in situ bioprinting
applications.30 Moreover, pH-stimuli can better control
bioink’s stability in the defect site due to the different pH
during healing stages.31,32 Only a few reports have explored the
pH-responsive properties of bioinks to obtain printable
hydrogels; for example, the pH-induced chitosan hydrogel
was printed into a concentrated NaOH bath, forming the
intramolecular−intermolecular hydrogen bonds.24

Moreover, an injectable hydrogel with self-healing and tissue
adhesive properties is an interesting class of hydrogels. Self-
healing injectable hydrogels can temporarily fluidize under
shear stress and recover their original structure and mechanical
properties after the release of the applied stress. This ability
makes them easily injectable at the wound site. Additionally, as
self-healing injectable hydrogels possess tissue adhesive
properties, they can adhere effectively to the wound site and
facilitate sutureless implantation of hydrogel constructs.33 Shin
and Lee have reported the combination of gallol-tethered
hyaluronic acid and oligo-epigallocatechin (OEGCG) gels with

pH-dependent behavior for injectable hydrogels at basic
conditions.1

In this work, as a novel component for bioink, we developed
gallic acid-functionalized hyaluronic acid (HAGA) to establish
pH-responsiveness that can control the printability of
precursors as well as both the mechanical and swelling
behavior of hydrogels. GA is a polyphenol compound with
three phenol units known as catechol moieties and is also
recognized for its tissue adhesive properties and antioxidant
activity.34 We hypothesized that the precursor blend of HAGA-
HAMA could achieve high printability and injectability at pH
7.5−8. The pH change serves as a precrosslinking method for
the precursor during printing followed by UV postcrosslinking
to stabilize the printed constructs. The precursor formulations
could be printed without any additional viscosity enhancers.
The HAGA component enhances pH responsiveness at basic
pH, which results in an increase of tissue adhesion via phenolic
group oxidation. This phenomenon mimics mussel adhesion
due to the higher interaction of reductive cysteine-rich
proteins.35

This article reports the synthesis of HAGA with 10 and 20%
GA modification and HAMA with 15% methacrylation and

Figure 1. Flow chart demonstrates the process of biomaterial ink evaluation through the definitions of precursor, weak hydrogel, true hydrogel, and
biomaterial ink. (precursor → weak hydrogel → biomaterial ink → true hydrogel). Precursor, polymer solution or pre-hydrogel solution without
crosslinking. Weak hydrogel, weakly crosslinked hydrogel (extrudable). Biomaterial ink, printable precursor (weak hydrogel) or precursor candidate
for 3D bioprinting that has been screened for printability through various evaluation steps: precursor preparation, precrosslinking, prescreening for
printability (filament formation and stackability), rheological analysis (degree of shear-thinning, yield stress, and recovery behavior), 3D printing
(multilayer printing), and postcrosslinking (stabilization). True hydrogel, crosslinked hydrogels with mechanically stable to maintain the structural
integrity after printing.36

Figure 2. Schematics of HAGA and HAMA blend, combining the viscosity modulation of pH-dependent precursors for casting and extrusion-based
3D bioprinting. 3D printing of the complementary network hydrogel is done in two steps: first, the viscosity of the precursor is enhanced via pH
change to obtain proper printability, described as “ink”, and next, photocrosslinking is used after printing. The GA-based hydrogels demonstrate
viscoelasticity, tissue adhesion, and antioxidant and pH-dependent swelling behavior.
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their blending to a 1:1 volume ratio. The evaluation of
biomaterial ink printability was addressed in this article
through an evaluation process illustrated in Figure 1, which
is based on our previous studies.7,21,36 The rheological
characterization of the HAGA-HAMA precursor at different
pH was performed. Furthermore, the effect of GA function-
alization on the viscoelastic properties of hydrogels was
investigated. Additionally, HAGA conjugation provided
tissue-adhesive properties and antioxidant activity to the
HAGA-HAMA hydrogel. The schematics in Figure 2 describe
the entire process of synthesis, processing, and postprocessing
of the HAGA-HAMA precursor. We also highlight that the
pH-responsive precursors offer a flexible way to control the
ink’s viscosity for printing. Furthermore, the viscoelastic
properties and tissue adhesiveness of the photocrosslinked
hydrogels can be easily modified by changing the pH and
degree of GA modification.

■ MATERIALS AND METHODS
Hyaluronic acid (Mw 100 kDa) was purchased from LifeCore
Biomedical (Chaska, USA). Methacrylic anhydride, gallic acid
(3,4,5-trihydroxy benzoic acid), hydrazine hydrate, 1-ethyl-3-(3-
dimethyl aminopropyl)-carbodiimide hydrochloride (EDC), 1−
hydroxy benzotriazole hydrate (HOBt), dimethyl sulfoxide
(DMSO), and Irgacure 2959 (I2959) were purchased from Merck
KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany. Dialysis membranes used for purifica-
tion were purchased from Spectra Por-6 (MWCO 3500). DI water
(deionized water, Miele Aqua Purificator G 7795, Siemens) was used.
Dulbecco’s phosphate-buffered saline (DPBS) was prepared in the
lab. All solvents were of analytical quality. Nuclear magnetic
resonance (NMR) analysis was carried out on an NMR spectrometer
(Varian Mercury 300 MHz, Agilent Technologies, Inc., USA).
Synthesis of Hyaluronic Acid Methacrylate. Methacrylated

hyaluronic acid (HAMA) with ∼15% MA was prepared by adjusting
the ratio of methacrylic anhydride in the reaction, as has been
described previously in ref 7. In brief, 400 mg of sodium hyaluronate
was dissolved in 100 mL of deionized water at pH 9. Next,
methacrylic anhydride was added dropwise, providing the amount
equal to the defined modification (500 μL). The reaction was carried
out for 7 h at 4 °C while maintaining pH ∼ 8. After that, the reaction
mixture was dialyzed with a 3.5 kDa MWCO membrane against
deionized water for 72 h (2 × 2 L, 12 h) at RT. Thereafter, the
solution was lyophilized, and the product was obtained. The MA in
HAMA was quantified by 1H NMR. The measurement was
performed at RT. The synthesis procedure of HAMA is displayed
in Figure S-1.
Synthesis of Gallic Acid-Functionalized Hyaluronic Acid.

400 mg of HA (1 mmol of HA, in equivalent) was dissolved in 75 mL
of DI water followed by the addition of 1 mmol N-hydroxy
benzotriazole (HOBt, 153 mg, 1 equiv). The gallic acid hydrazide
(Figure S-2) (GA-Hyd, 184 mg, 1 equiv) was separately dissolved in
25 mL of DMSO and added to the stirred reaction mixture solution
dropwise and allowed additional stirring for 30 min. The pH of the
reaction solution was adjusted to 4.75 using 1 M HCl and 1 M
NaOH. For the 10 and 20% GA modification, 0.15 mmol (29 mg,
0.15 equiv) and 0.30 mmol (57.5 mg, 0.30 equiv) of EDC were
added, respectively. The mixture was stirred overnight. The reaction
mixture was then loaded into a dialysis bag (Spectra Por-6, MWCO
3500 g/mol) and dialyzed against dilute HCl (pH = 3.5) containing
100 mM NaCl (6 × 2 L, 48 h) and then dialyzed against deionized
water (4 × 2 L, 24 h). The solution was lyophilized to obtain a white
solid fluffy material. The conjugation of gallic acid and the degree of
modification of gallic acid in the hyaluronic acid was further
ascertained by the presence of distinctive aromatic peaks at 6.98
and 6.93 ppm of GA in the 1H NMR spectrum. The HAGA synthesis
is displayed in Figure S-3.
Preparation of pH-Responsive Precursors. All precursors were

prepared at a concentration of 5% w/v in DPBS. The PI, Irgacure

2959, was added into the HAMA precursor at a concentration of 0.5%
w/v. The precursors of HAGA and HAMA were mixed into a ratio of
1:1 with two formulations: HAGA10-HAMA15 and HAGA20-
HAMA15. The pH of all precursor formulations was slowly adjusted
using 0.5 M NaOH and varied into acidic (pH = 4 and 5), neutral
(pH = 7), and basic (pH = 8 and 9) pH.

pH-Dependent Rheological Behavior of Precursors. The
rheological characterizations were carried out on a rheometer
(Discovery HR-2, TA Instruments Inc., USA) using a plate-to-plate
geometry with a diameter of 12 mm. Different formulations of
precursor with different pH were measured using flow mode. The
measurements were made at 37 °C. The rheological tests of
precursors were in situ photopolymerization (gelation time), flow
measurements, and recovery behavior. The flow measurement (shear-
thinning and yield stress) was carried out at a shear rate of 1−200 s−1
to determine the viscosity and flow behavior. For recovery behavior,
the measurement was performed by using three intervals of a low
shear rate (0.01 s−1 for 200 s), followed by a high shear rate (500 s−1
for 100 s) and finally, a low shear rate (0.01 s−1 for 200 s) to screen
the viscosity recovery of precursors after extrusion. The gelation time
of the precursors was quantified via in situ photopolymerization using
a rheometer with an external UV lamp (BlueWave 50 UV curing spot
lamp, DYMAX Corp., USA). Shear-thinning coefficients and yield
stress were calculated using the Power-Law Equation and the
Herschel−Bulkley model, as previously described7,21 and explained
in the Supporting Information (eqs S-1, S-2). The viscosity of the
precursors at high pH was obtained from the Cox-Merz rule (eq S-3)
and transformed from the oscillatory measurement (frequency sweep,
0.1−500 rad/s, constant strain 1%).

Prescreening of Injectability and Printability. The inject-
ability of the hydrogels was confirmed using a commercial needle with
a diameter of 22G (BD MicrolanceTM 3, Becton Dickinson S.A.). For
printability, we followed simple prescreening protocols published
previously:7,21 filament formation and stackability tests. The different
precursor formulations were loaded into a 1 mL syringe and capped
with 410 μm steel nozzle types. The nozzles were purchased from
Nordson EFD, Germany. The precursor filament was formed in air at
RT (24 °C) and at 37 °C to observe filament quality and extrudability
and then deposited on the glass surface to investigate the stackability.
The images of filaments were captured using a camera (Theta Lite,
CMOS 1/2” USB 3.0 digital camera with fixed zoom, resolution of
1280 × 1024 pixels, Biolin Scientific, Sweden). Based on our previous
studies (Figure 1), we defined the prescreening test for biomaterial
ink printability and divided filaments into three categories: droplet,
smooth, and irregular filament. A droplet filament indicates that the
extruded precursor is too liquid and is not recommended for 3D
bioprinting. A smooth filament, on the other hand, indicates that the
extruded precursor exhibits smooth, uniform, and consistent filament,
which is considered a good candidate for 3D bioprinting. An irregular
filament indicates an over-gelation condition of the precursor,
exhibiting the nonuniformed and fractured filament after being
extruded from the nozzle.

Evaluation of Printability. Filament quality checkup and 3D
printing ability were assessed to determine the printability of
precursor formulations. The most optimal precursor formulation
was described as “ink” and printed using an extrusion-based 3D
bioprinter (Brinter One, Brinter Ltd., Finland). A 410 μm steel nozzle
was used in all printing tests. The ink filament checkup was done by
printing lines with different pressure and printing speed values.
Extrusion pressure ranged between 2000 and 3000 mbar, and the
printing speed was set to 4, 6, or 8 mm/s. The filament widths were
captured and measured using Image processing software (Fiji-
ImageJ). The filament widths were compared to the nozzle size to
determine the printability. After that, the best printing parameters
were chosen to continue with multilayer printing (two and four-
layered grid structure). The shapes of the pores in the printed grids
were evaluated to obtain the pore geometry and Pr value (Figure S-11,
eq S-4), as previously described.21 The four-layered grid structures
were printed to assess the inks’ ability to support the weight of each
layer while maintaining the printing resolution without collapse. The
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multilayered structures were postcured using the bioprinter’s
integrated UV/vis LED module at a wavelength of 365 nm with 25
mW/cm2 intensity for 120 s.
Hydrogel Preparation. The pH of precursor formulations was

adjusted into acidic (pH 5), neutral (pH 7), and basic (pH 8). After
that, the precursors were cast into the molds (2.5 mm height,
diameter of 12 mm) and were left for 30 min to settle down. Next, the
precursors were exposed to 365 nm UV light (25 mW/cm2) for 120 s
(BlueWave 50 UV curing spot lamp, DYMAX Corp., USA).
Mechanical Properties of Hydrogels. To evaluate the

viscoelastic behavior of the hydrogels with and without photo-
crosslinking, oscillatory measurement was employed using a
rheometer with a plate-to-plate geometry (12 mm of diameter).
The amplitude sweep was carried out to determine the linear

viscoelastic region of the materials (0.1−100% strain). Subsequently,
frequency sweep measurements were carried out from 0.1 to 100 Hz
at a fixed strain of 1% and at a gap distance of 2.5 mm at 25 °C. The
storage and loss moduli (G′, G″) correlating to the elastic and viscous
attributes of the hydrogel samples were measured and calculated into
loss tangent (tan δ). Stress relaxation was also measured with a
rheometer (12 mm plate-to-plate geometry) to evaluate the effect of
gallic acid in hydrogels compared to plain HAMA hydrogel. The
hydrogel samples were tested with 20% strain at a constant rate for
500 s, giving the stress response over time. Crosslinking density (ne,
mol/m3) and average mesh size (ξ, nm) were estimated by calculating
the difference between G’ and G″ (eqs S-5, S-6). To screen the strain
recovery or self-healing behavior of the hydrogels, G’ and G″ were
measured under the repeating seven cycles of low (1%) and ultrahigh

Figure 3. Rheological measurements of precursor mixtures of HAGA10-HAMA15 and HAGA20-HAMA15 at different pH (3, 5.5, 7.5, 8 and 9):
shear-thinning (A, B), yield stress (C, D), and recovery behavior (E, F) at 37 °C.
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oscillation strain (800%) conditions at 25 °C and oscillation
frequency remained constant at 1 Hz, using 12 mm diameter stainless
steel parallel plate geometry. The holding period of each cycle was set
at 60 s. The self-healing properties of GA-based hydrogels were
evaluated via a cutting-healing method. The hydrogels were first cut
into two separate pieces, after which the cut edges were faced together
at 37 °C for 30 min.
pH-Dependent Swelling of Hydrogels. All hydrogel samples

with and without postcrosslinking were immersed in 0.1 M
phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) solution with different pH (5, 7,
and 9) to examine their stability (K2HPO4 and KH2PO4 were varied
from 5.841 and 94.16 mM to 93.48 and 6.523 mM to obtain the
desired pH). The hydrogels were maintained at 37 °C ± 0.5 °C in a
shaking incubator at 90 rpm until various time points (0, 1, 2, 3, 5, 7,
and 15 days). At the zero time point, the samples were defined with a
weight of W0. At every time point, the samples were removed from
the solution, and the residual solution from the surface was removed
to obtain the Ws. The swelling ratio was calculated as Ws/W0.
Degradation Study. Enzymatic degradation of the material was

performed using hyaluronidase at a concentration of 50 U/mL in
DPBS at pH 7.4. Three parallel hydrogel samples of 250 μL
HAMA15, HAGA10-HAMA15, and HAGA20-HAMA15 were
prepared in the molds. Similarly to the swelling test, hydrogel
samples were submerged in 1 mL hyaluronidase DPBS solution until
various time points (0, 1, 2, 3, 5, and 7 days). At the zero-time point,
the samples were defined as having an initial weight of W0. At every
time point, the samples were removed from the hyaluronidase buffer,
the residual buffer from the surface was removed to obtain the Wm,
and the enzyme buffer was replaced after each measurement. The
degradation weight percentage was calculated as Wm/W0 × 100.
Adhesive Properties. A tack test was performed for HAMA and

HAGA-HAMA using a rotational rheometer at RT to observe the
adhesive properties. The protocol has been reported in a previous
study.2 In brief, chicken skins and porcine muscles (freshly purchased
from the market) were carefully cut into circular sheets having a 12
mm diameter and attached to the upper and bottom plates. Next, the
precursors were injected between two tissue layers. The upper plate
with the attached animal tissue was then pressed with a uniform
compressive force (0.1 N) for 120 s to settle the tissue and the
precursor. Subsequently, hydrogels were formed by in situ photo-
crosslinking with a UV lamp for 120 s. Thereafter, the upper plate was
pulled up in axial motion at a constant velocity of 20 μm/s. The
change in axial force was recorded at the point of detachment. A
graph was then plotted to observe the influence of gallic acid on the
adhesive properties of the precursor compared to HAMA without
gallic acid. Each test contained five parallel samples. The tissue used
for the adhesive study was moist throughout the measurement.
Antioxidant Properties. Free radical scavenging activity of

HAGA-HAMA was evaluated using the DPPH (2,2,1-diphenyl-1-
picrylhydrazyl) method.36 HAGA was dissolved in DI water at 30 μg/
1 mL concentration, followed by 1 mL of DPPH solution (1 mg/12
mL in methanol). After incubation at 25 °C for 30 min, the
absorbance was measured at 517 nm using a UV−vis spectropho-
tometer. The DPPH scavenging activity (%) was calculated from eq 1.

= ×A
A

DPPH scavenging activity (%) 1001

2 (1)

where A1 is the absorbance of DPPH solution in the presence of
samples, and A2 is the absorbance of blank DPPH solution that was
used under the same reaction conditions in the absence of synthesized
polymers.
Statistical Analysis. The results of the oscillatory measurements

were presented as mean ± standard deviation (SD). The analysis was
performed using Student’s t-test to determine the differences between
groups, and the significance was defined at p < 0.05.

■ RESULTS
Development of pH-Responsive Precursors. The

HAGA precursors were synthesized with calculated modifica-

tion degrees of 10 and 20% and were obtained as ∼12 and
∼21%, as confirmed by H1-NMR (Figure S-8A,B and Figure S-
9A,B). The degree of methacrylation of the HAMA15
precursor was approximately 16%, quantified by H1-NMR
(Figure S-10A,B). According to the appearance, the precursors
were liquid under acidic conditions (pH 3−5), gained more
viscosity at pH 7.5−8, and became true hydrogels under basic
conditions (pH 8.5−9). The preliminary testing was
performed to screen the precursors’ injectability and
printability after extruding from the nozzle. In Figure S-12,
at pH 3−7.5, the precursor displayed a droplet-like filament,
whereas the filaments of the precursor at pH 7.5−8 were
coherent. The precursor at pH > 8 was unable to form a
coherent filament; instead, it was irregular and too solid. In
addition, 5% w/v of HAMA precursor displayed a liquid-like
filament and was not a good candidate for 3D bioprinting
(Figure S-15A).

Flow Behavior of pH-Responsive Precursors. Figure 3
illustrates the flow curve of shear-thinning and recovery
behavior of precursors at different pH. The values of shear-
thinning coefficients and yield stress were used to explain the
injectability and printability. In detail, all precursors at low pH
(3−5) exhibited low viscosity and behaved liquid-like. This
was confirmed by the shear-thinning coefficients of n > 0.9
(Table S-1), describing the precursor as a Newtonian fluid.
The precursors started to gelate when the pH reached 7.5,
resulting in higher viscosity as the pH increased.
At acidic and neutral pH, all precursor formulations were

liquid and partially slipped out of the plate-to-plate geometry
after applying the shear. According to the viscosity curve of
HAGA10-HAMA15 at pH 7.5−8 (Figure 3A), Newtonian
behavior was observed at a low shear rate, revealing the
extended plateau region, finally demonstrating non-Newtonian
behavior at 10 s−1 shear rate. The values of shear-thinning
coefficients are listed in Table S-1. On the other hand, as
shown in Figure 3B, HAGA20-HAMA15 at pH 5−7.5 was
weakly shear-thinning as the viscosity started to drop at a high
shear rate (above 10 s−1). HAGA20-HAMA15 at pH 8 showed
improvement in shear-thinning behavior at a shear rate above 1
s−1, giving n < 0.2 (Table S-1). In addition, HAGA10-
HAMA15 and HAGA20-HAMA15 at pH 8 did not have high
yield stress, implying that high printing pressure is not required
to extrude the material (Figure 3C,D). The recovery behavior
graphs are represented in Figure 3E,F. HAGA20-HAMA15 at
pH 8 rapidly recovered to its original viscosity (∼80%) after
removing the high shear rate. In contrast, at pH 9, HAGA10-
HAMA15 and HAGA20-HAMA15 lost half of their viscosity
after removing the shear.
At pH 9, both HAGA10-HAMA15 and HAGA20-HAMA15

became true hydrogels. The Power-Law model was applied,
and shear-thinning coefficients of n < 0.2 were obtained. In
contrast, they required high shear stress to reduce the viscosity
and could not recover their original viscosities (∼40−50%
recovery). Based on the rheological results, HAGA20-
HAMA15 at pH 8 provided high viscosity, proper yield stress,
shear-thinning properties, and recovery behavior. Hence, it was
selected as the biomaterial ink candidate for injecting and 3D
printing tests. In addition, in situ photopolymerization (Figure
S-13) shows the gelation time of all precursor formulations at
different pH after being exposed to UV light (storage modulus
as a function of time).

Evaluation of Printability. After the printability of
precursors was prescreened using filament analysis (filament
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multilayered structures were postcured using the bioprinter’s
integrated UV/vis LED module at a wavelength of 365 nm with 25
mW/cm2 intensity for 120 s.
Hydrogel Preparation. The pH of precursor formulations was

adjusted into acidic (pH 5), neutral (pH 7), and basic (pH 8). After
that, the precursors were cast into the molds (2.5 mm height,
diameter of 12 mm) and were left for 30 min to settle down. Next, the
precursors were exposed to 365 nm UV light (25 mW/cm2) for 120 s
(BlueWave 50 UV curing spot lamp, DYMAX Corp., USA).
Mechanical Properties of Hydrogels. To evaluate the

viscoelastic behavior of the hydrogels with and without photo-
crosslinking, oscillatory measurement was employed using a
rheometer with a plate-to-plate geometry (12 mm of diameter).
The amplitude sweep was carried out to determine the linear

viscoelastic region of the materials (0.1−100% strain). Subsequently,
frequency sweep measurements were carried out from 0.1 to 100 Hz
at a fixed strain of 1% and at a gap distance of 2.5 mm at 25 °C. The
storage and loss moduli (G′, G″) correlating to the elastic and viscous
attributes of the hydrogel samples were measured and calculated into
loss tangent (tan δ). Stress relaxation was also measured with a
rheometer (12 mm plate-to-plate geometry) to evaluate the effect of
gallic acid in hydrogels compared to plain HAMA hydrogel. The
hydrogel samples were tested with 20% strain at a constant rate for
500 s, giving the stress response over time. Crosslinking density (ne,
mol/m3) and average mesh size (ξ, nm) were estimated by calculating
the difference between G’ and G″ (eqs S-5, S-6). To screen the strain
recovery or self-healing behavior of the hydrogels, G’ and G″ were
measured under the repeating seven cycles of low (1%) and ultrahigh

Figure 3. Rheological measurements of precursor mixtures of HAGA10-HAMA15 and HAGA20-HAMA15 at different pH (3, 5.5, 7.5, 8 and 9):
shear-thinning (A, B), yield stress (C, D), and recovery behavior (E, F) at 37 °C.
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oscillation strain (800%) conditions at 25 °C and oscillation
frequency remained constant at 1 Hz, using 12 mm diameter stainless
steel parallel plate geometry. The holding period of each cycle was set
at 60 s. The self-healing properties of GA-based hydrogels were
evaluated via a cutting-healing method. The hydrogels were first cut
into two separate pieces, after which the cut edges were faced together
at 37 °C for 30 min.
pH-Dependent Swelling of Hydrogels. All hydrogel samples

with and without postcrosslinking were immersed in 0.1 M
phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) solution with different pH (5, 7,
and 9) to examine their stability (K2HPO4 and KH2PO4 were varied
from 5.841 and 94.16 mM to 93.48 and 6.523 mM to obtain the
desired pH). The hydrogels were maintained at 37 °C ± 0.5 °C in a
shaking incubator at 90 rpm until various time points (0, 1, 2, 3, 5, 7,
and 15 days). At the zero time point, the samples were defined with a
weight of W0. At every time point, the samples were removed from
the solution, and the residual solution from the surface was removed
to obtain the Ws. The swelling ratio was calculated as Ws/W0.
Degradation Study. Enzymatic degradation of the material was

performed using hyaluronidase at a concentration of 50 U/mL in
DPBS at pH 7.4. Three parallel hydrogel samples of 250 μL
HAMA15, HAGA10-HAMA15, and HAGA20-HAMA15 were
prepared in the molds. Similarly to the swelling test, hydrogel
samples were submerged in 1 mL hyaluronidase DPBS solution until
various time points (0, 1, 2, 3, 5, and 7 days). At the zero-time point,
the samples were defined as having an initial weight of W0. At every
time point, the samples were removed from the hyaluronidase buffer,
the residual buffer from the surface was removed to obtain the Wm,
and the enzyme buffer was replaced after each measurement. The
degradation weight percentage was calculated as Wm/W0 × 100.
Adhesive Properties. A tack test was performed for HAMA and

HAGA-HAMA using a rotational rheometer at RT to observe the
adhesive properties. The protocol has been reported in a previous
study.2 In brief, chicken skins and porcine muscles (freshly purchased
from the market) were carefully cut into circular sheets having a 12
mm diameter and attached to the upper and bottom plates. Next, the
precursors were injected between two tissue layers. The upper plate
with the attached animal tissue was then pressed with a uniform
compressive force (0.1 N) for 120 s to settle the tissue and the
precursor. Subsequently, hydrogels were formed by in situ photo-
crosslinking with a UV lamp for 120 s. Thereafter, the upper plate was
pulled up in axial motion at a constant velocity of 20 μm/s. The
change in axial force was recorded at the point of detachment. A
graph was then plotted to observe the influence of gallic acid on the
adhesive properties of the precursor compared to HAMA without
gallic acid. Each test contained five parallel samples. The tissue used
for the adhesive study was moist throughout the measurement.
Antioxidant Properties. Free radical scavenging activity of

HAGA-HAMA was evaluated using the DPPH (2,2,1-diphenyl-1-
picrylhydrazyl) method.36 HAGA was dissolved in DI water at 30 μg/
1 mL concentration, followed by 1 mL of DPPH solution (1 mg/12
mL in methanol). After incubation at 25 °C for 30 min, the
absorbance was measured at 517 nm using a UV−vis spectropho-
tometer. The DPPH scavenging activity (%) was calculated from eq 1.

= ×A
A

DPPH scavenging activity (%) 1001

2 (1)

where A1 is the absorbance of DPPH solution in the presence of
samples, and A2 is the absorbance of blank DPPH solution that was
used under the same reaction conditions in the absence of synthesized
polymers.
Statistical Analysis. The results of the oscillatory measurements

were presented as mean ± standard deviation (SD). The analysis was
performed using Student’s t-test to determine the differences between
groups, and the significance was defined at p < 0.05.

■ RESULTS
Development of pH-Responsive Precursors. The

HAGA precursors were synthesized with calculated modifica-

tion degrees of 10 and 20% and were obtained as ∼12 and
∼21%, as confirmed by H1-NMR (Figure S-8A,B and Figure S-
9A,B). The degree of methacrylation of the HAMA15
precursor was approximately 16%, quantified by H1-NMR
(Figure S-10A,B). According to the appearance, the precursors
were liquid under acidic conditions (pH 3−5), gained more
viscosity at pH 7.5−8, and became true hydrogels under basic
conditions (pH 8.5−9). The preliminary testing was
performed to screen the precursors’ injectability and
printability after extruding from the nozzle. In Figure S-12,
at pH 3−7.5, the precursor displayed a droplet-like filament,
whereas the filaments of the precursor at pH 7.5−8 were
coherent. The precursor at pH > 8 was unable to form a
coherent filament; instead, it was irregular and too solid. In
addition, 5% w/v of HAMA precursor displayed a liquid-like
filament and was not a good candidate for 3D bioprinting
(Figure S-15A).

Flow Behavior of pH-Responsive Precursors. Figure 3
illustrates the flow curve of shear-thinning and recovery
behavior of precursors at different pH. The values of shear-
thinning coefficients and yield stress were used to explain the
injectability and printability. In detail, all precursors at low pH
(3−5) exhibited low viscosity and behaved liquid-like. This
was confirmed by the shear-thinning coefficients of n > 0.9
(Table S-1), describing the precursor as a Newtonian fluid.
The precursors started to gelate when the pH reached 7.5,
resulting in higher viscosity as the pH increased.
At acidic and neutral pH, all precursor formulations were

liquid and partially slipped out of the plate-to-plate geometry
after applying the shear. According to the viscosity curve of
HAGA10-HAMA15 at pH 7.5−8 (Figure 3A), Newtonian
behavior was observed at a low shear rate, revealing the
extended plateau region, finally demonstrating non-Newtonian
behavior at 10 s−1 shear rate. The values of shear-thinning
coefficients are listed in Table S-1. On the other hand, as
shown in Figure 3B, HAGA20-HAMA15 at pH 5−7.5 was
weakly shear-thinning as the viscosity started to drop at a high
shear rate (above 10 s−1). HAGA20-HAMA15 at pH 8 showed
improvement in shear-thinning behavior at a shear rate above 1
s−1, giving n < 0.2 (Table S-1). In addition, HAGA10-
HAMA15 and HAGA20-HAMA15 at pH 8 did not have high
yield stress, implying that high printing pressure is not required
to extrude the material (Figure 3C,D). The recovery behavior
graphs are represented in Figure 3E,F. HAGA20-HAMA15 at
pH 8 rapidly recovered to its original viscosity (∼80%) after
removing the high shear rate. In contrast, at pH 9, HAGA10-
HAMA15 and HAGA20-HAMA15 lost half of their viscosity
after removing the shear.
At pH 9, both HAGA10-HAMA15 and HAGA20-HAMA15

became true hydrogels. The Power-Law model was applied,
and shear-thinning coefficients of n < 0.2 were obtained. In
contrast, they required high shear stress to reduce the viscosity
and could not recover their original viscosities (∼40−50%
recovery). Based on the rheological results, HAGA20-
HAMA15 at pH 8 provided high viscosity, proper yield stress,
shear-thinning properties, and recovery behavior. Hence, it was
selected as the biomaterial ink candidate for injecting and 3D
printing tests. In addition, in situ photopolymerization (Figure
S-13) shows the gelation time of all precursor formulations at
different pH after being exposed to UV light (storage modulus
as a function of time).

Evaluation of Printability. After the printability of
precursors was prescreened using filament analysis (filament
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Figure 4. Printability of biomaterial inks (HAGA20-HAMA15 at pH 7.5−8, 37 °C) and 3D printing tests. (A) Filament of printed biomaterial inks
with various pressure and printing speed values. The graph illustrates how filament diameter is affected by pressure and printing speed. The red line
is used as a guideline to compare the filament diameter with the actual nozzle size. The error bars indicate the standard deviation of filament
diameter for each ink, presented as mean (n = 10) ± SD. (B) Printability window: an over-extruded filament (red color), irregular filament (yellow
color), stretched filament (green color), or discontinuous filament (x symbol). (C) Images of two-layer printed grids to screen the optimal printing
parameters. (D) Images of multilayer printing of one, two, and four layers using the optimal printing parameters and different filling percentages to
determine the achievable printing resolution. (E) Example of a microscopic image of an optimal printed grid structure for Pr value calculation and
stackability of 2 filament layers (6 mm/s, 2650 mbar). (F) Example of the prescreening results of injectability and stackability of biomaterial inks.

Figure 5. Oscillatory measurements of all hydrogel samples, tested using frequency and amplitude sweeps. (A) tan δ value, calculated from the ratio
between G’ and G″ from the amplitude sweep to observe the viscoelasticity of hydrogels (with and without UV). (B) Storage moduli of hydrogels
(with and without UV) obtained from the linear region of amplitude and frequency curves. The error bars indicate the standard deviation of storage
modulus for each ink, presented as mean ± SD (n = 10, *p < 0.05, **insignificant). (C−E) Comparison of strain recovery behavior of hydrogels
with the complementary network (HAGA10-HAMA15 and HAGA20-HAMA15) and without the complementary network (HAMA15). The strain
recovery behavior was measured through seven cycles of strain (1% strain → 800% strain → 1% strain).
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formation and stackability) and rheology (shear-thinning, yield
stress, and recovery behavior), the integrity of multilayered
constructs and the effect of printing parameters were evaluated
using Pr value calculation and filament width measurement.
Figure 4A shows the printed filaments at different printing
conditions. Low printing speed (4 mm/s) fed excessive ink on
the printing bed, resulting in over-deposited filaments.
However, the ink started to extrude at the pressure of 2450
mbar and could not form a smooth filament. The printing
speeds of 6 and 8 mm/s resulted in continuous thin filaments
having thickness close to the nozzle diameter. Figure 4A also
shows the measured filament thicknesses compared to the
nozzle size. However, some discontinuous filaments were
observed at the pressure values of 2450 and 2550 mbar. The
thickness of filaments can be used to predict the accuracy of
the printing process.37 The thickness of continuous filaments
was around 577 ± 8 μm. The printing pressure of 2650 mbar
and a speed of 6 mm/s resulted in a continuous filament and
were chosen for multilayered grid (2 × 2 cm2) printing. The
filament characteristics and printing parameters were collected
in the table and marked as the printability window to narrow
the printing parameters (Figure 4B). The red color indicates
over-extruded filaments caused by too high printing pressure
and speed. The irregularly shaped filaments caused by
unfeasible printing speed with proper pressure were marked
with yellow. The green color shows the part of the printability
window where the printing pressure and speed meet the
minimum requirements, giving well-defined filaments. The x
symbol demonstrates the filament breakage during the
printing, yielding poor printing results. Figure 4C visualizes
how irregular grid structures were formed if inappropriate
printing parameters were chosen. Figure 4D shows the
successful 3D printed grids (2 and 4 layers) using optimized
printing parameters with different degrees of filling for the
CAD model (to change the size of the internal pore size in the
grid). The printability of HAGA20-HAMA15 was evaluated by
varying the printing parameters, such as printing pressure
(2450−2750 mbar) and speed (4−8 mm/s). Ideally, the
proper printing parameters provide stability and shape fidelity
for the printed structure, which allows the 3D stacking of
filaments in a layer-by-layer fashion. Figure 4F shows the result
of injectability and stackability of HAGA20-HAMA15 using a
commercially available needle at RT and 37 °C. The material
was stackable on the glass slide. Subsequently, the Pr values
were calculated from the grid constructs from the optimal
printing parameters (Figure S-16 and Table S-2).

Viscoelastic Properties of Hydrogels. The storage
moduli of hydrogels were evaluated using oscillatory measure-
ment (amplitude and frequency sweeps) with and without
photocrosslinking (Figure 5). As mentioned in the Materials
and Methods section, HAGA-HAMA formulations were
adjusted to basic pH to be gelated into true hydrogels. The
rheological analyses represented that with and without UV
curing, gels remained stable during the rheological testing.
Both formulations consistently yielded higher storage moduli
after photocrosslinking (560 ± 11, 827 ± 26, 595 ± 12, and
1060 ± 25 Pa for HAGA10-HAMA15 without UV-curing, UV-
cured HAGA10-HAMA15, HAGA20-HAMA15 without UV-
curing, and UV-cured HAGA20-HAMA15, respectively).
Moreover, Figure 5A demonstrates that UV-cured and
hydrogels without UV-curing resulted in viscoelasticity and
high stability (tan δ values lower than 1), but there were no
significant differences between the two formulations (Figure
5B). The average mesh sizes (ξ) and crosslinking densities (ne)
were calculated using eqs S-5 and S-6 and are listed in Table S-
3. Stress relaxation on HAMA and HAGA-HAMA gels was
evaluated to observe the effect of GA functionalization in the
hydrogel networks. As shown in Figure 5C−E, the dynamic
strain recovery properties of the complementary network
hydrogels were assessed using the continuous seven-step strain
(1% strain → 800% strain → 1% strain). At high strain
(800%), the hydrogels reached the critical strain, which was
converted into a viscous state (G″ dominates G’). At low strain
(1%), the hydrogels exhibited an elastic state (G’ dominates
G″). During the cyclic test, the rapid transition between elastic
and viscous states between low and high strain indicates the
strain recovery behavior of the hydrogels. The HAGA-HAMA
hydrogels showed high elastic recoverability of the polymeric
networks (especially HAGA20-HAMA15), suggesting the
dynamic nature of the complementary network between gallol
moieties and photocrosslinking. In contrast, HAMA15 groups
lost their original properties after the first high strain. Figure
6A confirms that HAGA-HAMA hydrogels have enhanced
stress relaxation behavior. When comparing the relaxation
behavior of HAMA15, HAGA10-HAMA15, and HAGA20-
HAMA15, we observed that the HAGA-HAMA groups
displayed a faster relaxation time (at 0.5 relaxation stress),
which was approximately 0.2 ± 0.01, 0.18 ± 0.01, and 1.05 ±
0.02 s for HAGA20-HAMA15, HAGA10-HAMA15, and
HAMA15 respectively, as shown in Figure 6B. However, the
relaxation amplitude and relaxation time between HAGA10-

Figure 6. Stress relaxation tests on HAGA-HAMA and HAMA hydrogels. (A) Hydrogel samples were tested with 5% strain, which was then held at
a constant rate for 1000 s. (B) Quantification of stress relaxation in the time scale at which the stress is relaxed to half of its initial value. The error
bars indicate the standard deviation of storage modulus for each ink, presented as mean ± SD (n = 10, *p < 0.05, **insignificant).
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Figure 4. Printability of biomaterial inks (HAGA20-HAMA15 at pH 7.5−8, 37 °C) and 3D printing tests. (A) Filament of printed biomaterial inks
with various pressure and printing speed values. The graph illustrates how filament diameter is affected by pressure and printing speed. The red line
is used as a guideline to compare the filament diameter with the actual nozzle size. The error bars indicate the standard deviation of filament
diameter for each ink, presented as mean (n = 10) ± SD. (B) Printability window: an over-extruded filament (red color), irregular filament (yellow
color), stretched filament (green color), or discontinuous filament (x symbol). (C) Images of two-layer printed grids to screen the optimal printing
parameters. (D) Images of multilayer printing of one, two, and four layers using the optimal printing parameters and different filling percentages to
determine the achievable printing resolution. (E) Example of a microscopic image of an optimal printed grid structure for Pr value calculation and
stackability of 2 filament layers (6 mm/s, 2650 mbar). (F) Example of the prescreening results of injectability and stackability of biomaterial inks.

Figure 5. Oscillatory measurements of all hydrogel samples, tested using frequency and amplitude sweeps. (A) tan δ value, calculated from the ratio
between G’ and G″ from the amplitude sweep to observe the viscoelasticity of hydrogels (with and without UV). (B) Storage moduli of hydrogels
(with and without UV) obtained from the linear region of amplitude and frequency curves. The error bars indicate the standard deviation of storage
modulus for each ink, presented as mean ± SD (n = 10, *p < 0.05, **insignificant). (C−E) Comparison of strain recovery behavior of hydrogels
with the complementary network (HAGA10-HAMA15 and HAGA20-HAMA15) and without the complementary network (HAMA15). The strain
recovery behavior was measured through seven cycles of strain (1% strain → 800% strain → 1% strain).
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formation and stackability) and rheology (shear-thinning, yield
stress, and recovery behavior), the integrity of multilayered
constructs and the effect of printing parameters were evaluated
using Pr value calculation and filament width measurement.
Figure 4A shows the printed filaments at different printing
conditions. Low printing speed (4 mm/s) fed excessive ink on
the printing bed, resulting in over-deposited filaments.
However, the ink started to extrude at the pressure of 2450
mbar and could not form a smooth filament. The printing
speeds of 6 and 8 mm/s resulted in continuous thin filaments
having thickness close to the nozzle diameter. Figure 4A also
shows the measured filament thicknesses compared to the
nozzle size. However, some discontinuous filaments were
observed at the pressure values of 2450 and 2550 mbar. The
thickness of filaments can be used to predict the accuracy of
the printing process.37 The thickness of continuous filaments
was around 577 ± 8 μm. The printing pressure of 2650 mbar
and a speed of 6 mm/s resulted in a continuous filament and
were chosen for multilayered grid (2 × 2 cm2) printing. The
filament characteristics and printing parameters were collected
in the table and marked as the printability window to narrow
the printing parameters (Figure 4B). The red color indicates
over-extruded filaments caused by too high printing pressure
and speed. The irregularly shaped filaments caused by
unfeasible printing speed with proper pressure were marked
with yellow. The green color shows the part of the printability
window where the printing pressure and speed meet the
minimum requirements, giving well-defined filaments. The x
symbol demonstrates the filament breakage during the
printing, yielding poor printing results. Figure 4C visualizes
how irregular grid structures were formed if inappropriate
printing parameters were chosen. Figure 4D shows the
successful 3D printed grids (2 and 4 layers) using optimized
printing parameters with different degrees of filling for the
CAD model (to change the size of the internal pore size in the
grid). The printability of HAGA20-HAMA15 was evaluated by
varying the printing parameters, such as printing pressure
(2450−2750 mbar) and speed (4−8 mm/s). Ideally, the
proper printing parameters provide stability and shape fidelity
for the printed structure, which allows the 3D stacking of
filaments in a layer-by-layer fashion. Figure 4F shows the result
of injectability and stackability of HAGA20-HAMA15 using a
commercially available needle at RT and 37 °C. The material
was stackable on the glass slide. Subsequently, the Pr values
were calculated from the grid constructs from the optimal
printing parameters (Figure S-16 and Table S-2).

Viscoelastic Properties of Hydrogels. The storage
moduli of hydrogels were evaluated using oscillatory measure-
ment (amplitude and frequency sweeps) with and without
photocrosslinking (Figure 5). As mentioned in the Materials
and Methods section, HAGA-HAMA formulations were
adjusted to basic pH to be gelated into true hydrogels. The
rheological analyses represented that with and without UV
curing, gels remained stable during the rheological testing.
Both formulations consistently yielded higher storage moduli
after photocrosslinking (560 ± 11, 827 ± 26, 595 ± 12, and
1060 ± 25 Pa for HAGA10-HAMA15 without UV-curing, UV-
cured HAGA10-HAMA15, HAGA20-HAMA15 without UV-
curing, and UV-cured HAGA20-HAMA15, respectively).
Moreover, Figure 5A demonstrates that UV-cured and
hydrogels without UV-curing resulted in viscoelasticity and
high stability (tan δ values lower than 1), but there were no
significant differences between the two formulations (Figure
5B). The average mesh sizes (ξ) and crosslinking densities (ne)
were calculated using eqs S-5 and S-6 and are listed in Table S-
3. Stress relaxation on HAMA and HAGA-HAMA gels was
evaluated to observe the effect of GA functionalization in the
hydrogel networks. As shown in Figure 5C−E, the dynamic
strain recovery properties of the complementary network
hydrogels were assessed using the continuous seven-step strain
(1% strain → 800% strain → 1% strain). At high strain
(800%), the hydrogels reached the critical strain, which was
converted into a viscous state (G″ dominates G’). At low strain
(1%), the hydrogels exhibited an elastic state (G’ dominates
G″). During the cyclic test, the rapid transition between elastic
and viscous states between low and high strain indicates the
strain recovery behavior of the hydrogels. The HAGA-HAMA
hydrogels showed high elastic recoverability of the polymeric
networks (especially HAGA20-HAMA15), suggesting the
dynamic nature of the complementary network between gallol
moieties and photocrosslinking. In contrast, HAMA15 groups
lost their original properties after the first high strain. Figure
6A confirms that HAGA-HAMA hydrogels have enhanced
stress relaxation behavior. When comparing the relaxation
behavior of HAMA15, HAGA10-HAMA15, and HAGA20-
HAMA15, we observed that the HAGA-HAMA groups
displayed a faster relaxation time (at 0.5 relaxation stress),
which was approximately 0.2 ± 0.01, 0.18 ± 0.01, and 1.05 ±
0.02 s for HAGA20-HAMA15, HAGA10-HAMA15, and
HAMA15 respectively, as shown in Figure 6B. However, the
relaxation amplitude and relaxation time between HAGA10-

Figure 6. Stress relaxation tests on HAGA-HAMA and HAMA hydrogels. (A) Hydrogel samples were tested with 5% strain, which was then held at
a constant rate for 1000 s. (B) Quantification of stress relaxation in the time scale at which the stress is relaxed to half of its initial value. The error
bars indicate the standard deviation of storage modulus for each ink, presented as mean ± SD (n = 10, *p < 0.05, **insignificant).
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HAMA15 and HAGA20-HAMA15 were not significantly
different.
pH-Dependent Swelling of Hydrogels. The swelling

studies were performed to investigate the stability of the
HAGA-HAMA gels (with and without UV curing) under
physiological conditions (pH 7.4) and at acidic conditions (pH

5.0), in which the GA modification starts to degrade, and at
basic conditions (pH 8.0) (Figure 7). HAGA10-HAMA15
hydrogels without photocrosslinking (Figure 7A) disintegrated
after the first time point of observation in the acidic conditions,
but HAGA20-HAMA15 hydrogels without photocrosslinking
(Figure 7B) were stable until the end of the observation. In

Figure 7. Time-dependent swelling behavior of HAGA10-HAMA15 and HAGA20-HAMA gels (n = 10, the error bars indicate the SD) as a
response to different pH (5−8). The swelling ratio of hydrogels (A) HAGA10-HAMA15 and (B) HAGA20-HAMA15. The hydrogels before and
after swelling are shown here as examples, 1 cm2 grid scale.

Figure 8. Measurement of tissue adhesion force of hydrogels (n = 4) (A) HAGA10-HAMA15 and (B) HAGA20-HAMA15 by the tack adhesion
test. The precursors were in situ photocrosslinked and adhered to the surface of animal tissues. (C) Adhesion chemistry between hydrogels and the
tissue surface due to nucleophilic group interactions and quinone.
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contrast, both UV-cured HAGA10-HAMA15 (Figure 7C) and
HAGA20-HAMA15 (Figure 7D) hydrogels showed rapid
initial swelling followed by degradation in acidic buffer, but
the HAGA20-HAMA15 gels displayed a significantly lower
swelling ratio (∼4.1 ± 0.03 and ∼2.2 ± 0.02 swelling ratio,
respectively). Under physiological conditions and at basic pH,
HAGA20-HAMA15 gels (with and without UV) were stable,
but HAGA10-HAMA15 gels at pH 7 swelled more than
HAGA20-HAMA15 gels.
Adhesive Properties. A tack test was performed to

investigate the tissue adhesive properties of different inks using
chicken skin and porcine muscle. Both HAGA10-HAMA15
(Figure 8A) and HAGA10-HAMA15 (Figure 8B) showed
tissue adhesive properties. However, a higher modification
degree of GA (HAGA20) required higher force to pull the
tissue from the in situ photocrosslinked hydrogels (negative
force) compared to gels with a lower modification degree of
GA (HAGA10). Figure 8C shows the mechanism of wet
adhesion on tissue surfaces.
Antioxidant Properties. A DPPH radical scavenging assay

was used as a preliminary assessment of the changes in the
antioxidant properties upon modification of HA with GA. The
DPPH reagent underwent a visual change in color from deep
purple to deep orange in HAGA10 and HAGA20 due to the
antioxidant properties imparted by GA. The antioxidant
properties of GA were confirmed again by comparing it with
pure DPPH, which did not change its color, and was
considered as 100% absorption. The UV−vis spectroscopy
measurement of 30 μg/mL HAGA10 and HAGA20 in the
presence of DPPH displayed ∼44 and ∼62% reduction in
absorption (Figure 9A), indicating potential antioxidant
properties. Figure 9B illustrates the mechanism of radical
quenching by gallol moieties.

■ DISCUSSION
Among all kinds of stimuli-responsive hydrogels, pH-
responsive hydrogels have been extensively explored due to
their potential for various applications, such as injectable and
self-healing hydrogels as well as drug delivery systems.31 In
addition, the pH-responsiveness in precursors enables control
over the precursor viscosity and mechanical, swelling, and
degradation properties of hydrogels. The pH-responsive
precursors can be bioprinted at neural-basic pH (7.3−9.8)

on damaged skin31 and be triggered to degrade at low pH (4−
6) on healed skin.32 In bioprinted wound dressing applications,
the pH-responsive non-Newtonian precursors enable the in
situ bioprinting of the precursor in the wound and allow the
shape-specific fitting and stability of the printed construct.38

In this study, we synthesized pH-responsive hyaluronic acid-
(HA)-based precursors grafted with the gallic acid (GA)
moiety (the degrees of GA functionalization were ∼10 and
20% with respect to the disaccharide repeat units). GA was
conjugated to polysaccharides via carbohydrazide linkages
utilizing the carboxylic group on the polymer backbone and
hydrazide group from amine-functionalized GA using
carbodiimide coupling chemistry.1,39 The carboxylate residues
of GA were modified to a hydrazide derivative as they are
known to undergo proficient EDC coupling at acidic pH (4.7−
4.8). The successful conjugation of GA was confirmed as the
solution turned light brown at basic pH (∼8), indicating that
GA functionalization was successful in the HA backbone, as
also demonstrated in our previous study of GelMAGA.36 We
hypothesized that the precursor blend (HAGA-HAMA) would
provide the pH-responsive properties necessary to improve
both printability and injectability. We decided to test higher
(20%) and lower (10%) gallic acid modifications to understand
the effect of the gallic moiety on pH responsiveness. To
simplify the study, the ratio between HAMA and HAGA was
fixed to 1:1, and the HAMA hydrogel was used as a control.
A series of rheological characterizations were performed to

study the pH-dependent precursor properties. Shear-thinning
behavior in non-Newtonian precursors has been used in several
research studies to show the printability of precursors.20,40 The
Power-Law model was applied to the flow curve to calculate
the shear-thinning coefficients (n and K values). These
coefficients were used to prescreen whether the precursor is
injectable or printable. In general, the linear region from the
viscosity−shear rate curve has been used for the Power-Law
trendline fit.7,18,36 HAGA-HAMA precursors undergo a rapid
sol−gel transition between pH 7.5 and 8, which results in
increased viscosity at higher pH levels due to denser
crosslinked network formation via oxidized gallol moieties.
However, the precursor at basic pH became the true hydrogel
and slipped from the parallel plate at high-velocity centrifugal
movement during the measurement. Therefore, the Cox−Merz
rule was applied to convert the frequency sweep to a viscosity-

Figure 9. Antioxidant properties of HAGA10 and HAGA20. (A) UV−vis spectrum of HAGA10 and HAGA20 exhibited a reduction of absorbance
at 530 nm, compared to DPPH alone. (B) DPPH radical scavenging mechanism that is responsible for the antioxidant activity of HAGA.
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HAMA15 and HAGA20-HAMA15 were not significantly
different.
pH-Dependent Swelling of Hydrogels. The swelling

studies were performed to investigate the stability of the
HAGA-HAMA gels (with and without UV curing) under
physiological conditions (pH 7.4) and at acidic conditions (pH

5.0), in which the GA modification starts to degrade, and at
basic conditions (pH 8.0) (Figure 7). HAGA10-HAMA15
hydrogels without photocrosslinking (Figure 7A) disintegrated
after the first time point of observation in the acidic conditions,
but HAGA20-HAMA15 hydrogels without photocrosslinking
(Figure 7B) were stable until the end of the observation. In

Figure 7. Time-dependent swelling behavior of HAGA10-HAMA15 and HAGA20-HAMA gels (n = 10, the error bars indicate the SD) as a
response to different pH (5−8). The swelling ratio of hydrogels (A) HAGA10-HAMA15 and (B) HAGA20-HAMA15. The hydrogels before and
after swelling are shown here as examples, 1 cm2 grid scale.

Figure 8. Measurement of tissue adhesion force of hydrogels (n = 4) (A) HAGA10-HAMA15 and (B) HAGA20-HAMA15 by the tack adhesion
test. The precursors were in situ photocrosslinked and adhered to the surface of animal tissues. (C) Adhesion chemistry between hydrogels and the
tissue surface due to nucleophilic group interactions and quinone.
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contrast, both UV-cured HAGA10-HAMA15 (Figure 7C) and
HAGA20-HAMA15 (Figure 7D) hydrogels showed rapid
initial swelling followed by degradation in acidic buffer, but
the HAGA20-HAMA15 gels displayed a significantly lower
swelling ratio (∼4.1 ± 0.03 and ∼2.2 ± 0.02 swelling ratio,
respectively). Under physiological conditions and at basic pH,
HAGA20-HAMA15 gels (with and without UV) were stable,
but HAGA10-HAMA15 gels at pH 7 swelled more than
HAGA20-HAMA15 gels.
Adhesive Properties. A tack test was performed to

investigate the tissue adhesive properties of different inks using
chicken skin and porcine muscle. Both HAGA10-HAMA15
(Figure 8A) and HAGA10-HAMA15 (Figure 8B) showed
tissue adhesive properties. However, a higher modification
degree of GA (HAGA20) required higher force to pull the
tissue from the in situ photocrosslinked hydrogels (negative
force) compared to gels with a lower modification degree of
GA (HAGA10). Figure 8C shows the mechanism of wet
adhesion on tissue surfaces.
Antioxidant Properties. A DPPH radical scavenging assay

was used as a preliminary assessment of the changes in the
antioxidant properties upon modification of HA with GA. The
DPPH reagent underwent a visual change in color from deep
purple to deep orange in HAGA10 and HAGA20 due to the
antioxidant properties imparted by GA. The antioxidant
properties of GA were confirmed again by comparing it with
pure DPPH, which did not change its color, and was
considered as 100% absorption. The UV−vis spectroscopy
measurement of 30 μg/mL HAGA10 and HAGA20 in the
presence of DPPH displayed ∼44 and ∼62% reduction in
absorption (Figure 9A), indicating potential antioxidant
properties. Figure 9B illustrates the mechanism of radical
quenching by gallol moieties.

■ DISCUSSION
Among all kinds of stimuli-responsive hydrogels, pH-
responsive hydrogels have been extensively explored due to
their potential for various applications, such as injectable and
self-healing hydrogels as well as drug delivery systems.31 In
addition, the pH-responsiveness in precursors enables control
over the precursor viscosity and mechanical, swelling, and
degradation properties of hydrogels. The pH-responsive
precursors can be bioprinted at neural-basic pH (7.3−9.8)

on damaged skin31 and be triggered to degrade at low pH (4−
6) on healed skin.32 In bioprinted wound dressing applications,
the pH-responsive non-Newtonian precursors enable the in
situ bioprinting of the precursor in the wound and allow the
shape-specific fitting and stability of the printed construct.38

In this study, we synthesized pH-responsive hyaluronic acid-
(HA)-based precursors grafted with the gallic acid (GA)
moiety (the degrees of GA functionalization were ∼10 and
20% with respect to the disaccharide repeat units). GA was
conjugated to polysaccharides via carbohydrazide linkages
utilizing the carboxylic group on the polymer backbone and
hydrazide group from amine-functionalized GA using
carbodiimide coupling chemistry.1,39 The carboxylate residues
of GA were modified to a hydrazide derivative as they are
known to undergo proficient EDC coupling at acidic pH (4.7−
4.8). The successful conjugation of GA was confirmed as the
solution turned light brown at basic pH (∼8), indicating that
GA functionalization was successful in the HA backbone, as
also demonstrated in our previous study of GelMAGA.36 We
hypothesized that the precursor blend (HAGA-HAMA) would
provide the pH-responsive properties necessary to improve
both printability and injectability. We decided to test higher
(20%) and lower (10%) gallic acid modifications to understand
the effect of the gallic moiety on pH responsiveness. To
simplify the study, the ratio between HAMA and HAGA was
fixed to 1:1, and the HAMA hydrogel was used as a control.
A series of rheological characterizations were performed to

study the pH-dependent precursor properties. Shear-thinning
behavior in non-Newtonian precursors has been used in several
research studies to show the printability of precursors.20,40 The
Power-Law model was applied to the flow curve to calculate
the shear-thinning coefficients (n and K values). These
coefficients were used to prescreen whether the precursor is
injectable or printable. In general, the linear region from the
viscosity−shear rate curve has been used for the Power-Law
trendline fit.7,18,36 HAGA-HAMA precursors undergo a rapid
sol−gel transition between pH 7.5 and 8, which results in
increased viscosity at higher pH levels due to denser
crosslinked network formation via oxidized gallol moieties.
However, the precursor at basic pH became the true hydrogel
and slipped from the parallel plate at high-velocity centrifugal
movement during the measurement. Therefore, the Cox−Merz
rule was applied to convert the frequency sweep to a viscosity-

Figure 9. Antioxidant properties of HAGA10 and HAGA20. (A) UV−vis spectrum of HAGA10 and HAGA20 exhibited a reduction of absorbance
at 530 nm, compared to DPPH alone. (B) DPPH radical scavenging mechanism that is responsible for the antioxidant activity of HAGA.
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shear rate graph (eq S-3 and Figure S-14). The Cox−Merz rule
is a correlational relationship that can predict the shear rate-
dependent viscosity based on the oscillatory data.41 We applied
the rule when the measurement of precursors became
impossible at a shear rate above 5 s−1 due to the rotational
movement of the geometry. Precursors at acidic pH had an n
value close to 1, which led to droplet formation. On the other
hand, precursors at neutral and basic pH had an n value below
0.2, making them highly shear-thinning. To further evaluate
the printability, the recovery behavior of the precursors was
evaluated. Upon removal of the high shear rate, HAGA20-
HAMA15 at pH 8 recovered its initial viscosity, suggesting the
thixotropic behavior.
In general, the precursors for injecting and 3D bioprinting

must exhibit shear-thinning behavior, displaying a decreasing
dynamic viscosity as a function of increasing shear rate and also
have the recovery behavior as well as the ability to stack layer-
by-layer during printing.18,38 According to the results,
precursor formulations at neutral pH could not provide
enough stackability, as the filaments merged after being
deposited on the substrate. We have recently shown that the
rheological data alone cannot guarantee a 100% success rate
for printing.7,21 To confirm the printability, the printability
window was formulated to provide the influence of printing
pressure and printing speed on the filament diameter and
quality, giving the proper printability data. When the pressure
was increased, filaments swelled, leading to poor accuracy.
Increasing the printing speed resulted in thinner filaments but
could also cause discontinuous filaments if the speed did not
match the pressure. To investigate the feasibility of 3D printing
HAGA20-HAMA15 at pH 7.5−8, 3D cylinders were printed to
observe the stackability of multilayered structures (Figure S-
17). We found that the cylinders with lower heights of 1 and
2.5 mm could stack successfully. However, the structural
integrity of 5 mm cylinders was poor due to the ink’s inability
to support its weight, which resulted in structural collapse after
the fifth layer was printed.
The pH-induced crosslinking, together with photocrosslink-

ing, provided a complementary network in the HAGA-HAMA
hydrogel. To verify the gallol-mediated complementary
network formation in the HAGA-HAMA hydrogels, we
performed oscillatory and stress relaxation measurements.
We observed the complementary network of HAGA-HAMA
before and after photocrosslinking, and we found that HAGA-
HAMA displayed more stress relaxation than HAMA alone.
According to Chaudhuri et al., living tissues behave viscoelastic
and have stress relaxation.42 The addition of photocrosslinking
led to increased storage modulus, higher crosslinking density
and more elastic gels (tan δ), indicating more stable matrix
formation. In general, GA functionalized hydrogels possess
strain recovery and self-healing behavior.1,2,34 Therefore, a
series of rheological recovery tests were conducted with G’ and
G″ under the seven cycles of low and high strain to determine
the superiority of complementary networks in hydrogels. After
the first cycle, HAMA hydrogels lost their initial G’ value
because HAMA hydrogels were covalently formed by a single
network, resulting in brittleness in the hydrogel structure.43

The strain recovery of hydrogels may increase due to the
addition of secondary crosslinking, such as interpenetrating
and complementary network.1,13,44,45 According to the results,
the G’ of the HAGA10-HAMA15 and HAGA20-HAMA15
hydrogels under high dynamic strain decreased due to the
deformation of the hydrogel network. After the low strain, they

quickly returned to the original G’ value as the hydrogel
construct recovered, especially in hydrogels with higher GA
modification. In addition, the self-healing properties of the
HAGA20-HAMA15 hydrogels were evaluated using a cutting-
healing test. After 30 min of incubation at 37 °C, the separated
hydrogel discs were merged with each other (Figure S-18).
However, HAGA-HAMA hydrogels at high basic pH levels
produced a brownish color, which might reduce the trans-
parency of the precursor, affecting the UV light penetration
and hindering photocrosslinking. Hence, the results of in-situ
photorheology (Figure S-13) showed a slight improvement in
storage modulus upon UV exposure. Moreover, GA has been
proven to be an antioxidant, leading to radical inhibition,
ultimately reducing the degree of photocrosslinking.
The pH-dependent swelling was investigated to further

confirm the concept of the complementary network and
controlled swelling properties of HAGA-HAMA hydrogels.
The acidic media pH led to higher water uptake and increased
the swelling of hydrogels. At basic and neutral media pH, the
GA hydrogels exhibited stable swelling over the period of
observation. The HAGA20-HAMA15 hydrogels illustrated a
slower swelling rate than the HAGA10-HAMA15 hydrogels,
especially after day 1. The complementary network limited the
hydrogel swelling and reduced the average mesh size (ξ),
resulting in reduced water uptake into the hydrogels.
According to the previously published studies,46,47 crosslinking
density (ne) and average mesh size (ξ) influence hydrogel’s
swelling capacity. The higher crosslinking density results in
additional network formation; subsequently, the network
structure of hydrogel is formed, which reduces the water
absorption. To further confirm the gallol-mediated comple-
mentary network formation in the HAGA-HAMA hydrogels,
an enzymatic degradation study was performed in the presence
of hyaluronidase in DPBS at pH 7.4, as shown in Figure S-19.
Both groups of HAGA-HAMA hydrogels exhibited slower
degradation than the plain HAMA hydrogel, especially after
day 1. The HAMA hydrogels degraded quickly after 4 days,
and the remaining mass was lost at the end of the observation.
The interpenetrating crosslinking between photocrosslinking
and gallol-mediated network in the HAGA-HAMA hydrogels
limited their enzymatic degradation by bulk erosion, resulting
in a slower degradation that proceeded through surface
erosion.
In general, HA has been shown to enhance wound healing

and modulate inflammation.34 GA possesses a large variety of
bioactive characteristics, including anti-carcinogenic, anti-
mutagenic, and anti-inflammatory properties.34 Recently, we
have shown that a GA-functionalized GelMA displayed
antioxidant and tissue adhesive properties.36 We aimed to
incorporate the advantages of two moieties into our precursor
by grafting GA on the HA backbone. The tissue adhesive
behavior of the HAGA-HAMA was determined by a tack test.
HAGA20-HAMA15 displayed a high negative force with
chicken skin and pork muscles compared to HAGA10-
HAMA15. Our developed HAGA-HAMA blends showed a
significantly stronger adhesion compared to previous reports
on tissue adhesive hydrogels with similar functionalization.2

The surface of biological tissues has a variety of amino acids
that has several nucleophilic groups available for interaction
with electrophilic groups.48 Although the exact mechanism for
tissue adhesion is unclear, we anticipate that catechol groups
on the gallic acid oxidized to a quinone provide adhesion to
biological tissues by forming covalent bonds with the residual
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nucleophilic moieties (amines, thiol, and hydroxyl groups) on
the tissue surfaces.49 This tissue adhesion in a moist
environment paves the path for developing the class of
biomaterials that can be used as bio-glue in contact with the
body fluids. The biomaterial inks without tissue adhesion may
detach from the substrate or the formerly printed layers during
the printing process, which results in poor resolution and
structural deformation.
Antioxidant properties of HAGA-HAMA were confirmed by

the DPPH radical quenching assay, which was used as a
preliminary test to estimate the antioxidant properties upon
the incorporation of gallic acid. The catechol group is known
to scavenge free radicals and show antioxidant properties. In
addition, GA derivatives have also been found in many
phytomedicines with various biological and pharmaceutical
activities, including free radical scavenging effect, induction of
cancer cell apoptosis, and protection of cells from UV- or
irradiation-induced damage.49 As shown in Figure 9B, the GA
derivatives demonstrate antioxidant properties due to the
formation of radical intermediate on the para-hydroxyl group
stabilized by strong intramolecular hydrogen bonding.50

■ CONCLUSIONS
The HAGA precursor with pH-responsive properties can be
blended with other nonviscous precursors to improve the
processability (printability, type of crosslinking and gelation
time), printing accuracy, and tissue attachment. The
complementary network of HAGA-HAMA hydrogels formed
via pH change and photocrosslinking enhanced the viscoelas-
ticity properties and the stability of hydrogels. HAGA-HAMA
hydrogels exhibited controlled swelling properties, were
capable of swelling under acidic conditions and became stable
at neutral and basic pH. Moreover, the presence of GA moiety
in the hydrogel network offered antioxidant and tissue-
adhesive properties. Overall, we provided the fundamental
connection of chemistry, rheology, and 3D fabrication, which
can help to standardize the 3D bioprinting protocol from
bioink development to post-processing. Moreover, our pH-
responsive precursor is capable of opening a new venue for 4D
bioprinting with several applications in tissue engineering and
drug delivery.
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shear rate graph (eq S-3 and Figure S-14). The Cox−Merz rule
is a correlational relationship that can predict the shear rate-
dependent viscosity based on the oscillatory data.41 We applied
the rule when the measurement of precursors became
impossible at a shear rate above 5 s−1 due to the rotational
movement of the geometry. Precursors at acidic pH had an n
value close to 1, which led to droplet formation. On the other
hand, precursors at neutral and basic pH had an n value below
0.2, making them highly shear-thinning. To further evaluate
the printability, the recovery behavior of the precursors was
evaluated. Upon removal of the high shear rate, HAGA20-
HAMA15 at pH 8 recovered its initial viscosity, suggesting the
thixotropic behavior.
In general, the precursors for injecting and 3D bioprinting

must exhibit shear-thinning behavior, displaying a decreasing
dynamic viscosity as a function of increasing shear rate and also
have the recovery behavior as well as the ability to stack layer-
by-layer during printing.18,38 According to the results,
precursor formulations at neutral pH could not provide
enough stackability, as the filaments merged after being
deposited on the substrate. We have recently shown that the
rheological data alone cannot guarantee a 100% success rate
for printing.7,21 To confirm the printability, the printability
window was formulated to provide the influence of printing
pressure and printing speed on the filament diameter and
quality, giving the proper printability data. When the pressure
was increased, filaments swelled, leading to poor accuracy.
Increasing the printing speed resulted in thinner filaments but
could also cause discontinuous filaments if the speed did not
match the pressure. To investigate the feasibility of 3D printing
HAGA20-HAMA15 at pH 7.5−8, 3D cylinders were printed to
observe the stackability of multilayered structures (Figure S-
17). We found that the cylinders with lower heights of 1 and
2.5 mm could stack successfully. However, the structural
integrity of 5 mm cylinders was poor due to the ink’s inability
to support its weight, which resulted in structural collapse after
the fifth layer was printed.
The pH-induced crosslinking, together with photocrosslink-

ing, provided a complementary network in the HAGA-HAMA
hydrogel. To verify the gallol-mediated complementary
network formation in the HAGA-HAMA hydrogels, we
performed oscillatory and stress relaxation measurements.
We observed the complementary network of HAGA-HAMA
before and after photocrosslinking, and we found that HAGA-
HAMA displayed more stress relaxation than HAMA alone.
According to Chaudhuri et al., living tissues behave viscoelastic
and have stress relaxation.42 The addition of photocrosslinking
led to increased storage modulus, higher crosslinking density
and more elastic gels (tan δ), indicating more stable matrix
formation. In general, GA functionalized hydrogels possess
strain recovery and self-healing behavior.1,2,34 Therefore, a
series of rheological recovery tests were conducted with G’ and
G″ under the seven cycles of low and high strain to determine
the superiority of complementary networks in hydrogels. After
the first cycle, HAMA hydrogels lost their initial G’ value
because HAMA hydrogels were covalently formed by a single
network, resulting in brittleness in the hydrogel structure.43

The strain recovery of hydrogels may increase due to the
addition of secondary crosslinking, such as interpenetrating
and complementary network.1,13,44,45 According to the results,
the G’ of the HAGA10-HAMA15 and HAGA20-HAMA15
hydrogels under high dynamic strain decreased due to the
deformation of the hydrogel network. After the low strain, they

quickly returned to the original G’ value as the hydrogel
construct recovered, especially in hydrogels with higher GA
modification. In addition, the self-healing properties of the
HAGA20-HAMA15 hydrogels were evaluated using a cutting-
healing test. After 30 min of incubation at 37 °C, the separated
hydrogel discs were merged with each other (Figure S-18).
However, HAGA-HAMA hydrogels at high basic pH levels
produced a brownish color, which might reduce the trans-
parency of the precursor, affecting the UV light penetration
and hindering photocrosslinking. Hence, the results of in-situ
photorheology (Figure S-13) showed a slight improvement in
storage modulus upon UV exposure. Moreover, GA has been
proven to be an antioxidant, leading to radical inhibition,
ultimately reducing the degree of photocrosslinking.
The pH-dependent swelling was investigated to further

confirm the concept of the complementary network and
controlled swelling properties of HAGA-HAMA hydrogels.
The acidic media pH led to higher water uptake and increased
the swelling of hydrogels. At basic and neutral media pH, the
GA hydrogels exhibited stable swelling over the period of
observation. The HAGA20-HAMA15 hydrogels illustrated a
slower swelling rate than the HAGA10-HAMA15 hydrogels,
especially after day 1. The complementary network limited the
hydrogel swelling and reduced the average mesh size (ξ),
resulting in reduced water uptake into the hydrogels.
According to the previously published studies,46,47 crosslinking
density (ne) and average mesh size (ξ) influence hydrogel’s
swelling capacity. The higher crosslinking density results in
additional network formation; subsequently, the network
structure of hydrogel is formed, which reduces the water
absorption. To further confirm the gallol-mediated comple-
mentary network formation in the HAGA-HAMA hydrogels,
an enzymatic degradation study was performed in the presence
of hyaluronidase in DPBS at pH 7.4, as shown in Figure S-19.
Both groups of HAGA-HAMA hydrogels exhibited slower
degradation than the plain HAMA hydrogel, especially after
day 1. The HAMA hydrogels degraded quickly after 4 days,
and the remaining mass was lost at the end of the observation.
The interpenetrating crosslinking between photocrosslinking
and gallol-mediated network in the HAGA-HAMA hydrogels
limited their enzymatic degradation by bulk erosion, resulting
in a slower degradation that proceeded through surface
erosion.
In general, HA has been shown to enhance wound healing

and modulate inflammation.34 GA possesses a large variety of
bioactive characteristics, including anti-carcinogenic, anti-
mutagenic, and anti-inflammatory properties.34 Recently, we
have shown that a GA-functionalized GelMA displayed
antioxidant and tissue adhesive properties.36 We aimed to
incorporate the advantages of two moieties into our precursor
by grafting GA on the HA backbone. The tissue adhesive
behavior of the HAGA-HAMA was determined by a tack test.
HAGA20-HAMA15 displayed a high negative force with
chicken skin and pork muscles compared to HAGA10-
HAMA15. Our developed HAGA-HAMA blends showed a
significantly stronger adhesion compared to previous reports
on tissue adhesive hydrogels with similar functionalization.2

The surface of biological tissues has a variety of amino acids
that has several nucleophilic groups available for interaction
with electrophilic groups.48 Although the exact mechanism for
tissue adhesion is unclear, we anticipate that catechol groups
on the gallic acid oxidized to a quinone provide adhesion to
biological tissues by forming covalent bonds with the residual
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nucleophilic moieties (amines, thiol, and hydroxyl groups) on
the tissue surfaces.49 This tissue adhesion in a moist
environment paves the path for developing the class of
biomaterials that can be used as bio-glue in contact with the
body fluids. The biomaterial inks without tissue adhesion may
detach from the substrate or the formerly printed layers during
the printing process, which results in poor resolution and
structural deformation.
Antioxidant properties of HAGA-HAMA were confirmed by

the DPPH radical quenching assay, which was used as a
preliminary test to estimate the antioxidant properties upon
the incorporation of gallic acid. The catechol group is known
to scavenge free radicals and show antioxidant properties. In
addition, GA derivatives have also been found in many
phytomedicines with various biological and pharmaceutical
activities, including free radical scavenging effect, induction of
cancer cell apoptosis, and protection of cells from UV- or
irradiation-induced damage.49 As shown in Figure 9B, the GA
derivatives demonstrate antioxidant properties due to the
formation of radical intermediate on the para-hydroxyl group
stabilized by strong intramolecular hydrogen bonding.50

■ CONCLUSIONS
The HAGA precursor with pH-responsive properties can be
blended with other nonviscous precursors to improve the
processability (printability, type of crosslinking and gelation
time), printing accuracy, and tissue attachment. The
complementary network of HAGA-HAMA hydrogels formed
via pH change and photocrosslinking enhanced the viscoelas-
ticity properties and the stability of hydrogels. HAGA-HAMA
hydrogels exhibited controlled swelling properties, were
capable of swelling under acidic conditions and became stable
at neutral and basic pH. Moreover, the presence of GA moiety
in the hydrogel network offered antioxidant and tissue-
adhesive properties. Overall, we provided the fundamental
connection of chemistry, rheology, and 3D fabrication, which
can help to standardize the 3D bioprinting protocol from
bioink development to post-processing. Moreover, our pH-
responsive precursor is capable of opening a new venue for 4D
bioprinting with several applications in tissue engineering and
drug delivery.
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